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Abstract 
previous study of the moneyer-s' names on the late Anglo- 
Saxon coinage by the same writer concluded with the death of 
, 
Ethelred Il. This study continues the survey to the accession 
of Edward the Confessor. The Introduction summarises the sources 
for the coins of this period, current research on their dating 
and die-cutting, and the function of double names which appear 
on the coins. 
A section on Phonology discusses in detail the spellings used 
in the coin-legendsp showing how the numerous forms are not due 
to carelessness or illiteracy on the part of the die-cutters, 
but reflect sound-changes and spelling conventions-which are also 
found in documentary sources. Several sound-changes which have 
hitherto been attributed to Anglo-Norman influence appear on the 
coinsp reinforcing the evidence for their having in fact taken 
place in native Old English. 
The individual names are then examined in an Alphabetical 
Name List for their derivation, and in the final section this 
information is used towards assessing the composition of the pop- 
ulation in the towns where mints were situatedp region by region, 
with regard to the density of Scandinavian settlement and the 
presence of other non-English groups. 
The Scandinavian ruling dvnasty had little effect on the manning 
of the mints) the proportions of Scandinavian to English names 
being very similar to those under Ethelred. There are small changes 
in the southern Danelawp which it is suggested may be a legacy of 
Ethelred's anti-Anglo-Scandinavian policy in the early years of 
the eleventh century. The coin-evidence reflects the general geo- 
graphical patterns of settlement to be inferred from place-naze 
and other material., rather than suggesting that the mint- 
towns, because of their commercial status, had attracted a more 
cosmopolitan population. 
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INTRODUCTION 
I 
Sco-pe r-nd Method 
The object of this study is to continue the assessment of 
late Anglo-Saxon moneyers' names which I began some years ago 
1 
with the period 0.973-1016 The last few years of Edgar's 
reign saw the introduCtiOn of'a new phase in 'the English coinage 
in vhich moneyers' and mint names were always to appear-in assoc- 
2 
iation on their products ; this featurep combined with the very 
large surviving body of material from the Danegeld and Heregeld 
periods makes the coinage an important source of evidence for 
onomastic and urban history in the last century and a half of the 
Anglo-Saxon state. The final years of pre-Conquest England are 
being dealt 
-with by Mrs Frances Colman in a study of the coinage 
of Edward the Confessor. This stucýy deals with the intervening 
period when for a quarter of a century a Danish dynasty pcrfessed 
the throne of England. 
The arrangement of this present study differs in some ways 
from that used in Moneyers c. 973-1016 in that the regional analys- 
es of the names$ presented under mints grouped together geograph- 
ically, is separated from the philological discussion of the indiv- 
idual names themselves. It was found in the earlier study that 
much of the commoner OE material recurred very repetitively, and 
it was-not possible to compare at a glance the rendering of the 
same name at different mints9 nor to take in the grouping and 
distribution of the mints at which a certain name occurred. Here, 
the names have in one section been presented alphabetically in 
a single sequence as has been proved useful in many onomastic 
3 
works of this kind 
. 
Since, however$ the previous work was 
welcomed mainly for the light which it shed on the ethnic mix- 
ture of namesp especially of the Scandinavian names and their 
varying density in the different areas of Scandinavian influence$ 
in the final section the moneyers are set out in their mints-in 
2- 
area groupings, as in the former study, but with each moneyer 
represented there by only a single form of his name. 
The basis of this work has also been changed, from B. E. 
Hildebrand's Anglosachsiska ItMtj which until recently has been 
the largest accessible corpus of Anglo-Saxcn coins of the rele- 
4 
vant period 
, 
to the personal-names section of the Index I was 
asked to compile for the British Academy Sylloge of Coins of the 
5 
British Isles This series has as its aim the publication of 
all coins produced in the British Isles in public and private 
collections. The remit "British Isles" applies only to the 
N 
N 
place of productions not of discovery or preservation; the largest 
number of volumes so far compiled for one institution is seven, 
covering the National Museum collection of Denmark. The Finnish 
national collection has appeared as Volume 25; part of Volume 11 
is devoted to post-Conquest English coins in Stockholm. Not only 
large collections are represented, but by grouping together smaller 
museums interesting minor collections have now also received pub- 
% lication. Most of the larger institutions involved, who have 
collections which will run into several volumess have chosen to 
begin with their earliest coins relevant to the series, and so 
Anglo-Saxon pennies are parliculatly well represented in the first 
twenty volumes already indexed. 
Thus the publication of coins in SCBI in point of view of 
numbers has. now outstripped BEH, particularly in the period under 
review here. The use of examples from SCBI has the additional 
aavantage that all the coins there are illustrateds and so not 
only can information given in the text be verified., but more ae- 
tailed information elicited than is available from a text alone, 
Buch as stylistic data and minutia of epigraphy not to be repro- 
ducea without special printing. Vot least among its advantages 
s 
to myself,, it must be aamitted., was the fact that I haa so recent- 
ly worked over the material during ny compilation of the Index, 
and had it in a form very convenient for this project. 
In spite of the advantages of the Sylloge as a basis, it was 
still very much a basis into which further material had to be fed. 
There are still many dies in the Stockholm collection catalogued 
in BEH which are not represented in any SCBI collection, the series 
so far has not covered any of the great British Museum Anglo- 
Saxon collection, and the Swedish hoards, the largest source of 
all for the late Anglo-Saxon coinage, are still at the very beg- 
inning of their' independent publication. Thus to the SCBI corpus 
have been added moneyers' names from the Swedish Systematic 
Collection (substantially BEH but taking into account the more 6 
recent work of correction to it )I from the British Museum 
Collection (now containing several times over the number of 
coins published in BMC) and also from the Swedish finds over and 
above those extracted and arranged systematically by Hildebrand. 
Once these very large collections have been collated the law 
Of diminishing returns is bound to takeover, but some studies 
of individual mints have produced. additional material., since 
their authors have usually worked over many years to trace every 
known coin of the mint of their interest. Private collections 
are less accessible and information as to their contents often 
surfaces Only when they come under the auctioneer's hammer. Thus 
auction catalogues are an additional source. 
The methods of assembly of the various collections differ. 
The Swedish national collection, both Systematic Collection and 
hoards, consists almost without 6xception of coins found in the 
soil of Sweden. The Danish treasure-trove lawss regularly app- 
lied in favour of the Royal Collection since 18019 have resulted 
ifi all coins from Danish hoards being preserved in the National 
Museum, in Copenhagenj but this collection has been augmented by 
4 
purchase and donation. Since hoards from the period c. 
990 to 
the middle of the reign of Ed%ard the Confessor are so much more 
plentiful in Scandinavia than in Britain, much of the British 
Museum collection has been built up from sales and private coll- 
ections and often the original provenance has been totally lost 
in the process. Provincial British collections, having no 
immediate rights in Treasure Troves have tended to purchase coins 
of local interest, or have been the beneficiaries of local antiqu- 
arie3 of similar interests. It may be that these uneven methods 
of assembly may have resulted in a slight distortion of what is 
strictly speaking representative,, in favour of those mints which 
have been the object of particular collectors or compilers. The 
fact that there are moneyers whom we know from only one coin must 
make us aware that any roll of moneyers we can compile from their 
surviving coins must be incOMDlete. Even so# the high degree of 
duplication between the largest collections BM. ' BEH and Gopenhagen, 
and the very small numbers of coins outside those which are not 
represented there encourages one to believe that the corpus pre- 
sented here is complete enough to be useful. 
The Swedish finds that contain coins of Cnut and his sons are 
far too numerousfor individual discussion here. The great maj- 
ority come from the island of Gotland and their contents have 
7 
been described in Stenberger's Die Schattfunde Gotlands though 
the present work in hand on their publication includes a reinvest- 
igation of archive material for their contents and circumstances 
of recovery. The coins in the Systematic Collection published 
in BER are mostly without recorded provenance. The Danish finds 
have been conveniently summarised by reign in the iýtroduction to 
the first volume of the Copenhagen Sylloge The register of Finn- 
9 
ish hoards in the Helsinki Sylloge volume doe's not-separate finds 
--I-m s 
by reign but these are not so numerous as to make identification 
a problem. 
The major British finds from the period under discussion 
here are the 1774 Caldale find from Orkney, the 1815 Halton Moor, 
Yorkshire, find, ýhe Thwaite, Suffolk find of 1832 and the Wedmore 
find of 1853 from Somerset. 
Halton Moor contained 839 English coins all of Cnut's first 
type, Quatrefoil, of which eighty are now in the British Museum. 
The Orkney find was probably also a single-type find; 114 coins 
are now preserved in the British Museum and six in the National 
Museum of Antiquities of Scotland in Edinburgh, all of the last 
type of Cnut's reignq but originally about 300 coins of Cnut were 
11 
known to have been in this find. About 300 coins were also found 
at Wedmore of which 148 are now in the British Museum and a few 
in the Taunton museum. This find contained one F. thelred penny but 
its main substance was Cnut's three issues, at least twenty-five 
coins of Harold and twenty of Harthacnut, ending with five coins 
12 
of Edward the Confessor's first type. 
Thwaite vias mainly an Edward the Confessor find of about 600 
coins but the British Museum register shows thirteen Harold and 
13 
one Harthaenut coins deriving from that find. Another mainly 
Edward find which began with Ithelred. and contained a handful 
of Cnut and Harold pennies was the huge (about 7000) C. 1872 
Valbrook find from London. Most of the Walbrook coins are in the 
British Museum but some went to the Guildhall and a few are in the 
l, + 
Ashmolean Museum 6 
An unknown eighteenth-century find accounting for a sudden 
increase in Cnutts Quatrefoil type in British cabinets between 
3.4. 
1775 and 1794 is reconstructed by Dolley and-Metcalf and identi- 
fied with "half a peck of Saxon coin3l' found at Kingsholm in 
Gloucestershire in or about 1785. 
A number of hoards containing English pennies of the period 
1017-1042 are on record but the disposition of the coins is now 
unknown. A quantity of these coins may have been lost completely 
by being melted down for their silver but a good many may have found 
their way into collectors' cabinets ana form part of the stock of 
unprovenanced coins of Cnut and his sons in public and private Coll- 
ections today. 
Not even the site is known of a fina advertisea for sale by 
the London dealers Spink in 1924 which contained five coins of 
, 
Ethelred, five Cnuts 48 of Edward and two of William 1. All the 
Gnut coins were described as from the Hereford mint and this may 15 
be suggestive of the area where the hoard vas concealed 
At Barrowby in Lincolnshire in 1871 twelve coins of Cnutp all 
of Stamford but of unspecified types., were found along with two of 
, 
[thelred. At Milton Street in Sussex in 1843 not less than 14 
Cnut penniess two of Harolds one of Harthacnut and 35 of Edward 
'were discovered# but went into private ownership and have disapp- 
eared without trace. A larger find from Stafford in 1800 cont- 
aining two to three hundred pennies of Ethelred, Cnut and Hartha- 16 
cnut is described by Lindsay but is likewise not to be traced 
A few coins of Cnut and his sons occurred in the Irish finds 
17 
from Dunbrody and Ballycastle 
. 
From Scatlanas the 1827 Jeaburgh 
find is believed to have contained at least one coin of Cnut but 
accounts of this find are confused since it is reported to have 
containea coins of Ithelstan ana Ecgberht along with the eleventh- 
18 
century pennies Another Scottish find; from the south siae of 
the Firth of Tay at Lindoies in 1814 has been shown, thanks to 
19 
a naive but vivid description by a contemporary observer) 
to have contained coins of Cnut's Pointed Helmet type, but the 
Reverend Andrew Smallts regret at being unable to read the rev- 
erse legends is more than shared by the modern numismatist. 
A 
further little group of three Short Cross pennies of Cnut has 
been shown to me which it seems probable may have come from an- 
20 
other Fife find 
In North Wales about eighteen coins of Cnut were unearthed at 
Penarth Pawr in Cmrnarvonshire about 1860 but these were sold with 
the owner's house Madryn Ca-, tle about the time of the firstWorld 
War. This is the same find as is sometimes described as the 
Drwsdangoed hoard. 21 Nearby, at Bryn I%lgwyn near Llandudno., the 
most recent find of coins of Cnut has been made. In July 1979 a 
few silver coins were discovered by means of a metal detector. 
Subsequent digging resulted in a find of 238 Quatrefoil pennies# 
one of the subsequent Pointed Helmet type, and an Irish penny 
imitating Quatrefoil. A very large percentage of these coins are 
of the Chester mint and preliminary study suggests a high degree 
of cUelinking between them. No further information concerning 
new moneyers has come to light as a result of this find which, 
though disappointing in one wayis nevertheless encouraging to our 
confidence in the completeness of our knowleAge of the moneyers of 
at least the major mints. 
8 
Dating 
The dates of issue of the coins, and thence of the forms 
of the moneyers' names which appear on them, are best to be stated 
by the position of the type within the reign. The relative chron- 
ology of the types has almost certainly now been correctly estab- 
lished, but no existing classification represents it satisfactorily. 
BMC confuses substantive types with minor varieties. Hildebrand, 
who had the resources of the Scandinavian hoards at his disposal, 
produced an almost perfect classification for the Ethelred sequence 
but his register for Cnut's types (expressed as Types A-K) is 
inflatecl by Cnut's Danish issues and those so-called "posthumous" 
22 
types in which the name Cnut represents his son Harthaenut and 
obscures the fact, self-evident when one deals with any large group 
of Cnut pennies, that Cnut's coinage in Engl and consisted of three 
substantive types, misleadingly designated BEH Types Es G and H. 
More recently Dr Ian Stewart has attempted to come to grips 
with the lack of a classification adequately expressing what we' 
23 
now know of the sequence of late Anglo-Saxon coin-types This 
numeration is based not on reigns but is continuous from Edgar's 
reform to the Conquest. Thus Cnut's first type appears as type 7 
and so on. Dr 3tewart has very fairly recorded, in his article 
proposing this numeration, my objection that historians and phiiol- 
ogists would prefer to have the reign and its associations to hand. 
To overcome this drawback he has suggested one might prefix his 
type-number with a suitable abbreviation of the king's name; thus 
Harthaenut's second type might appear as HCn 12. However the 
immediate impression of this might be that Harthaenut issued in his 
short reign at least twelve coin-types. 
The classification I have used here,, then, is not jeA Znvlýiatý 
numismatic system offered for universal application, but is 
simply a convenient form of reference for the work in hand. It 
has the merit of being short where a good-deal of repetition is 
-R4 9 
necessary, unlike the "name" classification 
(Pointed Helmets, Arm- 
and-Sceptre etc) but like thatv avoids the dogmatism of absolute 
dating which is probably not justified. It does, however., place 
the name-form within the context of reign and in relationship to 24 
the other type-numbered forms. Reference to the key will show 
what clates have been proposed for c-AcIn type. The abbreviations of 
the kings' names are those suggested by Professor Dorothy White- 
lock and agreed by the SCBI Committee for use in its Index. 
The numismatic chronology of Cnut's reign cannot be considered 
in isolation. Once the ground was cleared of the Danish types 
BEH A-D. the mule BEH F and t1he posthumous types BEH the 
resulting pattern of three types in an eighteen-year reign appears 
to correspond with Ethelred's six types, plus a brief run-over 
of his predecessors' types in just over thirty-$ix years. Thus 
six-year currency-periods over the whole Ethelred-Cnut era were 
proposed by Dolley and Metcalf 
25 
and a chronology devised on this 
basis would, appear to fit in with the transfer of theWilton mint 
26 
to Cadbury after the sack of Wilton in 1003 
The most doubtful area in this scheme is the status of the two 
Hand issues of Ithelred, or the two varieties of the Hand issue, 
as the opposing school would'express it, for this affects the 
number of types Ethelred actually issued. If this means fewer 
types and therefore longer currency-periods, it must obviously 
affect Cnut's chronology also. Hildebrand recognised a problem, 
labelling the Hand types BI and B2 
- not with separate letters 
as full substantive types$ but not with the lower-case letters 
he used to denote minor varieties. Dolley has argued consist- 
ently for First and Second Hand to be regarded as two full sub- 
stantive types and for the retention of the six-year cycle. ' 
Petersson has objected to full status on two counts; firstly, 
10 
that the visible difference between First and 
Second Hand was 
not sufficient for fiscal differentiatinn of what was 
legal tenderg 
and secondly, that the lack of any 
Second Hand coins from the major 
mints of York and Lincoln 
is inconsi3tAtnt with its being a full 
currency-type since such mints would 
have been unlikely to have 
remained idle for six years. The consequence of 
Petersson's 
displacement of Dolley's dates would be that instead of dividing 
Cnut's reign neatly into three six-year issues, the first two 
types would have been current for seven years each and the last 
27 
out short by Cnut's death 
An even more fundamental objection has been to doubt the premise 
28 
of any intentional regular fixed period at all. Even Lyon., who 
concedes many of the chronological coincidences cited by Dolley 
in favour of his six-year cycle,, is still of the opinion that "to 
hold that there was a rigid sexennial cycle" may be to "obscure 
the economic purpose behind the series of type-changes which began 
with Edgar's recoinage". 
The chronology of Ithelred's coinage has engendered a great deal 
of discussion which touches Cnut only by implication. Certainly 
there is a lack of the kind of internal evidence adduced for 
6% if%3 
Ethelred, since the 4rcvmAw=v% of boroughz,, tacked and mints evac- 
. 
111 
uated came to an end with a Danish succession to the whole English 
kingdom. In Cnut's reign, the emphasis for dating shifts to the 
relationship of Cnut's English coinage with that of his Scandinav- 
ian dominions. 
The correct attribution of Cnut's Danish types was of course 
crucial to the number of types issued in England. This is far 
from., gimple since the English title REX ANGLORVM appears frequently 
I on Cnut's Danish coins also. In designating what we now recognise 
as the first of the three major types of the reign, Cnut Type E. 
Hildebrand implies itwas not the first to be'issued. However, 
he alreacly had doubts about his Type D, recognising it was really 
II 
29 
a Danish type but assigning some minting to England on 
the 
grounds of an English royal 't#le on some examples. It was 
left 
30 
to Hauberg to clabo Type C as Danish also 
. 
BEH Types A and B 
would then remain as the first English issues minted by Cnutp that 
is., the coins with the types of Ethelred's Long Cross and Small 
Cross issues, but with the name of Cnut as king. 
At first sight this is an attractive arrangement. The circum- 
stances of Cnut's. accessionp with months of uncertainty following 
Zthelred' 3 deathp and the proposed partition of the kingdom, might 
well have led to irregularity and experiment. To continue the 
type of the dead ruler had frequent precedent, and the very paucity 
of numbers of types A and B might indicate that they were intended 
as transitional issuesl to be replaced as soon as practicable by 
a new type peculiar to the new monarch. Nor is it unusual that 
mules should exist between tYPe A obverses and Quatrefoil reverses 
since a few coins with the immediately previous obverse type 
accompany most late Anglo-Saxon issues. The existence of mules the 
other way round is more dubious. 
If BEH Type A, the Small Cross issue., fits plausibly into 
English mint-practices Type Bp a Long Cross imitations is highly 
irregularg since it was last struck in England at least ten years 
before Cnut's accessiont though it was popular, and much imitatedl 
in Scandinavia because of the heavy weight-standard of the proto- 
31 
type. Nordman, who was very shrewd in his deductions from the 
evidence of Scandinavian finds., accepted types A and B as English. 
However, in the late 1950s, when work was progressing on the Swedish 
Viking-Age finds, it began to seem likely that many coins hitherto 
giveh to the English series were in fact Scandinavian copies, not 
only those replicas of English types which contained Scandinavian 
elementss rulers' namess titles and mint-signatures, but those 
. 3Z 
which copied English legends as well as 'designs. The attribution 
12 
of the imitative series has not been without controversy, some 
Scandinavian scholars insisting on an English origin., though out- 
33 
side the official organisation 'What is certain, however, is 
that they cannot belong to that regular and efficient organisation. 
The imitative series is characterised'by "impossible" die-linking 
between far distant mints., indiscriminate muling between types, 
long die-linking chains which include coins with blundered pseudo- 
epigraphic legends and barbarised portraits., and weights inconsist- 
ent with the weight-standard for the type. All these factors were 
found to occur in Types A and B and in their 1961 paper Lyon et al. 
demonstrated how these types were to be regarded as part of Crrit's 
Scandinavian coinage. Furthermore, although coins of these types 
appear with some frequency in Scandinavian hoards, none are known 
with an English provenance., though Mark Blackburn has argued in a 
study of the Ithelred Long Cross imitations, as yet unpublished)tkat 
this argumentuM e silentio has its limitations. 
If all the coins of types A and B were struck in Scandinavia, 
or, as Lyon et al. concede, if some of them were struck in the 
Danelaw before Cnut succeeded to Wessex, at what point was Cnut's 
first substantive type Quatrefoil first minted? Cnut can hardly 
have struck a royal coinage in Denmark before the death of his 
, 
brother Harold- in 1018. Yet there are coins naming him REX DENORVM 
of the Small Cross, Type A design. Either he struck coins in 
Denmark of a type -obsolete in England, or we must conclude that 
in 1018 Quatrefoil had not yet been introduced and the Small Cross 
coinage, mainly. in Ethelred's name, was still circulating there. 
There may have been reasons f or a return to the supe rceaecýbut well- 
known Small Cross type in Demmarks but we cannot take it for granted 
that the introduction of Quatrefoil coincides with the beginning of 
the reign. Recently Dolley has-begun to adopt 1018 as the starting- 
34 
point for Cnut's English coinage and thus would agree with Peter- 
(3ý 
son's suggestion that Cnut's death cut short 
the full term of his 
last issue. 
The order of the three substantive types Quatrefoilp 
Pointed 
telmet and Short Cross is in no doubt. Hoard evidencep epi- 
graphical factors such as the change from angular to round 
Ss and 
the change in formula from M-0 to the preposition ON in 
the reverse 
legend, all agree. But just as the starting-point of the three 
type sequence is in some doubt, so is the point at which it came 
to 
an end. When it was first realised that some at least of BEH 
Cnut Type K was struck after Cnut's death35 numismatists were 
reluctant to move the whole issue outside the reign. However, 
there is now almost universal agreement that whatever the length 
of the currency-periodss no recoinage was due in 1035 and Short 
Cross must have been issued up till Cnut's death. 
Hoard and internal evidence offer little help towards an absolute 
chronology. Lagerquist and Dolley36 have suggested that the depos- 
ition of the Trondheim find may have been connected with the campaign 
that ended with the battle of Stiklestad in 1030. This hoard ends 
with nine Short Gross coins and contains 77 of Pointed Helmet- If 
a dating of C-1030 for the hoard is accepted, then at this time 
Short Gross had only recently been introduced, allowing for twelve 
years for the previous two types to have been current. The 
presence of other than English coins in the Scandinavian finds is 
not such as to contraclict a six-year arrangement, but offers no 
positive confirmation. 
Short Cross was imitated in Swedens on a handful of coins with 
the mint-Agnature SIHT for Sigtuna., and the obverse legend CNVT 
REX 3?. Mules with other types are also found. The question is., 
when was Cnut's influence in Sweden such as to permit coins in his 
name being struck at Sigtuna? In a letter to his subjects probablY 
to be dated 1027 Cnut is styled "Rex totius Anglie et Denemarcie 
et Vorreganorum et partis. Suanorum 11 but how closely this approached 
v 14. 
political reality is as uncertain as which pars 
Su orum he was 
claiming. 
Cnut's only known personal involvement in Swedish affairs was the 
expediti on to the Holy River (Helgeg) in the east of he then Danish 
province of SkLnep against the Swedish fleet and army of King Anund 
Jacob, who had allied himself with Olaf of Norway and the disaffect- 
37 
ed Danes Ulf and Eilaf. Malmer re z ar<6 Gnut's Sigtuna coinage as 
consequent on this intervention and thus argues that Short Cross 
must have been'already in currency in England by 1026, the date 
usually assigned to Helge'aO. Lagerqui3t-and Dolley 
36 
not only 
doubt the relevance of the outcome of this battle - which was not a 
N victory for Cnut's party - to the Swedish coinage but also suggest 
that, the design of the Short Cross type could have been communicated 
0 
to Cnut's agent in Sigtuna before the type became current in England. 
They support this theory from the Undroms find from Angermanland in 
which there are 196 English Pointed Helmet pennies$ none of the 
English Short Cross issue but two of the Sigtuna Short Cross coins. 
Certainly it seems unlikely that Short Cross was current for almost 
ten years, leaving only eight or nine years for the other two types 
together, and the relative numbers of surviving coins would not 
support such an arrangement. On the whole, in the. absence of any 
strongly contradictory evidence$ it would seem better to divide the 
types into three roughly equal per-. 6ds, the third slightly shorter than 
the other two. 
After Cnut's death in November 1035 the succession once more fell 
into dispute'owing to the absence of the more legitimate claimant 
Harthaonut, Cnut's son by Emma of Normandy, in Denmark. The 
threat to Denmark from Magnus of Norway made it virtually impossible 
for Harthaenut to leave and claim the English throne in person. At 
a council in Oxford in 1036 Harold, Cnut's son by Elfgifu of North- 
amptons was made regent until his half-brother's returns but 
I ;) 
Harold's party gained so much influence that by the end of 1037 
Harold was recognised not as regent but as king. In 1040 Harold 
diedý Harthaenut returnedl but reigneci only two years until his own 
sudden cleath in 1042. 
This., very briefly,, is the background into which coins in the 
name of Harold,, Harthacnutt and, as we shall see, some in the name 
of Cnut too, have to be fitted. Againg we have the problem of 
Harthacnhi's Danish types, but from this period we find three types 
in some frequency which may claim to be the English coinage of 1035- 
42. The Jewel Cross typep which we discussed earlier as Cnut BEH 
Type K., is known in the names of Cnuts Harthacnut and Harold. The 
Arm and Sceptre type (BEH Cnut Is Harthaenut B) has coins in the 
names of Cnut and Harthaenut, but Yleur de Lis (BEH HarolaA) 
appears in the name of Harold alone. This last-named type, then, 
must belong to Harold's only period of undisputed kingship, 1037-40. 
The Jewel Cross type is more problematical. The characteristic 
Jewel or Club Cross reverse appears on coins bearing Harthacnut's 
name with both left and right facing bust, and in Harold's with left 
facing bust only. In an early arrangement H. A. ParsonS38 assigned 
the right-facing Harthaenut coins to Harthacnut's return, and the 
left-facing to Harolats regency. He was struck with the preponaer- 
ence of mints south of the Thames which struck the left-facing issue 
but Dolley 39 later found exactly the same pattern not only in the 
right-facing Harthaenut issue but also in the Jewel Cross coins in 
the name of Cnut. From this he argued that all the Jewel Cross 
coins were of one and the same issues which began on Cnut's deaths 
po33ibly at the instigation of the forceful Emmaj and was taken up 
by Harold once the regency had been conferred on him. 
"North of the Thames the Harold obverse was generally vielcomeds 
though a few moneyers struck from Harthaenut dies either from person- 
al preference or to maintain a facade of impartiality. As Emma's 
son tarried longer and longer in Denmark there was scarcely a mint 
that wasnot striking for the Mercian nominee. Late in 1037 the 
it 
pretence was dropped and Harold began an issue in which Harthacnut, 
did not share even nominally". 
This study of the coinage of Harold and Harthaenut was very much 
a pioneering essay and was hindered to a great extent by the confus- 
ion which still surrounded the Arm-and-Sceptre issue (BEH Cnut 1, 
Harthacnut B)p and the order of the first four types of Edward the 
Confessor. The Arm-and 
-Sceptre coins in the name of "Cnut" were 
still regarded as another of Cnut's types, interposed between Short 
Cross and the IICnutII Jewel Crosses. The natural and significant 
position of two groups of mules was not fully understood. A small 
group of coins exists with Arm-and-Sceptre obverse and a reverse 
identical with Edward's Pacx type; this had been given to Cnut's 
reign as BEH Type F. Dolley realised that all the moneyers in this 
type were Eawardy not Cnut moneyersl but because of the apparent 
chronological discrepancy of the two constituent types he was obliged 
to invoke the use of "old dies". Similarly, though he very proper- 
ly recorded the existence of a Cnut Short Cross/Jewel Cross mules 
he had to dismiss it as a "mule of non-consecutive types) a freak 
striking'19 since it was then believed that Cnut had struck an inter- 
vening Arm-and-Sceptre type towards the end of his reign. 
At the end of this paper Dolley put forward very tentatively the 
results of a discussion of its findings with Mr Peter Seaby. The 
following year Seaby published his major paper which has established 
the sequence of Anglo-Saxon coin-types from 1030 to 1050ý0 Using th, ý 
evidence of hoardss moneyers and mulesp he argued convincingly that 
Edward's Pacx was the first type of the reign, that Arm-and-Sceptre 
coins in Cnut's name were part of the same issue that was recognised 
as Harthaenut's coinage of 101+0-42, and that therefore the so-called 
Cnut Pacx coins were mules between the sequent last type of Hartha- 
enut and the first type of Edward. This meant taking the numis- 
matically dangeroue. step of seemingly ignoring the obverse legend 
ana assigning coins to one monarch which borethe name of another. 
17 
This had not appeared so outrageous in the case of the Jewel 
Cross 
coins which belonged immediately after Cnut's deaths but Seaby was 
arguing that such a posthumous reference was again being made 
during an undisputed reign, five years after Cnut's death and after 
coins had been issued in Harold's and Harthaenut's own names. 
In both Dolley's and Seaby'3 papers the parallel explanations are 
given but left open: a political reason for reference to the glory 
of Cnut's reign, or Cnut as an alternative form of Harthacnut? There 
is in fact an exact parallel amongst the moneyers of Lincoln, where 
the. re is a moneyer with the same names striking for Cnut and Harold. 
In Cnut's Short Cross type his name appears on two reverse dies as 
HERDECNVTI li&REBCNVT; on two other dies of the same type it is 
CNVT. The same obverse the is used for all four coins. The extreme 
rarity of the name, coupled with the die-links makes it virtually 
certain that the same man could use both forms of the name. 
41 Once 
it is recognised that Cnut's son could also be called Cnuts with 
the distinguishing prefix sometimes invokeds sometimes omitted, the 
not. entirely happy suggestion of a posthumous coinage of Cnut the 
Great can be removed from the discussions and the arguments for a 
rational numismatic ordering of the sequence of types are able to 
stand on their own merits. 
A key followss with the dates suggested for each typps based 
on the foregoing summary of the evidence. 
Dating Key 
LCn 11 Quatrefoil, BEH Cnut E 
Dolley, original scheme 1017-23, now suggests 1018-24 
Petersson 1017-24 
[Cn 2] Pointed Helmet, BEH Cnut G 
Dolleyo original scheme 1923-29p now suggest3 1024-30 
Petorsson 1024-31 
Lcn 33 Short Croast BEH Cnut H 
Dolley, original scheme 1029-35p now sugeests, 1030-35 
Petersson 1031-35 
Malmer before 1026 ?- 1035 
[Hr 11 Jewel Cross, BEH Harold A 
Dolley: Harold as regent 1036-7 
(Hr 21 Fleur-de-lis, BEH Harold B 
Dolley: Harold as king 1037-40 
[HCn 11 Jewel Cross, BEE Cnut K, Harthuenut t and Aa. 
Dolley; Rarthacnut In absentia 1035-7 
[HCn 2] Lrm and Sceptre, BEH Cnut I, Harthacnut B 
Seaby: Harthaenut as undisputed king in England 1040-42 
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I C) 
Localisation of dies 
Die-cutting in numismatics to some extent occupies the same 
place as the copying of manuscripts in documentary sources; that is, 
the area where the dies were cut modifies the dialect of the original 
source of the textg tpe mint. Unfortunately we pasess very little 
contemporary information on the practical organisation of minting 
but one thing seems fairly certain, thatý die-cutting at this period 
vyas, with a few exceptionst extraneous to the mints themselves. 
The pattern of die-provisions working from the extant mat- 
10 
erials appears complex and involves not only geographical but alsn 
chronological factorst since a mint may have received its dies 
from different sources at different stages even within the cur- 
rency of an issue. For example, it is believed that at the beg- 
inning of Ethelred's Long Cross issue there were only two princip, 
al die-cutting workshops., one with a wide national distribution 
and one of more local distribution serving the southern mints only. 
Later in the issue other regional styles emerge such as the so- 
called Subsidiary Long Gross issue found in London and Eastern 
&glandl+2.0 
, 
and there are others based in other parts of the country 
výhich as yet are unpublished. 
The most detailed analysis of regional styles and their 
implications for die-cutting so far undertaken has been that on 
Ethelred's last type Small Cross43. In this issue no fewer than 
nine styles have been distinguished, two Northern, employed main- 
ly at Tork and the northern Danelaw mintst two Southern, one of 
which is associated with Winchestery one Southeastern; one South- 
'westernp one Western supplying Chester but also Gloucester and 
Oxford, one Eastern concentrated mainly in East Anglia, and one 
associated with London. 
This then would seem to have been the system which was inherit- 
20 
ed by Cnut,, and he appears 
to have not only continued in its 
but to have increased the number of regional die-cutting centres. 
In Quatrefoil (Cn 1) the variation in style of the coins is so 
marked that Hildebrand took it to be evidence 
that the type was 
of very long duration and had been issued intermitiently 
through- 
out the reign. 
44 In particular he isolated one style and elevated 
it into a "variety", Mi Type E var d$ since in the portrait the 
king was diademed instead of crowmed. This has now been shown 
to be only one of a number of localised styles, and is associated 
with mints along the Severn 
45. 
Apart from this study of the Severn style along with some 
other West Country mints, no study of regional die-cutting in 
Quatrefoil comparable Aith that on the Last Small Cross type of 
46 
, 
Ethelred has yet appeared. 
. 
Although they are not difficult 
to discernp and the main outlines of the more important styles 
and their areas of use are fairly clear, the minor styles and 
the relationship of one with another within mints require a good 
deal of further study. For example, most of the Quatrefoil coins 
of Lincoln are of one style, which is therefore likely to have 
had its workshop within the borough. Dies of the Lincoln style 
are also found fairly widely at such mints as Bedford. 2 Thetfordý 
Stamford and Huntingdon but'not exclusively; dies aleo'appear in 
Vr Proa k*% 0 C' ' 61h the eastern Midlancls whose centre/, seems to ave been East Anglia 
and London. Chester has an almost exclusive style, as does Win- 
chester; York has two styles which between them account for almost 
all known York coins. Almost all the coins of Exeter are of an 
idiosyncratic style but at least one the of the Severn style was 
used there. Yet another style is associated with Oxford, 'which 
also employs a number of Winchester dies; similarly Ilchester 
seems to have had a die-cutting workshop but also used. dies from 
Exeter and Winchester. 
21 
In the south-east two styles appear and London dies are much 
used there; the London style also spreads to East Anglian mints 
and further abroad still. Curiously, Winchester- style dies occur 
at Leicester; a possible route can be traced through Wallingford 
and Oxford where they also appears but whether or not Northampton 
is another stage on that route is obscured by the ambiguous HAMTVN 
mint-signature and the appropriateness of Winchester dies to South- 
ampton. 
Most of the discussion of die-cutting centres is based on the 
style of portrait, which is the most immediately noticeable 
feature, though style of lettering is also important, But there 
is one feature of local die-cutting which is independant of stylist. 
ic criteria. The northern die-cutting centres at York and Lin- 
coln remained very conservative in their formula of reverse legend. 
In the south already in Ethelred's last type there was a change 
from the old formula where moneyer's name and mint-signature were 
linked by the abbreviation M-0. MnO etc., to one in which the mon- 
eyer was simply described as ON LVNDENE or whichever mint in Which 
he worked. In Quatrefoil only Lincoln and York retain the old 
usageg clearly marking beyond any doubt the dies which emanate 
from their workshops. 
In the second type of Cnut's reigns Pointed Helmet, this usage 
persists. The die-cutting patterns of this type have been studied 
and publishe&7 and four styles distinguished. Two have a national 
distributiont the difference between them being the use of REX or 
REOX in the olvverse legend, but their discovery in hoards has 
caused the authors to conclude that they are "parallel and not 
r successive". The other two styles have a more regional sigr4f- 
icance. One is qharacterised by a practice of replacing the R of 
REX with a trefoil of pellets. Though coins of this group are 
known with mint-signatures of Norwich, Stamfora an& Thetford they 
appear to be concentrated on Lincoln and Use the now archaic con- 
a2. 
traction MO in their reverse legend. This is regarded as a 
pointer to their having been struck early in the issue, since 
they are later superseded in those Danelaw mints in which 
they 
appeared by dies of the two national styles which predominate. 
At Yorks on the other hand, it appears that dies were cut 
locally throughout the currency of the Pointed Helmet issue, as 
no MONETER ON dies appear at York in this type. The old form- 
ula is used throughout but in the form M-Op not MO as at Lincoln; 
the trefoil for R does not appear at York, so the two workshops 
must have been independant of each other. 
Thus in Pointed Helmet thd organisation of die-cutting seems 
to be moving away from the decentralisation of Quatrefoil. There 
is no way of telling whether the national style REX and RECX dies 
came from the same centre; it is hard to see how the insular 
spelling and the more strictly classical Latin f orm should be in 
use in the same workshop, unless there was a deliberate purpose 
of distinguishing dies. As to the location of a nationwide centre 
of die-cutting there is no contemporary evidence, but in Edward the 
Confessor's reign we know from Domesday th es were issue& from 
London. 
In the last type of the reign, Short Cross, regional variations 
have disappeared com, pletely and it seems that from then on, a 
single centre must have been supplying the whole country with dies. 
From now on, local work' makes only rare and exceptional appearances, 
one such being the curious obverse dies at Lincoln in Jewel Gross 
with the head tilted backwards482 but these are probably makeshift 
aies made to meet a particular emergency. 
Thus vihen we consicler the forms of names as they appear on the 
coins, the dialect area of the mint itself is only one factor. For 
examples it would be erroneous to draw conclusions about the 
Z 
presence of LIOF- forms on coins of mints in the East 
Midlands 
and East Anglia without taking into account the provenance of 
the dies. At Stamford the one certain example of LIOF- is on 
a coin of London style. Cambridge takes dies for Quatrefoil 
from London, the south-east, and East Anglia; all the LIOF- 
forms occur with the London or south-eastern dies. At Bedford 
most of the LIOF- reverses occur with London style obverses, but 
a few appear with East Anglian obverses. This may only mean 
that the original pairing of the dies may have been lost, and we 
need to consider whether it may be possible to achieve sufficient 
definition in lettering style and other reverse features to tell 
true coins from mules. NoL. 11 the ýroblems of die-distribution 
may - be capable of solution from the material evidence, but 
we must be aware of the possible patterns and avoid a straight- 
forward correlation between the forms of names on the coins and 
the location of the mint, without taking into account the further 
factor of provision of dies outside the mint's Immediate area. 
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Double names 
Double names are particularly common on coins of the period under 
review here. They are exceptionally rare in the Ethelred coinage 
but continue to be found in the reign of Edward the Confessor. 
They are also found in other series of English coinsp both earlier 
and later, and -. in the early Scottish coinage. 
Hildebrand, whose experience of English coins was drawn mainly 
from the late Anglo-Saxon reformed series which appears in the 
Swedish Viking, age finds, accepted the second name without hesitation as 
a byname. He appends footnotes such as "Brun Itr binamn till en 
Leofred"O and in a brief discussion of this feature he gives his 
reasons: the first name is always the more generally used namep and 
the coins which have this feature come from the more prolific mints 
where it is more likely that two moneyers could have the same name. 
The editors of B14C took the contrary view. They held that the 
double names indicate a joint responsibility taken for the coin in 
some way by two moneyers. Again, numismatic experience coloured the 
opinion since in the collection were pre-Reform coinB of Eadgar 
reading FASTOLP BOIGAt FASTOLP ODA, F. tSTOLF RAFIT (BMC 11 181-4) 
and BOGA and ODA are found independently as moneyers. All the 
second names are attested personal namest and in Eadred's reign the 
coin reading +CALI +SIIERT (B14C 11 109) would seem to be explicitly 
indicating two moneyers. Similarly in the early Scottish coinage 
moneyers' names which are well attested singly also appear in var- 
ious combinations. 
On the coinage of Cnut and his sons the second name almost 
always occurs with the same forename.. The single exception is 
SPENC or SPECEL which occurs with both ElfwiR and: Leofatan. There 
is evidence that bynames were used by moneyers on their coins from 
two legends which include a definite article. Thdse are EADPALD 
7-5 
BE &LDA, Eadwald senior, contrasted with a younger'moneyer or 
perhaps only a younger fellow-citizen, with the same forename, 
and EADRIC DEN SVPATRV which in spite of its grammatical irregular- 
ity must sýand for Eadric the Black. Just possibly another such 
construction may be contained in PYITSIGE PAMENEa. As it stands, 'this 
is mehningless, but there is evidence that P was sometimes con- 
fused with the manuscript. 1 which is represented on the coins by 
1). It must be admitted, howeverv that. ýa menea is equally ob 
scure. 
Otherwise, the character of the second name is not entirely 
decisive. The majority of the second names are not in common use 
as personal namest but original bynames of the nickname type do 
come to join the stock of personal names. Conversely, as Tengvik 
has shownt personal names with a patronymic function may be used as 
bynames without any indicator such as sunup filius or a genitive 
so 
ending. 
The second names with which we are concerned here are as follows: 
(Eadweald) DE ALDA (Londonp mule Hr 2/HCn 2) 
(Matathan) BALLVC, BALVC (Lincoln Cn 2-3) 
(Leofred) BRVN (London HCn 2) 
(Godric) CALIC (London On 2) 
(Godwine) CAS. (Winchester Cn 3) 
(Godwine) CEOCA, CuOCA, CEOC (Winchester Cn 3v lir 1, HCn 1-2, 
Edward the Confessor BEE Types D, C 
(Godwine) COK (Winchester HCn 2) 
(Itheistan) LOC (Winchester Cn 3. HCn 1, Edward B, E) 
(Elfwine) INS (Ilchester Cn 2) 
(Alfwig) SPECELO SPENCEL (London Cn 3) 
(Leofstan) SPENC (London RCn 2) 
(Godric) SPOT (Lincoln Cn 3) 
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(Eadric) DEN SVPt-iTRV (London Cn K) 
(Godwine) STEPEt STEPER (London Hr 1) 
(Elfwine) TOSTI (Oxford Cn 3) 
(Vulfwig) VBI (Canterbury. (HCn 2) 
(Wynsige) PjU-IENE. & (London Hr 1) 
(Edsige) PARE (Exeter Cn 3) 
(Brungar) PVC. & (London Cn 2) 
(Godwine) PYDIA, PVDI (Winchester Cn 3, Hr 1, HCn 1-2, 
Edward F) 
Alfric MOGLV 111orwich' Cn BEH Type A is probably a Scandinavian 
imitation. KOULV may represent-the normal MO = monetarius formula 
followed by an unintelligible mint-name. 
Of these second names, three appear as single names at the same 
mint generally contemporaneously. These are PYDIA, BRVN and LOC. 
OE Widia is an uncompounded personal name which is rare apart from 
coins of this period. It appears as a moneyer's name at Londonv Steyning 
and Winchester between (Cn 2) and the middle of Edward the Confessor's 
reian. The relationship between these instances and Oodwine Widia 
is confusing and obscure, especially as Godwine Vidia appears to 
strike coins at Winchester before Widia alone. If all the instances 
of Widia alone refer to the same man, he must have begun his carder 
as a moneyer at the minor mint of Steyning and then have been respon- 
sible for minting simultaneously at London and Winchester, finally 
dropping the London connection to concentrate on his Winchester 
inter6st. Widia alone may be an ellipsis for Godwine Widia in all 
cases, or only at Winchester, unconnected with another moneyer Vidia 
I 
of London and Steyning. It is not impossible that Godwine Widia 
should. mean Godwine son of Widiat but the chronology of coin-types 
in which the names appear does not favour this interpretation. 
Alternativelyr in this case Godwine and Widia may be two separate 
people. 
BRVII is applicable either as a forename or as a byname. As a 
2-7 
f 
moneyer's name it is known at Exeter under Athelred and at Ipswich 
for Edward the Confessor. At London it appears first in (Cn 1) 
and under Harold and Harthaenut. In this last instance it could 
be associated with Leofred Brun and it is thus not possible to be 
sure if it is used there as a byname or as an associated moneyer's 
name. 
OE, jocc 'lock of hair' does not seem to be found independently 
as a personal name though it appears in Sideloc, a Wareham moneyer 
4- 
of William I and in Brunloc PNDB 210. Locc appears alone on coins 
only in Edward the Confessor's Small, Flan type. Otherwise it occurs 
only in association with Astan and it would appear likely that the 
0 
only reason for its solo appearence is that the die-cutter feared that 
if he were to cut the whole name on the tiny circumference of that 
type there would be no room to indicate the mint. This evidence alone 
is scarcely sufficient to regard Locc as a forename in its own right 
and as the name of a moneyer other than Rstan. 
The name Specelp Swecelq Spencel or Swencel, whatever is the name 
intended by the forms on the coins, seems to be associated with two 
names, JElfwiz and Leofstan. If it is a byname this would seem an 
unlikely coincidence, unless Lefstan Swenc or Spenc, which is known from 
only. one die, is an error in which Elfric's byname has been imposed 
on the wrong moneyer. There are no instances of Swencel or the 
like as a single m6neyer's name at this time; Redin ouggests, a 
connection with OE sifenc Itoilv trouble' and cites for comparison a 
form Suince in the list of Eadred moneyers in BMC. This form is 
very suspect since it appears in the italicised form used to denote 
coins not in the British Museum collection, and no'similar reading 
has emerged from the publication of SCBI. If the form is not entifely 
mythical it is more likely to be a blundering, for the moneyer Swertilig 
than corroboration for a personal-name Swine or Swenc. The occur- 
rence of the forms with 
_n 
mAes it unlikely that there should be 
any connection with the noun 'speckle'. The etymology of this name 
must therefore remain obscure. 
Other personal names found as second names on the coins are 
ON Tosti and Ubi, presumably < ON Ubbi. These names are remarkable 
since Tost is found at Oxford where no other Scandinavian names 
are recorded and Ubi at Canterbury where there is only one 6ther. 
It is impossible to tell whether these are alternative names, per- 
haps of Scandinavian-descended men who were given Scandinavian 
names originally by their parents but who have wished to take 
English namest or if they are patronymics, but they are not likely 
to denote two moneyers in collaboration. Swot is in fact found 
as L moneyer's name, but not at Lincoln where Godric Swot occurs. 
In this case Swot may not be the etymon, since Spot is a recorded 
byname in the late OE period amd this may be the correct reading. 
The other second names found on the coins are mostly typical 
bynames coimienting on personal attributes. Ware, is probably to 
be connected with OE waru 'care', with the meanine Ith3 carefulp 
wary one'. Mus is plainly OE rru-s 'mouse'. Loc has already been discussed. 
Sl 
The name recorded in SCBI as Brungar Wula and in US as Wuca makes 
better sense if read as UE Puca 'sprite, goblin'. 'Balluc is the 
subject of an unresolved controversy. Tengvik takes it at face- 
valuet offering equally dubious epithets as evidence that mere 
delicacy would not have prevented the use of the OE noun as a byname. 
Other co=entators have viewed the 1rish derivation of the forename 
Matathan an an indication that the byname too is Irish, the 
equivale: dt of 'the young one, Hatathan junior'. 
For Godric Calic a derivation from OE calic 'cup, chalice' is 
not entirely satisfactory since this is a late, learned borrowing, 
and probably not a word in common use. The particular allusion 
I 
may however have been apl; ropriate or jocular, and no better 
suggestion presents it: jelf., 
The Godwine names at Winchester present several problems. 
Widia has already been discussed above, Of the, rest, the main 
group seeias to be arranged around the form CEOCA: Godwine Ceoca,,, 
,, 
Ceoc, Ceo,. qe seem to belong to it, La Caoca 
_ 
may be an abbreviation 
of Ceoca and Cas may also indicate the s. ame name, possibly as an 
analogical genitive though this would be unusual at this period. 
Also we have Godwine Cok which seems at first eight as if it 
should belong to this group and even provide an etymon to derive 
all the forms from OE coc 'cock'. OE coc 'cook' is less likely 
though some anecdote of personal history could be involved. An 
identification of Ceoca and Cok might seem to be strengthened by 
to enA recorAw-J. 
the name Anfridus Ceocesfot, ka Horman residing in EnglandQin the 
Chronicle of Florence of Worcester in 1052, where a translation 
'cock's foot' would not seem inappropriate. Tengvik, however, 
objects to Ceoca as a form of Coc on phonological grounds, and 
though this makes nonsense of CeOcesfot he derives Ceoca and the 
Ceoc- names on the coins from a lateWest Saxon parallel of OE 
ceace 'Jawbone'. 
The eo forms on the coins cannot be dismissed as erroneous 
since they predominate. Godwine Cok was unknown to Tengvik Incauce. 
the Copenhagen collection, inwhich it occurs, has only recently 
been published. If Cok and Ceoc-a are the same man, Cok is more 
likely to be the error or the yariant than the other way round. 
Several commentators have drawn attention to a Godwine Socche 
named as master of the Winchester mint in the Winton Domesday. 
Host recently Feilitzen has refuted categorically that Socche 
could have any connection with Ceoca and in any case the name 
Ceoca does not appear on any coin after c. 1050. 
Godwine Stewe or, Stewer appears as a London moneyer and here 
again the explanation of the name is doubtful. All the various 
meanings of Midhe English stewe seem to be of Romance derivation. 
Tengvik derives the name from late OE gtig-weard 'steward' but all 
the early forms of the noun are with 1. If this derivation could 
be sustainedv the use of this occupational epithet by a moneyer 
would be of considerable interest. 
In many cases the second names appearing on coins are unintel- 
ligible or ambiguous, but it seems likely that most of them are 
intended as bynames rather than indications of joint responsibility. 
I 
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Phonolor-v, General 
Tho 3tudent of the legends of the lute 
-ai-lo-3uxon coinaj:, c hs few problem 
- 
MoAcen 
ccneerning the authenticity of Ids sources. AForgery in this series has been 
ninimal, no doubt because the coins are so plentiful, though in a very few 
cases, alterations in mint or moneyer's iiame have been made in order to enhance 
the rarity of a coin. An far as one can tell, the problems of contemporary foreigi 
imitation have been less thorny for Cnut's reign than for FEthelred's; Scand- 
inavian imitations are genorally easier to detect and tend to diverge further froi 
II 
the English coinuge as the reign progresses. The Dublin mint produces very 
few copies of Quatrefoil and none of the following types; for the most part 
it continues to produce copies of Athelred's Long Cross type. In almost all 
cases the statement of moneyer and mint on the reverse of the late Anglo-Saxon 
penny can be taken Lit face value and was engraved during the currency-period of 
the particular coin-type on which it appears. 
Th6'representation of the names of the moneyers on the coins may be 
se. en as depending on three stagess 
- 
the state of the'Old English language 
in the first half of the eleventh century as it determined how the moneyers themsel. 
ves pronounce*d their names; the method of transmission, which affected how 
much of the moneyer's own version of hie name reached the die-cutter, and finally 
the linguistic circumstances of the die-cutting workshop 
- 
prevailing fashions 
in orthogruphy, tradition or innovation, the die-cutter's o-wn speech and how far 
I 
it wuu pormitted'to btter 
' his modul, his ability to recognise cogmate 
olenento in non-nutive names and lnglislV, ý them, afid his skill and carefulness 
in rendering his intended form of the nume, on the die. 
Tho moneyers' own pronunciations must have varied in accordance with 
dialoctal variations; Norse and other foreign introductions laay have - 
become modified by English usage already at this stage, In addition the 
moneyers themselves may have had views on the form of their names which was 
proper for a coin-legend. I have already discussed the question of multiple 
and central die-cutting workshops at different phases of Cnut's teign, and 
individual instances below will show how these circum tances may have affected the 
coin-lecends. The method of trans#ssion, howeverp is a further problpm. 
3L 
Whatg in fact# were the die-cutters copying ? 
Except for a few legal injunctions-concerning forgery and the limit- 
ation of numbers of moneyers, we have no documentary information on the 
o. -ganisation of the coinage at this time. The earliest official statements 
occur in Domesdayp describine the practice at the and of Edward the Confessor's 
reign, half a century after Cnut's accession. The physical format of the 
coinage had not changed 
- 
it was,, in effect, the sa: 
-ie coinage voll into 
Porman timeso the only change being that new types wore issug twice as fre- 
quently in Edwada's reign as in Athelred's and Cnut's. In Domesday the 
pract. Lco recorded is that the moneyer returned his old dies to the central 
uuthority (at that time in London) to obtain dies for the now type. One 
way of organising the re-is. sue would. have been for the official in charge 
simply to weed out any dies from moneyers who had died or otherwise had been 
removed, supposing they had not been returned before, and to give out the old 
dies to the die-cuttera for them to copy the legends. Lny new dies that 
were needed for new noneyers could have been ordered then, but the pattern 
of monoyers' names as we have it does not suegest that the changein type 
was an occasion of'great changes in the manning of the mints. a moneyer may 
appear prolifically in two types and very sparsely in a third# sugeesting that 
he was replaced during the currency of that third type, and similarly the 
career of another moneyer my appear to begin midway through a currency-period. 
1# 
Alternativelyg the master die-cutter, or a clerk employed for the purpose, 
could have made up aI list from the returned dies, making any necessary emendations. 
The objection to any scheme, however, that involved waitinE; for a recall of 
dies before even beginning preparations for the recoinage is that there would have 
been a con. j. -Iderable delay when no coins could be 
. 
issued. lie know from ihe 
niuaber of coins that are extant from the short-lived reim, of Harold Godwinesson 
that a mu iscue of coinage cotLld be made very quicl, -Jy. On the whole it would 
seem better to postulate a that does not require the presence of dies 
#% f rcu t4a provious typo. 
One unnwer might. be that once die-cut. ting hud become confined to a 
single workshol), an up-to-date registerý-, 'ý+',, ý'aave iamintailled Of 
, Z; ; II. LCII 1; aa con " ted i-c- k i., 14 Ili; tile rJ r-ts 1, .- .1ouA. 
bcc, L! -. (3 necessary. If on the other hand the onus was on some official in 
the borough where the mint was situatýd to draw up a list of moneyers, either 
it must have been well-known when a change in coin-type was to be expected, 
or the arrangements must have already been well in hand by the time the new 
type was due to appear. It is impossible to say exactly what the conditions 
for the transmission of names were, except that the occasional cutting of 
R or B where C is to be expected suggests the presence of the rather 
unfamiliar symbol K in the form that was being copied, and hence some kind of 
a written source. Older philological works which used coin-evidence have 
often taken it for granted that moneyers and die-cutters were the same. Now 
we have to consider that not only were they separate bodies but that there 
was probably a scribal intermediary, whatever his function and degree of involvement 
may have been. 
I The Anglo-Norman-guestion. 
In compiling the notes which follow on the representation of individual 
sounds on the coins I have frequpntly found documentary parallels to the use 
of certain graphs appearing on the coinsp ascribed to AnglO-Norýman scribal 
convention. Olof von Feilitzen's classic c, ompilationt as its title states, 
is mainly dependent on Domesday Book for its material, and Gillian Fellows 
Jensen, to whose work on the Scandinavian personal names I am greatly indebted- 
in this section, also draws very largely on post-Conquest material, and such 
inferences are natural and relevant to the evidence. But when similar. usages 
appear on coins fif ty years and sometimes more before the Conquest, two 
alternatives arise. 
, 
Either Norman usages Were already being introduced by 
bontinantal scribes at this timejor thespe-114 reNA- native Old English sound 
developments which may indeed have bean paralleled in the continental dialects.. 
after all ý- Aa similar stock of Germanic names, but which are not 
recorded with any regularity in England untill the post-Conquest period. This 
is not to say that they are not recorded at all; they may well occur in rare 0 
hoat bet^ 
instances and W :, (dismissed as scribal errors or nonce-f orms, and the coin-material 
31ý 
may be able to reinforce their significance. 
FeiStzen in PHDB summarises previous work on the evidence for the 
presence of continental clerks at the English court and continental secret- 
i 
aries in episcopal establishments in the early eleventh century. It is 
noteworthy that he this in the course of his defence of a continental 
origin for the development Ethel>Rgel- which by the time he came to write 
his co=entary on the coin-legends from Sir Frank Stenton' a cabinet 
2- he had 
come to repudiate completely. However, the presence of some continental 
influence must remain a point for consideration, even if it can no longer be 
maintained that a few continental-named moneyers can have had much influence 
on the representation of names other than their own. The'artificial flavour of the 
imposition of the &el-form on coin-dies (see below p. 56 ) may well be 
influenced by this factor even if it ratifies off-icially an Old English native 4 
sound-change. 
Following on the suggestion that coins may record linguistic features 
that do not otherwise seem to find expression until some decades later, one 
must perhaps consider that coins may present a more immediate vernacular than 
documents do. In co=; onting on the place-name Gloucester as it is found on 
3 
coins of that mint, Dr. Galling found a variant form of the name which does not 
otherwise appear until after 1086.1 have found traces of EORCt EOROCC for 
4 York when normally Eof erwic had of f icial sanction. It is not impossible that 
late &nglo-Saxon society regarded the epigraphy of coins as utilitarian 
ephemerat since with the rapid changes of type the coins were'almost literally 
to be tomorrow cast into the oven 
- 
melted down and re ssued in an entirely new 
formp and not to be compared in. permanence and solemnity with writing on 
parchment. Such a concept could also explain the rather more frequent 
appearance of the hypocýoristic forms of names on coins than in documents 
of this period. 
5 
If this is trueg one need not return to the position taken by onomasticians 
of Searle's generation 
6 that the die-cutters 'were slapdash and careless 
(or ignorant and illit ivrate). 
-and that little reliance can be placed, on theiT r6cord 
I 
31 
One cannot deny that die-cutting errors exist, bui they are far fewer than was 
one time believed, and are probably not significantly morý frequent than 
scribal errors in documentary sources. Most forms genuinely recorded on the 
official products of the English mints deserve serious consideration. 
Votes. 
PITDB 10 5 
SCBI lia ix 
SCBI 19 cxiii 
4. Smart Otium et Negoti= 223 
5. Redin Uncompounded Personal Names 187 ff. 
6. Searle Onomasticon j%riglosaxonicum x 
f 
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.0 
i OE 
ICE a usually appears as A on the coins: M. i, LEOFSTAN etc. 
ý2 There is evidence of the rounding of a >. a (Campbell § 32) in BLACAMON (Guildford, Nottingham Cn 3) GOD14011 (Tondon, Hr 1), LEMON (Ipswich Cn 1) 
ALFSTAI, LEOFSTAI (London Cn 1) probably do not represent ai for A. PNDB ý3 gives 
-ai 
for 
_a 
as an OFr substitution, which woula not apply here. A 
more likely explanation is that the, single vertical represents an accidentally 
uncompleted letter N. 
4 LEOFSTEGEN (Ipswich ECn 2) shows the suýbptitution of ON steinn for OE 
stan. For ON ei represented as ja sqe below § 66 
§5 Final 
-A in uncompounded names is frequently levelled to e (PNDBJ 45) as 
in ADE< OE Ada. 
ow ON a and a 
ýCNumerous 
examples are found of ON a remaining unchanged as A, as in 
aNGRIM9 SVARTBRAND. 
§7Anglicisation 
of names ly, association with OE cognates accounts for forms 
with ea in place of ON a as in EARNGRIM, EARNCTTEL, SPEARTBRM. Names 
thus anglicised show the same developments and spelling-variations as OE 
, 
ja (q. v. ) to give forms in j& and e such as ARNGRIM, ERNCTTEL, SPERTBRAND. 
Forms in P-s-for ON 
-Is may. 
be due -to substitution, but cf. SPLY 11. 
Some forms with 
_M 
fpr ON a may be explained by OE cognates inj%: FASDVLF 
OE fmst. FESTVLF is more difficult to explain unless this instance of 
the name derives from CG Pastolf, with CGInterchange of 
.1 and 9. 
if 
FAREMAN is to be derived from ON Farmann then the A may have aýilsen from 
analogy with parts of OE faran which have 
_M; 
thus also FARBEIN, FARGRIM. 
Alternatively. t fora may in some cases be an inverted spelling from the 
late CE sound-change p_>. a; this is probably the explanation of CAMA 
if this name is to be derived from ON Karli. 
§9STIRCER aypears alongside STIRCAR (ON St-vrk6rr with about equal frequency. 
AN er for ar which would explain the forms in -cer appearing in Domesday 
would not appear to be an adequate explanation, here,, and the explanation is 
probably the late OB levelling of unstressed, % >. t (jIP? P. § 2, Luick, ý440). 
Some ON namea in-A_rr however appear anglicised as 
-here 
Where ON has; j finally in the prototheme (usually as a genitive plural 
ending as in BretakolInt SelakolIr ) this unstressed. vowel also appears as 
SL: BRETECOL, SELECOL. f 
OR z 
§(OOE 
M appears on coins of the OE period and beyond, 
-isolated 
up to the coinage of Stephen. At the time of Cnut and his 
is represented as, E with the A component unbarred, so that difficult to be certain whether E or E is intended. 
39 
examples being found 
sons the letter 
it is often 
j It The late OE sound-change vae > 
-4 
QNM 5) possibly appears on coins f irst in 
the unmintsigned coins of Alfred in iLDELVLF and under Ethelstan in 
, 
OELPVLF, though here the influence of CG names in Adel- cannot be ruled out. 
In the post-Edgar coinagea for X is rare and generally late, e. g. ' ALFNODP 
ALFNAD (Lincoln ECn 2, Edward III BEH Type H), ALFRI (Wm II, Norwich), 
ALFPINE (IPBWich Edward III's last type and Wm I). ALFSTEAW appears early 
in Ethelred's reign (SCBI Index). In the period under review we have 
ALFGAR, ALFPARD (both London Cn 3), ALFRED (Hastings Cn 3) and ALFAN (probably for ALFAH < JElfheah, Stamford Hr 2). 
Alfweald however is exceptional in that ALF forms are prolific and 
begin comparatively early. ALFPOLD is found at Lymne first in Edgar's last 
type, early in AthelreJs reign at Stamford and is widespread later in the reign 
and under Cnut. 
'ý12, 
PNDB 5 notes the frequency of Alf- and Athel- forms in-Domesday where 
the second element contains o or u. This ten3`e`n`c`y is not marked'in the 
coin-material except in the ! LPPOIS instances above, and to some extent with 
ABEVLF, A3)VLF (Athelstan, Edwig, Edgar, early Ethelred) but not in the 
period under review here. 
All the coin-forms for OE Hwmtman have A: RATAW, JjpATMAN, etc. 9 (Dorchester Er, HCn; Norwich Nthelred-Cn 2) 
- 
§ 13 As noted above, §10, the representation of OE jt by E on the coins is 
-not always certain because of the similarity in the letter-forms; there 
are frequent exTples ofa;. e-duplicates having been read variously as E and A. There does seem'to be a body of usage of E for X as early as Alfred's 
reign and through to the Conquest, though post-Conquest examples may 
represent the Norman substitution of e for M. 
114- A true dialectal e for E is evidenced in some Southern and We 
. 
at Midland dialects. In Kentish- and West Midland the corresponding vowel to West Saxonj% was e (Luick 180,364) which would account for the early ELF-, EDEL- forms on coins of Alfredv Burgred etc, which were struck mainly in 
Lonaon or Canterbury. This accounts too for forms such as ELFEH at 
Rochester (Cu 1)9 ELFPINE at London (Cn 2), and EDELPERD (london Cn 1). 
§15 More problematical are ELF-, EDEL- forms from Bristol, Ndrwichq 
Winchester, Oxfordq Cambridge, Lincoln and especially Torko where the usage 
is very markedt and where the EDEL- spelling of the king's name at times 
seems to be linked with local die-cutting. Some of the instances may 
indicate a wider dialectal currency of the feature than has been noted in 
documentary sources. 
1 1; OE M 
16 0, E Tj develops to slack j [Z- bearing in mindi apigraphical uncertainties ( §10 above) this change seems to be reflected in LEOFMER (London Cn 2), 
EDMER (Exe ter Hr 2) 
In the element Lre9d the change to e seems to have taken place quite 
early; VVLFRED, ADERED, EDILRED are f ourýd_ on Ndrthumb#aný stycas of the 9th 
century. Forms in 
-RAD on the post-Edgar coinage are exceptional in 
poneyers' names though they are frequently found in the king's name. 
ALFRED and EDRED occur in Cnut's coinage at London, and a few isolated 
examples (ALFRED, Canterbury, London) and BRIETRAD, Oxford) persist in 
the reign of William 1. 
§17 LEOMAR (London Cn 2) seems to be the'only example from this period of 
A ej 
. 
Pre-conquest examples of 
-W are rare but LVM appears at 
Hereford in Athelred's last t pe and PVLMAR at Exeter early in Edward the 
x. Post-ýonquest examples of 
-MAR and Confessor's reign (SCBI Inde,,, 
ý 
also BA- for OE §Le- are frequent and explicable as AN interchange of a 
and a. The earlier forms probably reflect a shortening of the vowel in OE 
Sue to lack of stress (PNDB 8) after which, it follows the development of 
a above 0 
The element 
-rSM appears as -RYD in ALFRYD at Canterbury (Cn 1) and 
PVLFRYD (London Cn 1). This is paralleled byNLFRYD, A2DERYD, LEOFRYD9 
PVMTD on coins of Ethelred from London, Canterbury and Lydford. Since 
the element seems at this date to have been firmly established in the 
-RED form, -RYD is likely to be an inverted spelling of the predominantly 
Kentish feature y>. M (Wyld 158) 
7 OE 
V 
19 OB t appears on the coins as E 
§20 Ah apparant variation of ;: and 
-Z; occurs 
in SvTet/Swot, Sweta/, Swota. 
4cý 
SPOT forms alone are found at Shrewsbury and SPET alone at Dorchester, but 
Bedford, although with mainly SPOT forms also has SPETE (Cn 3), which suggests 
that they may have been vaiiants of the same name. This is not a general 
vocalic variation but occurs in the adjective from which the name derives 
and in a few other adjectives. The adverb is usually formed in OE by the 
addition of e to the adjective; some adverýs have an unmutated vowel where 
: et, adve gw-otel. The adjectives the adjective's vowel is mutated, thus adý ýAw 
then adopted the unmutated form by analogy, ý`hence swoi -(Campbell ý 663 and n. ) 
I 
21 IV is lost in an unstressed position finally in ALYPIN, LEOFPIN, GODPIN, 
Aer AWSIG, ALSIG, DTMIG etc. It is probably as an more frequently in -ýsý 
inverted spelling of this development that f orms suchnas LEFPIGE, LIOFPIGE 
have ari-sen. 
2Z The original final 
.1 
(later > t) in the p-rotothemes pXni- 9, Heýri-. 
§jg1L- was lost early in the formation of compounds (Campbell ý-f4-8)so' 
that gy_n-, 1jer- and §j&- are found alongside LMe- ate. On coins of 
this period we find CINSIGEv CINSTAN, CTMSTAN with one example of CNINESTAN, 
but CIIWOLD, CINEPIG9' CINEPINE. One Lincoln die appears to have the archaic 
form CINIPIG. 
Al 
ON e 
§21, ON Oe is represented on the coins by E; it is found chiefty in the 
elemeiýt--: kell, ketill, as in VLFCETEL, ARNCETEL, DORCETEL. 
J, 24 This element appears as 
-XYTEL in ARNCYTEL, EARNCYTEL (Cn 3), ERNCYTEL (Hr 1) at Tork, and as an uncompounded name CTTEL (HCn 2) also at Yo±k, 
possibly in (Hr 1-2) at Canterbury. This is due to the substitution of 
the WSax cognate appelLative cytel for ON 
-ketill. It may well be significant 
that 
-CYTEL forms are not found in the early types of Cnut for which the 
dies for the York mint were locally cut but this may be due as much to the 
Anglian form cetel as to the Norse form. 
§, ZS A further variant form is 
-CIL in ARCIL (Stamford, York), ARCITELL (York) 
which probably reflects the unrounding of in late OE, in the substituted 
form 
-CYTEL 
v 
OE i 
is represented on the coins by I a3 in SUPINE, PIRTSIGE etc. 
27 In the OE 
-element which was 
ý'riginally 
-ýf rith, 
.1 
became e early (PNDB ý 14) 
and this was accompanied by metathesis, so that the eleme t is normally 
found on coins of this period as 
-FERD, as e. g. MELFERD. The unmetathesised 
form is found in BRIHTFRED. 
§28 An apparant E for OE 16 appears in BRIETPEN at Oxford in (Cn BEH Type Q. 
This is almost certainly intended for Beorhtwine who is a Wallingford 
and Buckingham moneyer for Harold and Harthaenut; the element -=, for 
which 
-PEN would be normal, is found as a deuterotheme in feminine names 
only. Feilitzen ýPNDB §13) notes a tendency forre to appear in Domesday 
for OE i but attributes this to AN substituti6n. 
ON and 
§2-90N i is freguently represented on the coins as 1, as in SVMERLIDA, iMGRIM 
< 
CN Sumarlithi. Arngrimr. 
3OIn the element 
-ý1_i_thi, frequently appears as e, as in SVMERLED, SVMERLED. 
SPLY ý 20 notes this tendency in pre-Conquest sour-ces, where it cannot be 7- the result of AN substitution; cf. PNDB S13. 
42- 
§31 Forms in 
-LTD, LYDA are also found for ON -lithr, -_1ithi, 
- 
This variation 
is found already in late OE orthography (SPLTS 22ý ýnd does not imply any 
difference in pronunciation from forms in7i. 
§5Z ON i finally in uncompounded and original bynames seldom appears in that form 
on tl7e coins, though it is preserved at York in SVMERLE3)1, SVMRLEDI in 
Ethelred's last type, and in (AIF? INE) TOSTI at Oxford (Cn 3). More 
usually ON names ending in -i are assimilated into the pattern of OE uncompoun- 
ded names in 
-a such as COVfA< ON Gauti, TOCA< ON Toki and some instances of 
MANA which may be from ON, Mani. 
33 In ý few instances the late OE sound-change iL& >i led to the use of iy_ 
as an inverted spelling for. 1, thus BORSTIG < ON *Borsti, London (Cn 1), cf. 
CARIG<ON Kari at London under Athelred. 
§3A-As in OE 
-frith 
(above § 27 ), similarly in ON 
-frithr i >. t at an early 
date (SPLI ý 21) by reduction of stress or by A-mutation in PrimGerm. This 
was ac7o"Mpanied by metathesis, which gives rise to forms in -ferth such as 
ASPERD< ON ýLsfri_tj=,, 3)VRFERD < ON Thor rithr. It appears that this 
element fell together or'was confused with ON -ýLr 
ASFERD we find ASFORD; see below § 50 
Jthr, since alongside 
OE 
-"44 
V §350E i 
usually appears on the coins as 0, e. g. GODPINE, AUNOD. 
§36 Occasional 
-NAD forms are found in place of -iioth: LEOFNAM Gloucester (HCn 1. Northampton (Cn 1). LEOFENAD (HCn 2) at Hereford; PVLNAD, Leicester (HCn 2ý; there are in addition forms BYRHT/BERHT/BEREHTNAD at Winchester 
under Athelred and ALFNAD at Lincoln under Edward the Confessor. This, 
goes back to the original Germanic element nanth which generally became 
n8th in OE, but in these examples the oriji-n-al vowel has remained (Schr8der, 
Z. fulý deutsches Altertum 73 196) 
ON and 
ý37 ON "6 usually appears as 0: STIRCOL < ON Styrkollr, TOCA < ON Toki. 
§3% In the element Thor- however, forms in DVR- greatly outnumber those 
in DOR- 
. 
For many of the TIL6r- names on coins of this period only 
-BVR- 
forms are foundq and most of the supposed Tl&- forms appear only on the 
imitative Beriesp on coins which may have been struck in Scandinavia though 
perhaps copying an English prototype now lost. 
The forms in. U go back to a PrimScand ThunraR,; in Scandinavian sources they 
43 
are virtually confined to the EScand area. The variation may derive from 
forms in which the a of ThunraR was lost before 
_a-mutation 
took place, or 
alternatively to di7fferent dialectal development in ODan (SPLY § 28). 
OE 
§3ýOE is represented on the coins by V: PVLFPINE, HVNEPINE. 
40 Final unstressed u in 
-sunu becopeg--e, by a late OE reduction Q-Pýý 50) 
in GODESVNE, Cambricl7g-e (HC-n--2-7< Mbo'dsiinu, though forms in 
-SVNV are 
'; 7ý-reign 
of William I. Where the found contemporaneously and well int he 
prototheme ends in u it is also reduced to e as in SIDEMAN, SIDLTINE < OE 
Sidu-. 
u appears to be represented as I in BRYNINC, London(Cn I)t Vottingham ý41 - (Crý_2) azjA several Athelred forms at Northampton (for which see\Moneyers c. 
973-1016p248) 
- 
presumably from OE Bz, 7ning. It is not always possible to 
differentiate between the coin-forms V and T with any certainty. but a number 
of these examples definitely seem to intetid T. 
%o odo ON u and u 
vepresented by Vp remains on the coins generally without variation: 
SVKERLIDA< ON Sumarlithi, SCVLA< ON Skýli. 
tkWhere ON 
-iilfr appears as a second element, the variant"form, -OLP -is also 
found. The pattern of this variation is curious. The 
-ulfr names found 
on coins of the period under review are: Arnulfr, Giimulf 9 HildulfxtFastulfra Sunnulf and ? Svinulf (which may be an error for Sunnulf ). All of 
these are Tork moneyers; Pastulfr is known also at Ipswich and jaildulf at 
Lincoln. In all these names the pattern is 
-OLF in (Cn 1-2) but -VLP 
in (Cn 3) and thereafter. except iri_? =tujf which always has 
-VLF. This 
change in orthography may be connected with the change at Tork. from local 
to external die-supply (see above p. 2Z) possibl ith influence from OE 
-wulf. 
__01f Jig an OScand variant 
(PNDBý 17, SPTT § 32Lw 
I 
A4 
OE 
ý440E is usually found on coins as T: CYNSTAN, PYNSIGE. 
§450ccasionally OE y appears to be represented as V (i. e. u) as in PVNSI (London Cn 1). It is extremely difficult to differentiate the 'two letter-forms 
on the coins with certainty in all cases and in fact in a number of 
instances the same die 
* 
has been read variously as T and V by different 
transcribers. Any examples appearing here would seem to be too early for the 
AN influence of u as a spelling for OE. X (ENDB § 22). 
§ 46 OE I, is re. 0 reteqtýi: ýýy e in PESIG (London Cn 1) , cf . CENSIE, CENSIGE 
-7e (Dover; Athr BEH Types D-E7 CENRIC (Dover, Norwich Athr BEH Ty s CO A 
respectively), CENEIM (Norwich Edward the Confessor BEH Type EE5. Side 
by side with the CEN- examples, forms with CTN-, CIN- also appear, suggesting 
that the etymon is OE Cvn(a 
- 
rather than Coen- >an:. 
V %) 
The CE sound-change'l >-;, though mainly Kentish, appears more widely in 
south-east England and exýelds to Norfolk (PNDB ý20 
SOThe 
unrounding ofy*' to i before n in West Saxon c. 900 appears in the 
numerous examples of CIX-, PIN-v e. g. CINSI, CINSTAN9 CINEpOLD, PINSTAN. (PNDB§ 20) 
ON 
§430N y. is found as Y in STYRCOL <ON (Tork Cn 29 Er 1) 
§/#-9Rather 
more frequently ON X appears as I in STIRCOL, STIRCAR < ON Stvrkarr. 
was unrounded to I in the North and the East-Midlands in the 10th and llth 
. 
centuries (SPLY ý 38) and the Norse name probably participated in this 
developmen= 
ON 
§50ON j appears t be represented ioy 0 in ASPOP. D (York, Cn 2) ON Asfrlthr. (PNDB414, SPLT? 43) 
Parasitic vowels 
connecting elements 
§S1 Parasitic' vowels such as appear in LEOFENOD (Hereford Hr 2, HCn ý), 
GODEMAN (frequent instanceso alternating with GODMAN), possibly FAREMAN (London Hr 1) also appear in late OB in common compound noung as e. g. 
bmrefot instead of beerfot, swiftilice, instead of swiftlice (Campbell § 367). 
It would appear then that this is a native OE usage, and that it is not 
necessary to look for a Continental Germanic etymon for names'in which this 
interelemental vowel occurs,: though the instances of FJEREW, Fý; REMAN 
may be from CG Far(a)man, anA some of the instances of GODEMAN may alsd 
be CG. 
§SZ(ii) 
within elements. between consonants 
Parasitic vowels also occur in OE in the groups I+consonant, 1: + consonant, 
e. g. w ihrough. The Eylif for wylf, she-wolf, therih for therh, 
parasitic vowel is i or occasionally ýL after a front vowel, a before a back 
vowe; (Campbell § 360). This would explain fvrms such as BIREHTNO (York, 
Cn 1)ýRresumably for 
-*Birhtnoth, JELPERED (London, Cn 2) for *Mwerd. 
ODBER (Lincoln, Hr 17 reflects the same tendency. BYRIESTAN TTaunton, Cn 1) 
may be not Beorht- but Burh-sta*n where the oblique-case bvri I form of 
the appelative may have replaced the nominative burh. CT ý76. 
- 
CM9T (Cambridge, Cn 1) is curious. It is unexpected to find a 
parasitic vowel in the cn group before the Conquest though as an Anglo- 
Norman feature it is common. Nor is y'a normally used parasitic vowel. 
The name OE Cniht appears in a number of forms,. a few of which such as 
CEHT, CNHT, and under Ethelred CYNT are confused; this CTNIHT form may be 
another error. 
OE ea 
SS OE .7 
, 
ga of various origins became te about 1000 and then followed the 
subsequent development of OE m for which see§§11,1& 
. 
2t 
§54The traditional ea spelling still occurs frequently initially: EADPINE, 
EALDRED etc. The transitional. M is not found very frequently on coins of 
this period, but it occurs in ADNOD < OE Eadn'oth (Hastings 
. 
Cn 3). A 
compromise spelling appears n AEDRIC (London Cn 2) and possibly EADPOLDp 
EOVLF (both London Cn 2) though these EA forms may be an inverted spelling of 
jj>. I. Much more commonly found is the further development i; 
'>. t as in 
EDSIGE, EDPIG. 
SS In the elements Eald- 
. 
Ealh- where the diphthong is short j, the later 
development ofjM is to a. This may be the explanation of ALDVF (Lincoln 
Er 1) and ALCSI (Chesie; 7Cn 1) but the vowel of these forms could be due 
to the Anglian vatiantis Ald- 
, 
Alh- which had very much earlier smoothing. 
The change jl>. a appeared very late in OE, and there are -n6--examples of 
Ald- at the southern mints London and Lewes where EALGAR and EALDRED 
are moneyers. 
, 
-EALDRED also appears at Thetford in (Cn 1). The'slightly 
different name-formation Ealdabeard, at Exeter also appears oniy in EALD- 
formse 
4L 
ýUShort 
vowels and diphthongs were frequently lengthened in disyllAic word's before 
-1d and -Xd 
(Campbell§283). This would explain ERDNOD (London, Cn 1) ýhere the'ýdiphthong/lof Eard- was originally short. 
§57 The element 
-1reah usually appears regularly as -HEH (e. e. JELFHEH, 
pVLFEH 
' 
LIOFHEH) but also occasionally as 
-AH in ALFAH (Stamford, Er 2) 
pVLFAH (Derby, HCn 2; Llncoln, Cn 1). These forms probably reflect an 
early shortening of the diphthong due to lack of stress (PNDB ý 27, Luick 
.M>a. 
238) followed by the normal late development of ea > 1j, _> Similarly 
for 
-jEýeat where most coin-forms of the period show the regular development 
-GET while PVLFGAT occurs at Lincoln in 
(Cn 1). AEGET (Lohdon, 
-, 
Cn 2) 
show; the transitional 11. It is noticeable that all thea-forms from the 
shortened ea-diphthong, like the forms in a from an original ly short cap, 
occur at rý_orthern mints. 
5% In the element 
-weald smoothing is early, through reduction-of stress (PNDB 25); fracture disappears from documentary sources c. 900. The 
-wold 
variant appeared about this time and spread rapidly; in the llth cent. it 
had become commoner than the 
-wald form. See Alfweald, Eadweald. Leofweald 
etc. 
§S9 For 
_ýyeard the traditional spelling appears in ALPPEARD (Hastingst Cn 1, 
Lewes# Cn 1; London, Cn 2-3) and occurs as late as the end of Edward the 
Confessor's reign. 
- 
The commonest form in the periodýunder review here is 
_PERD, though -PARD forms do occur after (Cn 3). Feilitzen remarks that 
-ward is very rare in late OE 
(PNDB j 24) but see AlFVAM, ALFPARD ("Gothaburh", Lewes, London), AGELVAD, AGELPARD (London), PVLPARD (Gloucester). OE 
-werd arose through the shifting of the accent in 
an unstressed position (PNDB 24, Luick 266.1) 
ON au 
40 ON au appears on coins as AV only much later in the OB period; cf. 
AVTI, TV-TTI from the second half of Edward the Confessor's reign and 
AVDOLF from William I, all York (SCBI Index). 
§61In the period under review here, ON au appears most frequently asa, 
even when it occurs in the stressed syllable. All the examples of 
ON. Authbjýrnhave OD-; all the Lincoln examples of Auth fr have OD- r-r- mr 
though th; York examples have OVDGRIM. All the examples of ON Authunn 
are in OD-. Feilitzen (PNDB 5 37) regards o for ON au in this position 
as an English sound-substitution and Fellows-Jensen concurs-ý 
, 
except to 
point out that in EScand the diphthong was monophthongised to o from the 
10th cent. onwards. 
§42 The diphthong is spelled OV (= 2u) in a large number of cases both in 
the stressed arfd unstre a Sed ositions: OVSTMAI; -< ON Austmann (York Cn 2), 
COVTA <ON Gauti (London Cn 2ý, ASGOVT (York, Cn 2) 
- 
unless this 
example is a compromise spelling between ASGOT and ASGVTv both of which 
41 
are found 
- 
and PEDLOVS (Lincoln, Cn 3) < ON Vathlauss. 
§4a In EScand the development of au in unstressed syllables was regularly ). 2 >31 
. 
Both 0 and V are found on coins of Cnut and his sons: 
OSGOT, OSGVT, DVRGOD < ON Thorgautr V appears once in a stressed position 
- 
in VSTW < ON Austmann (York Cn 2ý. 
ON ei 
§61j, ON ei i's rarely found in this form on coins in the period under 
review herev but it occurs, in IVSTEIN (Lincoln, On 2) and in 
STEINGRIM (Gambridge, On 2) 
46 In EScand ei was monophthongised to e beginning in Danish c. 900 (SPLIA50 PND 38). This JT rrobably-the explanation for such forms as 
BORSTEN (London, HCn 1) 1 
§64 ON Sveinn at Cheater, York and also Southwark appears in the Anglo- 
Scandinavian form SPEGNO SPEGER. ONft; L also appears asj& in IVSTEGEN (Lincoln, Cn 2) 
Note also LEOPSTEGEII,. (Ipswich HCn 2) where presumably ON steinn has 
replaced OE 
-sfa`n, 
§67 The representation of ON ei by It in STANGRIM (Cambridge, Cn 1) is 
curiousg though forms in 
_aIg are 
found in ON loanwords into OE (PNDB 
ý 38, BjBrkman Loanwords 
' 
36 ff. ). Owing to the vocalisation and loss 
of palatalg there is some confusion in OE orthography as to wheng 
should appear, as is shown by a number of inverted spellings and this 
may account for A being used here on its own. 
ON el is represented by J, in GVSTIN 
*< 
ON (Lincoln Cn 2). 
This is likely to represent the EScand-de'velopment of weakly-stressed 
10 &> i which is recorded from c. 1000 (qPLY 51). The AN spelling 
for e and7the association with latinised names in 
-Inus-may have re- 
inforced this usage in postLCo: Qque6t'times but a pre-Conquest use of 
<, ON e; L is also evidenced in COLBIN <_ ON Kolbeinn in Edward the Confessor's 
last type and possibly FARDIN < ON FartheKn (York, Cn 2) by association 
, 
spellings of SweRen, 
-2. tjZen < Sveinn, . ýsteinn. with the tg 
§69 Spellings in 
.1 are 
due to anglicisation as in DVBSTAN,, IVSTAN 
-i where OE 
-stan may be replacing ON -stein 
-1-ac may replace. 
bN 
-q 
e--"\ASLAC, OSLAC where OE 
. 
Ieikr, and SPAN for ON Sveinn. 
LIOF-, LIF- forms (excepting in OE re-ofing) 
LIOF.. 
-X LIF .... 0 
(96r)Edward the Confessor; (Vlm I) William I 
Regional provenances of dies: (BE) Southeastern; (L) London ; (E) Eastern ; (EA) East Anglian; (Ch) Che5ter; (W) Winchester; Muncertain. 
Moneyer Mint Et helred (Cn 1) (Cn 2-3) Later 
Last Type. 
L-eof London X 
L; 'ofhWah Lincoln X 
L; ofmanvi London X 
L; ofn'6th Bedford X(L) 
Canterbury X(SE) Chester(Edw)X 
Ve-ofr-ed London X(L) X(SE) X Cricklade(Edw) X 
London(Hr)O (HCn, Edw)X 
Southwark(Edw)X 
L-eofrle Chichester XM 
Dover X(L) 
London X(L) X(L, SE) X London(HCn)O 
Southwark X(SE) 
Wallingford X Warwick(Wm 1)0 
Worcester(do)X 
L; 'oftsige Bedford ýL ý X 
Cambridge' L SE) X 
0 ?) 
Lewes X SE 
London 
J 
X BE X Steyning(Wm 1)0 
LiofstFn Canterbury X(E, SE) Canterbury (Edw)10 
London X(L) X(L) X0 Hereford(WmI)O 
Rochester (Wm 1)0 
Worcester (Edw)X. 
L; 'ofsunu Maldon(Wm 1) 0 
L-eofthem Bedford (Edw) X 
I; -eofweald London X(L) X(L ý Ipswich (Edw) X 
Northampton X L 
Winchester 
ý 
X W: BEH 3798) (Edw)X, (Wm I)XO 
Lebfw2ard 
-Lewes. (Edw) X 
Southwark(Wm 1)0 
Ve-o f W-i iz London X(L) X(SE) X Chester(Un) 0 
45 
Fig LIOF-, LIF- forma cont/ 
Moneyer Mint, Athelred (Cn 1) (Cn 2-3) Later 
I; -eofwine Bedford Laat Type $Aý Bristol (WmI)O 
Chester 0 Ch Canterbury 
Chichester XM (Edw)X 
Dover X(L) Derby (Wm 1)0 
Hertford x Dover (W= 1)0 
Lewes XýL, SEOE) Exeter(W= 1)0 
London X L) X(L, SE) Gloucester 
Maldon x (Edw)X (Wm I)( 
Northampton X(L) Lincoln (Edw) 0 ýochester (Edw)( 
(WM 10 
Taunton (Wmlý 0 
Thptford (Wm I)I 
.i 
%j 
OE 20 
50 
70 Both Ion and short jq became and this was -unroundid to cx NB § 33). On coins he traditional in late OE 
tEj 
to persists throughout the 
OE period e. g. LEOFRIC (Stamford, Harold II), LEOFSTAN (Canterbury, Edward 
the Confessor BEH Type F) and, less frequently, into the Norman period, e6go 
LEOFPDLD (Winchester, Wm, I). 
§71 LEF- forms < OE Veof- appear already early in Athelred's reign and 
are fairly frequent7-g-enerally throiighout the OE and Norman period, egg* 
, 
LEFEDAI (Stamford, Er 1), LEMON, LEMMAN< t"eofman (Ipswich, Cn 1-2) 
, LWIIýTE (widely, mostly Cn). LEFPI (Cant-erbury, HCn 1) is probably an inverte 
spelling of A< i*. 
ýM Kentish and East Saxon have - 
. 
12 where West Saxon has ; o. Most of the 
examples of the LIOF_ variant in Rthelred's last type ýn-d Cnut's first, 
where the regional provenance of the dies is ascertainable, appear on 
dies emanating from London and the South-east. Two instances occur on 
dies vhich may have been cut in East Anglia. The Winchester die with 
LIOF? OLD is problematical. In Cnut's second type the majority of the dies 
were cut centrally, and there are no examples of LIOF on dies associated 
with York or Lincoln, ! which are distinguishable from the two national 
styles (see above, p. X1 and Fig. 1). 
§73 There are a few examples of LIP.; for OB Leof- an coins of Cnut 
and his sons. Some of these examples, especlally where LIF- appears 
later than the LIOF- forms diacussed above, may represent the dialect 
development f rom To > Te > ]: 
, 
in Kentish and Eas t Saxon (PNDB434) This 
would also accou. J-foý-CILNOD (Maldon Cn 1) and CILPIGE (Thetford*Cn 2) < OE 
C; oln! Yth, Cgýbly: T: C. 
LIFSTAN9 LIFPIEv LIPINE at Shrewsbury and Chester demand a different 
explanation, and may provideýevidence for the disputed West Midland 
development -go >g > ýPNDB § 34 s Wy1d 6t 168). It is difficult to be certain exactly how these T-o-r'm"s have arisen since the transitional 
stages seem not to be represented. During the reign of Edward the Confessor LIF- forms become more frequent and as may be seen from the table$ 
they are common and widespread on the early Norman coinage. 
't §7k The name Veofinp, appears very rarely in a LEOF- form, LMHO, LIFING 
is much more frequent; LIFINC also occurs but is not co=on. LEOF- 
forms occur at Chester, Warwick, Lincoln, but also Southvark. Feilitzen 
derives laf ing 
-4 I; -eof in 
. 
through an : L-mutation of T'o ý4ý 0 2-0 > 
-e 
> in West Saxon, ftt this-f orm of the-name, obvi-ouoly pbtain6a acceptance widely 
outside the West Saxon area. For unrounding of y in late OE see above. 
76 In some names LVF- appears as a variant for LEOF-. Fe . ilitzen(PNDB ý3k) explains DB Lufinc as an AN u spelling for y., and postulate's an ' OlAnglo-S/candinavian *MOfketel to account for DB Lufchel, with possible forms Luuare, Luuede for Mofwaru, 17eofede. In pre-Conquest instances 
we may have to take into consideration the OE feminine noun lufu which 
st 
appears occasionally as a second element in feminine names (of. PNDB 322) 
and as both a masculine and feminine name in its hypochoristic form Lufd (cf. Holm 52-3). As. a prototheme it appears to fall together with j=eof- 
in some names. The moneyers' names LEOFSTAN and LEOT? INE appear 
contemporaneously with LVF- forms at the mints of Salisbury and Dover, 
but elsewhere at Western mints LV- and LVF forms appear without any 
LEOF forms: 
- 
Hereford LV M (Athelred last type) 
Worcester LVFERIC ýCn 2, Hr 2) 
LVFRIC kHr 1-2) 
Salisbury LVFESTAN (Cn K, Edw BIM Type A, second type of reign) 
Dover LVFEPINE Ch 2) 
LVFPINE 
ýCn 
2, Edw BEH Type C, third type of reign) 
If in the western area Lufu- was still recognised as an element separate from 
Leof- 
, 
LVFE- may here exibit the remains of the weakened terminal 
vowel (see §4o above) rather than the parasitic interelemental vowel (ým above). 
§76 The OE element Beorht- appears in a number of different forms. 
The usual form on coins in the period under reviem is BRIHT-. 
BTRHT-, which is common under Ethelred is very rare for Cnut, Harold and 
Harthaenut. It appears only before 
-. 
Mi&e as BYRRSIE, BYRHSIGE and in 
BTRIHSTjtN which may however stand for OE Burh- rather than Beorht-; cf. §SZ 
The Anglian form Areht- appears at York in BRERTNOD alongside forms in 
BRIHT-. BREHT- is also found at Winchester in BBEIITNOD and at Malmesbury 
in BREHSTAN. Breht- is also. found in BRERTNOD and the unmetathesised 
Berht- in BERETNAD at Winchester under Athelred. 
Under Edward the Confessor BRIHT- continues to be the usual form except 
again before where at the London mint the forms BRICSIE, BRIXIE etc. 
appear in the middle of the reign. 
According to reilitzen (PNDB 31) forms in Pyrht- begin to appear 
early in the tenth century and supersede Beorht- . The change arose from 
West Saxon and Kentish eo, j_o -> y after b and before y+consonant. 
The metathesised form Brvht gave rise to Briht- by y >16 before h, which is 
first recorded in the second half of the 10th cent. 
77 BREHT_ at York is probably a metathesis of the unbroken Anglian 
form Aerht- 
. 
but a different explanation is needed for the Winchester 
groUP6 The die in the Malmesbury example is of Winchester style and 
emanated from the same source as the dies of the Winchester mint*if not 
indeed from Winchester itself. Except for one instance of BERETMAR at 
Rochester in Ethelred's BER Type C (c. 991-7) formd in Berht, Breht are not 
found outside York under Ethelred or subsequently. 
ia-ny 
oi the forms 
appear on types for which no regional die-cutting pattern is relevanto 
byt those occurring on Ethelred's last type (BEH Ethelred 4115-6, SCBI 
7 1354) are on dies of the Southern*A style associated with Winchester itself 
rather than Southern B which had a wider distribution. Taken together 
with the Cnut examples the use of BREHT- seems to be a Winchester 
phenomenon. - 
This may be linked with the fact that Winchester is the only nint 
from which coins reading BEOPJIT- are known. BEORRTNOD coins appear there 
S 
I., 
for Ethelred C. 979-97. This may be'regarded as a traditional spelling 
in a stronghold of West Saxon scribal orthodoxy but it is possible that 
the Winchester forms in e may derive directly from eo forms by the llth 
cent. mono phthongi s ation of eo (above § -70 
ON Jý (WScand jo, Lu, EScand 17u) 
ON 4 (WScand Jo 
Co 
La, EScand ja, ja) 
§78 The original ON variant i'l is found in IVSTAN (Lincoln, Cn 1-2) - 
ON ICsteinn. The vocal7isation of OE alatal & has resulted in 'Its 
being used as a graph for i in GVSTAN 
tLincoln 
Cn 2) 
ON is usually represented by E as in OSBERN (Derby Cn 1), 
SPLY 54. OSBARN kYork Cn, 2) is irregular but Anglo-Norman 
interchange of e and a is unlikely at this period in OE, and the 
, 
form probably represents an anglicisation of the elpment as 
-bearn. 
I 
, ft. 
k 
4 
SS 
Simplification of consonant-groups in týe conjunction of elements. 
ý79 In the formation of personal-names where the first element ends and the 
second begins with one or more consonantsp unusual groups of consonants 
may be formed. The coins bhow a general tendency to simplify these 
groups either by the loss of the medial consonant in a group of three, or 
by the assimilation of the first consonant of a pair. 
_A L L_ 
The elements Wulf-. Al-, ald-, which end in two consonantsp are 
reduced in such forms as PVLPIVE, PVLSTANj, EALG, iR, ALPOLD (< OE Rlfweald) 
etc. The reduction of Elf- > AL- falls together with M, 
- 
<-ý&thej- (see below §9z often. making it difficult to be sure which name is 
intended. 
80 Assimilation has taken place in such forms as BRVW < OE Brunmann. (nm>mmý, 
- 
m), LEMITAN, LEMON< OE L-eofman-n LEOMER< IDE 1; -eofrý; r (f: m7-, 7mm>: m), fm-> mm > 
LEORIO, LEOORED<OE reofr'lc, LFofrgd. 
The general tendency in late OE to drop the f inal I of Rthel- noted 
by Feilitzen (PNDB§ 63) is not well evidenued in the material under 
discussion owing to the substitution of AGEL f or RDEL af ter (Cn 1) (below, §9Z ), though in (Cn 1) we find ADEMER, ADENODt ADERIC. In the name 
Ethelst however, there is no change to EGEL- and the usual form is 
, 
EDESTAN which with syncope of the t is further reduced to EDSTAN and 
ultimately ASTAN. 
ý 
'81 A few examples occur where 
-. 
anothptr'. consonant of the group has 
--disappeared as in PVFRIC (Southwark Cn 1) 9 PVFSIG (Cambridge, Cn 1). ALSANF< OE Alfsfan (Tamworth, Er 1ý is obviously confused and cr, %;. %- 
I-, Sien in - error cannot be ruled out in the other examples, but such forms may also be representations of the reduction of a difficult 
combination of sounds. 
OE w, ON v 
ýBZ ON v which was still a bilaýial at this period,, is represented on 6oins, 
as izý-& documentary sourcesp to the same way as'OE wo namely P (PNDB § 55 
Bjbrkman Loanwords 305) : PILGRIP< Man Vilgrii) 
, 
PIDFARE <ON ff-týfari, 
PICING 
--- 
ON Vik ne te. Some V spellings occur towards the end of the 
-I per so 
in 
'io: d: AGELVINVfS uthwark, ECn 2) -< OE Athelwine, ALVII (Southwark, 
HCn OE J[lfwiR, MINE (Dover, HCn 2) <OE tadwi-ne,. LEMNE (Lincoln, 
Cn 3). 
J83 As early as the 8th cent. there was a tendency in CE to lose initial 
3j in 
-wulf (PNDB 56); EADVLF (London Cn 2-3), shows this loss. DE w hats a o-d-rsappeared in AMLD< OE Elfweald (Bath, Cn 2). Accord- 
ing to Feilitzen QNDB§76) this reduction is not recorded in pre-Conquest 
sources and where it appears in Domesday Book it may be partly due to 
-54- 
10 
the analogy of CG names in 
-ýald, -9 d. LI 
to suppress initial w in the unstressed (cf. hlaford<hlafwýrd). Feilitzen is 
as doubtful evidence, and the form may 
omission. 
There is, however, a tendency in CE 
second element of compounds 
inclined to dismiss jaNOLD on the coins 
of course be due to an accidental 
OE t 
§54-On the coins F appears almost invariably for both the voiced and t> unvoiced 
consonant. Very occasionally V is found, as in DVRVERD<ON Thorfrithr (Norwich Cn 1) and in the VO, VOR forms of mint-names in 
-fo_ýr_d__(B_EDEVOR, HEREV, 
DEOTVO) which almost seem to be an idiosyncracy of Harthacnut's die-cutters, 
though Harold has a few examples of STANVO. The difficulty here is that in 
all these instances f would normally be unvoiced, though there is some evi- 
dence in Domesday Book for the voicing of f in the metatheBised forms of OE 
frith and ON frithr. According to Feilitzen, the occasional appearzanee of 2. 
for voiced f in pre-Conquest records is due to Latin influence. 
OE, 
-. 
ON 
00 ý%N t in 
-Zautr frequently appears as d as in ASGOD < ON AsRautr, BVRGOD < 
ON ihorgautr. This is probably to ý_e explained by association with the OE 
element 
-g5d, since the Danish sound-change of t>d probably occurred too 
late to Ii-a-ve influenced the forms found here. -_ - 
SSLON. 1 in a medial position is represented by D in FASDVLP4 ON Fastulfr (York Cn 1). The coin is of indeterminate style. The same form appears at 
Thetford in Ethelred's last type on a coin of Dolley's Northern B styles poss- 
ibly from dies cut at York. FASDVLF appears on a Tamworth coin of the 990s 
of no discernable regional style. Only this name has 3D for TI, and although 
forms with T appear as wells three out of the f our mints where the name is 
known have the 1) form. Both Feilitzen (ENDB 96) and Fellows Jensen (SPLY 
102) have examples of post-Conquest th f or t due to AN orthographical 
interchange but none of a pre-Conquest usage. A similar spelling of D 
for t occurs twice in Latin words in Anglo-Saxon sources; on the Canterbury 
brooch (Okasha no. 19) PVDEMAN PECID (for fecit), dating. from the mid or late 
tenth century, and in BCS 536 abea6 (foe habeat) much earlierp dated 873 but 
there are to my Imowledge no vernacular parallels. 
OE d 
1870E d appears as D on the coins. In a few instances there is an unvoicing 
of ihe sound to T 'as in ETSTAN, ETSIGE. This tendency of af inal d in 
the first element of a compound before an unvoiced consonant is noted in OE 
from early times; there are several examples of Eat- in LVD, and EOTBFJWTVS 
appears for the name of King Eadberht, 
_of 
Worthumbria on his aceattas in the 
eighth century. This unvoicing would also account for GOTCILD4ýOE *Godeild 
and GQLTSIGE OE Goldgigg, but GOTSALIN is probably of continental origint 
where the variation of Yj in this position is much more generalt regardless 
of the following sound, cf. X6rlet 111 
SE 
§$tIt Is difficult to be sure if there is any si ificance in D foý D 
in EADNOD (Huntingdon Cn 1), GODMAN (London Cn 2r, BERMAN< OE D4ormann (London Cn 3), DVNSTAN LLondon Cn 2). If the reverse usage is significant 
(cf. OE k, A below) thiEtould represent an inverted spelling; otherwise 
it may simply show orthographic confusion or a die-cutter's error. 
ý89 An inexplicable error which occurs several, times is where D appears as 
N, as in GONPINE (Stamford Cn 2), ALFNON (Lincoln Er 2) and PVLNON (Leicester 
Er 1). 
9 
OE t, A 
§qoThe dental spirant appears on coins as Dp whether representing the voiced or 
unvoiced value and in whatever position. 
§910ccasionally D appears as in EDNOb (Huntingdon Cn 1), BRIHTNOD (Londqn, 
Cn 1), and initially in DVRVERD (Norwich Cn 1) and DVFRT for ON ThorfAthr (Thetford Cn 1). Such is the similarity between the two charaJers that 
it is often difficult to be certain of the true reading since a scratbh on 
the coin can convert D to D, and wear can eliminate the distinguishing stroke. 
Whether the number of definite instances of one for the other is sufficient to 
imply a general orthographic confusion at this period is uncertain, but there 
is a possibility that D may have been used in the initial position to rep- 
resent a voicing of initial ý in southern OE '(qLT 113). 
S(a 
ý9Z 
The development of the OE name-element Ethel- requires extended di. s- 
cussion. At one time it was believef! that the dev(-.; lop-ne. nL- or Ethel > 
&ej- was due to an Old French sound-change and according to Campbell 
(§ 484-n-5) its use in late OE charters and on coins was "an affecta- 
tion". Ekwall (ELPN. ' 197) notei a parallel chnn, -,, -ý in OD, %n aiil an 
identical change occurs In Oririsian. It seems likely that a similar 
change took place in OE and that this native sound-change may account 
for the change in form on the coins. 
On Ethelred's coins the normal form is EDEL- but there are at least 
three examples of EGEL-.. EGELPINE appears, at the Lond6n-mint as early 
as in the Benediction variety of the Hand types, c. 990. ZGEIRIC 
appears at Bath and Shaftesbury in Ethelred's last type, on only one the 
for each mint. NumerousEDELDIC forms appear at Bath in the preceding 
three types but none are known for Last Small Cross. At Shaftesbury 
one die is known in Last Small Cross with ADEMIC and this form also 
appears in the preceLUng type. Both the Bath and Shrewsbury Last Small 
Cross coins are of the Southern B style which has a wide but sporadic 
distribution over almost the whole country with the excepti. -in of the extreme 
not-th and north-west., and it is not possible to suggest any particular 
location for the preparation of the dies. Since this Southern B work- 
shop produced only two dies with ZGEL- and produced innumerable dies 
with E3DEL- forms it is difficult to draw any conclusions as to the reason 
for the appearance of these rare AGEL- examples under Ethelred. 
In Cnut's reign-the picture is quite different. It is surprisingly 
clear-cut, since the usual pattern of rendering names on the coins is one 
in vhichvrthcýSraphic change is constantly checked by -traditional spelling 
so that any given chronological type will show a quite heterogeneous 
mixture of forms. In the EDEL/EGEL variati onýp however. a clear line cEai 
be drawn after Onut's first type and it can be stated almost without 
exception that 13DEL forms belong to (Cn 1) and EGEL to (Cn 2-3). 
The only exceptions known to me of EGEL bef ore (Cn 2) other than the 
three Ethelred examples discussed above are a group of Severn-style dies 
of the Bristol mint reading EGELpM and EGLPM in (Cn 1). 1 have been 
able to trace no other Severn dies on which this name-element occurs, 
except possibly in E LEVI, ELET at Heref ord (f or which see below p. 68 
Although one might expectsbecause of their exceptional occur; Lnee., some 
relationship between the Bath and Shaftesbury EGELRICs under Ethelred 
and the Bristol EGELPINEs in (Cn 1) there is no traceable continuity in 
the supply of dies no-r any connection between them., Bath; and Shaftesbury 
receiving no Severn dies under Cnut and Bristol receiving no Southern B 
dies under Ethelred. Again, the significance of the idiosyncratic use 
of EGEL on a handful of Severn dies in On 1) is f ar from clear. 
The other exception to the ADEL rule in (Cn 1) is the appearance of 
EGLIGT and ZGELGET at Bedf ord. The etymon of the first form would be 
obscure if it were not for the second form which shows its derivatinn 
from OE Ethel6a, 9 and it is possible that the vocali3ation of palatal 
& ana its alternative spelling j (below §98 ) may have caused some confusion 
in the die-cutting. The dies are of London style in both cases. 
These (Cn 1) exceptions along with the Ethelred examples show that the 
AGEL spelling was known in England as early as the 990s anawas used, 
though only iery rarely, in the next three decaded, having either al-isen 
to express the replacement of DTbj by palatal 11 in OE speech, (or rather. 
'by' thi vocalic gilide Tor -which Z was --an'acbepled spelling)_ or bven adopted 
from an external orthographical tradition in which the spelling was 
relevant to a local phonological change. 
S-7 
As we have seen, there was considerable reorganisation in 
the coinage 
at the beginning of the Pointed Helmet type 
(Cn 2). The numeroiis r(-gli, )n- 
al (. '3-A, res were closed and one or two central workshops were 
established to replace them. The local die-cutting workshop 
for York 
survived throughout Pointed Helmet but the other remaining 
local East Mercie-n 
(Lincoln? ) centre was closed shortly after it had provided dies for the 
inception of the type. At the same time, a greater proportion of the coins 
than hitherto conform more closely to the notional weight-standard. It 
would appear that scribal convention in the new central die-cutting schools 
also made a break with the past in respect of the E3DEL/EGEL usage. it 
is not possible to tell whether any of the old Southern B die-cutters of 
Ethelred 
- 
or the Severn die-cutters of Cnut who had shown a partiality for 
the EGEL spelling were included in the new establishment, or whether it was 
only knowledge of the usage that persisted (and after all it exists in 
documentary sources from c. 1020 onwards). Certainly, to account for the 
tiiVrness and consistency of the EDEL/EGEL change., some deliberate decision 
must have been taken either in or for the die-cutting centres that EGEL was 
the preferred spellings even if it was only taking cognisance of a fact of 
pronunciations and to this extent Campbell's point that it was an affect- 
ation may be a valid one. 
If we consider the exceptions to the rule of ZGEL in (Cn 2-3)'they f ollow 
a more explicable pattern than the exceptions in (Cn 1)2 and one that is 
fully consistent with the change being connected with the reorganisation in 
die-cutting provision. At York where the local die-cutting school provide 
the dies throughout (Cn 2), with the idiosyncratic M--O formula on the reverse$ 
ADEL forms persist and ZGEL appears first in (Cn 3) simultaneously with 
the absorpýion of York into the national die-cutting organisation. 
At Lincoln six dies are known for the moneyer Xthelrgr in (Cn 2). Of theee 
two readEGEL and as might have been expected these have "national" style 
obverses and the ON formula for the reverse legend. Three read EDELMER (or 
-MER) followed by MO, which we saw was often a characteristic of the East Midlands/Lincoln school which was still active for a short time before being tPt; pzrsc&43 by the national distribution of dies during (Cn 2). One 
of these reverse dies is found coupled with an obverse with the curious VEX 
version of the royal title which also characterises the separate die-cutting 
of this area; the other two whilst reading REX nevertheless have a very 
similar farm of lettering which makes it likely that they were produced in this same workshop. There remains one die readingEDELMER with ON and a 
"national" obverse which would seem to belong to the later phase of minting the te 4t Lincoln; alsot curiously, one example of ZEELMER in Short Cross (cn Toccurs for the Lincoln mint. 
Two dther curious examples of ZDEL in(Cn 2) must be mentioned. One is the curious piece in Copenhagen (SCBI 15 44IG ) which has the footnote 
"electrotype, in which case from an unknown 
-coin,, or perhaps az 'base strik- ing from official dies". Thus although its metal is base the dies are to be accepted as authentic. The coin reads EDLMER ON SVDBV and has been 
attributed to Sudbury in Suffolk, within the area of the East Midlands 
centre, and though the ON formula is used the obverse has the characteristic 
VEI legend which is indicative of the output of this centre. An even 
stranger case is the coin which appeared in Nordman's catalogue of Anglo- 
Saxon coins found in Finland and which is now illustrated in SCBI 25 75c). 
This is a penny of Bath 
- 
one would have believed well outside the 
- 
orbit 
of the northern remnant of local die-cutting. However the coin not only 
plainly reads EDELRIC 110 BA3DVM but also has the '., *EX obverse. The coin 
ca=ot be explained either as forgery nor imitation, the likelihood being 
very remote that an imitator would be aware that JEEEL,, MO and VEX belong 
together, and the classical and complete form of the mint-signature make 
attribution to any mint in the East Midlanils, area - Bedf-)rd for exam-, 91e- 
: juite impo5sibles One cannot avoid the conclusion that although this 
5 ts 
coin is from the Bath mint the dies from which it was struck were ob- 
tained from the JMEL/140/`ý'EX workshop which supplied Lincoln and the East Mid. - 
lands. To sum up the position in Pointed Helmet, all the coins which have 
EDEL rather than JEGEL forms in Pointed Helmet (Cn 2) are associated with one 
of the remaining northern local die-cutting cdntres. 
There are two examples of JEDEL amongst the almost universal adoption of 
RGEL in Cnut's last type Short Cross (Cn 3). &n ap ar, nt third, the coin 
in the Ashmolean-Museum Sylloge volume (SCBI 9 726ý which records ADELRIC 
at Shaftesbury, has a very unclear second letter which could very well 
be read as G; in fact the same die appears again on the Copenha en coin 
SCBI 
' 
15 3344 and the form is clearly JEGELRIC. EDELM i; ýCn 35 at Lincoln 
has already been mentibned. ADELRIC also appears on a coin'of Winchester 
in this type. 
In a few forms the vocalic g'lide is fepreserited 'by I- or is not re, 
Tres. erited at 
-all in the spelling. This process is represented in EIL14 < 
JEthelhelm (Chichester, Cn 2), FEILRIC < Rthelr1c (Winchester, Cn 2) and 
probably AELMAN< Rthelmanit(Bedford Cn 2). Forms in AL- also occur. 
In many cases where forms such as JELRIC, JMSIGE appear there are moneyers 
recorded as ALFRIC, ALFSIGE and the AL- forms are likely to be the result of 
a reduction of the medial consonant-group (see ý§ 19-181 ). There are 
some instances, however, where no parallel ALF- forms are known for the mint. 
Reference to the alphabetical name-list will give fuller details but one can 
note MRHT at Ipswich in (Cn 1) along with AMELBERHT in (Cn 1) and JEGELBRIH 
etc. in (Cn 2-3). Ilchester has JMER in (Cn 1) with EDELMAR in the same 
type. Shaftesbury has ALRIC in all three of Cnut'-s types along with the 
regular JMELRICv JEGELRIC forms. Winchester has ALRIC inilCn 1) and (Cn 3), 
with the usual JEDELRIC in (Cn 1) and JEGELRIC in (Cn 2-3). , Under Athelred 
JEL- forms appear at Winchester in AMER and at qricklade in JELPINE, both 
in the last type of the reign, but it is impossible to tell whether Lbcj- 
or LJL-_ is the etymon. 
- 
This body of evidence suggests that some at least of the early AL- 
forms may stand for a development of Ethel- A number of these appear in (Cn 1) and thus antedate the general adoption of the RGEL form. It 
seems possible that the ruling that the element should be spelled JEGEL 
on the coins was an attempt to regularise'an existing change in pronunciation 
which was already being represented phonetically. By the end of the 
raign. however, it seems that the almost universal standardisation was 
breaking down and JEL- forms for Ethel- are common under Harold and Hartha- 
cnut. 
On coins of the north-western mints forms in ALE-, ELE- forms appear# 
e. g. F-LEPIG , ELE I 
(Hereford Cn 1-3), MIRIC (Gloucester HCn 2), ELEPINE 
(Chester, Cn 1-T Similar forms appear under Athelred, earliest at Chester 
c. 980 and also at Hereford. This appears to be a local development of OE.,. 
LLhej-, though certain prosopo*-raphical evidence in the form of &Ath 
names at these mints is sparse. There is, however, M)ELPINE alongside 
AIEPINE at Hereford in Ethelred's Long Cross type (c. 997-1003); a moneyer 
IMELPIO EDELPIG appears at Chester in Ethelred's last type who may be the 
same man as the FJXPI etc. who strikes there for Cnut. 
5ý 
OE a 
The main interest here is epigraphic rather than phonological* It is 
during the reign of Cnut that the earlier epigraphic form .1 is replaced b 
the round form S on the coins. This takes place between 
(Cn 1) and On 21 
and it is noteworthy that it follows the sgie patterns in die-production 
observed in the change in the form of' the copulative from MO or K-0 to ON 
above, p. 2Z and the different spelling-convention for, the element fithel- ýabove 
V. 66 In Quatrefoil (Cn 1) the S' form is uniyersal. In Pointed 
Helmet kCn 2) the Sf orm appears everywhere except in the northern and north- 
eastere die-cutting workshops which are characterised by the older copulative 
and &thel- spelling. AtTork the. S remains throughout the currency of the 
type. At Lincoln and Stamford, where local die-cutting seems to have been 
superseded by the national distribution of dies during the currency of Pointed 
Helmet, the pattern is not so clear-cut but the division is generally valid 
in that 
-5, appears on coins with 
RO but there are also instances of it re- 
maining with the new copulative ON, though in the main S ap ars with ON. 
On the Sudbury coin with ADL- discussed above (p. . 5(o ) the 
9 
form is used. 
The angular form occasionally appears retrograde as Z without any 
variation in the Yalue of the consonant. 
OE a 
., 
C is used to represent both 94 On the coins, as is usual in OE orthography 
the sounds [k] and [t1j. ON K, thoughýnot completely unknown in OE alpha- 
bets, is regularly represented on coins of the period under review here as 
C (see names in CETEL-). Later, a very few examples of X appear on 
* 
coins 
of Edward the Confessorp sometimes in forms resembling more closely R or B. 
The only example of K which enters the discussion here is in the very curious 
form CRVRN or GRMW (Tork Cn 2) which It probably to be taken as repre- 
senting OIr Crucan by the form CRVKN. These strange forms are the only ones 
in the whole period which do not have the angular C for; *..,. Though variously 
rendered by Hildebrand as CRVRN and GRVRN (648,636-7) the symbol in all 
cases is There also seems to be some confusion in this name with either 
the voiced form of the consonant or the spelling-symbol G as some forms 
readGRVCAN. 
OE Z 
By the eleventh century OE is plosive initially (and initially in a second 
element) and aVker n; in otfer positions it is the spirant [1] (PNDB § 126) 
and X of ON derivation was treated similarly. It* q i) The plosive [g] occasionally appears on coins as C, in OSCOT< ON Asizautr ( yori, 
- 
Cn2), COVTA< ON Gauti. These may simply be die-cuttizýg errors but 
it is interesting to compare Couta in Domesday which Feilitzen ascribes'to 
AN influence. COTRIC< OE G*ddrre appears only on a group of, problematical 
coins discussed below s. n., -in which the untypical symbolG used is as likely 
to stand for G as C, 
ii) In the combination n&, which appears on coins mainly in the suf fix 
-Jýn&, 
was frequently unvoiced to [1, C3(PNDB ý 80) Although it is often difficult to 
N- 
60 
differentiate between the two symbold on coins with any certainty, there is 
sufficient evidence to show frequent variatiOn between 
the endings 
-ING and 
-INC. This is particularly noticeable 
in the forms of Ming. Ireofin, -,, q*v* 
This unvoining would also account for RINCVLF< OE Hrinmmlf or ON 
Hrinpýulfr. 
iii) The spirant L111though frequently represented on coins of this period 
by the traditional G spelling. (LEOFEDEG, PVLFSIGE, LEOFPIG)) aldo appears in 
many insiances as I 
(LEOFDRI, PVLFSIIE, LEOFPII). Where II occurs,, other 
forms show reduction to a single monophthong I 
(PVLSIE, LEOFPI). Confusion 
sometimes arises, hence the inverted spelling LEOFDAII. For the 
further 
reduction of -SIE to -SI, see§21above. 
In RGELETZ, OE Ath 
- 
el AE el- eat the similar development is -BiLat 
(> get in 
RGLOET) >. let ; >2_t. 
OE h 
§99 Initially in the combinatioris hD hw, h was, disappearing in the late loth 
cent; cf. RINCVLF< OE or ON HnErLin&- , PJFEN< OE H-rafn with almost consistent 
HFAT f orms -'- OB IlRe t- 
loo Internally in the combination ht the sound of OE h LlIbecame [k] (PNDA 142) 
thus BRICSTAN (Malmesbury Cn 1)ZO-E Beorhtst'gn; ALC-SI'lCn 1 Chesteý ý-< OB 
Ealhsige. 
§ 10 Initially in the weakly-stressed second element of compounds h disappears 
PNM ý140). hence PVLFELM< OE %lfhelm., ELFEREe, OE Rlfhere,, E_LFEH 
-_OE 
. 
Llfheah. but cf. LIOFHEH. 
sý 
§IDZPinal h is usually retained: ELFEH,, LJOFHEH. 
Doubling and simplification of consonants and, vowels. 
103 Doubling of letters appears with some frequency on the coins of the period 
under review h' ere and it is difficult to see any systematic pattern in this 
usage, Some examples seem to reflect the quantity of the vowels either by doubling the vowel e. g. IPVLFNOOD (London Cn 1). C 
-_n6. t lbs TOOCA4 ON T ki (York Cn 2) or the consonant after a short vowel e. g. *P VLFPIM (Bristol-"R-n 1) %0 
-W3. pe, ETSIGGE< 
-slges but cf. LEOFPIINE (Hr 2 Chester, Northampton)s TOCAA (=ork Cn 2) TIDREDD kCn 2 Thetford).. WPIM (Dover Hr 1). 
The only explanation of this practice other than pure caprice on the part of the die-cutter could be that it had some usefulness in differencing one the from another rather as pellets, annulets and other markings were sometimes used. 
ALPHABETICAL NAME LIST 
Ada 
Cambridge ADA (Cn 1-2) SOBT 
, 
ADMý (Cn 1) SGBI 
ADS On 1) 3)CK 
I 
Huntingdon ADA Cn 3 SCBI 
ADE 
M 
2ý BEH 
II 
.,, 
uncompounded namej Redin 81; in use in OE, cf. Searle 2j3y but Redin Ada 
does not consider it 
- 
Germanic in origin. 
For final 
-a >7e see 
j9. ADEA may be a compromise spelling. 
Adelaver CG Adel: 
- 
but s! conA element uncertain: Moneyers c-973-1016 Lincoln 
'236; 3ee: -also Feilitzen Edgar and SCBI lla xiii. ] 
if ic 
r-_ 
Exeter EFIC On 3) SCBI 
, 
EFICC (Cn 3) BEH 
Norwich EFIC (Cn 19 Hr 1) SCBI 
EFICC (Hr 1) SCBI 
EFIC (Cn 1) SCBI 
OB Efic, uncompoundeaname with 
-I-C- i Suffixg Redin 150-1 PNDB 172. 
Accorling to Redin a derivative of OE Effa which may be 
names in Alf- 
a hypochorism for 
On e for w see 
(Moneyers 
c-973-1016 Shrewsbury 221] 
[, EEenul CG: e Moneyers C-973-101? Stafford 221p London 250] 
JEgf rye 
London AGFRYE (Cn 2) SCBI 
ý'. I,, Uncertain. Possibly CG Agfrid, Morlet 21 ? 
EISMAN see Agisman 
Alef fe 
London MEPM (Cn. 2) SCBI 
The name intended here is doubtfulp probably some n&me in F-If-. 
I 
sea 
-Rlflreah 
ALFELM see Elfhelm ALFERE see Elfhere, 
R. FF see &f- 
lz 
Elfferth '.? 
Norwich ALFERb (Cn 3) SCBI 
the. ns-ne or Possibly OE Alfferth but more likely a form of Athelferth, a No. rwich 
moneyer in this type. 
Elf gar 
Barnstaple ALFGAR (Cn 1-3) SCBI, (Hr 2) BEH I 
Huntingdon ALFGAR (Cn 3) SCBI 
London 
JELFGAR (Cn 2 SCBI 
ALFGAR (Cn 3ý 3CBI 
Southwark ALFGAR (Cn 1) BEH, (Cn 2) SCBI 
Wareham ALFGAR (Cn 3) BEH 
OE Elf ecir, PNDB 172. For Alf- see §II 
rMoneyers 
c-973-10167Tamworth 221, Lincoln 2330 Stamford 236, Thetford 243P 
London 250, Winchcombe 256, Aylesbury do., Lewes 261, Wareham 2661 
JElfReat 
London f- 
ALFGET (Cn 2) SCBI 
PNDB 173 0 Oz For 
-. 
get see '9a>'E>. t ý 63 
ýMoneyers c. 973-10le Hereford 223, Stamford 236, London 2501 
Elfheah 
London *ELPEH (Cn 2) SCBI 
ELFFEH (Cn 3) BEH 
Rochester 4- 
JLFEGE (Cn 1) SCBI 
ELFHH (Cn 2-39 HCn 1) SCBI 
XLFFEH (Cn 3) SCBI 
ELFEH ýCn 1ý SCBI 
JLFEJ Hr 1 BEH 
Shrew5bury 
ELFFEH (HGn 2) SCBI 
ALFHER (Cn BEH Type B, i. e., Ethr Long Cross but in Cnut's name, 
probably Scandinavian) SCBI 
Stamford ILFFEH (HCn 2) BEH 
ALFAN (Hr 2) SCBI 
Winchester (- 
ELFEH (Cn 2-3) SGBI 
ELFIEH (Cn 3) 
-SCBI 
Jý 
At Shrewsbury 
, 
JElfheah was undoubtedly a moneyer in Athelred's Long 
Cross type; there is no reason to believe that BEH 3359-61 and SCBI 7 1088 
are not English and these are probably the prototypes for the imitations. 
BEH 3362, SCBI 2 861 and 17 243-4 (all from the same dies) on the other hand 
have an irregular obverse which is used elsewhere with "York" and "London" 
reverses and the coins figure in Die-chain 1 of Long Cross imitations 
- Blackburn. see 4ý0%lc p- 12. The reverse, however, is not that used for týeL(Cn B) 
imitation, Lyon et al. 241, pl. XUG. 
The Harthacnut coin with this moneyer's and mint. name seems to be un- ýtions and must be supposed English. connected with the imit, 
OE Elfireah PNDB 174. The classical OE form in 
-1ý'eah is not found 
amongst the moneyers' names of this period. The initial h of the element is 
found rarely on Rthelred coins but now seems to have disappeared. For 
Jnitial prevocalic h in unstressed syllables see §101 
. 
issimilation of fh_%. 
ff could account f or AMFF- f orms but see also Stý3 f or doubling of letters. 
The original WS diph. bhong has likewise disappeared and the usual form of 
the second element is -EH showing the normal development in late OE of ha, " 
before h in most dialects § 5*7 
. 
For 
-AN (? = AH) at Stamford see the 
, 
Ingliaý-development ; 74ý97X; Pa §11 
For ELF- and JaY7-see r-II. T-3 
- 
The use of the symbol. & in JELFEGE at Rochester is fairly common and derives 
f rom a false ainalogy with the interchange of & and h in oblique cases in such 
pairs as burh, burge, and is perhaps reinforced by latinised forms of the 
name. 
fMoneyers C-973-1016) Shrewsbury 221, Rochester 259, Winchester 268.1 
Elfhelm 
Bruton ALFELM (Cn 1) BEH, (2-3) SCBI 
ALFFELM (Cn 1) SCBI, (2-3) BEH 
Shrewsbury FELFELM (Cn 1) SCBT 
Winchester FELFEIII (Cn 1)BEH 
OE Elfhelm PNDB 174. Loss of 
_h 
in the second element is consist nt, cf. 
Rlfl; e-ah and §101 For doubling of 
_f see 
§ 
-7? 1103 . 
Noneyers 
c-973-1616 I Winchcombe 256, Barnstaple 2649 Ilchester 265, 
Winchestor 268.1 
Elfhert. 
York ALERE (Hr 2) BEII 
- ALPERE (Hr 2) BEH, (HCn 2) SCBI 
4 
OE Alfhere, FNDB- 171f 
. 
For less of h see § Ic>1 
. 
The first form may be 
an error. 
fMoneyers 
c. 973-1016 York -- SCBI 7 221] 
fAlftetill, ODan: Moneyers c. 973-1016 Derby 240. ] 
C Elfm;; r OE: Moneyers C-973-101ý Oxford 256,, Wallingford 257, Exeter 262, 
-. Winchester 269. ] 
lk 
, 
El f nooth 
Chester 4- 
, 
ELFINOD On 1-3) 33, BT 
LLNOB (Cn 1,3) SCBI 
Huntingaon k- 
ELFNOD (Gn 1) BEH 
ALFNOD ýCn 1) BEH 
nchester JELFNOD (Cn 2) SCBI 
Lincoln ELTWOD On 1-3., Hr 1) SCBI, (Hr 2. F. Cn 2) BEH 
ELFNON or ELFITOD (Hr 2) Srj'BI 
, 
ELITOT or EtNOD (Hr 2) BEH 
ALFNOD (HCn 2) BEH 
London ZLFNOD (Hr 1) SCBI 
ELLYNOD (Hr 1) SCBI 
Salisbury JLFNOD (Cn 1-2) SCBI 
0 
Tyo of the Lincoln f orm3 are uncertain; ALFNON appears to have an original 
erroneous 11 altered to correct D; BEH reads ELNOT for 374., the coin is not 
clear and according to Mossop a cut halfpenny from the same dies appears in 
the Lilla Rlintegoarda finds Vdstkinds sn. Gotland, which gives a better 
reading'ELNOD. 
-NOT for -NOD is not otherwise known on pre-Conquest coins) 
though AILNOT appears on late coins of Henry I. 
OB Elftroth PNDB 175. ELNOD at Chester can either be this moneyer's 3th, q. v. name i7ith loss ; Ffinterconsonantal f or a form of Itheln 
For ALF- see §11 For doubllng of letters 'see § t03 
- 
['Moneyem C-973-1016 W Chester 219p Huntingdon 244, Sudbury 246, London 2501 
Lewes 261, Exeter 262, Salisbury 267.1 
Elfmd 
Canterbury <- 
- 
ELFRED (Cn 2-3) SCBI., 
ELFRYD (Cn 1 SOBI 
ELRED (Hr 1ý SCBI 
Hastings EURD (Cn 3) SCBI 
ELFRED ýMn 1) SCBI 
ALFREjy (HCn 1) BEH 
(Hr 1-2. HCn 1) BMI, (HCn 2) SCBI 
London ILFRED (Cn 2) SCBI 
jLFRED (Cn 3, Hr 1) SCBI, (Hr 2)'BEH 
ELFRIED On 3) SCBI 
Sali3bury ILFRED (Cn lv3s Hr 1-2) SCBI 
'Wilton ZLFRED (Cn 3) SCBI 
Vincheister ELFRED (HCn 1) SCBI 
t. 5 
40 OF,, Plfz-, ed PNDB 175. 'The usual form at this period is 
-re, l, for which 
5ec For 
-RYD see ý19 -RIED is probably an error. For 
Alf 
- 
3ee ELBLIED is likely to be a form of thiB name since no Ethelred 
is known for the te and mint; on e forg see 
ýtý for loss of-Tn-t r- 
consonantal f see 
779 
. 
Noneyers C-973-10leLondon 250, Canterbury 259, Hastings 261. The Hastings 
coin is possibly to be readELFNOD rather than ELFRED] 
11fric 
Axbridge BLFRIC (Cn 1) SCBI 
Bath (- 
- 
ELFRIC (Cn 1-3) SCBI 
ELRIC (Cn 3) SCBI 
ELFRICI (Cn BEH Type B., i. e. Athr Long Cross but in Cnut's name, 
probably Scandinavian) SCBI 
Canterbury ELFRIC (Cn 3) SCBI, (Hr 1) BEH 
Chichester ELFRIC (Cn 3, Hr 1-2) SCBI 
Lincoln <-- 
XLFRIC Cn 1ý SCBI 
ELFRIC Cn 1 SCBI 
ALFRIC HCn BEH types G and Gbq same reverse die., Scandinavian) 
London *- (? 
- 
no coin3 of (Cn 1) known 
, 
ELFRC (Cn 2) SCBI, 
ELFRIC Cn. 2-ý,, Hr 1-2) SCBI; (HCn 2) BM 
ELFRICC HCn. 2) SCBr 
ELFRIG Cn 3) SCBI 
EILFRIC (Hr 1) SCBI 
ELFRG ( 2)BEH 
Lydford ELFRIC (Hr 1) SCBI 
-4 
Norwich /, 
- - 
ELFRIC (Cn'l-2) SCBI 
Southwark jELFRICC (HCn 2) In Stockholm Systematic Collection but not in BE'dq 
ex Inv. 17305 
ELFRIC (HCn 2) BM 
Stafford ELFRIC (Cn 1-2) SCBI, (Cn 3) BEH, (Hr 2) =1 
Wallingford ELFRIC (HCn 2) SOBI 
Winchester possibly ELFRIG (Hr 1) but could be ZGLRIG 
- 
BEH 
The, Bath (Cn B) coin does not,,, Iinlc into any die-chain of imitations but for reasons for believing all theLCn. B) group are Scandinavian or f r'om an imitative workshop see Lyon et al. '241. The supposedly Lincoln Harthacnut 
coins die-link into a group of miscellaneous varieties of Cnut and Harthaenut types which are certainly not Bnglish and were assigned to the Danish mint 
of Lund by Hauberg, 112-22. 
CE Ilf r L"c PNDB 176. ELRIC at Bath may alternatively be af orm. f or Ithelric,, q. v. For Elf- see § 1*6 
. 
On Gf or C see § 9Lý ; for doubling 
6G 
N 
nl^ letters 
§ 103 
ýoneyers 
c-973-1016 
0) Line-11n 233, Leicester 239, Norwich 242, Huntingdon 244, 
Cambridge 245,, London 250, 'Wallingford 2572 Bath 258, Southwark do., 
Romney 261, M-ceter 2621 
-Zif 3i Lge- 
"Cesth" (Caistor? ) ELPSIGI (Cn 1) SGBI 
Chester BLFSI (Cn 1) SýBI 
ELFSIE On 3) SOBI 
EL', H'3TG ýCn 1) SCBI 
. 
(HCn 2) BEH 
, 
ELFSIGE Cn 2-3. Hr 1-2) SCBI 
-RLFSIIGE 
(Hr 1) SCBI 
ALSIGE (Cn 3)BMi 
Gloucester ALPSIG (HGn 1) BEH 
ELPSIGE (HCn 2) Gotland find NNUM Jan 1961 
ELFSIIE (Hr 2) BEH 
Ilchester ALFSIG (Cn 1) SCBI 
ELFSIGE ýCn 1ý SCBI 
, 
ELFSIIG Cn 1 SCBI 
Langport ELFSICr (Cn 1) SCBI 
Southampton EUSIGE (Cn 1) SCBI 
Southwark ELFSIG (Cn 1) SCBI 
ALSIG (Cn 1) SCBI 
Taunton ELFSIG (Cn 1) SCBI 
Thetford ELPSIG (Cn 1) SCBI 
Winchester 
. 
4-- 
, 
ELFSIGE (Cn 1-3) SCBI 
, 
ELFSIIE (Cn 2) SCBI 
WIGE, RLSIG at Chester ana Southwark are probably this moneyer since 
there are no EGEL-, 13DEL- f orms there. For the possibility that "Cesth" 
is not an English mint and that the dieswere intended for export see 
below under Beorhtnoth- 
OE Elfaige PNDBigO. For 
-ji, SiIIA, siie /, 
-ýs-ig-e see § 58 For loss of L in JELSIGE, JELSIGýIiý the name intended is Alfsige) see §-79 
ýMoneyers 
c. 973-1016 Stafford 221, Lincoln 233, London 250, Barnstaple 264P 
Ilchester 265, Wareham 266, Wilton do, Winchester 2691 
Elfstan 
I 
Chester ALPSTAN HCn 2) BEH 
Alfstan 
ýCn 
1) SCBI 5xxxiv 
Dover MYSTAN (Cn 3) SCBI 
Exeter ALFSTaN (Cn 2p On 2) 
-BEH 
17 
London <-- 
FZFSN (Cn 2) SCBI 
AlFSTAI (Cn 1 SCBI 
nFSTiLl; (Cn lý SCBI, (Cn 2) BEH, (Cn 3) SCBI 
Tamworth ALFSTAII (Cn 3) BER, 
ALSuNF (Er 1) BEH 
Wilton JELFSAN (Cn 1) SCBI 
ELFSTAN (Cn 1) BEH, (Cn 2-3) SCBI, (Hr 1-2) BEH 
JELSTAN (Cn 2) SCBI 
ELPSTAN (Hr 2) Mt92 read there as ALFSTAN 
Winchester (- 
ALFSTA (Cn 1) BEH 
ALFSTAN (Cn 1-2) SCBI, 
collection 
ELPSTAN, (Cn 2) SCBI 
ELFSTN-ýN (Cn 2) BEH 
(Hr 2) BEH, coin in print but missing from 
York <-- 
ALFSTAN (Cn 2 SCBI 
ELFSTAN kCn 1ý -SCBI 
OE Elf stZ! n PNDB 190 
. 
For ALF-p ELF- see 
iS Its IZ 
- 
tS 
. 
Final N is someti'mes formed with a single vertical joined by a diagonal to 
the reverse cross where it divides the legend; the omission of such a diagonal 
would explain the form ELFSTAI. ELPSM9 ELSTAN and the confused ALSANF all 
show a reduction of the medial con sonant- group fst r, SI 0 see ,0 
Noneyers C-973-1016'Che3ter 219$ Shrewsbury 221, Hereford 223, Yoek 227, 
. 
Bedford 2459 London 250, Bath 258s Canterbury 259s Exeter 262, Lyclfqrcl 26? +, Totnes do., Winchester 2691 
, 
Elfweald 
Bath <-- 
ALFOLD (Cn 2) SCBI 
ALFPALD Cn 1) SCBI 
ALFVOLD 
ý n 
1-2) SGBI 
Bridport ALPOLD (Gn 2) SCBI 
Guildford AINVOLD (Cn 3) SOBI 
London ALTFOLD (Hý 1 BEH 
UPPOLD (lir 1ý SCBI 
Norwich AUFFALD ýHr 1) SCBI. 
ALFI-PALD kHr 1) SCBI 
SUPPOLD Hr 1 SGBI., (Hr 2) BEH 
ALFýOLD 
ýHr 
2ý BEH 
Oxford ALnOLD (Cn 1-3) SCBI 
Roo heater ALFVOLD (Cn 1) BEH 
Thetford EUVOLD ýCn 3) SCBI 
ALFFALD kHr 1 SCBI 
ALFPOLD 
0 
(Cn 31 SCBI 
ALPOLD kCn 3) 
. 
3, ^, BT- 
kV 
Warsick ALFVOLD (Cn 1-3) S'IBI 
Yanohe3ter ý- 
. 
ALFOVLD (Cn 1) BMT 
Worcester ALF17OLD (Cn 1-2) SC-RT 
OB Elfweald PNDB 181. On the prevalence of 
There are no forms of the deuterotT,. -; ma in 
dominant form is 
-woldv for which see §5% ý 10s 
. 
For poý-sible ELF- see § 1-6 
sonant-g, roup fE, for which see V77 
ALF- forms in this name see 
§ It 
-weald at this period; the pre- 
. 
For doubling of letters see 
ALPOLDs ALFOLD reduce the con- 
ftoneyers c. 973-101ý1 Stafford 2212 Stamford 236, Thetford 243p London 250, 
Oxford 256,9 Bath 258l Warminster 267t Winchester 269] 
Aylesbury ELITERD (Cn 1) BEH 
Bristol ELFPERD (Hr 1-2) SCBI 
"Gothaburh" ALWARD (HCn 2) BEH 
Hastings ALFRD (Cn 3) SCBI (but may = Elfred,, q. v. ) 
ELFFARD (Gn 3) SCBI,, HCn 2) BEH 
ELF 7EARD (Cn 1) BEH., 
ý 
Cn 3) SC; BI 
ELqER (Hr 2) BEH 
ELFFERD Gn 1-3. Hr 1) SGBI, (Hr 2) BEH 
MPp'-, 7-, ID 
ý n 
1) BYT 
"Lanai, 
- 
probably Langport ALFFMD (Hr 1) BEH 
Langport ELFVMD (Hr 1) SCBI' 
Lewes <- 
AMRD (Cn 1) MS_ 1: 1: 82 
ALFFARD On 3) BEH 
ALPPE. MD (Cn 1) BEH 
E 
=RD (Cn 2-3) SCBI 
;RDD (Cn 2) SCBI 
ALVERD (Cn 1) BEH 
London <- 
AIY17EjW (Cn 2) BEE, (Cn 3) SCBI 
JMFfERD (Cn 1) BEE, (Cn 2) SCBI 
jWj>ARD Cn 3) SCBI 
ALWARD 
ýBEH 
ECn Tjpe Ga 
= 
type as(Cn 4)but in Harthacnut's name. Probably Danish Haubergiv 9. Mint probably is Lund; mint- 
(signature is LVý ALVARD BEE ECn Type Ha 
.' 
type as(Hr 2) but in Harthacnut's name. 
Probably Danish, Hauýirg *'V 25 Mint probably is Lund; mint- 
signature is LVDI) 
Southampton AL M RD (Cn 1) SCBI 
ALFFRD (Cn 1) BEE 
ALFERD kCn 1) BEE 
Southwark AMERD Cn 1 SCBý 
ALFrRD 
ý n 
lj_SCBI 
0 
Winchester filFfERD (Hr 1) BEH 
OE RINeard PNDB 181. 
-ýLe-_ard is found at the southern mints Hastings, 
Lewes and Londont at London up to CnutIB la: st type. For the variation 
-ward, -weýd see 
ý69 
. 
ALF- appears on'one London die that is likely 
to be English; the other ex4mples are probably Danish. For the loss of 
f in JEL? ERD see 
Air Unoneyers c. 973-101d Worcester 222, London 250, Wallingford 257, Guildford 
258, ' Hastings 261, Lewes do. 1 
00 JElfwiiz 
Bath ALFPIG (Hr 1) BEH 
Cambridge <- 
- 
JELFpI (Cn 1, Hr 2) SCBI 
ELYPIG (Cn 1) SCBI, (Cn 2) BEH, (Cn 3, Hr 1-2) SCBI, (HCn 2) BEH 
Leicester 
ALFPIG (Cn 1) SCBI 
London rl- 
, 
ELFpI (Cn 1) SCBI 
JELFpIG (Cn 3) SCBI 
jaypII kCn 3) SCBI 
AI; FrplIG (Cn 2) SCBI 
ELFPIG ýCn 3) SCBI 
ELFPII kCn 1) SCBI 
jEWI SPECEL (or SPECEL) (Cn 3) SCBI 
KLFpj SPENCEL (or SPENCEL) (Cn-ý) SCBI 
Stamford jUYPI (Cn 1) SCBI 
Thetford JELFPI (Cn 1) SCBI 
A: LFpIE (Cn 3) SCBI 
EWIGG (Hr 2) BM 
ELFPIE (Cn 1) BEE 
OE jElfVOR,, PNDB 181 
. 
For JUN-0 ELF- seAý 11, % 
I-S-Is 
For, variant f orms from 01ý 
-ýwij -yij see ý95, qs WiR LK, 
For SDe(n)cel (Swecel? ) see note on double names pr, 2j+-30, and cf. Lefstan 
SDeCel s. LrofstUn. 
fMoneyers 
c. 973-joleLeicester 2.9, Cambridge 245, Bedford 246 London 250P 
Buckingham 2559 Wallingford 257, Southwark 258, Chichester 26; 1 
JElfwine 
Bath ALPpINE (Cn 1-2) SCBI 
Bristol SUPIN (Cn 1) SCBI 
ELFpINE Cn 1) SCBI 
ELFPINE 
ýCn 
1) SCBI 
Bruton ALFPIINE (Cn 1) SCBI 
ALPpINE On 1) SCBI 
Cambridge 
JMYPINE (Cn 2) SCBI 
-10 
Canterbury ALPpIIIE (Cn 1) BEH 
Chester ALFPINE [Hr 1) BEH 
Colchester <-- 
AIJVINE (Cn 1) SCBI, (Cn 2) BEH 
Cricklade AUPINE (Cn 2) SCBI, (Cn 3) BEHO (Hr 2) SCBI 
ALPINE On 1) BEH but see also Athelwine 
Exeter ALTTINE (Cn 2-3) SCBI 
Huntingdon SLFPINE (HCn 2) BEH 
Ilchester ALFIPITE (Cn 1) BEH 
ALFPINE (Cn 1-2) SCBI, (Cn 3) BEH 
ALFPINE KVS (Cn 2) SCBI 
Lewes ALFPINE (Cn 1) SCBI 
London fLFFPINE (Cn 1) SCBI 
FELFIPNE Cn 1) SCBI 
ALFPIHE 
ýCn 
1-3) SCBI 
F1, FPIN (Cn 1) SCBI 
FMFPINE (Cn 1-2) BEH, (Cn3, HCn 2)SCBI 
ALFPINE (Cn 2) SCBI ; (also onMH HCn Type Ba Jewel Cross/, trm and Sceptre, mint-signature LVDI, probably Danish, Hauberg V20) 
ELFPINE (Cn 2) SCBI 
_4 
Lydford AEFDIHE HCn 2) SCBI 
ALFPINE 
ýHr 
2, HCn 2) BEH 
Maldon /, 
- - jEeINE (Cn 2) SCBI 
Northampton ALFPINE (Cn 3) BERp (Er 1-2) SCBI9 (ECn 2) BEE 
ALPINE (Er 1) BEH 
ALPNE (Er 2) SCBI 
Norwich JEMPINE (Hr 1) PCBI 
ALPINE (Hr 1) BEH 
Oxford <-- 
FI. X? INE (Cn 1-2) SCBI, On 3, Er 2) BEII, 
- 
(ECn'2) SCBI 
MýINE TOSTI (Cn j) SCBI 
Salisbury ELFPIITE (Cn 1) BEH, (Cn 2) SCBI 
Shaftesbury itYPINE (Cn 1) BEH 
Southwark AFPIITE (Cn 1-2) SCBI 
Stamford BEH has JMFPNE (Hr 2) but the reading of the first quarter is 
uncertain, possibly LE; see L-eofwine 
. 
'Thetford 
tNFPIHE (HCn 2) BEH 
F-MINE ýMn 2) SCBI 
EIJVINE Cn 1-3, Hr 1-2, HCn 2) SCBI 
11 
FELPIIM (Hr 2)SCBI 
ELYPINE (Hr 2)SCBI 
Totnes AYPINE (Cn 2)SCBI 
JEWINE (Cn 2)SCBI 
Wallingford JELFPIVE (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
Wilton AWINE (RCn 2)SCBI 
Winchester JEMNE (Hr 2)SCBI 
EWINE (Cn 1)BEH, 
FELPIVE (Hr 2)SCBI 
ELCPIITE (Hr 2)SCBI 
---4 
(Hr 1)SCBI, (Hr 2)BEH, (HCn 1-2)SCBI 
Worcester- ALFPINE (Cn 2)SCBI- 
JEUP (Cn 3)SCBI may stand for this moneyer or Elfweald 
York EIJ? INE (Hr 2)SCBI 
SjWpINE (Cn 3)SCBI 21; the coin is double-struck and the 
legend may contain some form of &,, e-l- rather than, &_lf- 
OE Alfwine PNDB 181. For Alf- see k 11, for Al- where this stands 
for Llf- T79. For Elf- see 7k 13-15. For JElfv7i-ne Mus and Alfwine 
Tosti see Double Nameýs-above 
. 
pp. 24-30 
&oneyers c. 973-1010 Thetford 244, Colchester 247, Maldon 248, 
London 250, Oxford 256, Cricklade (? ) 256, Southwark 258, 
Cadbury 266, Shaftesbury 267, Chichester 2681 
[Ascea OE Esch-eah? or JEsca: 
ýoneYers 
C. 973-1016 
1 
Stamford 2371 
, 
Kecma m 
Stamford ESCHO (Cn 1)SCBI 
OE LsemaMPNDB 182 "perhaps an original byname 'sailor, pirate'. 
LtKoneyers C-973-101ý Lincoln 233P Stamford 2371 
tI [Ascw"Tig OE: Noneyers C-973,1016 Stamford 2371 
6- 
0 Xthelbeorht 
IpBwich AGELBRIE (On 2) QCBI 
JEGELBIRIHT (Cn 3)SCBI 
RGELRIHT (Cn 3)SCBI 
JELBRIHT (Hr 2)SdBI 
JELBRHT (On 11'RER 
ADELBERHT (On 1)SCBI 
EDELBRH (Cry 1)BEH 
EDELBRHT (Cn 1)BEH 
London MRIHT (Cn 2)SCBI 
OE fithelbeorh PITDB 182. For FE 1 92. and for the various 
,, 
ge 
- 
see 
eorht see developments of= 
-Lýoneyers cG -973! -1016'Stamford 2361 
-79 
Athelferth 
Norwich AGELFERD (Cn 3) SCBI 
ALFERD (Cn 3) SCBI 
OE JEthelferth PNDB ISIS For &]=, J-ý Azcj-ý Lj- see but see 
also Elfferth. 
CMoneyersc973-1016' Ilchester 265] 
Etheljýt-at 
Bedford EGLGET (Cn 1) SCBI 
FEGLIGT (Cn 1) BEH 
London JEGELET (Cn 2) SCBI 
JELEGET (Cn 2 SCBI 
FELGET (Cn 2ý SCBI 
QE Rtheigýgat PNDB 183 
. 
The first element in all these forms is in 
the formAmls ZZ-11,11.5 for which see i9Z For 
-&Eat )toj >ia-t see 53, For the reduction and loss of pýlatal &In ZGELEr see A: GLIGT 
may be a compromise spelling;. ALEGET and ELGET may be forms not of this 
name but of Elfgeat who is a London moneyer in the same types q. v. 
[ZthelAar OE: eMoneyers 
. 
973-1016'Shaftesbury 267, Winchester 269 
Etbelhelm 
Chichester JE3DELM (Cn 1) SCBI 
EGELM (Cn 2-3) SCBI 
JILM (Cn 2) SCBI 
OE-I, thelhelm PNDB 181+ where Feilitzen notes that the name always appears in the reau ed form Ethelm from C-940 onwards, whence ZGELM. ZILM; for 
Ith 
_ 
AU-etc. sej-- A 9Z 
rMoneyers 
c. 973-1016 
I Chichester 268 ] 
Ethelr5r 
Bath zGELMER (Cn 3. Hr 1-2s HCn 1) BEHO (HCn 2) SCBI 
EGLMER (Hr 1) SCBI 
ZLMER (Hr 2) SCBI 
Bridport AGELMER On 3) BEH 
Gloucester EGELMER (Hr 2) SCBI 
Ilchester jE3DELMER (Cn 1) SCBI 
AMMAR (Cn. i) SOBI 24 607 
EUIER (Cn 1) BEH 
Lincoln AEGELMER (Cn 2-3) SCBI 
EGLYER (Cn 3) SCBI 
13DELVAR (Cn 1-3) SCBI 
EDELtER (Cn 2) SCBI 
'0 el- 
73 
ADEAER (Cn 1) SCBI 
, 
EMEMER (Cn 1) SCBI 
Oxford <-- 
AGELMER (Hr 2) SCBI 
, 
ELY, ER (Hr 2) SCBI 
Sudbury EMMER (Cn 2) §CBI 
Thetford ZGELMAR (Hr 1 fl SCBI 
EGELVM (Hr BEH 
EGLMAR (Hr 1) SCBI 
Wilton AL14ER On 1) BEH 
Yo rk EGLIJER (Hr 2)SCBI 
OE Athelp; Wr PNDB 184. For IAI=l- >, & 
-* X-el., &9-1-, A? 1- see J-92, 
Some forms in EL- may stand f or ylf- For 
-MER see 51 G 
FMoneyers 
c. 973-1016 
1 
Worcester 222v Lincoln 233p London 250v Oxford 256, 
Shaftesbury 2671 
, 
Ethelmann 
Bedford ZELMM (On 2) SUBI 
EGELMAN kUn 3) Sub-I 
EGLW. ýCn 2,, Hr 2) SCB: L 
London JEDELUN (Cn 1) SCBI 
Winchcombe EEELUM (Cn 1) BEH 
. 
E3DVLW (Cn 1) SOBI 
OE Yth elm ang) known apart from these instances as a moneyers' name. 
-from the Hyde Liber Vit-- c. 1000j, Searle 43 
For developments ofEthel- see §92 
[ýIoneyers 
c-973-1019 Southampton 268] 
Ethelnoth 
Chester ELNfOD n 11 SCBI 25 610, (Cn 3) BEH EELNAD(ýCn" ) SCBI 
ýI 
Lincoln <-- 
.1 IDELNOD (Cn 1) SCBI 
. 
EIDENOD kCn 1) SCBI 
Lonaon <-- ? 
, 
EGELNOD (Cn 2) SCBI 
OE Itheln5t PNDB 185. For E GEL- BEL- see ý 9Z 
. 
For loss of 1 see ýSO 
For 
-NAD . 3ee EINOD at Chester may be a form of 
ZIfyý31b q,, v,, 
fMoneyers 
c. 
- 
973-1016) Lincoln 233,, Northampton' 21+8. The London (252) 
and Chester (22P) forms are ELENODy ELENOD which may be for this name. 3 
74- 
Z. j. Iliel 
_-riC' 
Bath Z- 
- 
. 
E3DELP-JC (Cn 1) BEP, (Cn 2)SCBI 25 750 
Chester EGELRIC (Cn 3) B71-i 
JEDERIC (Cn 1 ) SCBI 
EDRIC (Cn 1) SCBI 
Dorchester EGELRIC (HCn 1) BEH 
ALRIC (Hr 1) SCBI 
Gloucester ZELRIG HCn 2) BEH M 
IGELRC n 1) SCBI 
AGELRIC (Cn 3) SCBI., (Hr 1) BEH 
ELERIG ( HCn 2) SCBI 
ALRIC Cn 3, Hr 2) SCBI 
Cý ALRII HCn 2) BEH 
London 4-- 
ALRIC (Cn 1-2) SCBI 
Oxford <-- 
ZGELRIC (Cn 2-3. HCn 2) SCBI 
ZGLRIC (HCn 1) BEH 
ELRIIC kHCn 22 SCM 
, 
EDELRIC (Cn 1) SCBI 
Shaftesbury 4-- 
, 
EG. ELRIC (Cn 2-3) SGB19, (Hr 1) BEHI (HCn 1-2) SCBI 
ELRIC (Cn 1-3)SCBI 
EDELRIC (Cn 1.3) SCBI 
Southwark AGELRIC (Cn 2) BEH 
ELRIC (Cn 2) SCBI 
ELFIC ýCn 1) SCBI may 
Wallingford ELRIC (Hr 2) SCBI 
Winchester EGELRIC (Cn 2-3)SCBI, (Hr 12 HCn 1) BEH 
EILRIC (Cn 2)SCBI 25 828 
ELRIC (Cn 1) BEH, (Cn. 3) SCBI 
EDELRIC (Cn 1) SOBI 
possibly also ZGIRIC (Hr 1) read by BEH as ELFRIC 
OE Ethelric PNDB 186-7. For jEthe -> Egely gil-f Lj- see S97- For loss of 1 in EDERIC see §80 
TMoneyers 
a- 973-10167 Warwick 221s London 2509 Oxford 256, Bath 258, 
, 
Barnstaple 264, Ilchester 266., Shaftesbury 2671 
RthelLige 
Hastings EGELSIGE (Cn 2) SCBI 
ALSIE ýCn 1) Leningrad 
ALSIG (Cn 1) SCBI 
ALSIGE (Cn 2) SCBI 
ELSI (Cn 1). SCBI (ELST in BEH is recte ELSI from this. same die) 
London 4-- 
715 
ELSI (Cn 1) BEH 
AlSIGE (Cn 3) BEH 
Southwark ALSIG (Cn 1) BEH 
OE Athelsige PITDB 191 
, 
but some forms in AL-, EL- may be for Alfsige. 
For developments of OE_Athel- see ý9Z For 
-S i;, -alie ý -ýja- 4 -OLi&e 
see ýý95 198 
LSIoneyers c. 973-1016orthampton 248, London 250, Cricklade 256, Bath 2581 
Ethelstan 
Bath 
JESTAN (Cn 2) SCBI 
AMESTAN Cn 2) SCBI 
JEDESTAN Cn 1-3)_SCBI 
EDESTAN Cn l)SCBI 25. 
- 
Bristol RDESTAN (HCn 2) SCBI 
-i 
Stamford JEDEDSTAN (Cn 2) SCBI 
Winchester (-- 
JESTAN (Cn 3) BEH, (Hr 2) SCBI 
RSTANN (Hr 1, HCn 1) SCBI 
ADELSTAN (Cn 2) SCBI 
ADESAIIN (HCn 2) BEH 
EDEST. iN (Cn 2-3 ) SCBI 
JEDEST. iR Cn 2 SCBI 
AMSTAN 
ýCn 
3ý SCBI 
ESTAN (Hr 2) BEH 
EDELSTAN (Cn 2) SCBI 
JESTAN LOC (Cn 3., liCn 1) SCB: E 
AMSTAN LOC (Cn 3) SCBI 
OE Athelstan PNDB ISS 
- 
In this name the firsý element becomes. 9the- 
not Agel- and is further reduced Rthstan, Astan; see 5 92,79 
On E for. 1 see 01-1S. For doubling of letters see ý %os 
. 
The Stamford 
form is probably an accidental dittography. For Lop see PP. 2-4 - 30. 
Lýoneyers c. 973-10161 Warwick 221p Huntingdon 244, Bedford 246, London *251, 
Cricklade, 256, Bath 2589 Canterbury 259, Lymne 260, Exeter 262, Shaftesbury 
267, Chichester 268, Winchester 269]. 
[JEthelweald OE: 'Moneyers c-973-1016'Yorlc 227, Thetford 243g London 251] 
Athelweard 
Huntingdon EDLPERD (Cn 1) BEH 
London <- 
AGELVARD (HCn 2) SqBI 
AGELP41RD kHCn 2) SCBI 
AGELPERD (Cn 2) SCBI 
ALEPERD (Cn 2). SCBI 
ALVAýD (HCf? ý. ) SCBI 
74, 
F1PE'IRD (Cr, 2) SCBI 
FIJ)EREID (Cn 2) JXBI 
EDELPERD (Cn l)SCBI 
IMPER (Cn 2) SCBI 
EDELPERD (Cn 1) SCBI 
OE JEthelweard EMB 18S 
- 
For developments of OE LLh_el- see ýVZ For 
-weard see ý59 
. 
For the' parasitic vowel in ALPERED see §SZ 
LAoneyers C. 973-1016? Stamford 237, Hertford 248, London 250, Southwark 258, 
Southampton 2681 
JEthelwig 
Hereford <-- 
JELEFI (Cn 1) BEH 
JELEPIG (Cn P-) SCBI 
ELEPI (Cn 1) SCBI, (Cn 3) BEE 
ELEPIG Cn 1) SCBI, (Cn 2) BEN, (Hr 1) SCBI 
ELEPII 
ýCn 
1,3) SCBI 
Ilchester JEGE I (ECn 1) . BFE 
ZGE DIG (Cn 2-3) SCBI 
MäPI (Cn 1) BEH 
Leicester 4- 
RGELPIG (Cn 2-3) SCBI 
RDELPI (Cn 1) SCBI 
ADLPI (BEE Type E var. g, probably not English) SCBI 
London <-- 
AGELPIG (On 3) SCBI 
XLEPIG (On 2), SCBI 
ALPI (On 1) BEH 
ALPIG Cn 1 3) SCBI 
JELPII 
ýCn 
1ý BEH 
Oxford MILPIG (HCn 2) SCBI 
RGELPI (Hr lt HCn 1 SCBI 
EGELPIG (Hr 2, HCn 2ý SCBI 
ALPIG (Hr 2) BEH 
Southwark JELPIC (Cn 1) SCBI 
ALVII (HCn 2) BN 
Wallingford 
. 
JEGLPIG (Cn 3, HCn 2) SCBI 
I 
ALPIG (Cn BEE Type K) BEE, (Hr 1-2) SCBI 
-4 
Wallingford or Winchester ALVI ON PII ON PEL (ECn 2) SCBI 
Winchester ALPIG (Hr 2) BEH 
EGELPIG (ECn 2) BEE 
ELPIG (Hr 2) BEE 
OE AthelwLz PNDB 189 
. 
For developments of CE &Fthe], 
- 
see t92 For 
-wi7, -Iii see7Fq-5', jj . The spelling ECILPIG at Oxford is curious; 
Li4oniyers'e. 973-101OHereford 223, Leicester 2399 London 250, Shaftesbury 2671 
-71 
Ethelwine 
Aylesbury A3)ELPNE (Cn 1) SCBI 
Bath n. ELPIIIE (Cn 3) SCBI, (HCn 1) BEH 
ALPINE (Cn 3) SCBI 
Bristol EGELPIVE (Cn 1,3, Er 1) SCBI, (HCn 2) BEH 
EGLPINE (Cn 1) SCBI, (Cn 3) BEH 
ALPINE (Cn 1) BEH 
EGALPINE or EGELPINE (Hr 1) BEH 
-4 
Chester <-- 
ELEPINE (Cn 1-3, Hr 1) SCBI 
ELEPNE (Cn 3) SCBI 
Cricklade 4-- 
AGELPIITE (Cn 2-3) SCBI, (Hr 1) BEH, (HCn 2) SCBI 
ELGELPINE (Cn 2) SCBI 
EDELPINE (Cn 1) SCBI 
ALPINE (Cn 1) BEH 
ALPINNE (Hr 2) BEH 
Hereford <- 
ELEPIITE (Cn 1) BEH 
Ilchester JEGELPINE, (Hr 1) BEH, (HCn 1) SCBI 
-4 
Langport IMELPIITE ýCn 1) Oslo, Arstad find 
AIGELPIFE kCn 3) SCBI, (Hr 1) BEH, (HCn 1) SCBI 
Leicester RGELPINE (Cn 2-3) SCBI 
London 4-- 
JEGELPINE (Cn 2-3) SCBI 
AGLPIlTE (Cn 3) SCBI 
ALLPIN (Cn 1) SCBI 
ALPIINE (Cn 3) BEH 
ALPINE (Cn 2-3) SCBI, (Hr 1) BEH 
EDELPINE (Cn 1) SCBI, kHCn 2) BEH 
EDELPNE (Cn 1) SCBI 
Maldon 
ADELPINE (Cn 1) SCBI 
ALPIlTE (Cn 1) SCBI 
Oxford RGELPINE (HCn 2) BM 
EGLPINE (HCn 2) BEH 
ALPINE (Hr 2 CBI, (HCn 2) BEH 
'1LVlNEQ"Cw% IýB! rteý Luww%, %, cAov,, to- tat*ir. ý%, Gcklaomk 
Shaftesbury 
- 
ALPINE (Cn 1) SCBI 
Southwark EGELVINE (ECn 2) SCBI 
JEGELPINE (Cn 3) BEH 
ALPINE (Cn 3) BEH 
ADELPIN (Cn 1) SCBI 
78 
Wallingford JEGELPIITE 3 ) SCBI 
JELP r2 SCBI (HCn 2) BEH 
ALPIINEE (Hr 1) BEH' 
Warwick AIDELPINE (Cn 1) SCBI 
Winchester /, 
-- 
RDELPINE (Cn 1) SCBI 
ATELPNE (Cn 1) BEH 
Worcester EGELPIVE (Cn 2 SCBI, *(Hr 1) BEH 
EGELPIIE (Hr 2ý SCBI 
, 
EGELPIIIE (Hr 2) SCBI 
RGLPINE (Hr 2) BEE 
JELPINE (Cn 3) SCBI 
Tork- ADLPIN (Cn 2) SCBI 
AELPIIIE (Cn 3) SCBI 
RGELPINE ýCn 3p Hr 1, IlCn 2, Cn BEH Type K/Cn 3) SCBI 
AMELPINE tCn 2, Hr 1, HCn 2) SCBI 
#ALPINE (Hr 2) BEH 
EDELPINE (Cn 2,, Hr 2) BEII 
OE Ethelwine. ]PNDB 190 For developments of ()F, jEt A hel- see §97- 
For loss of final e see §2L, 
Some of the forms in AL- may stand for JElfwine. 
V14oneyers c. 973-1010Chester 219, Hereford 223, Lincoln 233, Stamford 237, 
Norwich 2429 Colchester (? ) 247, Maldon 2489 London 251, Oxford 256p Crick- 
lade do., Romney 261, Winchester 269) 
Ethelwulf 
Gloucester APVLFF (HCn 2) SCBI 
Possibly for OE Rthelyulf'or alternatively, OE'Eadwulf. 
rNthelwul OE: Moneyer*973-1016 London 2511 
Agisman 
Stamford IGISW ýCn 2) BEH 
AISMAN (Cn 2) SCBI 
CG A gisman, cf. Morlvt 25 for Agisr 1 14 for 
-man in Frankish names. anc Two eighUh cent. instances in Searle 224 Eges Egesnothq show that the element was probably in use earlier in OE names but the forms found here on the coins suggest a name from the continent, where the elemen s commoner, fAlbart CG Aoneyers c. 973-1016ICambridge 2451 
t! 
I 
Arn 
Tork MGRIM (HCn 2) SCBI 
EARNGRIM (Cn 3) SCBI 
ERGRIM. (Hr 2) SCBI 
ERNGRIM (Hr 2) SCBI, (HCn 2) BEH 
ERNGRM (Hr 2) SCBI 
JMGRIM (HCn 2/Edw III BEE Type D) BEH (i. e. a mule of Harthaenut's 
latter and Edward's first typej 
OWN Arnr-r3. mr, Lind 45-6. Common in Iceland, and not certainly evidenced 
,in East Scandinavian, SPLY 13. Coins are the only evidence for the name in 
Denmark, on which Hauberg comments "possibly not Danish; the moneyers may be from 
England where the name is 1mown". The Danish Arngrim coins appear to begin 
with one of Harthacnut; the obverse has the name only without any royal title 
Danish or Englisht reverse ARENGRIM ON ORBE, attributed by Hauberg to the 
mint of Orbmk. Although some English and Irish features are present in the 
portrait neither the obverse nor the reverse of this coin imitate' English 
types 
, 
which suggests that the two series are independant and the Danish 
coins are not imitations of the York Arngrim group. It is curious however 
that Arnp. Tim legends continue to appear on Danish coins up to c. 1103. 
For forms in EARN-r ARN-0 ERN- see 7 
Arnketill 
. 
=tý 
Loftdon ANCETL ON LVD (BEH Type HCn Eb idiosyncratic obverse with 
IIARNDECNV and Er 2 reverse) 
iMCETEL ON LVI (same obverse as previous but reverse type as Edward' 
the Confessor's first type). 
ARNCETL ON LVI (same obverse as previous and reverse type as first 
example) 
BEH includes these coins but Hauberg attributes them to Denmark, to 
the mint of Lund. They are very unlikely to be English, since the types 
are irregular and they are all die-linked. 
Nottingham EACETEL (Cn 1) BEH 
Stamford ARCIL (Hr 2) SCBI (ARCYL (Hr 21 BEH is a ghost-form, the coin 
is a du licate of BEH 870 ARCIL 
ARNCiTEL 
tg 
2) SCBI 
York I&- 
ARCIL (Cn 3o Hr 1) SCBI 
ARCILL (Hr 2) SCBI 
jlRCITELL ýWnJ2) SCBI 
ARNCETEL Cn 
-2) SCBI 
ARNCETL (Cn 2) SCBI 
ARNCIL (Hr 1) SCBI 
ARNCITEL (Hr 1) BEII 
ARNCYTEL (Cn 3) BEH 
ARNNCETEL ýCn 3) BEH 
E, kRNCTTEL ýCn 3) SCBI 
. 
ERNCYTEL (Hr 1) SCBI 
_4 
There must almost certainly have been more than one moneyer of this name at 
York as the range iý C. 991-C. 1070. 
ON Arnkell, Arnketill SPLY lh--lb 
For forms in E. AR-, EARN-p ERN- Bee 7 For 
-CIL, -CITEL, -CYTEL ZS 
(ýoneyers, 
c. 973-1016'Tork 228] 
[Arnthorr ON: Moneyers 
Arnulf 
York ARNOIY On 2) B14 
I 
973-1016 York 228] 
An OWN Arnulfr is Imown but the form is more frequentiq Qrnulfr, Lind 1258. 
Man Arnulf is not certain, DGP 61. A CG derivation is"Ie-s-s-=l ely in the 
Tork context but OE Earnwulf is possible, though the ON derivation is more likely. 
Asbjgrn 
Derby OSBERN (On 1) BEE a. Dorchester 
Tork OSBARN (Cn 2) BEH 
If ON Asbiorn, SPLY 16. For representation by 03- see 
For7--l: ern, 
-. 
b_arn §"79 0 
Naneyers 
c. 973-1016 
3 Thetford 2441 
t Asfilthr 
Lincoln 
ASFERD ýCn 1-2) SCBI, 
-(Hr 1) BEE I ASFORD ýCn 2) SCBI 
OSFERD Cn 1-2, Hr 1-2) SCBI, (HCn 2) BEH 
York 
ASEFRD On 2) BEH 
ASnRD 
ýCn 
1) BEE 
ON Asfrit 
. 
SPLY 19 
For the interchange of AS-/03- see § -1 
* 
Note especially the spread 
of AS- forms to Lincoln'in Cnut's reign since they are confined to the 
York mint under Ethelred. le ASPORD representz the vowel of ON AsfrAhr; for forms in 
-FERT) see 514. 
ftoneyers c-973-10101fork 228l Lincoln 234, Leicester 239P Thetford 2449 London 
253, Rochester 259t Dover 260. Some of these instances, especially from the 
south-east, may rather be from OE 
-Q; frith 
/Asgautr 
Lincoln 4- 
OSGOD (Cn 2) SCBI 
OSGVT (Cn 1-2) SCBI 
Tork <- 
ASCVTR (Cn 1) SCBI 
ASGOD ýCu 2) SCBI 
,, 
ISGOT kCn 2) BEH 
ASGOVT (Cn 2) SCBI 
ASGVT (Cn 1-2) SCBI 
ASGVVT (Cn 2) SCBI 
OSCOT (Cn 2) SCBI 
OSGOT kCa 1-2) BEE 
OSGVVT (Cn 1) SCBI 
OSOOT (Cn 2) SCBI 
.e ON Asgautr, RPLY 22. A few early instances are found in Norway and the name is common there laterp-Lind 66-8. The name appears in Danish runic inscrip- tions as askutr, aslcautr. 
For the interchange of AS-/OS-'see for 
-GOT, -GVT, GOVT seei§92, Ca 
, 
GOD rather than -G03 may be by association with OE ZM although in OE names 
this seems to occur only as a prototheme, and see ýlso T. Kits6ye-I P., W; czhions 
sl 
ASCVTR seems to have preserved the OWN nominative ending in 
-r and in this it is unique amongst forms of names on the coins. Some forms -; hich appear to 
contain a nominative ending *ith a doubled final consonant (Cf. ODINN s. 
. 
Authunn ) may be fortuitous since doubling of letters is a common feature on 
coins of this period, (cf. also ODIIN, ODDIN) 
- 
for doubling of letters see § Ic). 5 
[ f, I Moneyers c. 973-1016 York 229p Lincoln 235, Huntingdon 245v London 2541 
[Asketill ON: Moneyers C-973-1016 Chester 220, York 228, Cambridge 245, 
London 2541 
I., Asleikr 
Lincoln ASLAC Cn 1-3) SCBI 
OSL., iC 
ýCn 
2-3, Er 1) SCBI 
London ASLAC ON LVND (HCn BEH Type D= types as Athelred's Crux but with fleur-de-lis sceptre and name HARDACNVT) 
ASLAC ON LVNDEIO (HCn BEH Type E,, idiosyncratic types, obverse 
resembling Hb and Ia for which cf. Arnketill) 
BEH. includes these coins in the London list but Hauberg attributes 
them to Denmark to the mint of Lund. They are very unlikely to be English. 
Norwich OSLAC (Cn 2) SCBI 
404 ON Asleilcr, SPLY 33-4. Early and frequent in Norway, Lind 76-8, Less frequent 
in Danish and Swedish but found in runic inscriptions, and also elsewhere in 
Danish, DU 69. 
For variation iS-,. /OS,. see §7 For=j=-?, 
-Jrjjrr see 562 An OE Osl2c PNDB 340, is- also a Possible etymon. 
.9ý ýMoneyers 
c. 973-1016 
1 Norwich 2421 
/ Asujfr 
London OSVLF (Cn 1) 
Thetford OSVLF (Cn 1) 
ON SPLT 35. Found early in Iceland, common later in Norway; no certain 
early examples in Denmark, known in Sweden. For Af-> 08- see 
Another possible etymon is OE kswulf, PNDB 341 
rMone$ers 
c. 973-1616 
11 lo: rk 2290 Derby 239, Thetford 244, Ipswich 247, 
London 2531 
Ata dm-- 
Barnstaple ATA (Cn 1-2) BEH 
OE (? ) Ata. Uncompounded name; Redin 83. This is the only instance of the 
name in Searle apart from a reference to Piper's edition of the Libri 
Confraternitatum Sancti Galli where the name appears very frequently but is 
there certainly Continental Germanic. Redin has an additional example from 
the Durham Liber Vitm, so the name may - have been in use in OE, 9 though Forssner suggests kp. '12) that not- all the n-ameb found theie are necessarily 
English since there was a common practice of an exchange of prayers for 
benefactors amongst monasteries.. Redin connects the name with Gothic *atta, 
'father'. 
S2- 
There is no obvious prosopological connection between this name and , iD-. & 
at Cambridge and Huntingdon. Instances of interchange between d and t 
do appear (cf. ETSIGE s. Eadsige but not in this position; the unvoicing 
is found finally, or finally in a prototheme, but not before a vowel. 
Austmathr 
Tork. OVSTMAN (Cn 2) SCBI 
VSTMAN. (Cn 2) BEH 
ON Austmathr, Austmann 
For ON au represented by oup 21 see §S42-. 
Authbiorn 
Lincoln ODBARN (HCn 2) SCBI 
OBBERAN (Hr 1) SCBI 
I ON 
'Authbjorn 
For ON au represented by 
.2 see 
ý61 
see ý, Sz 
Noneyers. c. 973-1010 Lincoln 235] 
. 
P. 
-BERAN or the parasitic vowel in 
&A Authr, rim 
Lincoln ODGRIM (HCa 2) SCBI 
O'DGRM (Hr 2) BEE 
ODERIN or ODNRIM (Hr 2) SCBI (the, second form is the BEE reading) 
ODRGRIM (Hr 2) BEII 
ODRIM (Hr 2) SCBI 
York k-- 
OVDGRIM On 1) SCBI 
OVDGRM (Cn 1) SCBI 
SpLy 313-9 Rare in Scandinavian sources but fairly co=on in ON AuthKrim 
England* 
14any of the Lincoln forms are erroneous. Fo-r the ghost-form OVDGIR14 
see CTM 227. For ON au tepresented by a, pu see ý r. %, (. Z 
LSoneyers c-973-10le York 229, Lincoln 2351 
[Authulfr ONAoneyers c-973-1016)Chesttt. - 220] 
Authunn 
York ODAN (On 3) SCBI 
ODIIN (ECn 2) BEII 
ODIN (On 3', Er 1-2) SCBI 
ODIN14 ýCn 3) BEH, (Hr 1-2) SCBI 
ODDIN On 3) SCBI 
-4 
ON Authunn SPLY 41ý-2, common in OWN but rarer in Danish and Swedish sources* 
sa 
For a discussion of the derivation of this name see Bj8rkman, 
Nordische Personennamen pp. 100-2 
The prevclance of forms in -in on the coins seems to reflect 
the OEN form Othin. For ON Ru represented by a see § 61,62. 
BaIdAc OE or CG-. ýAonqy,, ers c. 973-10162Bedfotcl 246; seik also 
Feili ýz en tEdg ax? p. 183 j 
Baldric CG: 'Moneyers c-973-1016fNorthampton 249] 
I 
[Beaniene Olr: 'Moneyers c-973-1010York 2301 
(Beolan Mr: 'Moneyers c-973-1016' York 2303 
jeorhtferth 
London (-- 
BRIHTFRED (Cn 1)SCBI 
BRIHTFRD (Cn 1)SCBI 
OE Beorhtferth PNM 194. For the variant forms of OE Beorht 
and the preval eiic--eof Briht- see ý 76. For -ferth see ý 27 
rMoneyers'e-973-1016 ) London 251j Bath 258, Exeter 262, 
Totnes 2643 
.I 
Beorhthelm 
Southwark or Sudbury BRIHELM (Cn 1)BEH 
Attribution to the mints of Southwark and Sudbury is not always 
certain, see Dolley BNJ xxv%%, 144-$ý and van der Meer ASCoins 
p. 176 The divisionus6ahere is that of the SCBI Index'of 
Mints. 
OB Beorhthelm Searle S9- 90 
For the variant f orms of OB Beorht- see 76; f or the reduction of 
the medial consonant-group 93,101 
310ileyers 
c-973-1016'Suclbury 246y but here. too the mint could 
be Southwark) 
[Beorhtl OB: ýMoneyers C-973-1010Suclbury 2469 Hertfora 248j. 
ro-Fn E n- -Z I) 
Beorhtngr 
Dover BRIHTMER (Cn 1)BEH 
s 41 
Lonclon <- 
- 
BIRHTMER (Cn 1)S. IBI 
BRHTMER (Hr 1-2)BEH, (HCn 2)SCBI 
BRIHTMER ýCn 1-3)SCBI., (Cn X)BEH, (Hr 1-2)SCBI 
HCn 2)BEH 
BP=IM (Hr 2)SCBI, (HCn 2)BEH 
BRIHTM (Hr 2)SCBI 
BRIHTTMER (Hr 2)BEH 
Southwark BRIHTMER (Cn l-)SCBI 
BRIHWR (Cn 1) SCBI 
OE Beorhtigr PNDB 19k-(.. For Birht-, Briht- see § 76. For 
-m, r see 
§ 16-. For doublitj -ofletter5 see k 103. 
[Yoneyers C-973-1016'London 251, Rochester 259, Dover 260, 
Winchester 2693 
Beorhtnoth 
Chichester BRIMNOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
London 
BRHTNOD ýCn 1)BF-A, 
BRIHNOD kCn 1)BEH 
BRIHTNOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
BR=OD ýCn 1-3)SCBI (also Cn BEH Type A and Cn E/A, 
probably Scandinavian) SCBI 
BRINTN (Cn 3)SCBI 
Malmesbury BRIHTNOD (Cn 2)SCBI 
Thetford BRHNOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
Winchester 4- 
BREHTNOD (Cn 1)BEH 
BRIHTNOD kCn 1)BEH 
BTRIHTNOD (Cn 1)BEH 
d 
York (- 
- 
BIREHTNO (Cn l)SCBI 
BIRHTNOD (Cn l)SCBI 
BREHNOD ýCn 
BREMNO kCn 1ýSCBI 
BREMPNOD (Cn 1-2)SCBI (also Cn 1 muled with Ithelred BEH 
Type L, probably Scanclinavian)SCBI 
BRIHNOD (Cn 2)SCBI 
BRIHTLIOD (Cn 2)SCBI 
Car. son,. Mint of Thetford has the moneyer's name as Brunroth, which 
is not otherwise recorded as a personal name, and the H is quite 
clear on the SCBI Copenhagen coins. 
* 
'he moneyer's name appears on several, coins of Scandinavian 
striking; the York and London ir 
, 
regular mules are die-linkeds but 
the (Cn 1) the may have been of English manufacture. 
OE Beorhtn7oth PNDB 196. For variations of Beorht- see § 76-77. 
ýoneyers C-973-101OTork 227, Sudbury 246j Lona6n 251s Winchester2t9l 
ýR s 
Beorhtxým-d 
Canterbury BRHTRED (Cn 3) SCBI 
BRIHTRED (Cn 3 SCBI (Hr 1) BEH 
(BRIHEED (Cn 21 BEH 130 is recte PIITM, see Smart Corrections 
London BRIERED (Cn 2-3) BEE 
BILIETRED (Cn 2-3, Er 2) SCBI (also in Cn 3, BEE var. c. 9 probably 
I Scandinavian) SCBI 
BRIETREOD (Cn 3) SCBI 
OE BeorhtTTivd, IPNDB 196 For jr1ht-, Brih- see §76 
REOD 
-is not explicable except as an error; possibly the 0 is a mistake for D 
and the correct letter is then added. 
Noneyers 
c: 
. 
973-1010 Winchester 2691 
Beorht]Lc 
Crewkerne BRIHTRIC (Hr 1) BEH 
Lincoln BRIERIC (HCn 2) BEII 
BRIHTRIC (Cn 2) BEH9 (Cn 3) SCBI 
BRIIRTRIC (Cn 3) BEH 
bRPRIC (Hr 1) SCBI 
bPYbRIC (Hr 1) BEH 
Wallingford BRIETRIRIC (HCn 2) SCBI 
Warminster BRIHTRIC (Cn 3) SCBI 
OE Beorht4c, PNDB J96 For krjht-j, Brih- see §719 The Wallingford form 
contains Rý 4; t', ccjr-ApVi. Y. 
The last two Lincoln forma come from diea of curious style, probably out 
locally. BER has a footnote that the moneyeA name should probably be Wulfric, 
but I have included it here because of its similarity to the SCBI coin of the 
same type. 
Noneyers C. 973-1010 Thetford 2439 Sudbury 246, Southwark 258, Lympne 260, 
Beorhtsj&e_ 
Exeter 262, Wareham 266, Winchester 2691 
Barnstaple BTMSIE (Cn I)SCe>T. 
Probably OE Beorhtsige PNDB 198 see t 7b 
The Athelred forms f or the name at this mint are likewise all BM- No coins 
of this moneyer for Athelred'a last two types at this mint seem to have 
survived. Just possibly it may = BVRH-<OE Burhsip-e but this is less likely. 
Noneyers C-973-1016IWarwick 221, London 251, Exeter 262, Barnstaple 265, 
Wareham 266, Winchester 269] 
BeorhtlfM' 
Malmesbury BREESTAN (Cn 1) SCBI 
BRICSTAN ýCn 1 SCBI 
BRIESTAN On li SCBI 
Taunton BYRIESAN (Cn 1) BEH 
BYRIESTAN (Cn 1) SCBI 
DE Beorhtej7M PNDB 198 For BRM., BRIII-9 is"eeýý76177 for BILIC-§ICO Z For BMH- isee T76T 
- 
V6 
[Moneyers c-973-1016 Hereford 223t Exeter 2621 
Beorhtweald 
London e-- 
BRIHPOLD (Cn 1) SCBI 
Winchester <-- 
BRIHTPOLD (Cn 2) SCBI 
BVRHPOLD (Cn 2) SCBI 
BVRPOLD (Cn 1)BEH (Cn 2) SCBI 
OE Beorhtweald I= 198 
. 
For Briht-, Lrih- see 
§76 
; for 
-y2_ld § SS 
The forms in BVRH- may stand/fpr OE Burhweald, and be a separate moneyer's 
name, especially as Winchester is a large mint, but for V standing for I on 
coins of this period see S k5 
. 
rMoneyers 
c. 973-1016)London 251, Shaftesbury 267, Winchester 2691 
BeorhtwiR 
Crewkerne BRIHTPI (Cn 3) BEII 
BRIIITPII (Cn 2) SCBI 
OE BeorhtJig POD B 199. 
For LrLiht- see TZ ;f or T-PI 9 -PII < -XiZ_ -9 S 
Beorhtwine- 
Buckingham BRIHTPINE (Hr li SCBI 
"Pro"-uncertain mint BRIHTPINE (Cn 3). BEH sub Cricklade 
London BRIHTPINE (HCn 2) SCBI 
Oxfora BRIETPEN (Cn K)BEH 
Wallingford BRIIPINE (HCn 2) SCBI 
OE Beorhtwine- jPNDB 199, For Ar__iht- see §76 
The Oxford form is probably to be regarded as an accidental metathesis of 
BRIHTPNE aince a name terminating in 
-wen in OE would be feminine. A BRIETPINE 
is known at Oxford in CthelreA's last two types byt not otherwise for Cnut. 
116 Lnoneyers c. 973-10161 York 227, Bedford(? ) 246, Oxford 256, Lydford 2641 
(Boolan 01r: lHoneyers, c. 973-1010 York 2301 
Beorn 
Tork BEORN (Cn 3t Hr 1-2, On 2) SCBI 
BEORNN (Cn 3) BEE (Hr 1) SCBI (HCn 2) BER 
More probably ON Bjqrn than OE Beorn though the f orm is anglicised. Examples 
of the use of an OE-Beorn outside the Danelaw aa mostly early; see Searle9ý- ON Blorm is co=on in all parts of Scandinavia 
fSPLT 
55). 
G 
91 
Beornym1f OE: 
ýoneyers 
c-973-1016 
3 
Hertford 248, London 2513 
Blacman 
. 
Derby BLAGAMAN (Hr 1) SCBI 
BLAGAN (Hr 1) SCBI 
Wildford BACAM On 3) SOBI 
, 
BLACAMAN On 3 Hr 2) SCBI, (HCn 1)BEH 
BLAGAMON (Cn 3ý SGBI 
Nottingham BLACAMAN (Cn 2-3)SCBI, (Hr 1) BEH2 (Hr 2)SCBI, (HCn 2)BEH 
BLACAMON ýCn 3 SCBI 
BLACEMAN Cn 
MOBIq 
(Cn 2)BMi 
BLACIAMAN (Hr 1) SCBI 
BLAMAN (Cn 2) BEH 
A BLACEMAN stýikes Ethelred's Helmet type (C-1003-1009) at Derby; if this 
is the same man 'who struck f or Cnut at Nottingham and f or Harola at both Notting- 
ham and Derby it is curious that no coins are known in this name for the prolific 
intervening Lasý Small Cross type. 
OB Blacmannfrom Ilac I "bright., shining), or possibly Blacaman formed from a 
weak form of the aa7je_ct3. veq though the Blaca-ý'Blace- rorms may be due to a 
parasitic vowel between thd elements; Alternatively the etymon t. for maybe OE b1me"black, gýýa see 
For rounding of ý in f orms in -MON see ý 2- BLAGANP BLAIIIAN are undoubtedly 
due to haplography ihough the intrusive I in BLAI= and in BLACIAW is curious. 
II 
Noneyem C-973-1016 
) Derby 239 1 
Bo ga 
Dover BOGA (C .n 3sHr J)SCBIj (Hr 2, HCn 1)BEH) (HCn 2)SCBI 
-4 
Taunton BOGA (HCn 2)SCBI 
(BEH 775 (Hr 2)BOGA attributed to Worwich is a misread duplicate of 106 
BOGA ONN. DO = Ilover; van der Meer Corrections*) 
I, t seems unlikely that BYOGA at Dover before 1010 should be the same moneyer 
as the BOGAwho continues there until c. 1045. 
There are no BOIA f orms of this name in this period, but the Taunton moneyer 
appears as BOIA in Edward the Confessor's third type. Feilitzen (Edgar', P. 189) 
considers that in some cases OE hMa' a bow, may be the etymon but that generaPy 
the name is derived from an OE *boia ' boy, %hich appears in p? ace-rame material 
and is the an6estor of ME boie. Thb etymology of the common noun is obscure 
and it has sometimes been regarded as a continental loanworabut Feilitzen 
considers it as native in view of its freqjjent occurrtnee in English sources. See also PNDB, 205. For the spelling G forjflseeý98. 
['Moneyers 
c- 973-10161 Chester 2202 Lincoln 2349 ýStamford 237, Thetford 243P . Hertford 248, London 251v Southwark 258, Canterbury 259, Dover 2609 Wilton 267] 
es 
Bolla 
Gloucester BOLLA (Ch 1-2) SCBI 
Shaftesbury BEOLA (Cn 1)BEH 
BOLLA (Cn 2)SCBI 
From the relative proximity of these two mints it seems likely that 
the same 
m. an is moneyer at both, in view of the rarity of 
the name. 
The relationship between the f orm BEOLA ahd the rest is problematical. 
BOILLA 
is the more f reqdently recurring f orm; BEOLA occurs on one die only and 
that 
with transpositicnal errors in the mint- si 
giiature: ESGFTESB, cf. the more 
usual SCEFTESBq which suggests it is of careless work and that BEOLA may also 
be an error, 
Probably OE bolla 'cup', -'bowl. OIr Beolan (a moneyer of this name strikes at 
York for 9dward the Martyr and early in Zthelred's reigh) would account for 
BEOLA in isolation, but in view of the dominance of forms in BOLLA it seems 
an unlikely derivation unless the OIr name had been identified with and, 
anglicised as Boll 
' 
a. 
PNDB 205, Redin 86, Holm 18 
- 
though the identification there with Bella 
-belMn"to roar'is unlikely. 
( Bo si 
This name appears in Searle and Redin, as a moneyer of Cnut. The coin 
on which it appears is Lot 47 in the second part of the sale of the Hyman 
Montagu collection by Sotheby's in May 1896. It is described arAill-ustrated 
in the sale-catalogue and is quite clearly not part of the English* series. 
The reverse is of the small-cross type frequently imitated in Scandinavia; 
the obverse shows the king's head facing right with a sword before the face,, 
a type unparalleled in the Anglo-Saxon coinage and only found at the end of 
the reign of William 1# , The mint-signature is LVNDI and if this is to be 
taken as meaningful it is more likely to 'refer to Lund in Sk9ne than to London. ) 
Borsti 
London BORSTIG (On 1)SOBI 
Known, only from one coin. Bj8rkman NPN 29 derives the name from OSw horLt. %ristle; the OWN cognate Bursti. Burst appears as a cognate in Lind. 
For 
-ig in ON names ending in i see §33 
Brandr 
Stamford BRAND (Cn 1)SCBI 
York BRAND (Cn 2)BEH 
'ýhe York coin is curious. The portrait is barbarous and the obverse reads 
CNVTCNVREC. The reverse reads BRAND ON EOFEPIC, which formula is anomalous at 
York in this type (see above p. 21 
0'514 Brandr, an original byname 4sword* or $fire% Common in Iceland from the 7 
10th cent. onwards, also common in Denmark and found in placenames in 
Normandy. 
Lind 163-4, DGP 158-9., SPLY 63., Smart GYM 225 
539 
Brand appears in OB genealogies early (see Redin 4) but there is probably a 
short form for names in -brand. All other examnles of the name 
in England 
occur from the llth century onward and are almost certainly of Norse intro- 
duction. 
Ipswich BRANTINC (Cn l)SCBI 
Sudbury BRENTINC (Cn 1) SCBI 
BRNTINE (Cn l')SCBI 
(BEH 1510 BRANTINC 0 LIN 
, 
is attributed by van der Meer, Corrections p. 1799 
to Ipswich and by Dolley, BN-T 268 to Sudbury. The fourth quarte-r of the 
legend is very worm and either reading is possible) 
The name is also found 'baýne by a moneyer of Norwich C-975-0-99(ý &t 
Ipswich c-979-85 and again in Ethelred's last type where it is presumably 
identical with Cnut's moneyer there. Dolley has given the Ethelred Last 
Small Cross and Cnut Quatrefbil coins to Sudbury rather than Snuthwark because 
of this East Anglian 
* 
connection. Apart from coins, the name appears in 
Domesday TRE in Bedfordsýire. t 
The name is probably an -ing formation on the OE adj. brant ? steep, high! 
This seems to be a later development for the suffix which was briginally a 
patronymicibut by the lith cent. is being used to form personal names from 
adjectival descriptionss of. Bru-nin y Snelin , DLorinR. This usage of 
the 
-ing suffix is f airly common in Norse names and this name may be an 
anglicisation of OWN Brettingr rather than an inclependcnt English formation. 
A partially anglicised f ort of the, Horse name is found in BRM=C at York 
in Edgar's Reform type, and-the form BRANTINC is probably a representatinn 
of the Norse vowel (PNDB 207, Redin 172-39 FeilitzencEdgarýp. 191) 
The final E in the second Sudbury form is 
the unvoicing of ! 2& to no see §97 
. 
(Soneyers C-973-1016 J, Norwich 242, Ipswich 
an error for angular C. For 
246] 
Bretalcollr 
Yo rk BRETECOL (Cn 1) SCBI 
BRETKrCOL (Cn 1) SCBI 
ON *Breta-kollr, an Anglo-Scandinavian formation. The name also appears 
in the list of festermen of lafric archbishop of York from the second quarter 
of the llth cent. 
-kollr 
, 
names are unusually frequent amongst York moneyers, 
cf. Fritheolo Selecol, Stircol and ON kollrfhead7, may have acquired the part- 
for-uhole meaning of Oman$'. 
In both this name and Selakollr (q. v. ) the first element is in 
genitive plural; for the w-eakening of the a ending to e see §9. 
possible that these names may have originated as formations on the 
name Kollr on the Norse pattern which appears in such designations 
Glem of the battles, Brennu-NJA, NJA of the burning, etc. 
Breta is the genitive plural of Bretar, xthe Welsý. 
[ýoneyers 
c. 973-1016'York' 229 1 
the 
It is 
personal' 
as Viga-Glumr 
90 
, 
[ Brettingr ON: 
ýoneyers 
c. 973-1010 York 229; cf. 'Branting 
Brid 
Hastings BRID On 3)SCBIp (Hr 1)BEH, (HCn 1)SCBI 
BRIDD (Hr 2)BEH 
OE Bridd., an uncompounded name knotm only from coins but f ounci early, 
in 
Wessex and Mercia in the I mid 
9th cent., as well as in the period under 
review here. OE bridd, a young bird; Redin 18, SCBI Index s. n. , 
BMC AS I 
p. 43. 
BRIET- see Beorht- 
BjTn 
. 
Bx-mna 
London BRVN (Cn I., Hr 1,, HCn 1)SCBI, (HCn 2)BM 
Lydford 4- 
BRVNA (Cn 1)SCBI 
"Bruna, Lydford" (Biberno-Norse imitation)SCBI 
At London the (Cn 1) form seems to be isolated from the main group and it 
'would be curious, if Brun had struck Quatrefoil, that he did not strike Cnut's 
two later types as well. Although SCBI 2240 is annotated as having no 
counterpart in BEH it is almost certainly a duplicate of BEH 2213 which 
Hildebrand transcribes as BRVNM 0 instead of BRVN VIO. Hildebrand realised 
that MO was anomalous on Cnut's London coins and presumably took BRVMI to 
be a contraction of Br-unm 
., 
a London moneyeeen"Tlhis type. However 
the dies are of the Northern styles unknown otherwise at Londorý but the normal 
style for Lincoln where MO is usual (see above pp. *21-2). The mint-signature 
id LVNDI which is slightly unusual but is known for some seemingly authentic 
London coins. The evidence for VUE at London in Cnut's reign is hence not 
certain. 
Since BRVN forms are confined to London and BRVNA forms to Lydf ord it 
is possible that two independcnt names are inýrolved. In the similar strong/ 
'weak pair GOD/GODA the two forms are found together aC the sayie 'minV, 
suggeltIng-t-hat the strong -and Weak forms could be regarded as fdrms, of the-same name. 
OE Br-un* Bru-na Redin UP 45. Strong and weak forms of the OE aaj. 
brýrh ýrýoZ 
ýoneyers 
c. 973-1016'Launceston 262) Exeter do. 9 Lydford 264] 
ýýar 
London BRVGAR (Hr 2)BEH 
BRVNGAR On 2-3., Hr 1-2, HCn 2)SCBI 
BRVNGAR PVCA (Cn 2)SCBI 
9,1 
Shrewsbury <-- 
BRVNGAR n 1-2)SOB19 (Cn 3)BEH 
DRVNGAR 
ýCCn 
3)BEH 
OE ýEýn ýar PNDB 209. For less of N in the first London form see ý79 
DRVNGAR is an epror. For PVCA see Double Names above pp. 24-30 
L6neyers 0.973-1016'Shrewsbul7 222] 
Bruning 
Bath ? BRVNIC (Cn 2)BEH 
Chester BRVNNIC (HCn 2)SCBI 
BRVNNINC (HCn 2)SCBI 
Lonclon <-- 
BRVNII On 3)BEH 
BRVNINC (Cn 1-3, Hr 1. HCn 1)SCBI 
BRVNNIC On 2 SCBI 
BRYNINC (Cn 1ýSCBI 
Nottingham BRVNIC (Cn 2)BEH 
BRVNINC On 3 BEH 
BRVNING (Cn IýBEH 
BRYNIC (Cn 2)SCBI 
BRYNINC (Cn 2)SCBI 
York? BRVNIC (Cn 2)BEH 
The mint-signature of the first example is unusual f or Bath; it reads BEDEA. 
The last example is unlikely to be York; it reads ON instead of 19-D which is 
anomalousl see above p. 22. 
. 
The mint-signature is possibly TO or SO; if the 
latter it could be a coin of Nottingham where the moneyer is known. 
OE Br-uning PNDB 210., Redin 165. Forms in 
-IC appear alongside those in 
-iNG, 7ING, so it seems unlikely that the distinct suffix -io is #volvea here, 
unless 
' 
in the Bath (? ) example. This loss of n in the ; _uffi+ing also 
appears in the moneyers' names Ducling and Daning in examples from Edward the 
Confessor and later, see SCBI Index of Personal Names, and in the mint-name 
Hastings by implication of the forms HESTIEHESTIEN, SCBI Index of Mints. 
On the unvoicing of Lýc, see 4 97. 
The examples transcribed as BRYNICO BRYNING are from different dies to 
those transcribed BRVNICI BRVNINC. In these the right-hand punch meets the 
left along its length and not at the bottom of the stroke; Y rather than V 
seems to be intentionalt but whether this is merely an orthographic confusion 
is uncertain. The converse confusion is found in'VVNSI<Wynsige q. v. and 
seeý§ 41,45. 
ýoneyers 
C-973-1016)Northampton 248. ] 
Briffiman 
Colchester BRVNMAN (Cn 1)SCBI 
Lonaon 4-- 
BRVIW (Cn 1) SCBI 
Hr 1) SCBI BRVNW (Cn 1-3.. Cn K 
Southwark or Sudbury? BRMW 
(Cn. l)BCBI 
9L 
The last example has the mint-signature SVD. On Dolley's criterion 
(BNJ =11267) that in Quatrefoil the products of the Southwark mint are 
Ti'stinguished by'the inclusion of G in the legend even at the expense of 
unusual forms of abbreviation such as SVG, this coin should be attributed tc 
Su dbury. The presence of the name at the adjacent mint of Colchester 
further suggests that this attribution is the correct one. 
OE Bi-unmannPNDB 210. For assimilation of nm >m see § 79 
. 
ryloneyers c-973-10161 London 2511 
Birunr: e-cl 
Southwark BRVNRED (HCn 2)SCBI 
Known from two coins, the SCBI example with-. the "Cnut" title and the 
other in BEH with HARDILCNV. The SCBI coin clearly reads BRVNRED but 
Hildebrand reads the Stockholm example BRVHRED, though by my own reading 
the fourth letter could equally be N. According to Searle the Harthacnut 
- moneyer is th9I only evidence for an OE *Bru_nriFd, and one must therefore 
wonder whether the coins do not contain an accidental metathesis for 
Burhred,,,. ý! ýUM-I of W, Southwark moneyer in Edward the Confessor's second 
type in the fo I ris BVRED,, BVRGREDI BVRRED. However, two reverse dies appear 
to contain the name and both elements are well known in OE. 
OE *Brý-unrZd 
BiUnstg7n. 
Stamford BRVNSTAN (Cn 1)SCBI 
Thetfora BRVNNSTAN (Hr 1)SCBI 
BRVNSTAN On 1-3; Hr 1-21 HCn 2)SCBI 
Winchester 4-- 
BRVNSTAN (Cn 1)SCBI 
OE Bx: u-nstgn, Searle 118. Frequent as a moneyers I name, found at London as 
well as Winchester for Ethelred., and Bristol and Stamford for 'William I as well 
as the instances abovet but otherwise known only from the Hyde Abbey Liber 
Vitae, llth cent. 
Noneyers C-973-10leLondon 2511 Winchester 269) 
BrMntZt 
Lincoln <-- 
BRVNTAT (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
OE *Br: umnt! Zt? Searle 118'; the moneyer's name is the only instance. In 
PNM 153 Feilitzen regards names in 
-tat, this and also Altet; Vanta 
, 
as 7o-ntinental loans, anglicised forms of OW In! ntet, LýeirjtTe_tbut in 'a later 
paper (FeilitzenrEdgar3 201) he accepts Reaney' s suggestion'that there may 
). Y, 
q3 
have been a native OE name-element *-tat 1 glad, cheerful' cognate with 
the G: erman element. 
Noneyers C-973-1016'Lincoln 2341 
Br-Tm'wine 
Stamford BRVIVINE On 3, Hr 1,, HCn 2)SCBI 
BýVN? NE (Cn 3)BEH 
OE Br-7mwine PNM 210 
Burhweald 
Winchester BVRHPOLD (Cn 2)SCBI 
BVRFOLD (Cn 2)SCBI 
OE Burh- or Burpweald , Searle 122. Most of the instances given there are 
llth cent. and Buruolt is almost certainly continental. For 
-weald see ýs 68. For loss of h in BVRPOLD see ý1?. Or. &PA5. 
-libuxeld 
Burh, wine. 
Wallingford BVREVINE (Cn 1)BEHs (HCn 2)SCBI 
BVFVIINE (Hr 22 HCn 1)BEH 
BVRPINE (Hr 1)SCBI., (HCn 1)BEH 
The name occurs again at Wallingford at the end of Edward the Confessor's 
reign and for Haid-d Godwinesson. 
OE *Burh- or*ýurMji 'elements Lne. 11o other instance of this combination of 
seems to be known- For loss of h see ý19; for a paraBitict between elements 
see ý 61 
. 
For doubling of letters see ý 10'5,, 
Caldwin ? 
Lewes CALDEVINE (ECn 2)BEH 
Canterbury, CAUEpINE (Hr 1)BEH 
Possibly CG Caldwin, Cgldwinp Morlet 151t but cf. G-vldevine for which these 
forms may be an error. On the Canteibury coin the first three letters appear 
upside-downeu and may probably be read GVL- 
Calic 
London GODRIC CAL (HCn 2)SCBI 
GODRIC CALIC (HCn 2)SCBI 
GODRIIC CALIC (HCn 2)SCBI 
OE calic (cup, chalicet used as a byname? For the double names on coins 
of this period see above p. 21+- 30 
94 
Cmf el 
Ilchester CEFEL (Cn 3)SCBI 
This name is, kuown only from one coin. It is most likely OE cmfl %halter, muzzle kRedin 141) used as an original byname, cf. ON Kafli 
PKDB 301- Redin's other suggestion that it could be a diminutive of 
OF, cAf 'quick, brave's, though better from the point of view of meaning, 
seems less likely since it is not otherwise found in personal 
, 
'name 
material; his association of it with the supposed Ethelred moneyer CaYE 
at London c. 997-1003 does not seem tenable. The CAPE coin has a badly 
blundered obverse and is probably a Scandinavian imitation. 
jaria 
Exeter 4-- 
CJERL. & Cn K Er J)BEH 
CARLA 
ý n 
1ýSCBI 
CARLAA (Cn 1)SCBI 
"Gothaburh" CARLA (Cn I)SCBI 
Gothaburh ( GIOO atc rtainly identified mint in the west 
of=glancL. The Quatrefoil 
Inn 
coins of this mint are of Exeter 
style and an obverse die-link exists between Carla's coins at "GIOD" 
and at Exeter in BEH Cn 999 and 367. For a full discussioh of the mint 
mt GothabyriG see Dolley and Elmore Jones BNJ XXVIII 1956 p. 2709 where the suggestion is made that it could be Ca'stle Gotha in Cornwall. 
Feilitzen in SCBI Ila derives this moneyer's name from ON Karli. a 
weak derivative of karl ýfree man'. The weak form is rare in Iceland bur more. common in Norway. The Danish forms are later and the weak form is rare therebut it is known from early Swedish runic inscriptions (SPLY 162., Lind 676-779 DGP 725-6). 
On X for a in this name see § 8. For doubling of letters see §103- 
An alternative derivation would be CG Karl but the terminal a suggests 
an original weak ending. Scandinavian names are curiously common amongst the moneyers of Exeter,. cf. Skuliý Th? 5`rjzautr for Cnut and also Cytel for Ethelred, 
&, Ioneyers c-973-1016 Exeter 2631 
Casgri? 
Stamford CASGRI (Hr 2)SCBI 
ýrobably an error for FargXmr q. v. 
Cawelin 2ap2lin ? 
Stamford CAPELIN or CAVELIN (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
CAPLIN or CAPLIN (Cn 1)SCBI 
CPALIN or CPALIN (Cn 2)SCBI 
96 
CAPLIN or CArLIN (Ethelred Last Small Cross with name of Cnut/ Cn 1)SCBI 
The last example is part of a-die-chain of presumably Scandinavian 
imitations in Lyon et al. 240. The obverse die is the same as BEIT 
Cn 
3624 which Hauberg gives to the Danish mint of Viborg. 
The other 
examples are not die-linked 'with this mule and are of official 
Englhsh 
work. 
The name is problematical. It also appears in Edgar's Two-Line 
type (BMG ia, early in the reign ) in the f orm CAPELIN or CAPELIN, 
without mint-signature but with the style of lettering assigned 
to 
the north-east by Dolley (Of. ASCoins Plate XIII 2), so that it too 
may be associated vith the Stamford area. 
Even the-form of the name is uncertain since the form ofr used by 
the die-cutters is generally indistinguishable from P. Some difference 
is observable in the Edgar coins between the symbol used in CAPELIN and 
that int for example ELFPALD (cf. SCBI 4 7951 798) where the known ? 
is distinctly more angular. This suggests that in this instance the 
name should be read as CAPEL17T but the form may be no more than idio- 
syncratic of the die-cutter. 
All that can be certain 
' 
is that the name is not native. Feilitzen 
suggests for the Edgar ziame, reading CAVELINq that it is the same name 
as that of the sixth-century king of the West Saxons and overlord of the 
southern Miglish peoplesp Ceawlin son of Cynric, and that this name itself 
is of Celtic origin ýLEdg_E; LPs-n-). 'Why this name, of southern folk-interest 
if of any, should have been revived in the area of the Five Boroughs to 
be bo 
_rne 
by men of mature years, in the 960s anO the 1020s is uncertainj 
for there is no evidence for its continuing place in Anglo-Saxon nomenclature 
in the intervening three centuries. 
Taking the alternative reading CAPELIN, a Romance derivation is sugg-asted by the ending,, perhaps the Lat. suffix 
-inus ), in or with extension in 
-1 > 
-lin. (cf. Gotsalin). The root of the nam-emig-h-t then be late Lat. Eiýppa, 7 
2! pa., which passed into most western European languages as both "cape' 
, 
and "cap' 
, 
the latter meaning being generally denoted by the diminutive 
as in OFr ca-pel > VTF chapeau; see NED s. 2. ýjp, wherice possibly an ori§inal byname (little capOe The formation is not recorded as a personal'name but the OE equivalent of the noun, cappe may be present as a byname In Alanus Cappe, 1185y and Torvar Cap-pe, 1203, SPLY 160. An OF capeline 
'coiffure de femme et dlenfant couvrant la, tlehe et les epaules' is 
suggested by Tengvik (242) as a possible source for some examples of Chapli 
, 
Capli as a surname in NE. Less likely as a source for the 
moneyer6l name is Lat. capellanusp OFr-Icapelein, though NED records 
c.,:, pv. rane% c. 1100, and taken as a nickn#ep rather than literally, it is 
a possibility. 
caloh)(Moneyers c [2ellach OIr. (Cieblog 
. 
973-1011'York 2301 
rreniTc OE: Moneyers c-97371010Norwich 242 
Ceolrtth 
Chester CEOLNAD (Cn 1)SCBI 
CEOLNO (Cn 1)SGBI 
'CEOLNOD (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
CLVOE (Cn 1)SCBI 
EELNAD (Cr. 3)S9BI 
Ceolnoth On 3) SCBI 5 xxxivi 
$Cal 
6r, ft co; ns jwt-v% I kome. not 
96 
d 
Maldon CELNOD (Cn I)SCBI 
CEOLNOD (Cn 2)SCBI 
CILNOD (Cn 1)BEH 
CIOLNOP (Cn 2)BEH 
The lower-case form given under Chester appears in a list of Chester 
moneyers in SCBI 5 which is devoted to coins of the Chester mint and 
may in fact be a normalisation of the EELNAr coin above. 
OE CeolnFthp Searle 131- CILNOD appears on a coin of the London style 
of die-cutting; for GIL-, GIOL- see -; ý 72,73. For -NAD see § 36. 
tiloneyers C-973-1016 
1 Lonclon 251, Cissbury 262] 
Cj0*!! 73. & 
Thetford CILVIGE (Cn 2)BEH 
Hildebrand reads this coin as EIýPIGE and the first letter on the BEH 
coin is not completely legibles but a die-durlicate in the Stora 
Sojdeby find from Gotland reads clearly CILVIGE. 
OE C-colwig Searle 132. A CILPI strikes the Hammer Cross type 
for Edward the Confessor at Dover c. 1060 but apart from the moneyers there 
is only one instance of the name known, a provost of Bath c. 970. Both 
elements however are common in OE. 
For CIL- see ý 73. The final E may be an inverted spelling from the 
loss of final e in names in -. ýýe. 
Cille 
Chester CILLE (HCn 2)BEH 
Probably an abbreviation of Gillecrist qev. 
I Clern obscure: 
'Moneyers C-973-1016 
) Cambridge 2453 
[Cnapa ON(? ): llloneyers C-973-1016 ) Stamford 2393 
Cniht 
Cambridge 
CEHT (Cn 1)SCBI 25 602 
CNRT kCn 1)BEH 
CNIM Cn 1)SCBI, (Cn 3)BEH 
CNOHT 
ý n 
1)Arsted find., Norway., in 
CYNIHT (Cn 1)SCBI 
Oslo UniversitY collecticn 
OB Cniht. PNDB 216; uncompounded name, Redin 18-19j from OE enihto"boy, 
youth", of. =oga Dreng. The Ethelred instances are CNIT, CYNT in Helmet (BFA Athr E, c. 1003-1009). In spite of the lack of coins in the inter- 
vening Last Small Cross type it seems likely that this is the same man 
as the Cnut moncycr; Redin's suggestion that "some of the instances stand 
perhaps for Scand. Cnue does not seem tenable. 
. The variety in the f orms of this name goes back to the original *cneoht 
which became cniht by palatal umlaut, Campbell-§ 304-5. Some cases of the 
noun retain, ed eo. by reason of a following back-vovýel e. g. cneohtas and a 
97 
r 
a nom. sing. form cneoht wae perpetuated by analogy. This is almost cer 
ainly the explanaTion of CNO'. HT on the Norvýcgian coin. In Anglian 
dialects eo was smoothed to e early, hence CEHT (-r-4- §76 ). The 
similarity-of letter-forms li--ana N has resulted in haDlography. CYNIHT 
apzears to contain a parasitic vowel, see§SZ , though Y in this position 
is unusual. 
&neyers c. 973-1016 Cambridge 2451 
COL- in ON names see Kol- 
Colman 
Oxford 
COLAW (Cn 2-3)SCB19 (Hr2)BEH, (Hr 1/2 mule)BEH 
COLEW (Cn 1)SCBI 
London COLEMAN (Cn 1)BEH 
Vallingford COLP210 (Cn 1)SCBI, (Cn 2)BEH 
COLMIAN (Cn 1)SCBI 
In OE Colman is a loan from either of two sources: Olr Colman, a 
derivative of Lat. columbus *dove' , or CG Col(e)man, a compound name from 
col- Odark-colouredt +man. The Irish name is more common in northern 
English sources, and the interelemental vowel further suggests the conti- 
nental origin. 
(ýAoneyers 
c-973-1016 Oxford 256 
ColinS. ? 
Lewes COLLIM (Cn 2)SCBI 
This reading appears on only one die. Morlet 151 gives COLDINI as 
a hypoc, orism, for Calcl/Cold- names in Frankish; see Caldwin who is possibly 
a Lewes moneyer a little later. Alternatively this form may be an error 
for OE Col(I)ing, Redin 166, PNDB 218 and cf. SCBI Index of Personal Names. 
Conreil 
Lonaon CONREIL (Cn 2)SCBI 
This single coin has a very curious style of portrait and is almost certain- ly an imitation. It is impossible to tell what name, if any, is intended. 
Crinan 
Lincoln OR: D', IA (Cn 3)SCBI 
CRINAN (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
Lonaon? CRINAN (Cn'. 3) BEH 
Shrewsbury CRINA (Cn'l)BEH 
CRINAN (Cn 1)SCBI 
GRINA (Cn 1)SCBI 25.698 
York CRINAN (On-2)SCBI 
99 
The London (? ) coin, so attributed by Hildebrand,, has the mint- 
signature LVDTN which Aould be irregular for London. The moneyer is 
other%ise unknown at London but this mint-signature fits no other 
known English mint. Coins with forms in LVD- have been given by 
Hauberg to Lund in SkdPne but the last two letters perhaps suggest a 
place-name in 
-tun- the mint must remain uncertain. The Shrewsbury 
coin from SCBI 25 (Hels#ki) has the mint-signature SCR3D which again 
is unusuall though on balance the attribution is probably correct. I 
OIr Crinan, a derivative of crin "dry, withered", PNDB 219, Holm 26. 
The loss of final n may be to assimilate the name to OB uncompounded 
Do dc names in a e. g. Mana Ia. 
Cristth-ern: tf. foneyers C-973-10le Stamford 239, and see also Dolley in 
BNJ XXXVI pp 40 45] 
Crucan 
York CRVCA (Hr 1)SCBI 
CRVGAN (Cn 2-3. Ht 1)SCBI 
CRVCAM,! (Hr I)SCBI 
GRVCAN (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
GRVRN (Cn 2)SCBI 
PNM 276 where Feilitzen takes Grucan for the head-form and Crucan 
as an error3 but cn the coins dies with C greatly outnumber those with 
G. Probably Irish but of doubtful etymology. GRVRN may be an error in 
copying the less familiar symbol K in a written pattern Gruk&n. 
jCynhelm (? ), OE: rMoneyers c- 973-101d Northampton 248] 
Cvnna 
Winchester (- 
CNNA (Cn 1)SCBI 
CYNNA (Cn 1)SCBI 
OE na, Redin 47. Probably a hypochorism for names in rMoneyers C-973-10161 Chichester 268, Winchester 269] 
[CyniTe OE: r Moneyers C-973-10le Dover 260] 
I Cynsige 
Dover <- 
CINSIGE (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
CINSIGGE (Cn 2) SCBI 
GVNSIG (Cn 2)BEH 
Northampton CINSIGE (Cn 2)BEH 
The form GVNSIG must stand for this moneyer, rather than a Scandinavian 
name in Gunn- 
. 
OE Cynsige PNDB 221. For unrounding of OE y to i see § 47; for repre- 
. ... 
-- 
T-- 
-- semazion oy V2 45. Yor loss of final e in 
-aLee see 21; for doubling of letters see. ý103, 
inpýrers c. 973-1010 London 251, Dover 260, Chithester 261] Im 
99 -1 
Cynstan 
Dover CINSTAN (Cn 3, Hr 1)SCBI,, (Hr 2p HCn 1)BEH 
CNINESTAN (HCn 2)BEH 
CYITSTAN (Hr 2)SCB1 
OE Cynstgn PNEB 2221. For Cin- see 4 47. The interchange of 2M7/2ne- 
is early, and goes back to the original Eyni. -, where the loss of*i 
after long syllables in comp. ounds was sometimes extended to name-elements 
- with short voAels, giving rise to such pairs as 23M7/gype-, Her-/Here-, 
Sig7. /§iEe-. -- _' -J 
Cyrkweald 
London CINEPOLD (Hr 1)SCBI 
oE cyn(e)weald, Searle 158. For C-Ce see Cynstan above. For Cin- 
see 47, for -wold see S 58. 
Lincoln CIMPIG On 3)BEH 
Lonclon CINEPIG (Hr 1)SCBI 
OE Cyn(e)wTgp PNDB 221. The Lincoln form., unless an error., is archaic, 
going back to the original form of the element Eyni-. For unrounding of y 
to i see § 47. 
Cvnwine 
rý 
Hastings CINEPNI (Hr 1)BEH 
OE Cyn(e)wine, PNM 221- For unrounding of y to i see § 47. 
Dagfinnr 
Yo rl- 
DAHFIN (Cn 1)SCBI 
OWN Dagfinnr: not found in Danish, but Bjbrkman (Nordische Personennamen 
P. 3 an Old Svedish form Daghfin 
Jýfioneyers 
C-973-1016 York 229. 
] 
[ Worlaf t lioneyers c-973-1016)Chester 2240 j 
D; oring 
London DEORINC (Cn 2)BEH 
OE MOKLn6 PNDB 223s Redin 166. Uncompounded 
namep from OE d; or ýdearl + -InZsuffix- For un'voicing Of final 9 seeý97. 
100 
worinann 
London PERMT or possibly DEMW (Hr 1)BEH 
OE DFormannýPNDB 223- For monophthongisation of OE ýo see §70. 
E for D may bean error but see 
ý-oneyers 
c. 973-101OLondon 25ý 
I)gorsif, e 
Hertford DEORSIE Cn 3 Hr 2)SCBI 
DEORSIG 
ýHr 
25BEH 
DEORSIGE (Cn 3, Hr 1)SCBI 
DBOSII (Hr 2)SCBI 
DYRSIG ýCn 1)SCBI 
DYRSIGE (Cn 2)SCBI 
-4 
Lonclon 4-- 
DYRSIG (Cn I)SCBI 
OE Worsige, Searle 165- For 
-sige > -Lie, jj U, si, see §98; for -6LF, ý 
21. For forms in PZr- see ý74. 
5oneyers 
c-973-1010 London 251] 
Deom-Ine 
Thetford 
DERýINE (Gn 1)SCBI 
DRPINE (Cn I)BER 
OE E; ýorwine. One instance other than the moneyer is given by Searle, 
p. 165 ý-BCS599 $KCD 1097) from 902. 
For ; o> ; see §70 
LlMoneyers 
c 
. 
973 
-1010 Thetford 243, Bedford 246] 
orwulf OE: 
i Moneyers 0ý973-1016ýTamworth 221l London (? ) 251+. 
[Dilion 
uncertains ? Celtic: t'Honeyers c-973-1016lHereford 2231 
Dodaa 
Exeter DODDA (Cn 2 HCn 2)SCBI 
DODE (HCn 2ýBEH 
OR Ibdda' EM 223, Redin 62. An uncompounaecl name of doubtful 
etymology. Feilitzen suggests the existence in OE of a *do(d)dt du(41-d 
'knob, lump' deduced from Germanic cognates, '. with the extension of meanin-* 
in personal. names of 'fats clumsy persqnl, but he does noýrule out the 
fol 
po3sibility of a lall-name origin. 
VMoneyers C-973-1ý16)Dover 260, Totnes 264 (Duda Canterbury 259)] 
Draca 
Iffinchcombe DRACA (HCn 2)SCBI 
This same the is read by Fildebrand as tRACA but D is clear on SCBI 
19 184. 
OE dracaý 'dragon' 
. 
Found as a byname in Leuingtis Drache for 1066 
in thý -Wincl%ester Domesd (Tengvik 344) and not otherwise known as a 
personal-name in Ragland. ODan Draki is found as a forename, but not 
recorded until the 15th cent, though 0& *Draghi is found in placenamess 
MP 20 2). 
Drengr 
Lincoln /r- 
DRENG (Cn I)SCBI, (Cn 2)Lundo. University Museum. 
ON Drengrp an original byname, "young man". Common in WScana from the 
14th ýentury onwardsy Lind 202-3t SPLY 72. 
- 
A few examples in Danish, again 
late, though a weak form is found in a Swedish runic inscription and the 
name is found in Danish placTamesp DGP 202. 
I'Moneyers 
c-973-1016? Lincoln 235 
1 
[ Drihtwealcl (? ), OE: I Moneyers c-973-1016 
) 
Lonaon 251] 
Dropa 
Winchcombe DROPA (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
Hildebrand records this name as Drowa which is unintelligible. 
If the correct reading is to be taken as 
, 
Dropa, this must be OE dropa, 
"drop"t which is not othemise recorded as a personal-name. The OWN 
cognate Dropi is recorded as a byname. 
1]Duaei OB: eMoneyers c. 973-lÖl6pEzeter 263 ] 
Da! jIM 
liondon DVDDIIIC (Hr 1)SCBI 
DVDDIITE (HCn 1) SGBI 
Southwark DVI MITIC (FCn 1) SCBI 
OE Dud(d)in s an -: Lng derivative of Dudd, Duaa, which is probably the 
same as Dodda, q. v. t or alternatively a descriptive formation on OE 
*dodd, dudd, of. Branting ' PNDB 223, Redin 169. 'For unvoicing of final 
C'see j 97. Final E in the sec9n'd London form is an error for angular C. 
loz 
Daf acan ý---7-- 
York DV. FACAW ýTir I)SCBI 
DVFBDI-I' kl! r 1)BEH 
DVRACM\' (Pr 1)BEF 
OIr Djbucan. The die-cutter has obvicusly had some diff iculty in 
copying this unfamiliar name. 
jDafnel OIr: ýIoneyers c-973-1016 
) 
Chester 
.; 
[ýýn OE: Voneyers c-973-1016 York 228p Leicester 239. ] 
Ambeard 
Langport DVNBEýD (-HCn 2)BEH 
The rrbgment, reading DVII 3GEP., SCBI 18 648., which it is suggested 
may be Danberd at Langport is in f act a coin of Duding at Southwark. 
Danberd is also an Ilchester moneyer in Edward the Confessor's first type. 
OE Dunbeard probably a nickname-type rather than a true compound 
name. Feilitzen's suggestion, PNM 227n. that Dunberd is an error for 
Durberd citing BEH HCn 436 is n-o"t-t""enable' since the supposedly Darberd 
coin in fact also reads DVNBERD. Por OE Za)'& see §ý 53 )11.. 
[Amcild OE: Moneyers c. 973-1016)r-uildford 258] 
Dan st rh 
London DVNSTAN (Cn 1 SCBI 
DVNSTAN ýCn 2ýSCBI 
OE IkInstlin, PNDB 228. The initial D of the second f orm is probably an error. 
[ýoneyers 
0.973-1016 
) 
Guildford 258., Exeter 263.. Chichester 2681 
[Rlrant C G: 1. Yoneyers c-? 73-ýOldWorcester 223 ] 
Eadg-ar 
London EADGAR (Cn 1)SCBI 
EDGAR (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
OB Eadggrp PNDB 229. For -Fad- >Ecl- see %53,, 16. 
10 
Isadhelm 
London EADELM (Cn 2)SCBI 
OE ladhelm, Searle 182. For the loss of 
-h see§ 101. 
ý, 
oneyers c073-1016 
') 
London 251, Rochester 259-1. 
Eadllif OE: Moneyers C-973-1016 London 251] 
iadrgr 
Exeter 
EADMER (Cn 1)SCBI 
EMIER Cn 2 SCBI, (Hr 1)BEH9 (Hr 22 HCn 2)3 BI 
EDMER Hr 2 BEH 
EWE Hr 2 SCBI 
t, 0 Romney EDVAR (Hr 2)BEH 
OB EaddFr, PNDB 232. For Ead- > Ecl- see ý§ 53., 16; for 
-mgr >-mer see 16. 
'ýoneyers 
c. 973-1016)Exeter 2631 
Eadmand 
Lincoln <-- 
EADI-IM (Cn 1, HCn 2)SCBI 
London Z- 
EADMVD (Cn 3)SCBI 
EADXVND (Cn 1,3)SCBI 
EDNUD (Cn 1)SCBI 
-Norwich EADKVND (Cn 1)SCBI 
EDMM (Cn 1)SCBI 
DE gadmund,, TNDB ?. 33. For Tad-> Ed- see ýj 53P 16 
&oneyers 
c. 973-1016) Lincoln 234, Norwich 24? 2'Cambridge 245, Colchester 247, Northampton 248] 
iadýoth 
Hastines ADNOD (Cn. 3)BEH 
Huntingdon JEDNOD (Ca 2)SCBI 
RADNOD ýCn 1-2)SCBI 
EABNOD kCn 1)BEH 
EDNOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
London EADNIOD On 1)SCBI 
EADNOD (Cn 1)BER. 
EADNOD kCii 1)SCBI 
Rochester <-- 
- EADNOD (Cn 1)BEH 
Southwark EADNOD (Cn 2)SCBI 
'04- 
DE Eadn5th PNDB For Eacl. *> Ad-see Fd- ý 16. Ur-ý 
ý53, 
- 
In the forms above there is some die-cutting confusion between D and D. 
EADNI03 ) co 
, 
ntains an accidental additional vertical. EDNOD appears only 
on coins with anomalous portrait styles and barbarous Overse. legends which 
may be imitations. 
Noneyers c. 973-101ONorthampton 248, London 251, Rochester 259, Bridport 265, 
Chichester 268, Winchester 2691 
t'adrffl 
London EADRADE (Cn 2)SCBI 
EADREDE ýCn 2)SCBI 
EDRAD (Hr 1)SCBI 
EDRED (Cn 2-3, Hr 1)SCBI 
EDREDE (Cn 2)SCBI 
EDRIED (Cn 3)BEH 
OE Radi-Rd, LND? i 253 
. 
For Rz&- ý 'Ed- see ýh 16,53. For 
-riid ;ý -Ced- ý 16. 
There are some very curiols forms for this name. The persistent final e 
in (Cn 2) is dif f icult to explain , unless as an inverted spelling f--m unstressed 
final 
.1 which 
is occasionally lost; cf, § 21. 
'RadrTc 
iiylesbury EADRIC (Cn 1)BEH 
Cambridge 
-I- EADRIC (Cn J)SCBI 
Hereford 4- 
EDIRIC (Cn 1)BEH 
EDRIC (Cn 1)BEH 
Ipswich <- 
EDEIIC (Cn J)SCBI 
EDRIC (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
Lincoln EDRIC (Hr 1, HCn 2)SCBI 
London <-- 
AEDRIC ýCn 2 SCBI 
EADRIC kCn liBEH (Cn 2)SCBI 
E. tMRICE(Cn I)SCBi 
EDRIC (Cn 2-3, Er 1-2, HCn 2)SCBI 
EDRICC (Cn 2)SCBI, (Hr 1)BEH, (Ilr 2)SCBI 
EDRRIC (Hr 2)BEH 
EDRIC DEN (or DEN) SVPATRV (Cn k)SCBI 
Taunton EADRC (Cn 1)SCBI 
EADRIC (Cn 1)SCBI, (HCn 1)SCBI 24 652 
Thetford ý, 
- 
EaDRIC (Cn a/Ethelred BEH Type A in name of Cnut, (Cn l)SCBI 
EDRIC (Cn 1-2. Ifr 2, HCn 2)SCBI 
probably Scandinaviall 
105 -1ý1 
Thetford cont/ 
it coin recorded in Carson reading GR&RIC (Hr 2) may be an error f or th: 
moneyer's name. 
44 
"c 'PND3 For Ead-. > Ed- see ýý16,53; JEED- is a transitional fo: OE Eadri 
For double letters see 103. For the final e in EADRICE cf. 
' 
Eadr; d above. 
EDIRIC may possibly contain a parasitic voýelj, cf. § 52, or may simply be 
an error. 
The f orm. with the byname at London is curious; from the plate in SCBI 14 (2440) the reading appears to be EDRIC DEN SVPATRV though DEN is a possible 
reading. Although in late OE the f orml-e- had largely taken oyer from the 
earlier se as the nominative singular masculine of the definite article, the 
form tjerýwould properly belong only to 4n Obligme, 
- 
case. In ON the 
nominative singular masculine is inn, withtforms, in the oblique cases. 
The byname itself presumably is ON svartr. 7'blackl but is heavily blundered, 
and the ending in V inexplicable grammatically. For bynames on coins of this 
period see p. 24 above. 
&oneyers 
c. 973-1016)Chester 220, Hereford 223, York 228, Thetford 243, 
Cambridge 245,, Ipswich 246, London 251, Exeter 263, Taunton 2651 
Eadsiize 
Dover 
F. ADSII ýCn J? BEH 
EDSIGE (Cn 2)SCBI 
EDSIGEE (Cn 2)SCBI 
ETSIGE (Cn 2-3)SCBI, 
ETSIGEE (Cn k SCBI 
LED? ISI kCn JýSCBI 
(Hr 1)BEH, (HCA I)SCBI 
Exeter EDSIE (Cn 2)SCBI 
EDSIEE (Cn 2)BEH 
EDSIGE (Cn 1-2)SCBI (Cn 3)BEH 
EDSIGIE (Hr 1)SCBI 
ETSIGE (Cn 2)SCBI 
EDSIGE PAM (Cn 3)BEH 
Hastings (-- 
ETSIGE (Cn 2)SCBI 
London K-- 
F, ADSI (Cn 1)BEH 
EADSIG (Cn 1)BEH 
EADSIGNE (Cn 1)SCBI 
ETSIGE (Cn 2)SCBI 
Salisbury (? ) (The mint-signature is SERE but Possibly an error for Shrewsbury) 
ETSIGE (Cn 3)BEH 
Shrewsbury 4 
ETSI (Cn 1)SCBI 
ETSIG (Cn 1)SCBI 
ETSIGE (Cn 1-3)SCBI 
ETSIGGE (Cn 2) SCBI 
ETTIGE (Cn 1)SCBI 
OE Eadsige TWDB 256. For ffad-ý, KI-see §§16,, 53. For forms in ET- see § 87. 
For the vario7s-"developmente., c; f 
-2A&e see 
ý98. 
For EDSIGE PM see Double nameB,. above pp. 24-30. 
Lýoneyers c. 973-1016iShrewsbury 222, London 251, 
- 
Rochester 25,9, Dover 260, 
Hastings 261, Winchester 269]. 
- 
-! n4 
[ Eadsmea OE: Moneyers C. 973-1016 London 251] 
Eadst-an 
Bath ? EDSTAN (Cn 1) Stora Sojdeby find, Gotland 
Hereford ETSTAN (Cn 1-3)SCBI 
The mint-signature of the first coin is ON BAIA which is irreg- 
ular for Bath but does not accord with any other known mint. 
OE Eacisian PNDB 237. For Et-< Ead- see ýý 16s 53,87. 
[ýIoneyers c-973-101OBath 258, Lympne 260, Hastings (? ) 261, 
Exeter 263, Winchester 2591 
Eadwacer 
Cambridge EDPACER (Hr 1)SCBI 
Norwich <- 
- EDPAER (Cn 1)SGBI 
Although OE in forms Forssner considers that the OE noun F*ad- 
only became a personal name wacer, 'watchman over property e 
under the influence of the corresponding OG Odoace and the 
use of 
-wacer as a name-element in OG. Eadwacer is not certain- 
ly evidenced as a personal name in OE earlier than the llth 
century. 
The exceptional use of the graph AE (not A), and the presence 
of the name at Norwich as a moneyer of. Ethelredp suggest that 
the E in the Norwich example is a mistake for rectilinear C, 
and that this is the same name. 
ýmoneyers c-973-1016)Norwich 243] 
Eadwealcl 
Canterbury k- 
EA, DýOLD (Cn 1) SCBI 
Lincoln 
EAMPOLD (Cn l)SCBI 
)0& 
1 a-7 
Lonclon <- 
- 
EADVOLD ýCn 2)BEH 
EADPOLD ýCn 1-3, HCn 1)SCBI 
EDVALD (HCn 2) BEH 
EDPAL (Hr 2)BEH 
EDPALD (Cn 2)SCBIq (HCn 2)BEH 
EDVOL (Hr 2)BEH 
EDPOLD (Cn 1)SCBI, (Cn 3)BEH9 (Hr, 2)SCBI 
EDVALD DE ALDA (Hr BEH Type Da)BEH V- 
BEH Type Da, on which EDFALD EE ALDA appears, is a mule of (Hr 2) and (HCn 2). which is regular and acceptable as of English 
striking since these are sequent types. The dies are of normal 
English style and the coin is accepted by Seaby in his sequence 
of English coin-types. 
OB Eadweal PNDB 237. For Ead- Ed- see J§ 16.9 53. The con- 
fused spelling EADPOLD is per aps influenced by the transitional 
form Ed-, see 53, or possibly E is an inverted spelling, baýse4-*n the 
soundo--hange ; a. 
For the late OE development of 
-weald see ý 58. The loss of 
the final consonant in the forms EDPAL, EDPOL may possibly have 
arisen from an accidental confusion through the similarity of D 
and the following 0 of ON. 
For double namess and the form of the article in EDPAýD EE 
. 
ALDA, se e Double name s ab ove ,pp. 24 -30p ar\A cS. 
Ebclr7sk, 
*16cat, p. ioS 
I'Moneyers C-973ý-1016'Thetford 243Y Maldon 248p Lonaon 252, 
Canterbury 259. 
To these should be aaded Lincoln EADPOLD (Ethelrea BEH 
Type E)SCBIJ 
IDS 
6ý 
Eadweard 
Aylesbury EADPERD (Cn l)SCBI 
Lewes EDVARD (liCn 2)SCBI 
EDPARD Hr 2)BEH, (RCn 2)SCBI 
EDpERD 
ý r 
1)SCBI, (Hr 20 HCn J)BEH 
London 
EADPERD Cn 1) SCBI 
EADPIREDýCn 1)SCBI 
EDPARD HCn 2)SCBI 
EDPERD 
ýCn 
1-3)SCBI, (Hr 2p HCn 1)BEH 
EDPERDD (Cn 2) SCBI 
Southwark EADPE(Cn 1)SCBI (or possibly stands for -Eadwine q. v. ) 
EADPERD Cn 1)SCBI 
EDLTERD 
ýCn 
1)SCBI 25 700. 
Stamford ADPRD (Cn 2)BEH 
EDPERD (Cn 2)SCBI, (Cn 3)BEH 
Wallingford EADPERD (Cn 1)BEH 
E RD (Cn 1)BEH 
Elý)ERD (Cn 2-3)SCBI, (Cn. X)BEH, (Hr 2)SCBI 
ED, )ED (Hr 2)BEH 
0. -) 
Winchester EADPERD (Cn 1)SCBI 
EDPERD (Cn 2)SCBI 
OE gad earý,? VDI 257. Pior Ead->Ld->. Zd_ see '§16,53. For the development 
of OE 
-weard >-JjQX5iP-YA3: d see 59. 
Lýoneyers c. 973-1016)Thetford 243p London 251, Rochester 259, Lympne 2601 
Eadwir, 
Dover EDPII (Cn 3)SCBI (possibly stands for 4E"adwine q. v. ) 
London 
EADPI ( Cn 1 )SCBI 
EDPIE k Cn 3 ? BEH 
EDpIG (Cn 2 )SCBI 
EDPIIE (Hr 1)BEII 
EDVIIG (Hr VBEH 
EiPIIGG-(Cn 2)SCBI, (IlCn 2)BEH 
Oxford 
EADPI (Cn 1)SCBI 
EDVIG (HCn 2)BEII 
EDPIQ (Cn 3 HCn 2)SCBI 
EDPIGG (Cn 2)SCBI 
Thetford <- 
EDPIG (Cn I)SCBI 
OF, EadwTp,,,? NDB238, though some forms in 
-PIIE, PIE, PII may stand for Eaawine with omission or non-survival of the diag6nal stroke of H. 
For Ead->td- seeý§ 16,53. For the development of OE 
-yý: T& 98. 
The form EDVIG appears on a coin with mint-signatureCAOXANA; though most' 
to 
coins with a CAX mint-signature have been given to jLxbridge (RNJ XI lqlý 
p. 46,55) in this case the legend probably shows a confusion of the 
common form OC W for Oxford. 
Lýoneyers c. 973-1016)Thetford 243, Sudbury 246, Hertford 248, London 2521 
Eadwine 
Cambridge 
EADPIIIE (Cn 2)BEH 
EDDPIIIE (HCn 2)SCBI 
EDPINE (Cn 2-3JSCBI 
Canterbury EDPIIM (Cn 2)SCBI 
Colchester <- 
EDPINE (Cn l)SCBI 
Dover EADPINE (Cn 1)BEH 
EDDINE (HCn 1)SCBI 
EDVIVE (HCn 2)BEH 
EDPIIIE (Cn 1)BEH, 
EDPINEE (Hr 1)BEH 
(Cn 3-lir 1-2)SCBI, (llCn 2)BEH 
Exeter EDPI14E (Cn 3)SCBI 
EDPNE (HCn 2)SCBI 
Hastings EDPENE (Hr I)BEH 
Lewes EADPINE (Cn 2)SCBI 
EDPINE (Cn 39 Hr 2, HCn-2)SCBI 
EDpINNE (Hr l)SCBI 
Lincoln ADPIITE (Hr 1)BM 
EDpII4E (HCn 2)SCBI 
London <-- 
EADPINE (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
EDPINE On 1-3, Hr 2)SCBI, (HCn 2)BEH 
EDPITII ýCn 2)SCBI 
EOpINE kHr 1)SCBI 
Northampton EADPIIE (Cn'l)BEH 
Oxford EDPIN On 3)SCBI 
EDPINI (Cn 3)SCBI 
Southwark EADPIVE (Cn 1)SCB1 
EDPIVE (Cn 2)BEH 
Stamford 4-- 
ADPINE n 21SCBI 
E AD INE Cn 1 BEH, (Cn 2)SCBI 
E' 
ýNE 
D Cn 2JSCBI 
Thetford <- 
EADpW (Cn ý)SCBI 
ED? IN (Gn 1)BEH 
EDpINE (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
EDpINEE (Cn 2)BEH 
110 
Wallingford EAD)KNE (Cn 1 SCBI 
EADYIDE (Cn 1MH 
Winchester (-- 
EAD? INE (Cn 1)SCBI 
EA IE Cn 1 SCBI 
ErNE 
ýHr 
2ýSCBI 
OB Eadwine PNO 238. For Ead-, ýBd->Ed-see§§l6953. For double 
letters see§ 103- EADPIDE shows the curious confusion in die-cutting 
between D and N which is commented-on in § 89; EDPENE at Hastings 
is irregular and must be an error. 
&neyers 
C-973-1016 Morwich 242, Thetford 244, Huntingdon 244, Cambridge 2451 Colchester 247, London 252p Southwark 258) Rochester 259, Exeter 263, Wilton 2679 'Winchester 269] 
Eadw, ulf 
London EADVLF (Cn 2)BEH 
EADVLE (Cn 3)SCBI 
EADVLF (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
OE Eaawulf p PNDB 240. The first form shows the influence of the souna- or-. 
change e-; a> t"er-, For loss of w see ý 83. 
I 
Ealdabeard 
Exeter EALDABEARD (Cn 2 BEH 
EALDEBERD ýCn 21SCBI 
The Exeter moneyer's name appears to be the only instance in OE, 
and it may consequently be a nickname rather than a true compound 
in Eald-O "old beard", cf. Dunb'Z%rd. For ea >L )seeýj 53,16. For 
the vowel linking the elements see § 51. - 
Eal clBLr I 
London k- 
MLGAR (Cn 3)BEH (FALGAR (Cn 3)BEH is a misreading of the above form) 
OE, Ealdggr PNDB 240 For loss of d see § 790 
13 [&oneyers C-973-1016 London 252. ] 
Ealdri; cl 
Lewes MMDRED (Cn 1)SCBI 
Lonaon 4- 
EALDRD (Gn 1)BMi 
MDRED (Cn 1)SCBI 
Thetford EALDRED(Cn 1)SCBI 
OB Ealdr6d. from earlier 
-i,; cl PNM 241. 
Lý4oneyers c. 973-10161 London 251, Malmesbury 257 1 
Ealdwulf 
Lincoln ALDVF (Hr 1)Uppsala 
OE Ealdwulf PWRB 
. 
242 
For the Anglian variant. Ald- see § 55. 
Ealhsige 
0 
Chester 1ý- 
ALCSI (Cn 1)SCBI 
CE Ealhsi e P_W 243. For the xnglýan vAriant Alh- see § 55; for 
, 
k:, a, ' '' 
T_- . eetlOO.. 
ýMoneyers 
c-973-10leChester 2201 
[Ealhsfa'n OE: ( Moneyers C. 973-1010 London 2521, 
t. II LEanuýr OE: Moneyers c. 973-1016 Lincoln 2341 
LE'anmund OE: ( Moneyers 0.973-10le London 2521 
ffi-mrine OE: i Moneyers c. 973-101d London 2521 
LEanwulf CE: Moneyers C. 973-1016 Lincoln 2341 
Eardýoth 
London 4- 
EARDNOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
ERDNOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
Romney EARDNOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
EiMOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
to OE *Eardrroth; Searle's only references areAthe Cnut moneyers, but cf. PNDB 
243 for the OE personal-name element jard- 
, 
and Searle 212-3 f or the 
plentiful evidence for OE Eardwulf. 
For ERD- see § 16; for the loss of d in EARNOD see § 79. 
&oneyers 
c. 973-10161 London 252] 
Earnwip, 
Hereford EARNVI (HCn 2)SCBI 
EMTPI (Hr 1)SCBIt (Hr 2)BMI 
EWII (Hr 2)BEH 
Iv 2- 
.r 
OE Elm T PNDB 243- For Ern- see 16; for wl,, -wii see 
BDVTA see Gauti 
00P 1111'afr ON: Moneyers C-973-1016'Tork 229, Southwark 259] 
ELST seeEthelsige 
Enfdici 
London MFDICI (Cn 3)SCBI 
Ob3cure; po3sibly a blundered form of 
iadric ? 
[Erconbala CG: 'Moneyers C-973-10leNorwich 243] 
IPEý OIr: 'Moneyers c-973-1016 ) York 231] 
. 
Or Za, a. : EElmr 
Chester Fargrim (HCn 2)SCBI 5 xxxv 
-4 
Stamford AIRGRIM (Cn 1,3)SCBI, (Hr 1)BEHj (Hr 2)SCBI 
FARGRIM ýCn 3)SCBI, (Hr I)BEH, (Hr 2, HCn 2)SCBI 
CASGRI, q. v., may also be an attempt at this moneyer's 
name. 
Tork FARCRIM (Cn I)SCBI 
YARGRIIA (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
YARGMI (Cn 2)SCBI 
ON *, founc ! &rgrL: I in Dome: gday in Torkshire and probably an 
Anglo- Scandinavian formations since it is not present in Scandin- 
avian sources, SPLT 79 
For FER- see 
ý 8; on c for B_see ý 96. 
Farmann 
London IREMAN (Hr I)SCBI 
FEREW (Hr 1)SCBI 
Totnes FEREW (Cn K)SCBI 
V13 
BEH Cn 3565 (Totness HCn 2) is recorded as LERIUM; van der Meer 
has 
-"appears 
to be CERMAN., but this too may be FARMAN. 
ON Farmath 
. 
Farmann an original byname I merchar)t I. rare and 
late in OWN and only known from coins in Denmark, PNDB 250,, SPLT 80 
DGP 289, Lind 264. 
An alternative etymon is CG Far(a)man, cf. Morlet 87. 
For FAR- see § S. Fereman appears to represent the CG 
namet with CG interchange of a and p., and a parasitic vowel between 
the elements. 
Noneyers 
0.973-10leTork 2292 Lincoln 2351 
Farthegn 
Huntingclon FXPJ)EN (On 1 BEH 
FMDEN (Cn lýSCBI 25 620 
Tork 'F£R3DEIN (Gn 3)SOBI 
FERDEN (Gn 3)SOBI 
FMDEIN (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
PAUIN (Cn 2)SCBI 
ON ý2ýLEýýe 11, rare and late in Scandinavian sources and perhaps Of Anglo-Scandinavian origin, SPLY 80,, PNDB 256,, DGP 289, Lind 265. 
For PER- see ý S; for 
-DEN, -3DEIN, 
-DIN see 
§ý 65,68. 
[I'Moneyers C-973-1016)Lincoin 2353 
Fastulfr 
lpswiclY FESTVLF (Cn 'I)BEH 
York FSSDVLF (Cn 1)SCBI 25 739 
Although the style of the 'fork Coin is indeterminate and not typical of York, 'the legend certainly seems to read MO EOF 
rather than M DEOF for Thetford, where the moneyer's name is found in Ithelred's last type. 
ON Fastulfr rare in West Scandinavian sources where the few 
recorded instances are probably of Swedish nationality. Common in Swedish runic inscriptions, and possibly knovýn in Normandy; 
2PLY 80-19 PNDB 256, Lind 266, Adigard 203. 
Alternatively CG Fastulf may be the etymon. 
For w2 e for ON (? ),! Xj, see 8. On D for T in tht York 
form, see 69 and see also FRkD6 < ON Frostulfr, Moneyers 
C. 973-101 p. 229. 
. 
ýoneyers 
C. 973-101OTatworth 221, Thetford'244] 
114 
Fierlf 
Stafford ? FIERLF (Cn 2)SCBI 
The reverse legend reads in full FIERLP ON STEF ON LI., 
which is ambiguouss appearing to name both Stafford and Lincoln. 
The evidence for a Stafford mint at this period is sparse, and 
suggests it may have been a very minor mint. Three moneyers. Egen- 
ulft, Alfwold and Godric 7 are known there for Zthelred but only 
, 
Elfric is known for Cnut. It is possible that the clumsily- 
formed letters in this coin-legend may be intending a form of 
Elfric. 
foleard 
Ipswich FOLHRD (Cn 1)BM 
CG Fulcard PNDB 256, Morlet 95) Forssner 98. There is no 
certain evidence for a native OE Folcheard. 
I [TIoneyers 
c-973-10i6 Norwich 243, Thetford 2441 
Frethi 
London FREDI (Cn 1)SCBI 
FREDI (Cn 1. )SCBI 
Steyning FRIDI (HCn 1)BIA 
0 FRIDII (Cn MBEH 
The BM coin from Steyning is illustrated in BW, 
-- 
voI. II, plate 
xxi no 7. 
Redin 122 and Holm 37 treat this as a separate uncompounded 
name from OE freothu ý> frith 'Peace'. 
11. 
At Steyning, which does not seem to have been more titan a two-moneyer 
mint, there is a moneyer FREDEPIVE, FRIDETIFE known for (Cn 3). (Hr 7-) and also for Edward the Confessor's second type. It thus seems 
very likely that here FRIDI is the same man as PRIDEPINE. At London 
a FREDPI14E is also known in the same type as FREDI. Whether these 
forms above represent a true hypocXoristic name is uncertain. Names 
ending in 
-t are rarely found at this period and in fact ON names with 
this ending are usually assimilated into the OD nanirr-patterr by being 
given an 
-& pki41PR 
(see Gauti, 
-Toki) or else appear ending inja 
(see 
Borstir-c: ý, UN'-13-! jr-sti). It seems to me more likely that these forms are 
abbreviations for the particular purpose of the coin-legends, rather 
than that they represent an independent name. 
Prithk2l_lr 
York FRIDCOL On 1-3)SCBI 
ON *Frithkollr; probably an Anglo-Scandinavian formation since the name 
is not found in Scandinavian sources. For these formations in 
-kollr 
at the York mint see above, tretakollr. 
I [Frithumund OB: Honeyers c. 973-1016)Winchester 269] 
Frithuwine 
London FREDPINE (Cn 1)SCBI 
Steyning FREDEPINE (Cn 3)SCBI 
FRIDEPIM On 3)SCBI, (lir 2)BEH 
FRDIPINE (Cr, 3)SCBI 
OE Frithirs Freothu-wineý Searle 249, Campbell§§ 212-3- 
For OE eo >& see S 709 >. I § 73. For loss of 31 or reduction to e 
see 
[Frostulfr ON: r Moneyers C. 973-1016? Tork 2291 
[FuRolta ON: Moneyers c. 973-1016 Thetford 2441 
G7irvulf 
Worcester GARVLF (Cn 1)BEH 
BER under Winchester but I read PIH rather than PIN. The style is that 
of Cheater and a GARVLF strikes at 'Worcester in Athelred's last type. 
OE G7Zrwulf Searle 254 
For loss of X see 
§ 83- 
6ioneyers 
c. 973-1016 Worcester 222] 
116 
Gauti 
London COVTA (Cn 2)SCBI 
This reading is given at SCBI 14 2286; the same reverse die appears 
as LOVTA at SCBI 14 3089. The coin in BEH (2270) given as EDVTA 
corresponds in other details and is likely to be the same the again. 
ON Gauti a short form of names in Gaut- or an original- byname 
'man from Gautland'. Found in all Scandinavian countries but partic- 
ularly frequent in East Scandinavian. PNDB 2581 SPLY 98. 
For representation of ON au seel 62. For the use of C for E see 
96; for ON names ending in -Tsee § 32. 
Geirfinnr ON: 
ýIoneyers 
0-973-1016 Lincoln 235] 
Geirleifr (? ) 
Ipswich GCERLAF (Cn 2)SCBI 
This the is read in SGBI (13 993) as GCRLAF but the true reading is 
given in BEH as above. Only the one die is known with this name. 
Possibly OWN Geirleifr, OEN Gerlef Lind 314, DGP 356, with a die- 
cutter's blundering at the beginning and anglicisation to OE -lZf 
in the second element. 
Kfa OE: f Moneyers C-973-1016 
1 
Lincoln 234] 
Gillacrist 
Chester CILLE or perhaps CILLII) (Hr 2)BEH 
CILLI 
ýHr 
2)SCBI 
CILLECRIST (HCn 2)SOBI 
GILACRIS (Hr 1)SCBI 
GILLACRIS (Hr 1)SCBI 
OIr Gillacrist laervant of Christ'. The Chester moneyer appears to 
be the only instance of this name in England in the Anglo-Saxon period (Searle 258) though Searle and PNDB have numerous examples of MIlp- 
used with saints' names to form personal. names in this way (Gille- 
patric 
-andraisj-ýmjcelj -bride). All the DB examples come from 
Yorkshire, and Searle quotes a further example from Symeon of Durham 
specifically as 'a Northumbrian'. An earlier Chester moneyer GILLYS, 
GILLIS (see SCBI Index for reigns and types) is explained by Dolley 
BNJ 1967 as *Gilla-isup 'servant of Jesus'. The short forms CILLE, 
CILLI given above are more likely to be abbreviati-, ns of Gillacrist 
than independent names. 
For the variation between C and G see 
§ 96. 
Go b 2Eý 
Chichester GODA (Hr 2)BEH 
Exeter t, 
- 
GOD (Cn J)SCBI 
2ýJCR 
B 
o'7 
Ilchester (- 
GOD (Cn 1)BEH 
Langport GODAI (Cn 3)SCBI 25 854 
Lincoln GODD (? ) On 3)SCBI 
London <- 
GOD (Cn 3. Hr 1, HCn l)SCBI (HCn 2)BEH 
GODA ýCn 1-3)SCBI 
GODD (Cn 3, Hr 1, HCn l)SCBI 
GOD GOD (Cn 3)SCBI 
Shaftesbury 4- 
GODA (Cn 1-3)SCBI 
Warwick GODA. Hr 2 ýBEH 
GODD 
ý r 
1 BEH 
Winchester GOD (Cn 2)SCBI 
GODA (Cn 3)BEH 
Worcester 4, 
-- 
GOD (Cn 2)SCBI 
GODA (Cn l)SCBI 
The Lincoln coin appears in Mossop, as GODL; an L or I appears to be 
superimposed on the second D, Probably this does not indicate a separ- 
ate moneyer as there is no other evidence for one of the uncompounded 
name at Lincolnp and it may stand for Godri or aodwine who are Lin- 
coln moneyers in the same type. 
At most mints the forms GOD.. GODA appear side-by-side so obviously 
the same man is indicated by both forms. OR G6d., GZ; da PNBB 262-3t OR 
godw 'good' rather than god 'god'. Redin 14 TMis out that the 
coaate Guth- is used as a name-element in ON., but this has a slightly 
different connotation since it is properly a plural (of. PLY 344)- 
The latinisation of the name Godman as BONVS HOMO on a 
cýýiin 
of Edward 
the Mder suggests that the name-element was associated with the 
adjective. If on the other hand Dolley is correct in connecting the 
Edward the Confessor moneyer's name GODLAM with a cult of the Agnus 
Dei the name of the deity must be presentq though perhaps only in fiýU 
specific instance. 
GODGOD is an accidental reduplication. For GODD see § 103- 
GODAN at Ex6ter looks like a weak genitive; if so it is a late relic 
of a practice which though common before Edgar's reform is exception- 
ally rare thereafter. 
Noneyers 
c. 973-101ý Chester 2203 Worcester 222p Budbury 246, 
London 252, Cricklade 257s 'Gothaburh' 262, Exeter 2639 Lydford 
264, Totnes do., Ilchester 266, Cadbury do. p Shaftesbury 267. ] 
GocTbeorht or GocTbert 
0 Exeter GODBRTf On 2)SCBI 
The form of the second element suggests that this might be an OE 
*, Goclbeorht but(the)evidence for this name is lacking. Searle 260 
gives two examples but one is a Lombardic king for whom Godbeorht 
is merely an anglicisation of CG GodeDert. The other is' a moneyer 
of William I quoted as Goclbriht from, ý-udingj which I have been unable 
to trace. The cognate name Godbert, Godabert is common in CG 
sources, cf. Norlet ill, and this may be the 95 name with anglicis- 
ation of the second element. 
Godcild 
Watchet GODCILD On 3)SCBI, (HCn 1)BEH, (HCn 2)Sigsarve find, 
Hejde parish, Gotland. 
GODCILDD (Hr 2)SCBI 
GOTCIL (Cn l)SCBI 
GOTCILD (Cn 1-2)SCBI, (Hr I)BEH 
Godcild took over from Hunwine as sole Watchet moneyer in Cnut's 
first typep and the name appears there in every issue for the next 
thirty-five years; see Blackburn BNJ XLIV. 
The name is only otherwise known in OE as the name of a serf 
in a manumission from Devon c. 970, RM 1247. 
--ýcild is rare as a 
second element but is found in Meoftild, after 1035 Essex and 
Suffolk N-NDIP 311, and Wuncild in another manumission from Devon 
c. 970p BCS 1253. A curious form Windecild is quoted in BXC as 
the name of an Edward the Confessor moneyer but it appears w thout 
a mint-name and italicised to indicate that the coin is not in the 
British Museum collection. This form is almost certainly a misread- 
ing of some other name. Cild alone appears as an uncompounded name 
as a moneyer of Edward the Confessor at the Bedwyn mint and of 
William I at Marlborough. 
All the known names in 
-cild are fairly late and have arr approv- 
ing lexical meaning. They may have originated as complete nickname- 
type formations rather than as compounds of name-elements. In this 
case the meaning would probably be 'good child'; cf. Yvelcild, by- 
name, Tengvik 358. 'Godchild' is unlikely since cild in OE is used 
mainly to denote a young person, whilst the sense of relationship 
is denoted by bearn; see BRck, Synonyms for Child. Boy. Girl in Old 
EnRlish 
.-, 
For Got- in place of God- see § 87; for the doubling of letters 
see 
ý 103. 
Godeira 
London GODCIRA (Cn 2)BEH 
This obscure form is probably an error for Godera. see Godhere, 
whichis a well-attested London moneyer; 
_%ýMughout Cnut's reign. Alternatively it may be a confusion of G3dric. The coin is of 
normal English fabric and is not suspected of being a Scandinavian 
imitation. 
flý 
LGUddes OE: 
ýoneyers 
c. 973-1016 
) 
Stamford 2371 
Godf rid 
Lewes 
GODEFUD (Cn 2-3) SCBI 
GODEFRD (Cn 1)BEH 
CG Godfridp Godefridv Forssner 118, Morlet 112. OE names in 
-ýLerth, 
-frith have influenced the second element. 
Cc -I Moneyers c. 973-1016 Lewes 262] 
G'6dhere 
London <-- 
GODDERE (Cn 2)SCBI 
GODERE On 1-3)SCBI 
GODREE tCn 2)SCBI 
GOERE (Cn 3)SCBI 
Maldon GODERE (Cn 2)BEH 
Shrewsbury GODERE (Hr l)SCBI 
OE GB'dhere PITDB 264. For loss ofh at the beginning of the 
second element see § 101. GOERE may be a haplography for OD. 
For doubling of letters in GODDERE, GODREE see § 103. 
Noneyers 
c. 973-1016 
) Stamford 237, London 252] 
1110 
Go clin 
Lonaon G40DINC (Cn 3)SCBI 
GOINC (Cn 3)SCBI 
York GODfNC (Hr 2)SCBI 
OE G; Z; dinp, PNBD 265., Redin 166. On -ing formations of uncompounded 
names at this period see Branting abdVe. 
For 
-inc see 
ý 97. 
Noneyers c-973-1016'Lincoln 231+v Oxf*ord 256] 
Godiolvwa 
Winchester GODIOLVVA (Cn 2)SCBI 
Completely obscure. 
G6d1l5of 
Huntingdon GODELAD (Cn 2)SCBI 
GODELEOE ýCn 2)SCBI 
GODELEOF ýCn I)BEH, (Cn 2)SGBI 
GODLIOF (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
London GODELBOF (Gn 2)SCB! 
Stamford 4- 
GODELEOF (Cn 1)BEH 
GODELOP ýCn 1 SCBI 
GODLEOF On 1ýSCBI 
The evidence for -17eof as a second element in OE names is slight. It 
occurs in MANLEOF, q. v. as a moneyer's name, but the Cyneleof cited by 
Searle is a mistaken normalisation of Cunleof which is itself a mis- 
reading of'GVNLBOF< ON Gunnleifrp q. v. Cognate compounds Godelief 
Manell 
, 
Manileubus are found in Frankish sources, Morlet 112, -16'74? 
Holm 4-0 comments on the frequency of forms with e between the elements 
as being analogous to the continental names but -Wlso refers to this 
usage in OE. If the -lZof names are OE, they must be late formations 
possibly influenced by the continental names. 
The substitution of -LAD for -1'E; of is not explicable phonologically. 
GODLIOF in (On 1) is on a the of London origin, § 72. 
ýoneyers 0.973-1016'Stamford 237#'Winchcombe 256. ] 
G73 dmany% 
Bristol GODAMAN (Cn 1)13EK 
Canterbury t- 
GODW (Cn 2)BEH 
Dover GODIL"ll (Cii 1)BEII 
Cricklade 
GO[ ýW (Cn 1) SCBI 
Hertford GODIIAN (Hr 2)SCBI 
Huntingdon GODEMAN (Cn 2)BEH 
Lewes GODWAN (Cn 1)SCBI 
GODMM (Cn I)SCBI 
Lewes or Ganterbury? GOWAN On 3)BEH 
London 
-C- 
GODAIM On 3)BEH 
GODMM (Cn 1-3. Hr 1. HCn 2)SCBI 
GODMON kHr 1)BEH 
GOMAN (Cn 3)SCBI 
GOEW (Cn 2) SCBI 
Malmesbury or Maldon 11=1 GODMAN (Hr 2)BEH 
Oxford GODW (Cn 1)BEH Romney GODIL'JI(Cn 3)BEH 
Thetford GODIUN (Cn l)SCBI 
Winchester GODAMAN ýHr 1)SCBI 
GODEMM IiCn 2)BM 
GOIXAAN (HCn 2)SCBI 
York GODMAN (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
At several mints GODMAN9 GODAMANt GODEW appear side-by side., sugg esting 
OE 93amayowith a parasitic vowel joining the elements, § 51, rather than 
J. the CG name Godanan. 9 though some instances may be the CG names ot its influence may have reinforced forms in Goaa-, Gode, ; PNDB"265-6, SGBI 19 
xxxv" 
cxvi. 
BEH has GODMAN in (Cn 3) under Lewes., but I read the mint-signature as 
CE, i. e. Canterbury$ rather than Lewes. 
For the variant 
-mon see 
ý 2. GOM., GCFDMAN are probably errors but cf. ý§ 79., 88 
Noneyers C-973-1010 Hereford 223 $ Gloucester do. 
', Lincoln 234, 
Thetford 244., London 2529 Cricklaae 257 Canterbury 2599 Dover 260, 
Southampton 268, Winchester 270] 
GýFdjc, 
Bedford 
GODRIC (Cn 1)SCBI 
Bridport. <ý- 
GODRIG (Cn I)SCBI 
Bruton GODRIC (HC-. i 1)SCBI 
GODRICC (HC, i 2)SCBI 
Canterbury <- 
GODRIC (Cn 1*2)SCBI9-(HCn 2)BEH 
12-9- 
I 
Chester ', ýodriq/ (Cn 1) SCBI 5 X=v 
Chichester GODRIC (Hr 2)BEH 
Colchester k- 
COMIC (Cn 3)SCBI 
GODRI (Cn l)SCBI 
GODRIC On 1-3,, Hr l)SCBIq (Hr 2)BEH 
GORIC (Hr 2)SCBI 
Derby GODDIC (Hr 2)BEH 
GODRIC ýHr 2)BEH 
GODRIC HCn 2)BEH 
-4 
Gloucester GODRIC (Cn 1-J., Hr 2)SCBI, (HOn 1)BEH, (HCn 2)SCBI 
GODRICC ( Cn 2 SCBI 
-4 
Huntingdon GODRIC (Cn 1)BM 
Ilchester GODDRIC (Hr 2)BEH 
GODRIC On 3)BEHs (HCn 2)SCBI 
GODRICC (HCn 2)BM 
Lincoln GOMI (Cn 3)SCBI 
GODRIC (Cn 1)SCBI 25 633, (Cn 2-3, Hr 1-2, HCn 2)SCBI 
GODRIIC ý? ') (Hr l)SCBI 
GOOMIC Cn 3) SCBL 
-4 
GODRIC SPOT or SPOT (Cn 3)SCBI 
London 4- 
GODRC (Cn I)SCBI 
GODRIC (Cn 1-3)SOBI; ' 
GODRICC ýCn 2 Hr 1/2, 
GODRICI Cn 2 SCBI 
GOOMIC (Cn 3ýSCBI 
GOTRIC (Cn 2)SCBI 
GOTRC (Cn 2)BEH 
(Hr 1 BEH., (Hr 2)SCBlp. (HCn I/Hr 2)BEH 
Hr 2ýSCBI 
GODRIC CAL (HCn 2)SCBI 
GODRIG CALIC (HCn 2)SCBI 
GODRIIC CALIC (HCn 2)SCBI 
-4- 
Lydf orcl Z-- 
GODRIC (Cn 1) SCBI 
Lympne GODRIC (Cn 3)BEH 
Northampton GODRIC (Cn 22 HCn 2)SCBI 
GOMICC (Hr I)SCBI 
Romney GODRIC (Cn 2)SCBI 
Stamford GODRIC (Cn 1-3, Hr 1)SCBI (Hr 2, HQn 1)BEH, (HCn 2)SCBI 
GODRIIC (Cn 1)SCBI, (Hr 25BEH 
123 
Warwick GODRIC (Cn J)SCBI 
GOLBIC (Cn 1)SCBI 
BEH 3745 GODRIC (Cn 3) recorded for Winchester is in fact a 
reverse die-duplicate of BEE 2409 GODINC, London. 
OE 11odrrd PNDII 266-9. The name appears with little variation 
in spelling except for errors and the doubling of lettersq for which 
see ý 103. For CALIC see Double Names above pp. 24-30, SPOT do. 
A number of coins which essay the London mint-signature in (Cn 2) 
have the forms COMIC, COTRC. Some of these have been transcribed 
as GOT- but the symbol used in all cases is the round C. Reference 
to the listing of them in BEH p. 273 shows that the obverse legends 
of all these coins are highly irregular. BEH 2499 is simply record- 
ed in the obverse column as "barbarous" without any attempt being 
made to classify the legend which in fact appears to read 
I; LVTE+UIRO. Several of the other obverse legends contain + for the 
usual X in REX and intrusive X and L (from the reverse legend LVND? ) 
One die reads RU ANG but none of the others continues after the, 
ambiguous RU (etc. )A. The mint-signatures in this group are unusual 
but not illegible, are characterised frequently by retrograde Ns, and 
forms with I such as LVIIDIN, LVNDNI. A large number of different dies 
is used for this group; the weight of the coins is rather low for 
its type in all cases. One would hesitate to assign this group with 
any certainty to Cnut's Danish coinage since so far no die-links 
from it into the known Danish series have been discovered, but the 
use of I in the mint-signature is not incompatible with the mint at 
Lund (usually LVDI) and the COMIC coins certainly do not seem to 
have been the official work of the London mint. 
Noneyers 
c. 973-1010 Stafford 221, Stamford 237, Cambridge 245, 
Bedford 246, Ipswich 2479 Colchester do., London 252, South- 
wark 258, Canterbury 259, Lympne 260, Lydford 264, Bridport 
2651 
G2--d s lat 
London GODISIGE (Ilr 2)BEH 
GODSII (Hr 2)BEH 
OE *Godsige (? ). These coins are the only evidence for the existence 
of this compound in OE though both elements are well attested in 
other compounds. Although there is no reason why this name should 
not exist it may well in this context be an error for Goldsige, 'Ui, ý name 
--o; a London moneyer in this type. 
Godsun-n 
Cambridge GODESVNE (RCn 2)SCBI 
_4 
U4- 
Canterbury(? ) GODSVNV (HCn 2)BEH 
The BEH coin appears to read ON CENT but Godsunu is not otherwise 
known as a Canterbury moneyer, whwreas at Cambridge he strikes 
Edward the Confessor's first four types, in addition to the Hartha- 
cnut type cited above. 
OE G5'dsunu is rare; the only other instances are of a London 
moneyer of Edward the Confessor, and in a charter of 1043, KCD 767, 
Sawyer Analo-Saxon Charters 999. Compounds in 
-sunu appear to be 
late; B-lacsune- (etc. ), Brunesune, MansynU are first found in DB, and 
_Leofsunu, 
the commonest of these names, appears first c. 960 in a 
progress of lands ift the poEsepsion of the abbey of Rochester KCD 
l2e3 
For the parasitic vowel between elements in Godesune see § 51; for 
the reduction of the final vowel of sunu-) 
_t see 
T 40.. 
rodgg- 
Lewes GoDpI (Cn 1)BEH s. Leicester 
London GODPI (Cn 1)SCBI 
GODPIIE (Er 2)BEH 
The Lewes coin is of southeastern style, and the mint-signature 
is LEE. The second London form may possibly stand for GodwinetVt&A%'. re_ 
a London moneyer in the same type. 
OE G-odw! R PNDB 269. For the development of OE 
_yiS > _-wi and other 
alternative spellings Bee § 98. 
Godlrin. r, 
Bedford GODPINE (Cn 1)SCBI 
Cambridge GODPINE (Cn 1)BEH, (HCn 2)SCBI 
Canterbury <- 
I 
GODPINE (Cn 2-3)BEH 
Chester GoDpINE (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
Cricklade, GODPINE (Cn 2)BEH 
Dorchester GODPINE (Hr 2 SCBI, (HCn 2)BEH 
GOVPINE (Hr 2ýSCBI 
EONPNE (Hr 2)BEH 119, read there as EONRED, is probablY 
intended for this moneyer's name 
125 
Exeter *-- 
- 
GODPINE (Cn 1)SOBI, (HOn 2)BEH 
Gloucester 4-L 
GODPIN (Cn 1)SCBI 
GODPINE (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
Ilchester GODPINE (Cn 1)SOBI 
Langport GODPINE (Cn 1)BEH s. Lancaster, see Carlyon-Britton 
BNJ. VI 
Lincoln GODPINE-(Cn 1-2)SCBI, On 3)BEH, (Hr 2)Gardel find, 
Stenkirka parishp qotland 
London 4-- 
GODPINE (Cn 1-3, Hr 1-2, On 2)SCBI 
GOPDINE (Hr 2)SCBI 
GODPINEE (Hr 2)BEH 
GOPINE (Hr 2)SOBI 
GODPIN STEPER (Hr I)BEH 
GODPINE STEPE (Hr 1)SCBI 
Maldon GODPINE (Cn 1)BM 
Milborne Port GODPINE (Cn 2)BEH 8, Xylton, see Carlyoh-Britton 
BKJ VI and NC 1956 
Norwich GODPINE (Cn 1)SCBI 
12 & 
Oxford GODPINE (Gn 1-3, Hr I)SCB19 (Hr 2)BEHý (HCn 1-2)SCBI 
GOD? IINE (Hr 2)SCBI 
-i 
Rochester 
GO (Cn 1-3)SCBI, (HCn 1)BEH 
GODpN (Cn 1)SCBI 
GNORINE (Cn 3)BEH is probably intended for this moneyer's name. 
Ro=ey GOD? = (Cn 2, Er 1-2)SCBI 
GODPIINE (Hr 2)SCBI 
Salisbury k- 
GODPINE (Cn 1-3)SCBI 
GODpNE (Cn 1) SCBI 
Shrewsbury GODPIINE (Hr 2)SCBI 
GODPIITE (Cn 1-3., Hri. 1-2)SCBI 
Southwark GODPINE (Cn 2)SCBI 
Stamford 
GODPINC (Hr 2)SCBI 
GODPINE (Cn 1-3, Hr 1-2)SCBI, (HCn 1)BEH, (HCn 2)SCBI 
GODPNE (Cn 2)SCBI, (Hr 2)BEH 
GON91NE (Cn 2)SCBI 
Thetford GODYINE (HCn 2)BEH 
'Wallingford GODPINE (Cn 3) SCBI 
Warwick GOD? INE (Cn 2-3)BEH 
Vinchester k- 
GODpIINE (Hr 2)BEH 
GODPINE (Cn 1)BEH, (Cn 2-3)SCBI, (Hr 2)BEH3 (HCn 1-2)SCBI 
CopINE (Hr 2)BEHq (HCn 2)BM 
GOI)PINE CA (Cn 3)SCBI 
GODPINE CAS (Cn 3)SCBI 
GODPINE CE (Hr I)BEH 
GO INE CEO (HCn I ýMi 
G INE CEOC (Cn 3 SCBI, (Hr 1)BEH OT 
GODpINE CEOCA ')SCBI, (HCn 2)BEH 
PINE COK (H. GOD SCBI 
ýINE CAOC (Cn 3 SCBI 
GODPINE VIDI (Hr 1)SCBI 
GoDpINE fIDIA (HCn 2)SCBI 
GoDpINE ? IDII ýCn 3)SCBI 
GOI)PINE pVDI (HOn 1)SCBI 
At Thetford two of the dies used are coupled with very blundered tCnut' 
obverses, BEH Cnut 3503-4, but BEH Harthaenut 187 is of normal English 
vork, 
OE GZdwine PNDB 269. Most- of the variation in spelling is due to omissions, 
accidental Transposition, doubling of letters, see § 103P and the curiously frequent error of N for D9 see § 89. GODVJN may show the loss of unstressed, - final e noted in § 21. 
? or the double names CAS, CBOCAv PIDIA see T)p24-30above. 
&oneyers 
c. 973-10161 Gloucester 2239.. Lincoln 234, ' Stamford 237, Derby 239 
12-7 
Thetford 244p Cambridge 2459 Ipsvýlch 247, Colchester do., London 2529 
Southwark 258, Rochester 259, Canterbury do., Dover 2rO, Cissbury 2ý2, 
Exeter 263,, Lydford 264, Totnes do.., Wilton 267, 'Warminster do.., Sal- 
isbury 267, Winchester 2701 
Goj_da 
Axbricige GOLDA (HCn l)BMG 
BMC gives this coin to Exeter, but see Mmore Jones BNJ XXX. 
OE Golda,, PNM 273 and Redin 49, but probably an abbreviation for 
Goldcyt q. v. 
Go 1 d0y-t a 
Axbrid. ge GOLDCTTA (HCn 1)BMC 
See Golda above for the mint- at tributi on. BMC and Searle normalise 
this to olde-vtel without comment, and Bj8rkman in Nordische Person- 
ennamen takes the B11C form as evidence of a hybrid "dessen erstes 
Glied englisch und dessen zweites Glied nordisch ist. " No other 
instances of *Goldoytel are recorded and such hybrids are rare. Cyta 
however is the OE bird name lkiteý buzzard' and a very similar com- 
pound is found in the moneyer's name Goldhavoc who strikes in the 
Tealby coinage of Henry II; see SCBI Index of Personal Names. 
Gol dsige 
Lonclon 4OLDBIE (Hr 2)BEH 
GOLD31GE (Hr .L HCn 2)SCBI 
GOLD3IIG (Hr '2ýSCBI 
GOLSIGE (Hr 2)SCBI 
GOLSIIdE (Hr 2)SCBI 
GOLSII (Hr 2)BEH 
GOLTSIG (Hr 2)SCBI 
GOLTSIGE (Hr 2p HCn 2)SCBI 
GOLTSII (Hr 2)BEH 
GOLTSIIGE (Hr 2)SCBI 
GOOLTSIG (Hr 2)BEH 
GOLDOSIGE (HCn 2)BEH 
OE *Goldsige, j recorded in Searle only for this moneyer's name but 
both elements are known -in other OE names. For GOLT- see § 87; f or 
loss of medial dS 79. For spelling variations in -A-iZe- see § 98. 
BEH Harold 393 ýecords this moneyer for Lincoln; Mossop however 
does not. include this coin in his corpus and the reverse in fact is 
not very legible. It is probably a duplicate of Harold 643 and 
a coin of the London mint. 
Gol dstan 
Salisbury GCLD3TAN (HCn 1)SOBI 
Wilton GOLDSTAN (Hr l)SCBI 
GOLSAN (Hr 2)SCBI 
GODAN (Hr 2)BEH probably stands for this moneyer 
Iva 
BEH 994 which reads GODAN is a coin with irregularities other 
than the 
spelling of the moneyer's name: 
the obverse legend is ind,, -cipherable and 
the cross of the reverse legend is placed at 
the end of the fourth 
quarter instead of at the beginning of 
the f irst. The dies may be of local 
or unofficial manufacture. 
OB Goldstan 
, 
UM 273. For GOLSAN seeý 79 but the omission of the T of 
-stan may be an error. 
-Illoneyers c. 973-10leLewes 
261] 
Goldus 
Salisbury 4- 
GOLDVS (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
Redin 49 suggests that this is either a latinisation of OE Golda., q. v. , 
or an unrecorded OE name *Goldhus or Goldhyse Latinisation of names on 
, 
Anglo-Saxon coins of this Teriod is exceptionally rare, occuning onlys'"d 
there questionablyp in'? INV3 under Cnut at Crewkerne. 
')Wilton 267, ["koneyers c-973-1016 Salisbury 268] 
4,1 [Goldwine OE- Moneyers c. 973-1016 London 252, Rochester 259P Canterbury do. ] 
GOTCILD, GOTRIC see G; dcild, Godric. GOI)MAN see GFdmantj 
Gotsalin 
Ipswich GOTS. ALIN. (Cn 2)SCBI 
CG Gauzelinus, 
I 
Morlet 106-7, an extendýdlypocyorism from names in Gaut-. 4 
Graric 
Thetford GRARIC (lir 2) Carson Thetford, ex Lockett 
Obscure; possibly an error for Eadric, wh; chis a Thetford moneyer, 3 nuyte.. 
Grim C- ambridge, GRIM (, Cn. 2)ýM 
London e 
GRIM On 1,3)SCBI 
Norwich GRIM (Cn K)SCBI 
Shrewsbury GRIM (Cn 1)SCBI 
There seems no reason from their appearance to exclude the London coins 
cited above from the English series, but the name also appears on a BEII 
coin (2508 and plate 8) which combines a (Cn 2) reverse with a crowned buBt obverse instead of the usual pointed helmet. The legend of this 
reverse is GRIM ON LVNDI and Hauberg gives the coin to Lund (P-113 and 
plate II no 11). There is no doubt that the coin is Scandinavian since 
the obverse the was used with a Small Cross reverse reading UVRCIL ON LVDI 
17-9 
(Iiauberg P-113 and plate II no 9) and LVDI coins are invariably from 
Lund in SkEne. 
ON G4mrp very common in England and found in both East and West Scandin- 
avian sources (Lind 359-60, DGE 395) but more common in Norwegian and ""I' 
Icelandic* Ot-iginally a by-name of Odin in disguise, SPLY 107. 
Earlier examples of the name on Anglo-Saxon coins of ta_dFed and St. Rdmund, 
especially the latterg are more likely to be CG Grimo Morlet 116. SCBI 
9 transcribes the (Cn 1) London coin as Grimo but this is probably a mis- 
division of the legend* I 
51oneyers C-973-1016 1 Lincoln 235, Stamfprd 238, Thetford 244, Bedford 246] 
GZvik, etill 
Lincoln GRIMCEITL (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
GRIVCLTL (Gn 2)SCBI 
GRIIICYTEL (Cn 2)SCBI 
ON gZjLftetil 9 SPLY 107-8., found in both East and West Scandinavýan sourcess 
Lind 358-9s DGP 397. For the representation of ON 
-ketill see ý 24 
Grfmulfr. 
Yoric GIMUF (Cn 3)SCBI 
GRIMOLF n 2)SCBI 
GRI MY 
ýCCn 
3,, Hr 1-2., HCn 2)SCBI 
GRMVLF (Hr 2)SCBI 
-1 
ON G4mulfr. PNM 275-6, NPN 52, Lin" 361 
, 
DGP 397-8; found in both 
East and West Scandinavian sources. For the variation-olfLulf see ý 4ý 
ON: Moneyers 0.973-1016 Lincoln 2351 
GunnaM ON: CMoneyers c. 973-1016) Derby 240] 
Gunnhvatr 
York GVNHPAT (Cn 1)SOBI 
e, 
-- 
? This name is found in the same form at York C-991-97. 
ON Gunnhvatr.., rare and late in Scandinavian sources except for an 
example from a Swedish runestone, Lind 411., DGP 408. 
[LunI4 ON: Moneyers c-973-1616 Bedford 246) 
Gunnl- 
. 
Eof, Gunnleifr 
Chester 
CVNLBOF ýCh I)BEH 
GVNLEOF Cn 1.3)SCBI 
The Ethelred f orms are also 
-LEOP) suggesting an Anglo-Scandinavian hybrid ON Gunn- + OE 
-I: eof., but ON Gunnleifr is knovým and the moneyer's name may 
be an. anglicisation of this. The form Gunleif is found in a 13th cent. 
lao 5 
ji st in LVD. 
(LuMaiLe) 
Dover GVNSIG (Cn 2)BEH is more likely for CYNSIG ; see Cynsige. ý 
Dover moneyer at this time. 
Gunnulfr ON: york GVNNVLF 
(Edward the Martyr) SCBI Index 
Gvldvq: Lne 
Canterbury CYLDEVIVTE (Hr 2)SCBI 
GCYLDEPIVE (HCn 2)SCBI 
GYLDElpINE (Hr 2)SCBI 
C, ALDEpILrE(Hr 1)BEH 
The first three letters of the last f orm appear to be upside-down, thus: 
(%rana may = GYL. 
The forms in which this name appears 
(cf. also GELDEPM (Edward the Confessor 
BEH Type S in SCBI, GILDEVINE ibid. BEH Type Ao BMC P-347) suggest OE 
gield gyldllpayment'. This appears as a second element in EADGILD(Ethel- 
stan)SCBI which is likely to be OE; IDEODGELD/-GnD/-GYLD (Lincolns Ethelred) 
is less certain. Holm, 43, also cites Ingeld Feolageldý Wingeld 'Apart 
from the Canterbury moneye: ý however, there are no examples of Giela- etc. 
used as a primary element in OEI whereas its cognate is frequently found 
in this position in Continental names: cf. Gild- Morlet 109s especially 
Gildoinus. Gelduinustand also Galdoinus in connection with the BEH coin 
cited above and CALDEVM at Lewes 7cf. Caldwin? ) 
Gyllis OIr: Moneyers c. 973-1016 Heref 6rd 2231 
Hm rra 
Exeter MRRA (Hr I. HCn 1)BER 
Redin regards this as an uncompounded name derived from the OE appellative 
.--, 
hmrra? Ilords master' but this is the only example of the name in 
OE. Cf. the 6ry common Frisian name Harre Herre DGP 477-89 554; this may 
be a borrowing with OE m for GG pjL of M&rtin < Martinus in SCBI Index. 
r Haf iz ON: Moneyers c. 973-1016 Lincoln 235] 
I Hartheknu'tr 
Lincoln CNVT (Cn 3)BMC 330 
IJEREECNVT (Cn 3 SCBI 
HARDACNVT ýHr I SCBI 
HARI)ECNVT ýHr 1 SCBi 
York REARDBCNVT (Cn BEH Type A) 
The York coin is problematical, It belongs to the type which copies 
Ethelred's last type except for the king's name which is given as Cnut. 
V: ý I 
It reproduces perfectly the York style of the Ethelred type and the 
legends are clear and not blundered in any way but it is die-linked with 
some very curious coins (Lyon et al. die-chain D) including two of very 
poor fabric but impossibly high weight for the English serieF--, Ihich mule 
Quatrefoil obverses with Small Cross reverses and bear meaniheess legends 
LOHFM 110 LENA and LOR? MF N70 TAF* It therefore seems most likely that 
the 'York' coin must belong to an imitative series but it is strange that 
this coin,, supposed by Lyon to have been struck in Scandinavia,, anglicises 
the first element of the moneyer's name,, although perhaps by false etymology., 
and uses a diphthong characteristic of OE rather than of the Scandinavian 
languages. The Small, Gross reverse with HEARDECNVT may originally have 
been made in England for use in Ethelred's Last Small Gross issue and 
subsequently exported or purloined, but no true coins of this type are 
extant. 
The name is found in two instances other than the name of the king and 
the moneyer in sources for the OE period. In DB a Hardecnot liber homo 
appears in Suffolk TRE and a Hardecnut is one of the Lincoln lagemen, who 
may possibly be the same man as the moneyer. The adoption of the name in 
England does not appear to be consequent on the naming of the prince. The 
Lincoln moneyer uses at least four reverse dies in On 3)9 suggesting he 
did not take up his post at the vex-: ý end of the reign. If he had been born 
after the prince he must have been a moneyer in his early teens. It is not 
of course impossible that he shouýý/assumeAtha name in later life. 
The dies which read CNVT are coupled with the same obverse dies as were 
used to strike coins reading IIER3DECNVT. This interchangeability of the two 
forms is paralleled by-kifig Harthaenut's style on his own coinaget see 
above P. V7 
- 
The name seems to have originated in Denmark with an earlier king 
Hardecnut Vurm, DGP 480. Manuscript sources as well as the coins testify 
that Hartha- is an epithet and the simplex name Cnut could be used of 
the same person. For both the Danishkings forms in"H8rtha- 2 119rtha- . Hortha- appear alongside the Hartha- forms. Although there is-vob-viously 
a tendency to interpret the epithet as the adjective 'hardly shown in the 
'York' die-cutter's HEARD and the latinisations Darus Austerusy the forms 
in Hdrtha-etc. can be explained by the passage in Sven Aggeson's 
-'Brevis 
Historia Regium Dacie- c. 1185: "Canutus quem cognomine Durum nominabant, 
non quod austerus vel crudelis extiterit, q verum. inde sortitus nomen quod 
provintie nomen extiterit ex qua natalem duxit originem". 
Although there are exai4ples of bynames where Hortha- represents a 
connection with Horthaland in llorwa3ý (see Arwid Jbhansson 
, 
keta Philologica 
Scandinavica IX P-32) it is stated in Flatevjarh& 1 98 that the earlier Danish king was born in H8rd in Jutlands now Harsyssel. Cnut the Great's 
son may have been born in Denmark but 
, 
this is less likely for the Lincoln 
moneyer and the Suffolk tenant; the name probably existed in Anglo-Danish tradition at this time as the name of an ancient king but although the 
prefix was still separable it was losing its lexical significance. 
. 
H; 7qhvnllf OE: 'Moneyers C-973-1016 
) 
London 252, Southwark 258, Chichester 268, 
LWinch er 270] 
ý-erebeorht OE: ( Moneyers c-973-lol6 ) Lewes 261] % 
erewine OE: 
(Moneyers 
0.973-1016)Thetford 2441 
erewulf OE: 'moneyer3 0-973-1016 1 London 2522 Winchestdr 2701 
132 
Hild OE or ON?: 'Moneyers C-973-1010 Stamford 237] 
Hil dre d 
York HILDRED (Cn 1) SCBI 
The Quatrefoil coins at SCBI 13 737-8 and BEH 666-79 along with any die- 
duplicates?, may be English although their style is anomalous for York. 
Jkll the known 
dies attributed to a moneyer Hildred at Cricklade (and 
also BEH 665 s, York but recte mint-signed CRj rev = BEH 252) belong to an 
imitative series illustrated as Lyon et al die-chain Gp where the are y 
shown to die-link with coins of barbarous style and legendsm and false mules. 
OF, *Hilarecl_, known only from the moneyer's name. 
LEIIAýý-iie OE: tMoneyers c-973-1016ýBath 25ý] 
Hildulf r 
Lincoln HILDVLF (HCn 1)BEH 
York i- 
HILDOLF ýCn 1-2)SOBI 
HILDVLF ý Cn 3) SCBI 
HLDVLF (Cn 3)SCBI 
ON Hilclulfrý known from ýoth East and West Scandinavian sources. For the 
variation 
-olf, /-ulf see S 43. 
toneyers 0.973-10le York 2291 
Holeman 
Loncion HOLEW (Cn I)SCBI 
This reading seems preferable to Hildebrand's of the same the as MOIMUX. 
Only one the with this name is known. The origin of the first element is 
problematical. Reaney gives the derivation of the modern surname Holman 
as local, 'man who lives in a hollow' and it is possible that the moneyer's 
name is an original byname, OE *Holman with the same meaning. 
An element Holm- 'island' is found in East Scandinavian compounds, DGP 
570-75 and in England appears in Holmehetill, Holchetel in DB. An Anglo- 
Scandinavian*Holn-mann could be sýich a CUM-Poiln-F, -Or-a te tively original 'I rn a an byname 'man from the island'. 
Also possible is the element Hold- ) which though not certainly evidenced in OE is found in CG names an in a compound ýEHO_ldman d would be lost as 
the mid consonant in a group of three, 79. Whatev'er the first element, 
the e would appear to be parasitic, see 51. 
Hrafn 
York REFEN On 3)SCBI 
ON Hrafn 'raven' p common in Iceland as a personal-nam6, Lind 564-5 and founds though mainly as a bynames in East Scandinavian, DGP 1 1130* 11 857-8. 
133 
The form here shows identification with the OE noun rr. -fn,. 
lirm L, Noneyers c. 973-101iLincoln 2351 
Hrinp-vulf 
Norwich RICNVL'F (Cn 2)SCBI 
RICNUFV (Cn 1)SCBI 
RINCVLF (Cn 2, On 2)BEH (HCn BEH Type Ha)SCBI 
RINVLF (HCn 2, HCn BEH Type Ha)SCBI 
BEH Harthacnut Type Ha is ostensibly Harold's second type (Tieur- 
de-lis) in the name of Harthacnut. Lyon et al. and van der Neer's 
Corrections include this amongst the minor- an-'omalous types of 
Harthaenut which are to be removed to Harthacnut's coinage in Denmark. 
Lyon et al. imply in their listing that all -the Harthaenut Ha 
coins were transferred to the Danish series by Hauberg, but in fact 
he made an exception of the Norwich Rin(c)ulf pennies, and Seaby 
accepts the Norwich coins of this type in his sequence of English 
issues 1030-1050 as a true transitional emission between the end 
of Harold's reign and the beginning of Harthacnut's reign as sole 
king. 
OE Hrinp-vulf PNDB 293. For unvoicing of. & see§ 97. Loss of 
.& 
in RINVLF may be due to simple omission; otherwise it could pro- 
vide a pre-Conquest example of a loss which has in most cases been 
attributed to Anglo-Norman sound-substitution, cf. PNDB § 81. 
For loss of w see § 83. 
Euna, Hunna 
Exeter HVI411I (Cn 3)SCBI 
Halmesbury HVNA (Cn 3)BEH 
HVNITA (Cn 2-3)SCBI, (Hr 1, Hr 2 s. Exeter, HCn 1)BEH (HCn 2)SCBI 
The Exeter coin is problematical and HVNITI does not appear as an 
Exeter moneyer in Stewart's introduction to Brettel. The mint- 
signature appears to be ON ITEACK or 01411 EACH. There is a clear 
C with an upper hbrizontal stroke on the SCBI coin, but the 
final M is irreconcilable with Exeter and it would seem better 
to attribute the coin to Malmesbury along with the other coins 
in this moneyer's name. 
OE H7ma, Redin 07, though HVITNI would suggest ON H4ni, SPLT 
145, if the evidence of this blundered coin is of any value-. 
[Huniga UE: t Moneyers c. 973-1016 
) 
Barnataple 265] 
ý [Ilundulfr ON: 
( Moneyers c-973-1016)York 229 
1 Lir 
Mmana 
Exeter RVIMMAN (Hr 1)SCBI 
HVENJV (Cn 3)SCBI 
Southwark HVNFZLIN (Cn 1)BEH 
OE 5inmann PITDB 296. For the parasitic connecting vowel Bee § 51. 
LETnst'a-n OE: t Moneyers C. 973-1016 
) Cambridge 2451 
Hunwine 
Axbridge IMMPIITE (Cn 1)SCBI 
Exeter <- 
HVHEpIlTE (Cn J)SCBI 
Lydford HV[ ]HE (Cn J)BEH a. London 
WIVE (Cn 2)BEH do. 
Watchet 
HVNEpINE (Cn I)BEH 
Yor the attribution of the BEH "London" coins see BNJ MY 67. 
OE Hrinwine PIMB 296. For the parasitic connecting vowel see 
51 
ýNoneyers 
c-973-1016)Exeter 2639 Totnes 264P Watchet 265P Ilches- 
ter 266] 
Hwestman 
Bridport lipATERAN (HCn J)BEH s. Bridgenorth 
Dorchester HPA7AW Hr 2)SCBI 
IIPATEKAX 
Mn 
'. ))SCBI 
Iss 
Norwich 4: 
- 
HAMAN ýCn 2)SCBI 
HATIMIAN ýCn 1)SGBI 
HATMAN (Cn 1) SCBI 
HVTATEMAN (Cn 1)SCBI 
HPATAMAN (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
Hf)ATMAN (Cn 2)SCBI 
TATEMAN (Cn 2)SGBI 
OE HwetmannMB 297. For initial hw see § 99., for te 11. For parasitic 
a., R. betwerA elements see § 51. 
toneyers 
0-97ý-1016)Norwich 242] 
Dýs=e OE: ýoneyers 0.973-1016) Warwick 221] 
, 
tnuh: L 1 
_'London' 
but.. more probably Lund ILVHL (Hr 1/HCn 2) Danish, Hauberg p. 114, 
lohannes 
Lympne IOVNVS (Cn 1)BEH 
The biblical name John first appears on coins in England in the St. Edmund 
series as IOHAWE, in Ethelstan's reign as IOHANN unmintsigned and IOHAN 
at Chichester. The form IOHAN also appears at Exeter for Edward the'Martyr 
and york in -Edgar's last'type 
. 
This hapax coin of Lympne presumao. Ly 
aims at a latinisati,, n of the same name. 
Biblical and saintA! names were not widely current in Anglo-Saxon England 
andwve used mainly amongst ecclesiastics or persons of continental or' in 
some cases Celtic origin. Of all the instances of Iohannes in Searle 319 
apart from the moneyers perhaps one is not an ecclesiastic, Amongst the 
St Edmund moneyers continental names are preponderant; at York continental 
moneyers were active in the early tenth century but the (Edgar týpe vi). 
moneyer's name may rather reflect the Celtic presence there. This Unut 
example at Lympne is more likely to have a continental origin. 
ýoneyers C-973-1016 
) 
Exeter 261+; see SCBI Index for York3 
ONvor OIr Goll: (Moneyers C-973-1016 
1 
York 2311 
Itsteinn 
Lincoln 
GVSTAN (Cn 2 )SCBI 
GVSTIN ýCn 2 )SCBI 
IVSTAN kCn 1-2)SCBI 
IVSTEGEN (Cn 2)SCBI 
IVSTEIN (Cn 2)SCBI 
ON Iosteinn SPLY 158. Frequent in Norway and early in Iceland but soon goes 
out of use i-h-e-r'e*, Lind 655-6. Found as Iusten in a Swedish runic inscriP- 
tion PNDB 301. For forms in Gu- see S 78. 
-stan, f orms show partial 
anglicisation but for -steeen see* § 66 and for -p±jn § 68. 
[Moneyers 
c-973-1016 
1 Lincoln 235] 
t36 
00- iri 
York (- 
IIRE (Cn 2)SCBI 
IRE (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
OVIN IE6 not f ound in Bast., Scandinavian. Lind 656 has 'origin uncertain' 
but see BjBrkman ZEN under Iri and A. H. Smithq English Place-name elements, 
vhere it is tranE71ated as 11r--ishman'. 
ýoneyers c-973-1016) York 2291 
Iric 
London IRIC (Cn 2) SCBI 
Iric is also found in DB a= 299; Feilitzen takes it to be af orm of YriTý') 
which is used to represent ON Eir? kr in ASC and OE charters. The relation'- 
ship between Iric Yrik and ON R=rkir is problematical. Bjbrkman M 35 
accepts a derivation from an ON *Yrfkr but Feilitzen points out that there 
is no evidence for such a name in Scandinavian sources and, prefers an ON 
.! 
AFEýýr *Eyrýkr, for which the elements are known. 
R 
senSelcl. CG: 
(Moneyers 
0-973-10le Southampton 268] 
Isengod 
Exeter 
ISBGOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
CG Isengod Isengaud Forssner 166, Morlet 146 
Is ýoneyers 
c-973-1016 Exeter 263] 
Isenwara 
Winchester ISEPARD (HCn 2)BEH 
- 
CG isenwara; Morlet 147-8 Isoaraus, Isewaraus 1, bt gmsAly; aa-errdr.: f9e SCtP40-1. 
_LEaý"g ON: Moneyers c. 973-1016 London 25] /Ketill 
Canterbury CNYTEL (HCn_2 BTA 
CYTEL (Hr 1 2ýBEH 
York 
CMM (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
CETELL On 1-2)SCBI 
CYTEL (HCn 2)BER 
There are presumably two York moneyers with the same name, one beginning to 
strike coins c-991-97 and continuing in every substantive type up to (Cn 2) and the other first appearing in (HCn 2) and striking Edward's first two 
types, 
131 
The form CNYTEL at Canterbury, though formally possible as a distinct 
name, a diminutive of Cnut as suggested by Redin 141, is more likely 
in 
context to be an error for 2ytels perhaps made in confusion with 
the 'king's 
name. 
ON Ketill- Lina 684, DGP 739, common all over Scandinavia and in Nor- 
mandy. First f ound in Engla d on a Foin of Edwig 
(955-59) in the Angli- a 
cised f orm CYTEL; for thib fUm aee % 24. 
loneyers C-973-1016 
1 York 229, Exeter 2631 
[ýetilbAgn ONIoneyers c-973-1016 York 229,, Lincoln 2351 
[Ln i ON: t Moneyers C-973-1010 Stamford 239] LU 
Kolbeinn 
Chester COLBEINN (HCn 2)BM 
ON Kb1beinn, co=oner in Norway and Iceland than in the East Scandinavian 
area; SPLY 177, Lind 701-2, DGP 805-6 
Lincoln COGRIM (Hr 1)SCBI 
COLGRIM (Cn 2-3)SCBI, (Hr 1)BEH, (Hr 2, HCn 2)SCBI 
COLGRM ýCn 31SCBI 
COLRIIA Cn 3 SCBI 
CONGRIM, (Cn ý)SCBI 
CONRIN (Hr 1)SCBI (same the as BEH COVRIM) 
CONRINE COF (HCn 2)SCBI 
York <- 
GOGRIM (Cn 1)BEH 
COLGRIM (Cn 1,3)SCBI 
COLGRRIII (Cn 3)BEH 
At Lincoln a Colgrim st#kes the, three types between 0.979-1003 but this 
is unlikely to be the Cnut moneyer who continues to strike up till the 
middle of Edward the Confessor's reign. CONRINE COF may contain an attempt 
at P byname but the legend is already very blundered and C07 may simply 
be a further blunýcfering. 
Lr3 
, 
rare in Scandinavia but Lind 705 has a few instances ON E21 -mr from 
Iceland. For doubling of letters see § 103. At Lincoln many of the forms 
are -blundered and it is probably finnecessary to explain the loss of medial 
consonants phonologicallys though 
- 
COGRIM also appears at York and may be 
due to a simplification of the consonant-group. 
ýoneyers C-973-101dYork 2299 Lincoln 23 ] 4 
Korf 
London CORF (Hr I)BEHj (Hr 2)SCBI, (HCn 2)*BMi 
CORFF (Hr 1-2)SCBI 
CORRF (Hr 2)BEH 
lag 
Problematical; known only as this moneyer's name unless present in the 
, placename Corfesgeatj AkSC 979. Bj8rkman M 87 regards it as Scanclinavibn, 
related to OWN kurfr 03w korverý 'stump, short pieces sausage'. 
Krhr 
Chester CROC (Cn 2-3 Hr 1)SCBI, (Hr 2)BEH 
CROCC (-Er 25BEH 
ON Krbký, an original byname krAr 'crooked'. Rare and 'late in West 
Scandinavian as a personal name but earlier and commoner as a byname, SPLT 
181., Lind 721. Recorded in Swedish and Danish, DGP 804 
Lafdensic 
Oxford LAFDM"SIC (HCn 1)SCBI 
Obscure,, unless perhaps Half den or possibly LEofthegnp in which case 
-SIC is still inexplicable. 
[Lafe, 
obscure: 
'Moneyers 
c. 973-1016 
) London 25ý 
Leodigr 
Winebester LADMIR ýCn 2-3)SCBI, 
(HCn 2)SCBI 
LADMER (Cn 3)SCBI 
LBOD14ER (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
LEOINER (Cn 3)BEH 
LOWER (Hr I)BEH 
(Hr 1)BEH, (Hr 2)SCBIO (HCn 1)BEH, 
OE Lýodmi; r PNDB 310. The forms with LAD- are curious; they are very 
numerous and persistent and the dies on which they are present outnumber 
those with LFOD- 
. 
Lad- is not phonologically explicable as a form of 
VeCocl- and it is possible that the name is in fact GG Lad-2 Lath(e)mar 
mistakenly anglicised. 
L; *ofa 
Chester LBOFA (Cn 1)SCBI 
Lewes ' (-- 
- '' 
, 
LMA (Cn 1) SCBI- 
LEFA(Cn 1)SCBI 
LBOFA (Cn 1)SCBI, (Cn 2)BEH 
London LEOPA On 3)SCBI 
OE LFofaO Redin 51s PNDB 310, an uncompounded name or a short form for 
a name in Lgof-. 
For Lef- 7e-e ý 71; for doubling of letters see ý 103. 
ýoneyers 
c. 973-1016 Hastings 261, Lewes, do. ) 
Leof cim 
Stamford LEFECDEI (Hr 1)BEH 
LEFEDEI (Hr 1) SCBI 
119 
6 
LEODEII ýCn 3)SCBI, 
LEOFLEI Cn 3)SCBIj (Hr 1)BEH 
LBDFDEII Cn 3 SCBI, (Hr 1)BEH 
LEOFErEG Cn 3 SCBI 
LEOFEDEI Cn 3 SCBI 
OE LiFofcb, 
-gp PNDL 311' For Lef77 see, 
ý *71., 
seeJT98- 
[ýIoneyem C*973-1010 Stamford 237] 
LFqf P: rr 
Hereford 
LEOFGAR (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
London LIOFGAR (Cn 2)SCBI 
Totnes LBOFCER ýCn 1)SCBI 
LEOFGAR ý Cn 1) SCBI 
OB IreofgTr PNDB 311. For Liof- seeý 72; 
-9mr is probably an error. 
At Hereford the moneyer is not known for Ethelred's last type but he 
appears c-979 and c. 991-1009. 
41 
for Lefe-ý 51. For 
-dmi, dwii 
[ýoneyers 
c. 973-1016 
I Hereford 2231 
[L7ofg; 
at OE: 
fMoneyers 
c. 973-1016)Malmesbury 257] 
ýjeoýýIfgod CG: Moneyers c-973-1016 'Worcester 223, Northampton 2499 London 253] 
ric a fe 257. 
V66 f Ire ah 
Lincoln LIOFM (Cn 2)BI4C 
OE MofhZah, rare though both elements are well attested in OE; one of the 
charter sources given in Searle 328 for this name is probably authenticy 
KCD 314, though two- others are spurious. 
For Mof- see ý 72; the coin is not of Lincoln local style. For 
-heh 
seej-57,16. 
r 
oneyers 0.973-10161(? )Stam'forcl 238; (Edward the Martyr)London SCBI Index] IM 
fl7egfhelm OE: (Moneyers c. 973-1016) Shrewsbury 222] 
Leofhere 
HerdTord LBOFHERE (Cn 2)BEH 
OB. Leofhere, only found, apart from the moneyer's name, in KCD 688 wt Leoferes haganj Searle 328.1 have-been unable to trace t'Th'me"IEdwaý-cl-the 
Confessor moneyer cited by Searle' from BMC as Lifere. The compilers 
jtý. o 
cannot have seen the name on any actual coin since it-in. Siven without 
any mint- attribution. The entr7 must have been copied from some earlier 
list and may there have been a misreading. 
OE: Moneyers c. 973-ý016 Dover 260, Ilchester 266 
N 
L; ofing 
Canterbury LIFINC (Hr 1)BEH 
Chester LEOFIC (Cn 1)SCBI 
LIFIC (Cn 1)SCBI 
LIFINC (Cn 2)SCBI 
Cricklade LIFINC (Cn 3)BEH 
Hastings LIFINC (Hr 2)BEH 
Hertford LEOFINC (or ? LIOFINC) (Cn 1)BEH 
LIFINC (Cn l)SCBIv (Cn 2) Stockholm Systematic Collection$ not 
in BEH (Cn 3)SCBI 
C 
ýBM LIFNC Cn 1 
LYFINCý n1 SCBI 
Ipswich <- 
LIFIG (Cn I)SCBI 
LIFINC (Cn 2-39 Hr 1-2p HCn 2)SCBI 
LIFINCC (Cn 2)SCBI 
LIIFINC (Cn 2)SOBI 
MING (Cn 1)SCBI 
-4 
Lincoln (- 
- 
LEOFINC ýCn 1-2)SCBI 
LEOFING ýCn 1-2)SCBI 
LICINC Cn 3)SCBI 
LIFINC Cn 11BEHO (Cn 2-3)SOBI, (Hr 1)BMip (HCn 2)BM 
LIFING Cn 3)SCBI 
LEOFI (Cn 2)SCBI 
London f- 
LIFFINC (Hr 2)BEH 
LIFIN (Hr 2)BEH 
LIFINC (Cn 1-3)SCB19 (Hr 1)BEH, (Hr 2s HCn 2)SCBI 
LIFINCC (Hr 1)SCBI 
LIFN (Hr 2)SCBI 
LIFNC (Cn 2)BEH 
LIFNNI (Cn 3)BEH 
LLIFINC (Hr 2)BEH 
LYFINC (Cn l)SCBI 
Oxford LIFINC (Cn 1-3)SCBIp (Hr 2, HCn 2)BEH 
LIFINCC (Cn 2)SCBI, (Hr 2)BEH 
LIFNIC (Hr 1)SCBI 
Southwark LEOFINC (Cn 2)BEH 
LIFINC (Cn 3)SCBI 
Stamford LIFING (Cn 2)SCBI 
LMCG (Hr 1)BEH 
Thetford LIFINC (Cn 2)BEH 
LIFINCC (Cn 2)SCBI 
LIFJ 3(Cn 1) Tingstfide find, Gotland. 
Warwick LEOFTNC (Cn 3)BEH 
LIFINC (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
LIFNC ýCn 2)BMi 
LIFIJ j(HCn 2)BEH 
-4 
Wilton LIFINC (Hr 2)BI4 
Winchester LIFINC (HCn 2)BEH 
LIIFINC (Hr 2)BEH 
LYFINC (Cn 1)BEH 
-4 
According'to Lyon et al. the LYFINC London dies were used in Scandinavia 
to strike part of -Mnimitative seriess but at least one is of English 
manufacture. 
OE L-eofingt Ly-fing, PNDB 312.. Redin 167. For ; gfing, Lifin see § 74. 
For the unvoicing of final EL see § 97. LEOFICs LIFIC at Chester and 
Ipswich are unlikely to be 'distinct formations with the -i-c suffix since 
7L, ng. forms are present at the same mints. 
Noneyers 
c-973-1016 
1 
Warwick 221y Worcester (7) 222, Lincoln 234, 
Stamford 2379 Norwich 242, Bedford 2462 Ipswich 247, Hertford 248, 
Northampton do., London 253Y Canterbury 260] 
L; 'ofm; 7r 
-'Gothaburh'... '. 19OPMR (rr. I)BEH 
LEOIJR (Hr 2)BEH, (HCn 2)SCBI 
London LEOMER (Cn 2)SCBI 
LEO Cn 2 JBEH 
IEO= 
ý
2 SCBI 
LEOM%R (Cn 2)SCBI 
OE LEoft-mr, PNDB 313. For assimilation of fm seeý 79. For 
-mer, -mar, 
see W Ill i6ý, 17. 
fL'oneyers 
c. 973-101 Norwich 2)+3] 
fe'ofmann 
Chester LEONENE (Cn l)SCBI possibly this moneyer or may = Leofwine 
Ipswich LEMON (Cn 1)S-LBl 
Lond, on LLI, 2W (Cn 2)SCBI 
LEOEW ýCn 2ýBCBI 
LEOI%W Cn 2 SCBI 
LIOFMAN (Cn 2)SCBI 
OE Leofmantj EN-DB 313. For 
-Mon see ý 2, f or *9b 712 for Liof- 
72. For assimilation of fm se m e § 79 $ &n4, cf. ' 
. 
, ve i 
ýoneyers 
0.973-1016 
% Chester 220) Lincoln 234, Caistor 240, Ipswich 
247, Oxford 256] 
1 
14-2- 
L Am 
. I. 
eofnoth 
Bedford UOFN (Cn 1)BEH may be intended f or this name 
CanterburY <- 
LEFENAD (Hr 1)BM 
LEOFNOD ýCn 1-3)SCBIp (Hr 1)BEH, (Hr 2)SCBI 
LIOFNOD Cn 1)BEH 
Chester (-- 
LEEFENOD (HCn 2)SCBI 
LEFNOD (Cn 2)SCBI 
LEOFENOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
LEOFN (Cn 1) SCBI 
LEOFNOD (Cn 1-29 Hr 2)SCBI 
LEONOD (Cn 1)BEH 
Gloucester LEOFN (Hr 2)BEH 
LEOFNAD ýHCn 1) SCBI 
LEOFNOD kCn 2-3)SCBI, (Hr 2)BEHj (HCn 2)SCBI 
-i 
Hereford LEFENOOD (HCn_ý)BM 
LEFFENOD ýHr 1)BEH 
LENOD (Hr 2)SCBI 
LEDFENAD (Hr 22 HCn 2)SCEI 
LBOFN (Cn 1)SCBI 
LEOFNOD (Cn 3, Hr 1-2., HCn 2)SCBI 
Lincoln LEFDM (Hr I)BEH; Possibly an error for this moneyer's name 
LEFNOD (Hr 2)BEH 
LEOFNOD (Hr 1)BEH 
Northampton LEOFN. AD (Cn 1)SCBI 
LEOFNOD kCn 1-2)SCBI 
ýrthampton correspond with BEH 1129 The (Cn 1) colps aý No 
-30 which alopear in van der MeerAacs not English'. No explanation is given for their 
exclusion but the obverse dies are of very curious style'. Dolley, how- 
ever, who has noted suspect dies in the relevant Sylloge volumes, passes 
these without comment. 
jk coin of the type of 
(Cn 1) reading LEOFNOD MO *PIN die-links with a 
CNVT REX DENORVM A coin of the same type., see BEH Cnut 3780 and Hauberg 
P1. I no 
- 
3. It is unlikely that the the represents a real 'Winchester 
moneyer Leofnoth since the coin is of (or imitates) the Lincoln style. 
LBOFNOD is also found with the Dublin mint-signature in the Hiberno-Norse 
series. 
O'E L-edfn5th PNDB 313. For Lef-$ Leef 
. 
Leff- see § 71 for OE 'Eo,., ý 103 
for doubling of letters. For Llof--see-ý772. For f orms in 
-nath see § 36; for the parasitic vowel in LEOFENOD etc. see ý 5i. LENOD (Hereford) 
shows assimilation of In, see k 79. 
TMoneyers 0.973-1010'Che 
, 
ster 220, Shrewsbury 222, Cambridge 245, Bed- 
ford 246, London 2531 Malmesbury 257, Canterbury 260, Lewes 261] 
Leoffed 
Hertford LBOFRtD (HCn 2)SCBI 
. I'3 
0 London ýr- 
LEFRED ýHr 1)BEH 
LEOFRD (Hr 2)SUBI 
LEOFRED (Cn 2-3, Hr 1-29 HCn 1-2)SCBI 
LEOORED (Hr 2)Bli 
LIFRED (Hr 2)SCBI 
LIOFRED (Cn 1)BEH» (Gn2» HCn 2)SCBI 
LEOFRED BRVN (HCn 2)SCBI 
OE Veofifd PNDB 313, but consistently 
-X. U at this period, see 
t 16. 
For Liof-., Lif- seeP215; for lef- ý 71. LEOORED is probably *I; e-ored 
-wIth assimilation of fr) rrýEv see § 79, and ý 103 for doubling of letters. 
For Leofred Brun see Fýble Names above, PP-24-30 
ýoneyers C-973-1016'SucTbur-y 246, Colchester 247., London 253J 
L'Fo f iTe 
A-ibridge LEOFRIG (HCn I)SCBI 
Buckingham LEOFRIC (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
LEOOFRIC (Cn 1)BEH S. Danwich. 
(Canterbury LBOFRIC (Cn l/Ethelred Small Cross)BEH 
Chichester LEFRIC (HCn 2)BEH 
LEOFRIC ýCn 2-3)SCBI, (Hr 1)BEH, (Hr 2)SCBI 
LIOFRIC Cn l)SCBI 
D: )ver LEOFRIG (en 3)SCBI 25 851 
Hertford LEOFRIC (Cn 3)SCBI 
LEORIC (Cn 3)SCBI 
Ipswich LEOFRIC ýCn 1. HCn 2)SCBI 
LIOFRIC ýCn 1-2)SCBI 
Lincoln k- 
LBOFRIC (Cn 1)SCBI 
LIOERIC (Cn 2)Lilla Klintegarda finds Vdstkinds parish, Gotland. 
London 
LEFRIC (Cn 2)SOBI, (Hr 2)BEH 
LEOFRIC (Cn 1-3ýHr 1-2, HCn 2)SCBI 
LEOFRICC (HCn 2 BM 
LEORIC (Hr 1)BM 
LIFRIC (HCn 2)SCBI 
LIOFRIC (Cn 1-3)SCBI 
LIOFRT: [C (Cn 1)SCBI 
Norwich 4. 
- 
LEOFRC (Cn 1)BEH 
LEOFRIC (Cn 1-2)BEH 
Rochester LBOFRIC (Cn 2)SCBI 
Southwaric LEOFRIC (Cn 1)SCB19 (Cn K)BEH, (Hr 1, HCn 1)SCBI 
LIOFRIG (Cn 1)BEH 
14k 
Stamford LEFRIC Hr 1 SCBI 
LEOFRC 
M 
2ýBEH 
LEOPRIC (Cn 2, Hr 1. HCn 2)SCBI 
Thetford 4- 
LEOFRIC (Cn 1-2)SGBI 
Wallingford k- 
LIOFRIC (Cn 2)SCBI 
(Winchester LVFERIC, LVFRIC (Hr 2)BEH and SCBI are reattributed. to Wor- 
cester by Dolley BNJ 300= 1961+ P-47) 
Worcester LVFERIC (Cn 2)SCBI, (Hr 2 )BEH s*Winchester 
LVFRIC (Hr 1)SCBI, (Hr 2)SCB! and BEH s. Winchester 
York (? ) LBOFRIC (ONN EONFF) (HCn I)BEH 
Leofric probably also strikes (Cn 3) at Buckingham since there is a frag- 
ment in BEH with a moneyer Is name ending in C; Buckingham would appear 
to have*been a single-moneyer mint and the (Hr 1) moneyer there is Brihtwine. 
The Canterbury coin is probably Scandinavian; Lyon et al. summarises 
"The reverse appears to be a normal Ethelred Last =mCross the of the 
Cante-bury mint though no true Last Small Cross coin from this die has So 
far been located... BEH 154 (was) struck from English dies in Scandinavia"' 
OE Yeofric, PNDB 313- For Lef-, Liof-., Lif- see§s7l-3. for Luf-, Lufe 
75. For LEMIG see § 79. - 
ýoneyers 
c-973-101OTamworth 2219 Lincoln 234s Norwich 242, Thetford 244, 
Huntingdon 245, Ipswich 247t London 253s Wallingford 257, Rochester 259, 
Canterbury do.,, Lympne 260, Exeter 263., nchester 266J 
Ireofsige 
Bath LEFOS[ kE (Cn 2)BEH 
Bed. ford LIOFSI (Cn 1)BEH 
Cambridge <- 
- 
LEOFSI (Cn 1)SOBI 
LBOFSIG (Cn 1)SCBI 
LBOPSIGE (Gn 1-2)SCBI 
LIFSIGE (Cn 1)BEH 
LIOFSI (Cn 1)SCBI 
LIOFSIG (Cn 1)SCBI 
LIOFSII ýCn 1)SCBI 
Chester LBOFS (Cn 1)SCBI 
LEOFSI (Cn 1)SCBI 
L'EOFSIGE (Cn 2-3 SCBI 
LEOFSIGIGE (Cn 2ýSCBI 
Gloucester 
LEOFSIE (Cn-11)BEH 
LEOFSIGE (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
Ipswich 4, 
- 
LEOFSIGE (Cn 1)BEH s. Ilchester.. 
ljýs 
Lewes LIOFSI (Gn 1)BEH 
London LEOFSI (Cn 1)SCBI 
LEOFSIG (Cn 1)SCBI 
LIOFSI (Cn 1)SCBI 
LIOFSIGE (Cn 2 SCBI 
LIOFSIGI (Cn 2ýSCBI 
Newark LEOFSIGE (Cn 2)SCBI 
Stamford LEOFSIGE (Cn 1-2)SOBI 
OE L-6ofsi E= 315* For Liof-, Lif- see §ý 72-3; for the varinus devel- 
opments and spellings of -sige see § 98. -ALELIAs an early form of 
-sige but is archaic by this time and tAuýt merely be an error. 
ýIoneyers 
c. 973-1010 Shrewsbury 2220 Gloucester 223; Cambridge 245, 
Ipswich 21+7j No: bthampton 246, Dordr-(? )-ý60 Il. chester 266. ý 
L*66fstZi 
Canterbury 
'6 - 
, 
LEFSTAN (Hr 1/2)BM 
LBOFSTAN (Cn 1)SCBI, (Hr 2)BEH 
LIOPSTAN (Cn 1)BEH 
Chester Leofstan (Cn 1)SCBI xxxv 
Ipswich LEFSTN (HCn 2)BEH 
LBOFSTEGEN (HCn 2)BEH 
London 
LEFSAN (HCn 1 BEH 
LEFSTAN (Cn 3ýSCBIO (HCn 2)BEH 
LEMAN (Cn 3)SCBI 
LEOFSTAI ýCn 1)SCBI 
LROFSTAN ýCn 2-3, Hr 1)SCBI, 
LEOSTAN (Cn 2 Hr 2)SCBI 
LIFSTAN (Cn 2ýBEH 
LIOPSTAN (Cn 1)SCBI 
LLBOFSTAN (Hr 2)SCBI 
LEFSTAN SPENC (HCn 2)BEH' 
Salisbury LEOFSTAN Cn 2 Hr 2)SCBI 
LVFESTAN 
ý n 
XýBEH 
Shaftesbury (? ) LIFSTAX (Hr 2)BEH 
(Hr 2)BEH, (HCn 1)SCBI, (HCn 2)BEH 
Shrewsbury LEFSTAN (Hr 1)BEH 
LEOFSTAN (Cn 2-3)SOBI, (Hr 1-2)BEH, (HCzi 2)SCBI 
Winchester LEbFSTAN (Cn 1)SCBI 
- 
Worcester LEFSTAN (Hr 2)BEH s. V; inchester 2 (HCn 2)SCBI LEOFSTAN (Cn 3. Hr 1)SCBI, (Hr 2, HCn 2)BEH 
146 
The mint-signature of the Shaftesbury (? ) coin is not quite certain 
but probably reads SCE 
SCBI 15 4124 and BEII 3785 give a LEOFSTA14 coin of (Cn 3) to Winchester. 
These two coins are duplicated, and another duplicate is SCBI 15 3970 
which is correctly attributed to Worcester; on this last coin the 
mint-signatire is clearly to be read as PIH. For a similar reattrýb- 
ution of the BEH (Hr 2) coin from Winchester to Worcester soe Dolley 
BNJ XXX II. 
OE L; ofstlrn PNDB 316. For Liof-, Lif- se 72-3. for Lef- § 71. 
For Lufestan see § 75, for LeofBteren see3g 4,66. For Swenc or 
Spen see Double Names, above pp 24%30 
L'Moneyers c. 973-1016'York 228t Norwich 243t Ipswich 247, Colchester 
do., Northampton 248t London 2539 Aylesbury 256t Southwark 253, 
Canterbury 259, Romney 261] 
I; -eofsunu 
Winchester LEOFSVITV (Cn 1)BEH 
OE. L-eofsunu PNDB 316. 
6oneyers 
c. 973-1016 Shrewsbury 222, Exeter 263, Winchester 2701 
Le of lhftM 
Bedford LEOFDEGEN (Hr 1)BE. H 
LEOFDEGN (Hr 2)BEH 
Lincoln LEMAN (Cn 2)SCBI 
LUM Vr 1)BEH 
Maldon or ? Malmesbury LEOPBEGEN (Hr 1)BEH 
BER gives the last instance cited to 14almesbury. The mint-signature 
is EEL. The usual uint-signatures of Malmesbury from Cnut to Edward 
the Confessor are MEAM and abbreviations of thiB, but ON MELMES, 
BEH Cnut 764, is certainly for Malmesbury. CIOLNOD ON IAEL, however, 
must be the same moneyer as CILNOD ON ILELDv (BEH Cnut 2884-5) and 
so the mint-signature EEL is ambiguous, 
The Lincoln coins are blundered but týis seems to be the most 
likely name to have been intended; cf. Pardan for Parthezn in Domesday 
TRE,, SPLY 80. 
OE LFofthem- is. found early as the name of a moneyer in the North- 
umbrian I'styca" coinage of Ethelred II c. 854-58, and the name is 
also recorded in the early entries in LVD. Later it is found only 
as an llth century moneyers' rLjme ; in addition to the Cnut and 
Harold examples cited above, a LeofthepMU strikes Ethelred's last 
14-7 
type at Thetford and a. Liofthegen appears again at Bedford c. 1059 
though he is not so far known in any of the intervening types. 
If REL is Haldon, this later distribution of the name seems to be 
confined to the southern Danelaw and Lincoln, but other 
-thegn 
names are known compounded with OE elements from Winchester in the 
ninth and tenth centuriesp from Worcester charters of the 10th century 
and possibly from Shropshire in Domesday TRE; see Searle s. Cynethegm, 
Cuththegn, Wigthegnp Ertein. It seems unnecessary to suggest as Dolley 
has in BNJ XXXVI that all the 
-thegn names in OE have originated as 
a translation of Irish names in Gilia-, 
Noneyers 
c-973-1016 
IThetford 2441 
I; 'eofweald 
London 
LEOFPOLD (Cn 1-3)SCBI 
LEOPOLD (Cn 2)SCBI 
LIOFpOLD (Cn l)SCBI 
Northampton <- 
LEOPOLD (Cn l)SCBI 
LIOFPOLD (Cn 1) SCBI 
Salisbury LEOPPOLD (On l)SCBI 
Stamford LEOFPOLD (Cn 2)SCBI 
Winchester 4- 
LEOFOLD (Cn 1)SCBI 
LEOPPOLD (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
LIOFPOLD (Cn 1)BEH 
OE L5ofweald PIIDB 316. There are no forms with the traditional 
spelling in -ýLeald. The regular development -wald is also lacking, 
cf. Elfwea. 1d, and only thtcommon variant -yQld is found, for which 
see7 t For reduction of the combination fw in Leowoldt Leofold, 
see 7 81. 
Noneyers 
c. 973-77.016 Warwick 221t Colchester 247P Northampton 248, 
London 253t Guildford 2589 Canterbury 260, Wilton 267, Win- 
-chester 
2701 
L&fweard 
London LEOFERD (Cn 1)SCBI 
LEOPPERD On 2)SCBI 
LEOPERD (Cn 1)SCBI 
LEOPRERD (Cn 3)SCBI may be for this moneyer or fo? r 
Lgbfigd, q. v. 
LIOFPERD (Cn 2)BEH has the mint-signature ON LVDI which Hauberg 
takes as a criterion of the Danish mint of Lund, Myntforhold or, 
Uamyntninger 113 and pl. 11 10. LEPERD (Cn 1)BEH may be Hiberno- 
Norse since the coin is very similar in style to SCBI 8 60-1, al- 
though there is no die-link. 
148 
OE L; gofweard PIMB 316. For 
-werd from earlier -weard see § 59, 
and for the reduction of ýLw in T'ýoferd, Leowerd see §§ 79,81. 
T. 
I; eof w"1-g 
Canterbury LAFPI (: I(; n l)SCBI 
LFPIG- (Cn 3)BEH 
Chester LEOFPI (Cn l)SCBI 
LEOFPIG (Cn 2)SCBI, (Cn 3)BEH, (Hr 1-2)SCBI 
LEOPI (Cn l)SCBI 
LIFPIE (HCn 2) Stockholm, in Systematic Collection but 
not in BEH 
Chichester LEOPPI (Cn 2) but see also Lg'ofwine 
Lincoln LEFPIGE (Hr 2)BEH 
LEFPII (Hr l)SCBI 
LEOFPIEI (Hr 1)BEH 
LEOFPIG (Hr 1 SCBI, 
LEOFPII kCn 2ýSCBI 
London 
LROYpI (Cn lt3)SCBIt 
LEOFpIG (Cn lt3)SCBI 
LEPIG (Cn 2)SCBI 
LIOPPI (Cn 1)BEH 
LlorpIGE (Cn 2 SCBI 
LIOFPIIE kCn 1ýBEH 
(Hr 2)BEH 
(Ilr 2) BEE 
Warwick LEOFPI (Cn 1)BEH 
LEOFPIG (Cn 1-2)SCBI, (Hr 1-2)BER 
LEOI? Il, (Hr 1)SCBI, (Hr 2)BEH 
LEOPII HCn 2)SOBI 
LOYPIC Cn J)BEH 
LIOFPIIE at London may stand for I; -eofwine. LOYpIC at Warwick is 
on a coin of anomalous style. 
OE Lg'ofwTg PNDB 316-7. For the various spellings of 
-! TS see § 98. Forms in 
-yip may be inverted spellin on the analogy of 
-ai <- mize. For kosB of f_ in leowiIetc. see Sf879,81. For Lef-, 
Liof-, Lif- see t 71-3. 
-Lmfw 
is probably an inverted spelling ýKt, 
%U*sh ! or theXchange *9ý!:. 
ýXoneyers 
c. 973-1016 
) London 
--, 
SCBI Index] 
Qe fwine 
Axbridge LEOFPIIM (Cn 3. RCn 2)SCBI 
14 C> 
Bedford (-- 
LEOFPINE (Cn 1,2)SCBI 
LEOPINE (Cn 3)SCBI 
LIOFPINE (Cn 1)BEH s. Thetford 
Bristol LEOPPINE ýCn 3, Er 1-2)SCBI 
kHr transitional te. designs of Cn 3 but 
in name of Harold7in an unprovenanced parcel 
numbered T 4/4' in Royal Coin Cabinet, Stock- 
holm: BITJ XLVI 95 
Buckingham LEOFPINE (Hr 2)BEII 
Canterbury LEOFPINE (Cn 1-3)SCBI, (Hr 1, HCn 1-2)BEH 
--i 
Chester 4ý- 
LE037III (Cn 2)SCBI 
LEOI? IINE (Hr 2)SCBI 
LEOVINE On 1-2, Hr I)SCBI, 
LEOPIRE (Cn 1)SOBI 
LEONENE On I)SCBI 
LIPINE (Cn I)SCBI 
(Hr 2)BEHl (IlCn 2)SCBI 
Chichqster LEOPPINE (Cn 1-3p HCn I)SCBI 
LIOFPINE (Cn I)BEH 
Ciesbury LEOFPINE (Cn I)BEH 
Colchester LBOYPINE (Cn 3)SCBI 
Dover LEO M INE (HCn I)SCBI 
LEOFpINE ýCn 1-3t Cn K)SCBI 
LIOFPINE kCn J)SCBI 
LMPINE tCn 2)SCBI 
LVYPIHE (Cn 2)SCBI 
Exeter LEOJ? IKE (Cn 2)SCBI, (Ilr 2. HCn 2)BEH 
--4 
Hastings LEOFPIIM (IICn 2)BEH 
Hertford LIPPINE (Cn 2) Djuped find, StyrnlLs pariBh, 
Angermanland 
Huntingdon 
Ipswich 
LTEOFPINE (Cn 2)BEII 
LEOPPINE On 1-2)SCBI 
ISO 
11chester ? LBOFPINE (ar, 
"')BEH 
Lewes +- 
LEOPPIN (Cn 1)SCBI 
LEOPPINE (Cn 1)SCBI 
LBOYPNE (Cn I)SCBI 
Lincoln <- 
- LECFINE ýHr 2 SGBI 
LEFVM kCn 3JSCBI 
LEOFPINE On 1-3., Hr 2)SCBI 
LED? INE (Cn 39 Hr 1)SCBI 
London 4- 
LEFIVINE (Cn 3)SGBI 
LEF? INE (Cn 2)SGBI 
LEIFINE (Cn 2)SCBIj (Hr transitional type Cn 3 in name of ITr)BM 
LBOCDINE (Cn 2)SGBI 
LEOFRNE ýHr 2ýSCBI 
LEOFRNI Hr I SCBI 
LEOFVIINI; (Cn 
-3, Hr 1)SGBI 
LEOPINE (Cn 2p Hr 1)SCBI 
LIOFVINIC (Cn 1)SOBI 
LIOFPIN ( Cn 1)SCBI 
LIOFPINE (Cn 1)SCBI 
, 
LIOFPNE (Cn 1)SGBI 
Maldon LIOFJINE (Cn 2)SCBI 
Worthampton (-- 
LEEOFPM (Hr 1-2)BEH 
LEPPINE (Hr 2)BEH 
LEF7NE (Hr 2)BEH 
LEOFPIINE (Hr 2)BEH 
LEOFPINE (Cn 1-3. Hr 2)SCBI 
LIOFFINE (Cn 1)SCBI 
Norwich 4- 
LEFPINE (Hr 2)BEH 
LEOFI'PINE (Cn 3)BEH 
LEOPPIN (HCn 2)SCBI 
LEOFVINE ýCn 1.3, Hr 1-29 HCn 2)SCBI 
LEOFVING kHCn 2)SCBI 
LED7INE Cn 3)BEH, (Hr 2)SOBI 
LIFFINE 
ý n 
I)BEH 
Oxford LEOFPINE (Hr 1-2)SCBI 
Rochester LBOE? M (Cn BIT. Type B, Scandinavian) SCBI 
lic 
Shrewsbury LMFIM ýHr 1)SCBI 
LMFraNE Cn 2) SOBI 
LEOF? NE (Hr 2) SCBI 
-i 
- 
Stamfora 
LCOEPNE (Cn 3 SCBI 
LEPPINE ýCn 3ýSCBI 
LEFPNE (HCn 2)BEH, (? Hr 2)BEH 
LEIIPINE (Hr 2)BEH 
LBOFPING (Hr 1)SCBI 
LEOFVINE (Cn 1-3)SCBI 
LBOYPNE Cn I)SCBI 
LED? INE 
M 
3)SCBI 
Southampton ? LEOFPNE (Cn 1)SCBI 
Taunton LUVNE (Hr 2)SCBI 
Thetford LEEVM ýMn 2)SCBI 
LEFPINE kCn 1., Hr 1-_2,, HCn 2)SCBI 
LEOFVINE (Cn 1. Hr 1-2)SOBIs (HCn 2)BEH 
LEOFVNE ýHr 2 BEH 
LEC? INE Wr 21BEH 
-4 
'Wallingford LEOFPINE (Cn 3, Hr 2)SCBI, (HCn 2)BEH 
Warwick LEOPPN (HCn 1)BEH 
Winchester 4--b 
LEDFVINE (Cn 1-2)SCBI, (Hr 2)BEH 
LE027NE (Cn 1)SCBI 
LEOVINE On 1)SCBI 
LEDVNE (Cn 1)BEH 
Yo rk 
L'EF? IINE (Cn 1)SCBI 
LEEVINE (Cn I)SCBI 
BEH 902 gives a coin of Leo-fwine to Ilchesters reading the mint as GIFLC. 
In the light of the two coins of this moneyer at Ipswich in SCBI it seems 
the better reading might be GIPES. Dolley in 02 1955 159-61 and SCBI 
3.3 1171 fn-3 gives the LEOFPNE Quatrefoil coins of Winchester style to 
, 
Southamptong but Winchester dies are foime, at Oxford and Leicester,, and 
Northampton, where Leoftine is knowng would not seem to be ruled out on 
that count. The Norwich coin I read as LIPPINE is BEH 2949 which is read 
there as LIFFDYA; 
-saeý'bel". "WE' 
The London coins reading LEIFINE may alternatively be assigned to Lifinc, 
see 17eofing. 
OE 17eofwinet PUB 317-9- For Lef-, Liof-, ýif- seeS§ 71-3, for loss of f ýS 81., for 
-win ý 21. 
[&oneyers c. 973-1016 1 Chester 226, Tamworth 221, York 2289 Lincoln 234p 
Stamford. 238p Norwich 2429 Thetford 244.. Bedfora 246) Suabury do,, 
Ipswich 247.1 Malaon 248s Northampton do., London 253) Malmesbury 257, 
'Wallingford do 
, 
Dover 2602 Romney 261, Lewes do., Taunton 265, Wilton 2679 
Winchester 270ý 
Leonie (probable error for fe-ofing, I: -eofric, ']7eofwine 
Lincoln LEONIG (HCn 2)SCBI 
LMDAN 3ee I 7eofthegn LIF- 3ee ]7eof- 
IlLifrin&R! l 
A ghost-form for Norwich (Cn 1) given in SCBI. This is the same the dis- 
cussed above which BEH reads as LlFpIDYA. Quarters 1,2, and 4 of the 
IGZ 
legend are clearly legible but the third quarter seems 
to be made up of 
three roughly Vertical strokes followed by sh A, thus +LI/F? 
j /(Ijj? )A/ VOR. 
I 
a CG: elloneyers c- 973-1016' 
1 Lonclon 254] 
LLndwin 
Lincoln LIMIN (Cn. 2)BEH 
CertainlY Continental Germanic i since Lind- is not otherwise f oun& as aý. 
personal-name' element in OE but 
is common on the continent, Morlet 162. 
LL-iteiman OE: ýIloneyers C-973-1016ýlpswich 2471 
Liudramn 
Lincoln LIAtWEN (Hr 2)BU 
Probably CG IL: ýudramn, Morlet 160; for anglicisation of the second element 
cf. %Irafen. 
LLuda OE: t Moneyers C-973-1016fExeter 2631 
=7 
LW see Aof- 
Lufa 
Shaftesbury <- 
LVFA (Cn I)BEH 
This appears to have been regarded as a different name from Lgof a since 
the two forms do not coincide at the same mint. 
OB Lufa PNM 321 and Redin 511 where it is suggested that Lufa is a short 
form o? names in Lufe- 
. 
Shrewsbury is within the area where the distinct 
element Lufe- seems to survive, see ý 75. 
64oneyers 0.973-1016)Shaftesbury 267] 
Maesuthan 
Chester MACSVDAN (Cn 1)BEH 
OIr Maesuthainn.. Cf. the moneyer's name YELSVIDON, MELSVDAN whil-. 'in 
at Chester for Edgar and Edward the Martyr. 
ýIoneyers 
c-973-1016)Chester -- but see SCBI Inaex3 
Mana. Man(n)a 
Exeter A, 
- 
, MMA (Cn 2)SCBI 
Iss -,, 
MAN (Cn 2 SCBI 
MAMA (Cn 11SCBI 
Lincoln <- 
MANA (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
WINA (Cn 2) SCBI 
London IM (HCn 1)SCBI 
14orwich MANA (Cn 1-32 Hr 1)SCBI, 
MAn (Cn 3)SCBI 
I-WIN (HCn 2)BNl 
IWIM (Cn 1)SC. 
-BI 25 C-83o 
Thetforcl 4ý- 
IWA (Cn 1)SCBI 
Wallingf ord 
-4ý 
MM (Cn 1)SCBI 
MANN (Cn 2)SCBI 
(Hr 2)BEH 
(Cn 2-3., Hr 1-2)SCBI 
MW and MMA at Norwich would appear to be alternative forms of the same 
moneyer's name. In some cases this may be OE Mann, Manna PNDB 324 but 
many of the locations would favour ODan Manni, OSw Manne SPLY 194. The I, 
Norwich form MANI suggests this derivation although the ON i ending is 
rarely preserved in England and this form may be an error. - MANAN at 
Exeter may be a rare genitive form, cf. GODAN also at Exeter in this type 
under God, above. 
&oneyers 0.973-1016)Tamworth 221, Worcester 2229 Lincoln'234, Leicester 
239 (Vani t Th tford 244, Wallingford 257, Romney 261, Exeter 263, 
Winchester 270ý 
Mangod 
Bedfora YANGOD (Cn 2)BEli 
GG Mangod Vane& Morlet 166, Forssner 186ff, PNDB 324. For a summary 
of the element -rod as found in England see T. Kisbye in Publications of the 
Dcpartment of Englisho University of Copenhagen VIII, 1979 pp. 12-2-;. 
ýoneyers 
c. 973-101? Exeter 2631 
Manning 
Dover <-- 
MANINC (Cn 1)SCBI 
03 PNDB 324s Reain 11+9. For the unvoiced form no see S 97 
rMoneyers 
0.973-1016 
1 
Norwich 2439 Dover 260] 
Manl; of 
&eter VJMEOF (Hr 2, HCn 2)SCBI 
Probablý CG Manleobj Morlet 1679 since there is little evidenc(f for OB 
-17of as a deuterotheme in personal names; cf. Godl; of 
I SA 
ManaiLe 
Sudbury MANSIGE (Cn 2)BEH 
MANSII (Cn 1)SCBI 
MkSIG (Cn 1)BEH 
For the attribution of these coins to Sudbury rather than Southwark see 
Dolley BNJ 3: ý, viij 1956 p. 264 ff. 
OE *MrsiEe. This is the only known instance of this name in Olcl English, 
Searle 348p though both elements are common. For 
-sii see § 98., for -sig 
21. 
9E: Monekers c. 973-M16 Northampton 249] 
, 
OE: Moneyers c-973-1016 Huntingdon 245, Colchester 2473 
Martin- Lqt. 9 in OE through continental or Celtic influence: 
rM-oneyers 
c 
9-7 -3-1`616,1 Shrew 3bury 222, Worcester 2231 
41 CG: Moneyers c. 973-1016'Winchester 2703 
Matathan 
Lincoln MATAN (Cn 2)SCBI 
MATA PAN (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
MATMAN ýCn l)SCBI 
MATEDO kCn 2)SOBI 
MMIN ý Hr I BEH 
MADAN kCn 31SCBI, (Hr 2) Lilla. KLintegarda finds Vgstkinds parish, 
Gotland 
MAMAN (Hr I)SCBI 
MATAEAN BALLVC (Cn 2)SCBI 
MADAN BALVC On 3)SCBI 
OIr Matuaan Dolley BNJ 1967 P. 43 
For Balluc see Double namesp above pp. 24. 
-30 
[ýerewine OE: "*Moneyers C-973-1016? Lewes 2611 
Morulf 
Stamford MOROLF Cn 2)SCBI 
MORVLF Cn 1-3)SCBI 
NONVLF Cn 3)SCBI 
Probably CG Morulf 'Maurulf, Zj. DB 328-30, where the evidence for an OE 
element from m6r 'moor' is discussed. 
Mus 3ee Elfwine Mus 
15s, 
"flieici" 
WlEICI ON ELV (en 1)BEH s. London 
The portrait is anomalous and the legend obscure. 
LKarlhher-d CG: ( Moneyers c. 973-101ONorwich 2431 
Northmam 
Lewes HORMAY (HCn 1)BEH, (HCn 2)SCBI 
ENDB 332 whwre it is taken to be OE, an original byname f rom northmann 
'man from the north, Scandinavian. Northman(n) is found fairly frequently 
in late OE sources but is not recorded before 994. The name is very rarely 
found in Scandinavian sources but is known in Normandy. North- names includ- 
ing Northman are found in CG, Morlet 174. The origin of this name is not 
certain; possibly the use of OE p_orthmann as a personal name may have been 
influenced by continental usage. 
[9ban ON?: ýioneyers c. 973-1016' York 2311 
candinavian coin of BEE Cn Type B reads OBIT and attempts the London mint- A S- 
signature. The reverse is an Ethelred type and the legend may be partly 
imitating the York legend above. 
. 
gda, Odda 
Ipswich k-- 
ODE. m (Cn 1)SCBI 
Wareham ODA (Cn I)SCBI 
Winchester (-- 
ODA (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
ODAA (Cn 2)SCBI 
ODE (Cn 1)SCBI 
OE Od(d)a, PNDB 333, Redin 68. At Ipswich a derivation from ON Oddi 
is possible"-, 7no' Ethelred' a last type there the form is ODE. In some 
instances OE Od(d)a is a short form for names in Ord- of. the moneyer 
Ordbeorht at Winchesterli., v. For final e <. a see SS for doubling of 
letters see § 103. 
ýMoneyers 
c. 973-1016 Ipswich 247, London 253, Wallingford 257, Winchester 
2701 
[Oiga CG: rMoneyers C. 973-1011? York 228, Stamford 2381 
[qldfr 01144oneyem c. 973-jole Lewes 2621 
Ordbeorht 
Winchester 
ORDBRIHT (Cn 1) SCBI 
ORDBRIT (Cn J)BEH 
15(0 
Possibly the same man as the Winchester Oda above. OE Ordbeorht, not 
in 
PNDB but at least three authentic examples of the name as used 
in OE are 
r-- to be found at Searle 367. For -beorht >-ýbriht see ý 76. 
ýoneyers c. 973-101Ninchester 270] 
oraric P* 
lierefora ORMM HCn 2)SCBI 
ORMIC 
W 
1-3)SCBI, (Fr 1-2)BEH 
OE Ordr-ac PNDB 336-7. SCBI 18 642 reads quite clearly 
-REG; it is poss- 
ibiTe"that the E is an antieipatory error for epigraphic angular C corrected 
to a vowel, but the three horizontals are plainly legible. FNDB ý 12 
notes 
-rec for. -Ke in Bristec 
, 
<Brihtric but explains this by "the AN 
tendency to substitute e for i 11 in a weakly stressed position. In the 
following paragrgh the presence of =led_, -lede forms alongside 
-j" 
lida in ON names in -LiLhr;,, -l4thi already in pre-Conquest sources is noted, 
but withlut further commený. The coin-form above is further evidence 
for a pre-Conque3t substitution of e for unstressed i. 0 either because of 
an imported scribal fashion 'or a si7m-ilarity between the sounds. See also 
aboves p. 2-1 for a discussion of pre-Conquest examples from coins, of forms 
usually attributed to Anglo-Norman influence. 
omost, Ornst Orest 
Cambridge OREST (Cn 2)SCBI 
ORIST ýCn I)SCBI 
ORNOST (Cn 1)SCBI 
ORNST (Cn 1)SCBI 
ORST (Cn 1)SCBI 
This name is known in 1hglish sources only from the several dies of the 
Cnut Cambridge moneyer. It is found in two main formss those with n- and 
those %ithoutp which is parallelled by the OE noun orest, orno- t, 'battle., 
trial by battle! On presently available evidence tsee above., p. 2Z) it 
would appear that the n forms occur on dies cut locally in the East Anglian 
areas whilst those witKout are on dies of the style associated with London. 
This may be due to the idiosyncrasies of individual clie-ciitters but suggests that the London aie-cutter associated the name with OE orest whilst perhaps its bearer and the more local die-cutter may have associated it with the 
adjective eorn #earnest, serious' with which the noun was sometimes 
confused and which caused the mingling of n forms in the noun. 
The use of OB eornost as a personal name is probably influenced by the 
similar usage on the continent of Ernestp Arnost etc. Alternatively we 
may be dealing with the Continenal Germanic name partially anglicifted. 
Os-. see also As- 
s fraTn 
Lincoln f- 
OSFRAM (Cn 2)BEH 
OE Osfram PNDB 339 
MWORM Noneyers 
c-973-1010 Lincoln 234 
ý 
197 
ar 
Derby 4-- 
OSGAR On 1)BEH s. Dorchester 
The OE name bsp-rLr is well evidenced, as in Searle 373. As a moneyer's name 
it is found at Derby And Bqdford in JEthelred's last type. The single 
instance inPB is also from Bedford and Feilitzen suggests there the influ- 
ence of-ON Asgeirr, which may also apply in the case of the moneyers' 
SPLY 22-24. namest cf. PMB 339, 
ýMoneyers 
c. 973-1016 11 Derby 239, Bedford 2461 
at 
Cambridge OSGST (Hr 1)SCBI 
,; at 
PNDB 339. For 
-gEat > -got see 
g 53P 16 DE '6sp 
Osmund 
Lincoln %L - OSKVND (Cn 2, Hr 1-2, HCn 2)SCBI 
OSNVND (Hr l)SCBI 
London (-- 
M= (Cn 1)SCBI 
Vorwich OSIMID (HCn 2)SCBI 
14, 
Since there are no 
-A-g-- 
forms for this name at any of the mints at 
which it appearst the etymon is probably CE 68mund,. LNDB 340. 
ýMoneyers 
c. 973-1016'Lincoln 234, London 253 
[ýýalkr ON: Moneyers c. 973-1016 Shrewsbury 222t York 2301 
Osweald 
Norwich <-- 
OSpOLD (Cn BEH Type A. Cn 1)SCBI 
Nottingham 
OSPOLD (Cn 1)SCBI 
Stamford OSPOLD (Cn 1)BEH, On 2)SCBI 
OSPOLD (Cn 1)BEH 
OE Usveald PITDB 340; for 
-weald > -aold see 58 
Alt6ugh most coins- of *BEII Cn Type A 'belong- tO--the Scandinavian series, 
the Norwich examýle may be one of a very small -group that could have been 
struck in England; see Lyon ASE 5j 1976 P-2-03 
Lý4oneyers c-973-1016 IS, hrewsbury 222, Nottingham 2409 Iforwich 243P 
Northampton 249g London 253# Lewes 2671 
158 
Osweard 
Stamford OSPAM (Cn 3, lir 1)SCBI 
OSPERD (Cn 2-3) SCBI 
CE Osweard PITDB 340. For 
-ward, -werd see ý 59 
Ilchester OSPI (Cn 1)SCBI 
OSPIE ( Cn 1)SCBI 
OSPIG (Cn 1)BEH 
OF, Oswjjz PITDB ; 44-. For 
-wi, -E_ie see 
- -§ 9,9 
rMoneyers C. 973-1016? Bedford 246, London 253; note Oswing printed 
there is an errorl 
Pada ? 
Shrewsbury PADA (Cn I)SCBI 
Either OE Padat PNDB 343, from late OE pad(d)e 'frog, toad', or, read- 
ing P as P, OE Wada, PNDB 407 0 
RIliCVLF see, HringtMlf 
Runstan ? 
Thetford RVIISTAN (Cn 3) SCBI 
Probhbly an error for Brunstan, q. v. 
[ýýena,, jd ON or CG: tMoneyers C-973-10167Lincoln 235, Winchester 2701 
Lgtgenulf CG: tMoneyers 0.973-1016'Winchester 2701 
c ýý 0., L-4 [Riculf CG: c1loneyers c-973-1016'Chester 220l Shrewsbury 2221 
LRodbert Cq: cMoneyers C-973-1016'Lincoln 236 
Simamna 
Salisbury <-- 
SAW (Cn l)SCBI 
OE Simarn Y)NDB 35 3 
Ctioneyers C-973-1016'Salisbury 2681 
a- Smweard 
Winchester SMRD HCn J)BER 
SEPERD 
Nr 
2 BEII 
ý19 
159 
CE Sgweard IPIMB 354. For 
-ward, -'werd see 59; on V for v see 
ý 82 
S; wine 
Bristol SJ-TIITE (Cn K,, Er 1-2)SCBI 
Exeter 4- 
. 
SAPINE (Cn 1)BEH, (Cn 2)SCBI 
Huntingdon <-- 
S4IITE (Cn 1)SCBI 
Leicester SEVIVE (liCn 2)SCBI 
SJTIIM (Hr 2) 
London IWE (Cn 2)SCBI 
Lydford SAPIIM (Cnl-2)SCBI 
Oxford SqIIIE (Cn 1)SCBI 
Shaftesbury J- 
SAFINE (Cn 1)SCBI 
Winchester SEPINE (Cn 1)SCBI, (HCn 2)BEH 
CE Si; wine, PNDB 354. On V for w see ý 82 
LMoneyers C. 973-1016 Huntingdon 245, Cricklade 256, Exeter 263, Wilton 
267,. Shaftesbury do. j Salisbury 2681 
SMýQjlr ? 
York SECOLL (Cn 1)BEH 
Possibly an error for 
, 
Selecol (see Selakollr) or Sneecol (see Sna5kollr) 
but cf. SJECOLt SJECOLF, a moneyer at Cambridge for Edward the Confessor 
in SCBI Index. 
. 
9ýfmr 
Vottingham MRIM (Cn 3, llr 1)BEHt (Hr 20 On 2)SCBI 
SEIGRIM (Hr I)SCBI 
Thetford SAGRIM (HCn 2)SCBI 
-4 
0*1 ON 
, 
Siqrimr PNDB 353, SPLY 284. Probably an Anglo-Scandinavian form- 
atio'ný `ýsince the name is found in Scandinavian sources only on Danish coins 
of 1047-75, and in many cases the moneyers of this series may still be 
English craftsmen v'ho have gone out to Denmark. 
[sot ft ?: tMoneyers C-973-10167Stamford 2381 
160 
LSeaxbeorht OE: tMoneyers C. 973-1016" Lewes 262] 
Selakollr 
wo. 
- 
York SELECOL (Cn J)SCBI 
ON *Sela-kollr Iheadof the seals' orIKo3-Ir of the seals',, SpLy 
23OP FHDB 357, The name is not found in Scandinavian sources 
and is therefore presumably of Anglo-Scandinavian formation, One 
other instance is known, also from Yorkshireq in Domesday TRE. 
Seolca 
Winchester SEOLCA (Cn 1)BEH 
Redin gives this name as "unintelligible" and it is not other- 
wise known. I have suggested in SCBI 19 cxvi that Seolca might be 
a short f orm. for a name in Seolc_ such as the Seolewine,, SilcwinIL 
found as a moneyer's name ;t Glo cester towards the end 6-f-Edwara the 
Confessor's reignt for Harold Godwinesson and for William 1. For 
that name I tentatively proposed an OE etymon *Seolhwine from seolh 
'seal'. 
Noneyers c. 973-1016PSouthampton 268, Winchester 2701 
LSerkrlauss ON: cKoneyers C. 973-10167York 2311 
SibvIg ? 
oxford SIBPIE (Cn 1)SCBI 
Possibly OE Sibw! K but more probably anN has been omitted and 
this form is an error for Sibwine q. v. -- , 
Sibwin-e 
Oxford SIBPIHE (Cn I)BEH 
SIBpNE (Cn J)BEH 
This is the only instance of this name apart from the moneyer 
or moneyers of Athelred at London and Buckingham. Searle 416 
records one other instance of the UBe of the element Sib- ýý Sibthryth but the reference he gives to 78rstemann shows that the 
name is continental. Redin 78 denies that OE compounds in Sib- 
exist. 
_M- names are 
found on the Continent and include givuinus 
Bee Morlet 196. The moneyers' name may be an otherwise unrecorded 
compound in OE ýsibb I related, akin' 9 possibly influenced by a similar 
161 
continental usage, or alternatively an anglicisation of a name 
borrowed from continental Germanic. 
rMoneyers 
c. 973-1016? London 253, Buckingham 
--, 
but see 
SCBI Index] 
Sidumann 
Wareham SIIDENAN (Hr 2)SCBI 
ISIDFIWI (HCn 2)BEH 
OE Sidumann from OE Vjdu- Icustomo good conduct'. There are 
no examples of the name in PNDB but several authentic instances 
given at Searle 4; 6 including a moneyer of Eadred and Edgar. 
. 
For reduction of the final 11 in the first element of compounds 
to 
.2 see 
ý 40; for the doubling of letters See § 103. 
EMoneyers c. 973-10162Rochester 2591 
f 
Siduwinef 
Cricklade SIDEPINE (Cn 1)SCBI 
SIDEPNE (Cn I)BEH 
CE 
* 
Siduwine P14DB 359. Por the reduction of the final u, in sidu- 
to I see ý 40p and c. -V- 
I 
rpm 
Llioneyers c. 973-1016OCambridge 2459 Colchester 247, London 
253, Rochester 2591 
11. 
Sigebeorht 
London SIBRHT (Cn 2)BEH 
Not in ZN__DB ýut the name occurs frequently in OE sQurces, twice in LVDx 
in ASC (. 6f a king of Wessex in the 750s, in Bede ýer a king of Essex in 
the early 7th cent. and in many other instances in-Searle 417-8. 
For Sige- > Si- see 98; for the developments of' -beorht see 
76 
Sigeboda, 
Southampton SIBOM Cn 1 SCBI 
SYBODA 
ý  
11SCBI 
Winchester 4- 
SIBODA (Cn 1-2)SGBI 
SIBDOA (Cn 1)BEH 
SIGBODA (Cn 1)BEH 
OG Sigibodo Forssner ý252 Morlet 197 
l6neyers c-973-1016, *Yiinchester 2703 
Sigear 
Tinchester' SIAR (Cn 1)SCBI 
SIGAR (Cn 1)BEH 
SIGEAR (Cn 1)SCBI 
Possibly OE SIgegFr; though the only other safe instance of this name in 
OE is SiRega abbot of Glastonbury d. 995. The ON derivation which PNDB 
suggests for many of the DomescItLy instances is less likely for the Win- 
chester moneyer; though a continental derivation from Sigger Morlet 198 
is possible. For reduction of SiRe ý 91- see ý 98. 
Siger; oth 
London SINOD (Cn 1 SCBI 
SINOD kCn 21SCBI 
OE Siger7ot PNDB 360. For reduction of Sige- ý Li- see § 98 
Sigei; cl 
Gloucester 4ý- 
SIRED (Cn 1-3)SCBI 
SIREDD (Cn 1)BEH 
London SIRED (Cn 2)SCBI 
OE Slgeiid PNDB 361. For reduction of IiEe- > Li- see § 98, - fur 
-xai 
16. For doubling of letters see ý 103. 
rMoneyers 
0.973-10161 Gloucester 224] 
1601 
Siger'ic 
Norwich SIRIC (Cn 3)SOBI 
OE Sigerl-c PNDB 361. For reduction of Sige-ý Si- see 
§ 98. 
ýMoneyers 
c-973-10leWatchet 265s Winchester 27]0 
1 
Sigeweard 
London SIPERD (Cn 1)SCBI 
Southwark SI? MD (Cn 1)Swedish find SHM Inv. 23695 
Warwick SIPERD (HCn 1)SCBI 
OE Sigeweard PNDB 361; for reduction of ýýe-> qj- see ý 98, for -weard 
see j 59. 
Sige-wealcl OE: rMoneyers C-973-1016-Ipswich 2473 
PiEewine OE: fmoneyers C-973-1016"Chester 220ý Worcester 223] 
ewulf OE: (Mon eyers C-973-10163Staffora 2219'Wallingford 2571 F-§i-&921-W-U1L1 L-- 
Siculi 
Iketer SCVLA (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
York CS Hr 11SCBI 
Sýt 
ý r 
1 SCBI 
SCVLAA (HCn 2)SCBI 
JP ON 
, 
Ski' , li PNM 3662 SPLY 254., Found fairly frequently in Iceland 
from the 10th cent. onwards, rarer and later in Norway and also 
f ound in a few instanc5s from East Scandinavian sources. An 
original byname from skyla 'to shelter'. 
For final a in ON names ending in i see §32; for doubling of letters see ý 103. 
Smeawine 
Guildford SMEAPINE (Cn l)SCBI 
Winche ster SNqNE (Cn 1)BEH may also represent this name. 
OE &-eawine from smZ! ah 'wise, subtle. ' MW 366. Also foundýc-ý- a 
post-Conquest London moneyers and Edward the Confessorý rciy et Bristol; see SCBI Index. 
Srgiikollr 
York SNECOL (Cn 1)SCBI 
I' 
R4 
ON Srakollr SPLY 258. Found only in West Scandinavian sources. 
A SNACOL is found in Ethelred's second type (BEH Bl) at York, 
SCBI 21 65 
Snel 
Chester SNEL (Cn 1)SCBI, (Cn 3 Hr 1)BEH 
SNELL (Cn 2)BEH, (Hr 1ýSCBIO (Hr 2)BEH 
SNEL CARMASNEL (Cn 2)SCBI 
-4 .I 
Probably an original byname from OE snell 'sharp, strong'. Snelia 
is found already in M but Snel c. 995 YCD 1220 is slightly doubtful 
as the actual reading, is Suel. A Snel appears as a moneyer of 
Ethelstan (in Type i and at Chester in Types v and vi) in which reign 
Scandinavian moneyers' names are very rare, but as a byname it occurs 
in the Festermen list Elewin vel-Snel where Scandinavian names are 
common. Bj8rkman however concludes that any suggestion of the 
name being of Scandinavian 6rigin ývoulA be vnl-iNýOy, The last form 
is unintellig, ible. 
Snellj: E& 
Lincoln <-- 
SNELING (Cn 1)SOBI 
Probably OE snell (see preceding name) with 
-in& suffix, but cf. West 
Scandinavian Snillingr 
Imoneyers C-973-1016? Li*ncoin 23o]4 
Spearhafoo 
Winchester SPA W VC Cn 1-2)SCBI 
SPERAFVC 
M 
1)BEH 
SPRAFVC (Cn I)BEH 
An original byname, most probably from OE spearhafoo, sparrowhawk. 1 
PNM 369. ON Sporhaukr 
' 
is, found: only once) and late 
ý15th 
cent. ) 
in ay apart -from two possible instances in place&nayn". Although 
the Domesday distribution (Suffolk, Notts. ) favours'a Scandinavian 
origin for the use of the appellative as a personal name it seems 
unlikely that its appeartnce at Winchester is clue to any Scandinavian 
influence. 
For Sna 
, 
S-p e see ýý 53s 11,13-14. 
Sperlin, 
_& ? 
Suclbur7 SPIRLING Cn 1 SCBI 
SPRELINC 
M MEH 
SPRLINC On I)SCBI 
BgH reads this name as Swirlin etc. and a coin, of Henry I of the 
Hastings mint reads SVERLINCs suggesting that in some cases at least 
145 
this may be an o: ýirinal b3mame associated with OE sweora 'neck,. 
Ekwall,, on the other hand in ELPN proposes an OE name *Spyrling, 
a metathesised diminutive form of r? r)rytel 'a shoot' 
Noneyers 
c-973-1016-Thetforcl 2443 
Spilemann 
Winchester 
SPILEW (Cn li 3)SCBI, (Hr 1-2, HCn 2)BEH 
SPILM= (HCn 2)BEH 
SPILMIAN (HCn 2)BEH 
SPLEMAN (Cn 1)BEH 
BEH and Searle both read Swileman but this is unintelligible; 
the name is probably from an OE *spilemann, 
tplayers Jester! The 
compound is found only in OHG glossing 'histriols but there is 
no reason why an independent formation on OE spilian 'to play', 
.- 
should not have existed. See Tengvik 270,198, where some ins 
ances of the byname there cited may go back to an OE personal 
name. 
fMoneyer3 
c-973-1016'Southampton 2689'Winchester -- but see 
SCBI Inclex3 
Spraculf 
Winchester SPRACVLF (Hr 2)BEH 
BEHO BMC and Searle give this names as Swraculf but-the head-form 
given a ove would seem the more likely. The Winchester location 
suggests an OB name in -wulf 
, 
with loss of w (see S 83) rather than 
an ON name in -ulfr. The name is not otherwise recorded unless 
_Sperokulf2ka 
monk of Evesham, Searle 429, is a form of it. 
The first element may reflect an OE cognate of ON spnekr 'lively' 
which may be the etymon of NE dialect sprack 'brisk, in good health 
and spirits' given in N. E. D. as current mainly in the West Midland 
and Southwestern counties of England. 
Sl: )runt 
Thetford SPRVNT (Cn 1)SCBI 
BEH and B0 read Swrunt but this is unintelligiblb and the name is 
probably related to spruht given in N. E. D. as In. a convulsive move- 
ment, start, spring or bound; adj. brisks active; vb. to spring or 
dart'. There are no 
- 
recorded instances before 1600 but it 
appears in various dialects and may be related to ON spretta 'to 
spring'. 
3t Th 45' r 
Huntingaon STANER (or po33ibly STANMER) (Cn* 1)BEH 
It. & 
Thetford STAMIER (Cn 1)SCBI 
OE St3nvier PNDB 372. For 
-mer see 
ý 16 
f 
Steinbitr ON: 'ýMoneyers c-973-10167Lincoln 2351 
I 
Steingrimr 
Cambridge S TEINGRIM (Cn 2)BEH 
STENGRIM (Cn 1 BM 
STENGRIM (Cn 1ý Karls finds Tingst4de parish, Gotland 
ON Steingrtmr PNDB 3739 SPLY 261+. Very co=on indeed in Iceland, 
less so in Norway and found in East Scandinavian sources only 
doubtfully in one Swedish placename. For Sten-, qjgn- see 
659 67 
- 
Steinketill ON: (Moneyers c-973-1016'Lincoin 235] 
strthwulf 
London STIDVLF (Cn 2)SCBI 
OB StTthwulf. The same name is found in the early part of LVD 
and Stith- k OB st! rth stiff, strong') is also found in St'ithbeorht 
in 8th cent. charters and according to Symeon of Durham a St-ith- 
heard 
, 
was one of the bearers of the body of St. Cuthbert: Searle 
431 
t 'Moneyers 0.973-1016'York 229, Probably an abbreviation for 
a name in ýýr-, see below. ] 
Stvrkarr 
C=bridge 
. 
'STIRCERE (Hr 2)BEH 
Yo rk f-I 
STIRCAR (Cn 1)SCBI 
STIRCER On 1)SCBI 
ON Styrkarr PNM 377, SPLY 268. Forms of this name are found 
in Eoth Easý Zn-d West Scandinavian sources and in Normandy. 
For Stircer see§ 9 
ýMoneyers C-973-1016'York 229] 
Stvricollr 
York 
STIRCOL (Cn 1-2 Hr 1-2)SCBI 
STIRCOLL (HCn 2ýSCBI 
STYRCOL (Cn 2)BEH, (Hr 1)SCBI 
STRCOL (Cn 2)SCBI 
This moneyerýs name appears at York from'Ethelreclls last type to 
Eclwara the Confessor's sixth, 
-i. e. over a perjoa of some forty-five 
10 
years. It has however not so far been found on coins of (Cn 3) 
and it may be that one moneyer of the name ends his carecr with 
VAh.. (Cn 2) and another begins striking for Harold. 
ON *Styrkollr. The moneyer's name is the only instance from 
England and the name is not found in Scandinavian sources, but for 
Sty cf. St-yrkarr above, Wfor names in 
-kollr cf. Bretakollr, 
FT--ithkollr, 5elakollr 
Noneyers C-973-1016'York 229] 
Styrkollr ? 
York STIRC (HCn 2)BEH 
Probably for St-vrkollr, as Stvrkarr is not found striking so late. 
Sumarlithr, Sumarlithi 
Lincoln 
SVMERL (Hr 2)SCBI 
SVMERLDA, (Hr 2)BEH 
SVMME (Cn 1)SCBI 
SWERLED (Cn l)SCBI 
SWIERLML (Cn 2, Er 1)SCBI 
SWIERLD (Cn l)SCBI 
SVI-IERLYD (Hr 2)BEH 
SWERLIDA (HCn 2)SCBI 
SVI-U, b (Cn l)SCBI 
SVHREID ýHr 2)SCBI 
SVITDEID kHr 2)SCBI s. Canterbury 
SVNRDDE (Hr 2)BEH 
SVOIIREID (Hr 2)BEH 
London SVKERLED (Cn E BEH var. e, probably Scandinavian) 
Norwich ? SV14ERDA (Cn 1)BEH 
Thetford (-- 
SWIERLED (Cn 1)SCBI 
SWIRLD (Cn 1)SCBI 
SWMLED (Cn 1)SCBI 
There is a group of very blundered legends with a form of the Lincoln 
mint-signature (LIC, LNC, IIC) on coins with Harold Fleur-de-lis obverses 
of a peculiar style. A coin with the legend SVKUID ON LIC (SCBI 18 257, 
Kossop pl. lxii 20) belongs to the type BER B var. c which is now believed 
to be Danish and it is possible that this whole group may be Scandinavian 
imitations. The attribution to Lincoln of the SVNDEID 'Canterbury' coin 
is dealt with in Smart C Correctionsý165. 
A moneyer of this name 'is not known at Norwich apart from the BEH 
attribution of a coin reading SVMERDA NOD. This is not a typical mint- 
signature for torwich and would omit the copulative, so in fact NO may 
stand for MO. The presence of a moneyer of this name at Thetford may 
either indicate his activity in East Anglia and be taken as lending 
credence to the Norwich attribution, 'or alternatively NO D may be an 
error for D. the initial of Thetford. 
ON, Sumarlfthr or a weak form Sumarifthi: the strong form would give he 
14S 
rise to the endings in -LED, LED and the weak form to those in 
-LIDA, 
-LYDA etc. but the two forms seem to have been used side-by-side of the 
same individual. The name appears to have arisen in the Western Isles, 
where it later became popular through Somerled, Lord of the Isles. There 
is one instance of a man of Scottish birth from the early 10th cent., and 
the several instances from the settlement of Iceland may also have been 
of adventurers from the isles. The name does not appear in Norway until 
the. 14th cent. and is not found in East Scandinavian; SPLY 270-1. 
An original by-name 'summer traveller', or possibly originating as a 
variation of Vetrl! Cthi which had the meaning of 'a bear in its second 
year'. I 
[Moneyers 
c. 973-1016 York 2299 Lincoln 235, Nottingham 240, Thetford 2441 
Sunegod 
Lincoln 
SVIIEGOD (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
CG Sunirautt Forasner 226; the first element is sunja I truth' but in OE 
it was presumably thought to be related to sunu 95sonl as an Ethelred 
coin from the Swedish Tingstade find reading SVNVGOD shows. For names 
in 
-. 
g_od in CE, none of which are of native origin, see Kisbye, Publications 
Qf the-Department of. En lish, University of Copenhagen VIII 1979. 
[Moneyers 
c. 973-1016 Lincoln 236, London 254] 
- 
Sunnulfr 
York 'SVINOLF (Cn 1)SCBI 
SVNOLF ýCn 1-2)SCBI 
SVNVLF Cn 1,3, llr 1)SCBI 
ON Sunnulfr, ZM 378t SPLY 272. The first form could possibly stand 
for a distinct name Svlnulfr from svfn 'pig' but is more likely to be 
an error. For the variation --glV= 
, 
jLJf see § 43. Lind suggests that 
the name may be a side-form of fem. Sunnffa. Rare in Iceland but fairly 
common later in Norway. A few instances are found in East Scandinavian. 
LMoneyers 
c. 973-1016 York 230, Lincoln 23ý 
Svaf i 
Lincoln SPAFjk (Cn 3, Hr l)SCBI 
SPAFVA (HCn 2) SCBI 
spqa. 
-ý (Er l)SCBI 
OHSvafi SPLY 273P PHO 380, from the folk-name 'Swabians'. Found as 
the name of a Danish moneyer 1314-15, Hauberg p. 100, and in a Danish place- 
name Svavested; not known from West Scandinavian. 
For substitution of OE 
-a in ON names in'-i see 
ý 32. The last form is 
aj 
Svart 
Stamford SPART (Hr 2)SCBI 
SPERT kHr 1, HCn 2)BEH 
SPERTT (HCzi 2)BEH 
169 
ON Svart 
, 
Svarti SPLY 274, PVDB 379. The strong form was common in 
Iceland; rare in Norway; there are some East Scandinavian examples. 
L14oneyers 
c. 973-1016'York 2301 
Svartbrandr 
Lincoln SVARTBIUIM (Cn 2)SCBI 
SPARTBR. AITD (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
SPARTEBRAND (Cn 2)SCBI 
SPARTEF., UM (Hr l)SCBI 
SPEARTABRAND (Cn 2)SCBI 
SPE., iRTBR-UM (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
SPEARTBIUM (Cn 3)SCBI 
SPEATEBRAN (Cn 3)SCBI 
SPEATEBR. UM (Cn 3)SCBI 
SPERTBRAn (Cn 3, lir l)SCBI 
SPERTEBR (Cn 3)SCBI 
SPERTEBRA (Cn 3 Hr 1)SCBI 
SPERTEBRZ (Cn ; )SCBI 
SpEiTEBR.: IM (Cn 3)SCBI 
SPPEARTABRAD (Cn 2)SCBI 
Stamford 
SVia'L'BRAITD (Cn 1)SCBI 
SPERTBR. eliD kCn 1)SCBI 
()JI *Svartbrandr, probably an Anglo-Scandinavian formation, SPLY 
-274-5, PNDB 37B-9- For jweart-v Swert- see § 7. 
[LMoneyers c. 973-1016'Stamford 238J 
Svarthgfth_i 
%b 
Dover spEARTAFE (Cn 2)SCBI 
SpERTAFE (Cn 2)SCBI 
ON Svarthofthi 'Black-head' is found in East and West Scandinavian and 
in Normanay; it is particularly common in Iceland, PNDB 379, SPLY 275. 
A Scandinavian name is unexpected at Dover, but the form of the second 
element suggests the Norse etymon rather than OE h-eafodt although CE 
nweart has certainly influenced the first elemento see t 7. 
rSvartkarr, ON-. 'Moneyers c. 973-1016'York 230t Stamford 2381 
(Svartkollr OWHoneyers c-973-1016'York 2301 
I_- 
Sveinn, 
Chester, 
SPEGEN (Cn 1)SCBI, (Hr 1)BEH 
SPEGN (Cn 1)SCBI 
London 
Sp, All (Cn 3)SCBI 
SpAIIN On 3)SCBI 
('10 
Southwark SPEGINII (? ) (Cn I)SCBI 
York SPEGEN (Hr 1)BMt (Hr 20 HCn 2)SCBI 
SPEGN (Hr 2)SCBI 
For the Southwark coin SCBI probably f ollows the BEH reading but I 
read the BEH coins as SPEGNN and f ind the SCBI coin uncertain. 
SPAN at London looks like the OE swMi but a, Swegen strikes there in 
Ethelred's last type and this is presumably an anglicisation of the same 
name. 
ON Svein 
, 
tIMB 380-1, SPLY 276-82. Very common in Novaay. from the 
10th cent. onwards but found"only later in Iceland; also common in East 
Scandinavian. For the, representation of ON ei see 66 
LMoneyers 
c. 973-10161 Chester 220, London 
-- 
SCBI Indexl 
Svertingr 
Chester (- 
SPARTI (Cn 1)BEH 
SPARTIC (Cn I)BEH 
SPARTINC (Hr 1-2)SCBI 
SPARTNCI ýCn 1)BEH 
SPEARTINC (Cn 2)SCBI 
SPERM (Hr 2)BEH 
SPERTINC (Hr 1)SCBI 
SPERTING (Hr 2)SCBI 
Derby SVARTINC ýCn 2)SCBI, (Cn 3)BEH 
SVERTINC Cn 2)SCBI 
SPERTINC Cn 3, Hr 1-2, HCn 2)SCBI 
SPERTIIC 
ýHr 
2)SCBI 
SPRTINC (Hr 2)BEH 
pERTINC (Hr 2)BEH 
Lincoln SPARTINC (Cn 3)SCBIp (Hr 2)BEH 
SPEARTINC (Cn 3)SCBI 
SPERTINC Hr 2, HCn 2)SCBI 
SPERTING 
ýCn 
3)SCBI 
SPRTIIN (Hr 2)BEH 
SPRTIN (Hr 2)AEH 
Norwich 
SpERTINC (Cn 1)SCBI, 
York SERTINC (Cn 1)BEH 
SVRTINC Cn 2)SCBI 
SPERTINC (Cn 1)SCBI, (Cn 2)BEH 
SPERTNC (Cn 2)SCBI 
ON Svertin", PNDB 381. SPLY 282-3, a derivative of Svartr and found in 
Scandinavian sources. 
Some forms show influence from OE sweart. Many forms show unvoicing of 
the final consonant, for which see ý 97. 
Uc Moneyers c. 973-10167York 230, Norwich 2431 
§w Le t, SiFt 
Bedford SON (Cn 3)SCBI 
SPEW (Cn 3)SCBI 
III 
SPOT (HCn 2)SCBI 
SPOTA (Cn 3)SCBI, (Hr 2)BEH 
SPOTE (Hr 2)SCBI 
Dorchester SPET (Cn 2)SCBI, (Cn 3)BEH 
SPETA (Cn 3)SCBI 
'Eanburhl SPET (Cn 1)SqBI 
Shrewsbury SPOT (Cn 1) SCBI 
SPOTA (Cn 1)SCBI 
'Eanburh' is an unidentified mint; the mint-signature is EANBYRI. It 
is known from only one pair of diess the style of which is that assoc- iated with Winchester. 
CE Sw; t. Sw6ta. P1TDB 381, Redin l5p from OE swEt rsweet. ' Strong 
and weak Fo--rms are found together, presumably denoting the same 
person. For final e <a see § 5. 
For the variation of swret/swot in CE see 20. 
See also Gpdric SPOT. 
Sw'etins 
London *, 
- - 
'ä - Z& SVETIN ýCn ijBEH 
SPETINC(, Cn 1,3)SCBI 
SpETIC n 1)BEH 
There is a coin of Lincoln which reads SPETINC (Cn 2) in the Stora 
Haglund findtMancli 43ývedens but this is probably an error for 
SPERTINC, see Svertingr,. 
CE Sy-eting, PNDB 381 a derivative of SwA. For unvoicing of the final 
consonant see 97. 
['q4oneyers c. 973-1016)Colchester 247, London 2531 
I 
SvretMInM 
London SPETI-WI Cn 3 SCBI 
SPEMAN 
ý n 
3ýSCBI 
moneyer of this name appears sporadically at London from Ethelred's 
last type up till the end of the Anglo-Saxon period. 
OE Sw-etmann EIMB 381 
Lq4oneyers c. 973-1016 1 London 2531 
LSwetys; ?= OE Swe-thvse: 'Koneyers c. 973-1016ýLondon 2541 
S, 
wT'trTc6 
Kilbourne Port SPETRIC (Cn 3)SCBI 
OE*Sw8trI7c, known only from this moneyer and one at Wilton toward the 
en of Edward the Confessor's reign. In some instances in the Exeter 
Domesday Abbot Sihtric of Tavistock is called Swetric 
Thep_nwine 
Exeter DEGENPINE (Cn 3)SOBI 
DEGITPI14E (Cn 3)SCBI, (HCn 1)BEH 
I Although 
-! thegn appears as a second element in several names of OE 
origin therG--is no evidence for Thegn- as a first element. It appears frequently in this position in Continental Germanic namess and Thegnwine is therefore probably to be rbgarded as oontinental. 
ýZr CG: 'rKoneyers c. 973-1016" Lewes 2621 I'Thgodg 
Lamýý CE or CG: 'Xoneyers c. 973-1016P Lincoln 2341 
Theodred 
London MODRED (Cn 2)SCBI 
Apart from coins, the evidence for the use of Th"god- as a name-element in 
England is slight, but it is common in CG, cf. Forssner 2309 Morlet GI-72 
Ekwall, however, in ELPIT p. 2 argues that it was in use in OE. 
tHoneyers c. 973-1016'Lincoln 234, London 2541 
LThiothulfr QN: ýVoneyers c 
. 
973-1016-A London 2541 
[Th4aldr CWHoneyers c. 973-1016? Chester 220] 
A 
t 
,. 
Thorfrfthr 
Norwich DVRVERD (Cn 1)SCBI 
DREFRD (Cn J)SCBI 
DVREFERD (Cn 1)SCBI 
3)VMRD (Cn 1-2)SOBI 
DVRFRD (Cn 1)BEH 
Thetford DVFRT'(Cn 1)Berlin 
DVRFERD (Cn 2)SCBI 
BEH 2987 ýCn 1) is read as DVREFIRD but I read WREFERD. 
000 ON Thorfrithr PNDB 392, SPLY 303-4. Except in Swedish the name 
appears in Scandinavian sources only in the syncopated form Thorthr. 
The unsyncopated form also appears in, Normandy in place-and personal 
names. 
For Thur-, see § 3B; for 
-ýLe_rth see § 34. 
I 
MLE= 
Exeter <-- 
DVRGOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
Totnes DVRGOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
9 
173 
ON Thorgautr PNDB 393, LPLY 304-ý5, common in both East and West 
Scandinavian and also found in Normandy. 
For Thur- see ý 38. For 
-4od seeý63, but association with OE pgd 
is also to be considered., 
tt Moneyers c. 973-1016IExeter 263.1 
Thor mr 
Lincoln DVRGRIM (HCn 2)SCBI 
York DVRGRIM (Cn 3, lir 1-2)SCBI, (HCn 2)BM 
DVRIK (Cn 3)BEH 
DVRRGRIM (Hr 2)SCBI 
ON SPIM 393, SPLY 306-7. much more commonly found in West 
Scandinavian than in East. 
For Thur. 
- 
see § 38 
L'*Honeyers c. 973-1016? York 2301 
Thorketin Lincoln DVRECETEL (Cn 1)BEH 
London DORCETEL (HCn 1) 
DORCETL (Cn BEH Type A. Cn 2)SCBI' 
DVRCIL (Cn BEE Types Ab, Ac, HCn BEH Type C)BEH_ 
Torksey 
DORCETL (Cn 2)SCBI 
DVRCETEL (Cn l)SCBI 
Stamford DVRCET (Hr 2)BEH 
All the London dies with the exception of (Cn 2) have the mint- 
signature LVDI which Hauberg gives to the Danish mint of Lund. All 
these are of irregular types and certainly belong to the Scandinavian 
series. 
ON Th ra ill IMB 394-5 p SPLY 309-11, common in all branches of Scandinavian. For Thur-. see ý 38 
f EMoneyers c. 973-1016YLincoln 2350 Torksey 240P Northampton 2491 
Thorrad 
London DORIM Cn BER Type B)BEH 
BORED 
ý n 
BER Type A/E)SCBI 
These dies are imitative and belong to the Scandinavian series, see 
Lyon et al. 240-1 
. 
If this is in fact a moneyer's name and not a 
blundering or fabrication it is a form of Thor(f)rithr SPLY 302. 
The name appears later at London as WRED as a moneyer of-Tenry I. 
Thorsteinn 
Lincoln DVRSTAN (Hr 1)SCBI 
London MRSTIT On 2) 
DORSTEN (HCn 1) 
1 Li, 
Norwich DVRESTAN (Cn 1)BEH 
Stamford 'DVESTAN (Cn 1-3. Er lp HCn 2)SCBI 
BVRSTN (Cn 3)SCBI 
DVRSTANN (HCn 2)BEH 
DVSTAN (Cn 3. Hr 1)SCBI 
BEE gives a coin of Thurstan to Taunton but this is in fact a 
Stamford coin.. The two London coins from BEH are in all probabil- 
ity Danish. These coins or their die-duplicates appear in Hauberg 
1130122; the mint-signature is LVDI and the Harthacnut coin die- 
links into the "London" DORCETEL (etc. ) coins discussed above, see 
Thorketill. 
ON Thorsteinn PNDB 396. SPLY 313-4. Very common all over 
Scandinavia and also found in Normandy. For 
-Z±eU see § 65, for 
-gtan § 69. 
[Honeyers c. 973-1016 York 2300 Lincoln 236, Stamford 238, 
Norwich 2431 
ThondMr- 
Stamford DVRVLF (Cn 2-3, Er 1-2, HCn 2)SCBI 
ON Thorulfr SPLY 317. Found in both East and West Scandinavian 
but rare in ITo2: i7., a-y, and also f ound in Normandy. The full form 
ThKrulfr is more characteristic of 'West Scandinavian; in Denmark 
End Swed n the syncopated form Tholfr is more frequentt for vhich 
cf. PNDB 389. 
[Moneyers c. 973-1016 York 230, Leicester 2391 
Thud ne 
J) 
London DVDINEI (Hr 1)BEH 
Probably an error for Duding q. v. 
TTdrmd 
Thetford TIMED On 2, HCn 2)SCBI 
TIDREDD (Cn 2)SCBI 
tjs 
OE ridr; 4-, known only from this moneyer's name unless present 
in thý place-name Tidredingford, Searle 453. The moneyer's 
name Tedredo from the St. Edmund Memorial coinage which Searle 
normalises to Tidred is more likely to represent Theodred or a 
CG form of the latter name. 
Yor OE 
-1:; ý > ýred see § 16, for doubling of letters § 103- 
ol Toki 
Cricklade TOCA (Cn 1)SCBI 
London TOCA (Cn 1)BEH, (Cn 2)SCBI, 
Southwark TOCA (Cn ? )SCBi 
York TOCA (Cn 2)SCBI 
TOCAA (Cn 1 SCBI 
TOOCA Wn 2ýSCBI 
I Toki PNDB 385-6, SPLY 287-8, a short-form of compounds in 
Therl-, Very common in Danish, from where it spread to Sweden and 
Norway. Rare in Iceland, and found in Norway only from the eleventh 
century onwards. 
Por final a in ON names in J, see ý 329 for doubling of letters 
103. 
ýHoneyers c. 973-1016'Colchester 248, Maldon do., London 254, 
Cricklade 2560 Winchester 2701 
Tosti see &Ifwine-Tosti 
Trotan 
Cheater TROTAN (Cn 1-ý)SCBI 
OIr Trotan Dolley BNJ XELVI 41Y Redin 110-1. 
1-71- ", 
(Tumi 0 Dan: r MorYeyers C-973-1016? York 2301 
[jEEOE: fMoneyers c-973-10160 Exeter 26ý1 
I [T5n==OE: 'Money 
. 
ers C-973-10167SOuthwark 258 1 
f 
nulf OWMoneyers c. 973-1016'Buckingham 2551 . mor, 
- 
Ubbi see VVLFPI VBI s. WulfvTg 
Ucede 
York VCEDE (Cn 3. Hr 1-2)SCBI 
VCEDEE (Hr 2. HCn 2)SCBI 
M Ucedep an 
-ede derivative of Ucca. This class of derivatives 
is rather larger then appears from Redin 161-2; earlier moneyers' 
names give Bionnede (Edward the Elder) and probably Winede (Edmund) 
SCBI Index., and Feilitzen in Studia, NeoRhilologica XL P-13 adds 
Leofede and Ufede as well as confirming the OB derivation of Ucede 
upon which Redin cast doubt. 
[Ulfr ON: 'Moneyers c-973-10169York 230p Lincoln 236] 
Ulfbýorn 
Lincoln f- 
VLFBEORN (Cn 2)SCBI' 
PIBRN (Cn 2) SCBI 
PVLBARN (Cn 2)SCBI 
-VVLBEORN (Cn 2. Hr 2)3CBI 
VVLBERE (Cn 2)SCBI 
VLBERN ýCn 1-3)SCBIs (HCn 2)BEH 
VLBREN kCn 2)SCBI 
TVLBRN (Er'2)SCBI 
? VLFBERN (Cn l)SCBI 
ON UlfbjQrn LP-LY-324-59 not found in Scandinavia except on Danish 
coi-n-s1086-95t when the moneyers may still have been of English 
descent. 
Yor 
-b2E!, barn see 
ý 78. 
-beorn is either an inverted spelling 
for 
-bern or is d4e to association with OE beorn 'mans warrior'. F4>r, W, Vf- ee- (jIPZC%r" 
,2 Moneyers c-973-1016 Lincoln 236] 
Ulfkqtill 
Lincoln 
't- 
VLFCETEL (Cn 1-2)SGBT 
York f- 
VLFCETEIý (Cn-l)SCBI 
III 
Some coins of mostly irregular types %%-Ith some form of TJlfcil, 
Ulfcetl and an approximation of the London mint-signature have 
in the past been included in the English scries by BEH and others. 
It now seems likely that no coins of this moneyer can be attributed 
to London. In this group occur Ethelred types in the name of 
Harthacnut and mules between types of Cnut, Harold, Harthacnut and 
the first tyne of Edward the Confessor. There is considerable die- 
linking within thý group and the characteristic Danish mint-signat- 
ure LVDI is prevalentp as are irregularities in the obverse port- 
rait and legends. 
ON Ulfketill PHIS 399-400., LPLT 326. There are no certain West 
Scandinavian examples but the name is found in Swedish runic 
inscriptions and in a few Danish instances. 
LMoneyers c-973-1016'York 230,9 Lincoln 236, Norwich 2431 
Ulfg 
/ 
mr 
Lincoln 
? VLGRIM (Gn 1)Leningrads Hermitage 
PVLFGRIM (Cn 1)Trondheim 
York VLFGRIM (Cn 1)SCBI 
VLFUJýJ11 (Cn 1)BEH 
SCBI 13 897 reads the same die as the second York example. VLFGARIM 
but the BEH reading seems preferable. 
I ON *Ulf grimr not found in Scandinavian sources and probably an 
Anglo-Scandinavian formation, SPLY 235. Lincoln has VLFGRIM 
as well as'PVLFGRIM inEthelred's last type. Wulf- forms are by 
anglicisation. A possible alternative etymon is CG Wulfgrim but 
the distribution and the presence of VLF- forms make a Scandinavian 
aerivation more likely. 
Noneyers c. 973-1016'Lincoln 2A 
(Unbein ON: tMoneyers 0.973-1016'Lincoln 236] 
t. 
Valgestr 
Thetford 
PELGIST (Cn 1) SCBI 
'PELSIT Cn 1ýSCBI 
PLGIST 
ý  
1 SCBI 
Probably ON *Valgestr The first element is probably ON val 
'foreign' or possibly valr 'field of battle'. For the second 
element cf. Frithgestr SPLY 86. There are no examples of the 
name from Iceland or Norway but from Denmark in the 13th cent. 
there is a WaleMst DGP 1547. 
For w for ON a see ý 8. -. gist is probably by analogy with OE 
gi(eTs 
. 
Tgoneyers c-973'1016fThetford 2441 
118 
Vathlauss 
Lincoln ' PADLO3 Cn 3)SCBIj (Hr 1)BEH 
, PAELOS Hr 1 BEH 
, PEDLE3 Cn 3 SCBI 
, PEDLOS 
ICn 
3 SCBI 
VEMOVS (Cn 3)SCBI 
L*VdthlausLs an original byname 'without clothes', cf. Broklauss, 
9P 0 Is s /I 10 
ý 65,286, SerkrlausstMoneyers c-973-10161231; see also 
G. Fellows Jensen'BTUT XLI p 188. Spellings in'PED-and -LES show 
the substitution of OE cognates vrmd and Iffs. For ON au represented 
by 2. and ou seeý§ 61,62. 
yetr thi ON: Moneyers c-973-1016 'fork 230] jjýt_ 
f 
Vikinar 
Lydford VICINC (Cn 3)SCBI 
Also found as a moneyer's name at Exeter in the middle of Edward the 
Confessor's reign and for Harold II at Worcester. 
There are Domesday instances of the name from Suffolks Cambridge- 
shire, Warwickshire and Devon, ENDB 4051 and several placenames with 
the personal name are recorded in Yorkshire and Lincolnshire, S-PLY ý: ýr 358. Both PNDB and SPLY take the personal name to be ON Ifk 
but there is some uncertainty as to whether this is to be derived 
from the appellative 'viking' - this itself of problematical meaning 
and derivati5p. The name may be an 7in& derivation of ON names in 
__Jorn, cf- DGP 1572. All the ON n pes Vfk-, e. g. Vikmahr. Výkb 
with this first element s6em to have the connotation "man from Vfkli. e. 
the Oslo fjord* The name Viking is known in ODan and OSw but is most 
common in Forwegian sources. 
An OE noun wTcin is found in early glosses; Campbell S 566 and n., 
with the meaning 'pirate' and is likely because of the date to be", ' 
native rather than a Scandinavian loan. A native derivation might 
seem preferable for a Lydford name but Scandinavian names are sur- 
prisingly plentiful at the adjacent Inint of Exeters see Carl ' Ketill 
Scula Thurgod. Lydforcl took some of its dies from Exeter in (Cn 1) 
and some moneyers' names appear at both mints. X 
I/ 
Vilgrip 
Stamford 'PILGRIP (HCn 2)SCBI 
'PILGRI Hr 2ýBEH 
TILGRM 
M2 
BEH 
There seems to be some confusion in the forms of this name. 'PILGRN 
appears in Edward the Confessor's second type at Stamford but forms 
in-GRIP are found at Hertford. and Lincoln as well as at Stamford in 
this reign. CG Wilgrim would account for j? ILGý, RNj,, VILGRM but the 
rest of the forms would seem to intend ODan Vilgri, ) DGP'1573- 
One would be reluctant to suggest that more than one moneyer is 
involvedp but it is impossible to say how the confusion has arisen 
though from the proportion of forms in to those in 
-grm. (n) 
Vilgrip seems to be the original name. 
17ý 
Vi thfari 
Ipswich 'ýIDFAU (Hr 1-2)BEH 
IPIDFARE (Hr 1)BEH 
,e ON Vithfari, an original byname 'he who travels far and 'wide', 
SPLY 333. One instance is known from Iceland in the 10th cent. 
and several from-Swedish runic inscriptions. For final as e 
substituted for ON i see ý 32, 
t ['Wacer OE Yoneyers C-973-101ý Stamford 2381 
Wada 
Shrewsbury TADA (Cn 1)SCBI 
OB uncompounded Wacla PNDB 407, Redin 79. See also Pada. 
wm ael 
Bath P£DEL (Hr 2, HCn 1)BEH» (HCn 2)SOBI 
? £DELL (Hr 1)BEH, (Hr 2)SCBI 
? EDEL (Hr 2)BM 
-9 
OE Tedel an 
-el suffix ddrivation of Wada, see above; Redin 110. (Redel recorded by Redin 139 and derived there from OE Rada exists 
only as a misreading of this name) 
Velrafen 
Lincoln 17ELPEFAN ýCn 3)SCBI 
pELWEN ýHr 1 BEH 
, PALRAFEN ýHr 2 BM PELREFEN (Hr 1 SCBI 
Not orif; inally ON though a few late instances are found in Danish. 
CG Walahramn, possibly introduced into the Danelaw by Franks who 
came over with the Scandinavian settlers, PNDB 410. For the rep- 
resentation of ONs CG a by Esee § 8. 
Waltferth 0E. 
6neyers 
c-973-1016 Ipswich 2471 
I Wenpos uncertain: Moneyers c. 973-1016)York 230] 
liclia 
London PIDIA (Hr 1)SCBI 
'PIDIGE Hr l SCBI 
9IDIIA 
ý  
1 
j 
SCBI 
Steyning 'VIDIA (Cn 3 )BEH 
VIDIIA (Cn ý)Mi 
'PVDIA (Cn 2 )SCBI 
PVDIIA (Cn 2)SCBI 
k 
i 
Vinchester IDIA ýHr 1-2)BEH, (HCn 2)SCBI ýIDIG ýHr 2)SCBI 
PYDIA (Hr 1)SCBI 
See also Godwine PIDIA etc. 
ISO 
OF. 'Widiga, ý an --_iga derivative of OE Wuda, Redin 58,159. For loss. 
of & or representation by i see 
§ 98. This is possibly a name of 
great antiquity since a Wudga is mentioned in 'Widsith. The variatinn 
Widj yjLu 
- 
may go back to an original Widia becoming Tludia bý ýLF 
combinative back umlaut, cf. wiclu, ? ýudu, Campbell § 218. -WYDIA 
is probably an inverted spelling of unrounded_y>: L., § 47. For wiciia 
as an additional name to Godwine see above p. 2&. 
iTigferth OE: 
I 
Moneyers 0.973-1016 Lonaon 2541 
TiihtIlEe 
Winchester 'VIHTSIB (Cn 1)BEH 
IPIHTSIGE (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
OE'WLhtRi&e Searle 495; for Wiht- as a first element see PNDB 413-4. 
For forms of -. EýLe see § 98. 
ýmoneyers C-973-1016 1 Winchester 2703 
LWilbert, CG: i Moneyers 0.973-1016? lpswich 247] 
I Wilmund OE: 
t 
Moneyers c. 973-1016 
) Cambridge 245] 
line 
Exeter VINE (6n l)SCBI 
Tamworth TINE (Cn 1)Linde find, Amlings parisht Gotland 
'Winchester IPINE (Cn 2)SCBI 
INEE (Cn 2)SCBI 
INNE (Cn 1)BEH 
OB Wine 415, Redin 9. In the Domesday entries Wine appears to 
be a7-sRort form of Wulfwine but Redin cites numerous independent 
examples. For doubling of letters see ý 103. 
t1oneyers 0.973-10leTamworth 2219 Stamford 238# Wallingford 257, 
Southwark (? )259y Canterbury 2609 Lympne do., Bridport 26Q 
Winas 
Caclbury TINAS (Cn 1)BEH 
Cre, wkerne 
PINAS (Cn 1)SCBI 
? IM (Cn 2-3)BEH 
Problematical; connected with OE Wine as above? It seems almost 
certain that Winas and Winus, must refer 
since Crewkerne is a minpr mint. Winus 
latinisation but Winas grammaticallY is 
discussion see rMoneyers C. '973-10161265i 
ýA'oneyers 
c-973-1016 
i 
Crewkerne 265, 
to the same individual 
alone could be a rare 
a plural. For further 
Redin 10 and Holm (9. 
Ilchester 266., Cadbury do. 3 
lineclmg 
Canterbury 'pIILIEDEl (Cn 1)SCBI 
INTED2EG (Cn 2)8CBI 
INEDEI (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
, INEDEIG (Cn 2)SCBI., (Hr 1)BEH 
INEDEII (Cn 2)SCBI 
, 
PINEDE (Cn 1)SCBI 
VINEDI (HCn 12BEH 
-pINTEIGE (Cn 1)BEH 
-PINEID, EII (Cn 2)SCBI 
Known only as this moneyer's name at Canterbury as above andlater 
for William I- Henry Is and at Romney for William 1. Probably; OE 
*1inedeg cf. 17eofclag above. 
lk 
Winer, ocl, 
Warminster 
-VINMOD (Cn 2)BEH s. "Worime", (Cn 3)SCBI 
CG Winegot PNDB 416. 
-god may be by association with OE 
-E: ocl though 
Frankish forms are frequently in 
- 
. 
&od, cf. Adalgaudus, Morlet 16. 
Winemanih 
Salisbury TINEMAN (HCn 2)SCBI 
Thetford P114M (Cn 2)SCBI 
, 
PINE, M (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
OE WinemarV Searle 501. 
f- 
Wither7.1ne 
- 
York pIIDERII\rE (Hr 2) SCBI 
PMER, INE (Hr 1) SCBI 
, pj3DERpjbTE (Hr 1) SCBI 
, pIURIN (Cn 2)SCBI 
, PJTRN (Cn 2)BEH 
pIUM7E (Cn 2)SCBI 
ýDgRpJNE (HCn I)BM 
OE 'Witherwine- Feilitzen SCBJ lla x from OE wither 'against'. 
Feilitzen suggests that the form Witherwinne is due to association 
with OE withem-inna 'adversary'. 
Mancthem 
Leicester PLACUgGN (Cn 1)SCBI 
-I 
tst ý 
0 
VLANCDEGEN (Cn 2)SCBI 
PL., iNCDEGN (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
Probably an OE *Wlancthe, -, n but known only from this instance. For 
-thegn cf. l7eofther-n Wlanc-, CE Hlanc 'proud, glorious' appears 
also in VLAREARD, a*moneyer of Atl; 
-elberht'(858-66., 
see SCIBI Index). 
Wlancbeorht which Searle iriNe-rs from Vlambreht, Piper Il 126 is a monk 
of Chiemsee and certainly Continental, probably from a different element 
altogether, cf. Flambraht Piper 11 213, Flambertug. Morlet 89. 
NA Ko: ) r 
-or 
ie 
Lincoln PORCRIE (Hr 2)SCBI 
The reverse die with this reading is known with two obverses both of 
unusual style , see Mossop Pl. LXIII 17 and 18. The SCBI coin from 
Copenhagen has the beaded crest to the helmet which BEH designates (though not consistently) a variety Type B var. *c. Van der Neer and the 
editors of SCBI 16 suggest this variety is not English but it may be a 
peculiariti-oj-f"*some locally-made Lincoln dies. However this may be, the 
coins are irregular and the name obscure. 
[Hulf OEA4oneyers c. 973-1010 Canterbury_ 260 
Wulfgar 
London 4-- 
PVFGR (Cn 1)BEH 
PVLFGAR (Cn l)SCBI 
PVLGAR (Cn 2-3, Cn K, Hr 1)SCBI 
OE 'ýulf PNDB 419. For loss of f see § 79 
tKoneyers 
c. 973-1016)Lincoln 234, Stamford 238 Huntingdon 245, 
Cambridge do. t London 254P Wilton 2671 
Wulf Eat 
Lincoln (-- 
pALFET 
PVLFGAT 
PVLFGET 
pVLCEET 
pVLGEET 
, 
Hr 1)BEH 
Cn 1) SCBI 
Hr 1 SCBI 
Hr 2ýSCBI 
Hr 2)SCBI 
Shrewsbury 
- 
PVLFEET ýCn 3)SCBI 
pVLFGET kCn 3. Hr 1)SCBI, (RCn 2)BEH 
PVLFGT (Hr 2)SCBI 
BEH has PVFGT for the same die as the last Shrewsbury instance, 
but as is noted in SOBI "the lif; ature )J. is overlooked by Hildebrand". 
at ýITDB 419. For 
-1ret seeký 53,16; for 
_jLat ý 57. For CE Wulfre 
loss of f seeT79. The comb`iýn"ýaation of the similar letter-forms for 
YGE seems to have given some difficulty to the die-cutters and errors 
abound. 
18Z 
ýmoneyers 
c. 973-1016 
t Leicester 2391 
IS3 
WV' ylf 7 Lerd 
Shrewsbury PVLFGERD (Cn 2)SCBI 
An OE name *Wulfreard is possiblev though not otherwise recorded; for 
OE 
- 
At Shrewsbury a PVLFPM strikes the following 
. 
Leard see PNDB 259. 
typý and this form may be an error; see Wulfweard. A French substitution 
of & for w is not very likely at this period. 
Vulf1reah 
Derby pVLPAH (HCn 2)SCBI 
PVLFEH (Cn 3, Hr 1, HCn 2)BEH 
Lincoln PVLFAH (Cn I)SCBI 
uncertain mint PVLFM (HCn 2)SCBI cut halfpenny, 
PVLFM (Cn 1) in Stockholm Systematic Collection but 
not in BEH. 
The last form cited comes from a coin placed in the tray after BEE 1439. 
The ticket gives its reading as PVLFEH : 1114 LEC: but the last two 
letters of the mint-signature are unclear, An MM copulative is not 
tansistent with Chester but it is found at Lewes in this typep and'the 
style of the problematical coin is Southeastern. 
OE Wulf Seah PNDB 4,20. For loss of h see 101. For 
-eh, -jýh < 
,... 
h7eah 11,16,53,57. 
CKoneyers C. 973-101OLincoln 2341 
Wulfhelm 
Ilchester PVLFELK (Cn 1)Bll 
OE Vulfhelm PITDB 421; for loss of h see § 101 
tMoneyers 
c. 973-1016 Cadbury 266, Ilchester do. ] 
, 
Hulfl7Zf OE: Moneyers c. 973 
-101ý Chester 220 
Wulf - mar- 
Cambridge pVLMAR (HCn 2)BEH 
'Gothaburhl 4- 
PVLFMER (Cn I)SCBI 
PVUU2 (Cn 1)BEH 
London PUITLER (Cn 2)SCBI 
PVLMER (Cn 2)BEH 
Shrewsbury pVLFILER (HCn 2)SCBI- 
-4 
OxfOrd PVLMER (Cn 1)BEH 
Thetford pVLF M (Cn 1)SCBI 
1,34 
Worcester PVULIM (Cn 1)SCB1 
PVVER (Cn 1)BEH 
For the not certainly identified mint 'Gothaburh' see under Carla. 
For the coin read in SCBI 13 as PUTUE at Exeter see SCBI Index 79,81. 
DE Wulfm,; r PITDB 421. For 
-mer see 
§--16 ; in the Worcester example 
it is certainly KER not RAII that is intended as it appears as ýF- 
Lýoneyers c-973--l0ldShrewsbury 222, Lincoln 234, I'lorwich 243, 
London 254, 'Gothaburh 262, Totnes 264, Barnstaple 2651 
Wulfnoth 
Bristol PVLIIOD (Hr 2)SCBI 
Chichester PVLFNOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
Exeter PVLNOD (Hr 1)SCBI, (Hr 2)BEH, (HCn l)SCBI 
Gloucester PVLNOD (Cn 3, Hr l)SCBI 
Hastings PVLNOD (Cn 3)SCBI 
Leicester PVLPNOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
PVLNAD (HCn-a)BEH 
PVLNON (Hr 1)SCBI 
PVLNOD (Cn 1-2)SCBI, (Cn 3, Er 1)BEH, (Hr 2, HCn 2)SCBI 
Lincoln PVLFNOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
PVLNOD (Hr 2) BM 
PUL I (HOn 2)SCBI 
London PVLYNOOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
PVLFNOD (Cn 1)SCBI 
PVLNOD (Cn 2)SCBI 
PVLHN (Hr 1)SCBI 
Nottingham PVLNOD (HCn 2)BEH 
Romney 
PVLFNOD (Cn l)SCBI 
PVLNOD (Cn 2-3)SCBI, 
-(Hr 1-2)BEH, (HCn 1)in Stockholm System- 
atic Collection but not in BEH 
Shaftesbury PVLITOD (Cn K)SCBI 
Winchester /-- 
pVLFNOD (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
PVLLNOD (Cn 2)SCBI 
PVLNOD (Cn 1-3. Hr 1)SCBI, (Hr 2)BEH 
York VLFN03) (Cn 2)SCBI 
PILPITOD (Cn 2)SCBI 
PVLNOD (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
In SCBI 5 xxxv Wulfnoth is listed as a Chester moneyert presumably 
taking BEH Cn 1435 PVLNOb ON LEICST as a Chester coin. Although the 
IS 
mint-sigmature is equivocal, the coin is more likely to belong to 
Leicester since the obverse has features connecting it with-the 
Lincoln area, see aboVe, p. 22 
, 
and there is no evidence to associate 
Wulfnoth with Chester in this reign whilst he is known at Leicester. 
The blundered form PVLHN at London may not be for Wulfnoth since 
all his other coins b elong to the first part of Cnut's reign. 
OE UulfnITth PNDB 42'2. For 
-nath see 36, for loss of f§ 79. 
VLFNOD at Yqrk is interesting since unless P is omitted in error it has 
substituteý the Scandinavian element Ulf r- for OE M. ulf- 
. 
In the type 
in which this form appears the dies for York were cut locally. 
Lý4oneyers c. 973-101 Leicester 239, Thetford 244, Colchester 247, 
Hertford 248,11orthampton 249, London 254, Romney 261, Dorchestqr 266, 
Winchester 2701 
a- Vulfrmd 
Gloucester PVLFRED (HCn 1)BEH 
London <- 
PVFRED (Cn 3)SCBI 
PVLFRED (Cn 1-3, HCn 2)SCBI 
PVLFRYD (Cn 1)SCBI 
-4 
Shrewsbury PVLFRED (Cn 1-2, Hr l)SCBI 
PVLFRD (Hr 2)BEH 
PURED or PVFRED (Cn 2) in Stockholm Systematic Collection 
but not in BEH 
BER gives a PVLFRED coin to Salisbury, reading ON SER but the second 
letter of the mint-sianature is indeterminate and may equall*Y read. ON 
SCR for Shrewsbury where the moneyer is known. 
OE Wulfr9d. later 
-rFd, see § 16. lrvci For - see § 18. 
Lýqoneyers c. 973-1016)London 2549 Oxford 2561 
a- Wulfric 
Exeter ? PVFRIE (Cn 1) SCBI 24 617 
pVLFRIC (Cn 1)BEH 
Hertford <- 
pVLFRIC (Cn 1)SCBI 
Lincoln /,, 
-, 
pVLFRIC (Cn 1,3)SCBI, (Hr 1)BEH 
PVLFRCC (Hr l)SCBI 
PVLFRCI (Hr 1)BEH 
London <-- 
PVLFRIC (Cn 1-2)SCBI, (Cn 3)BEH 
PURIC (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
Rochester PVLFRIC (Cn 3)SDBI 
Shaftesbury PVLFRIC (Hr 2)BEH 
I E; ý 
Southi%ark PVFRIC'ýCn- 1 BEH 
IPVLFRC (Cn 1MH 
PVLFRIC (Cn 1)SCBj 
Varwick 
-VVLFRIC (Cn 1) SCBI 
'Winchester (Cn 1)SCBI (Cn 1)SCBI 
York VVLFRIC (HCn 2)BM 
The only certain evidence for Wiilfric at Exeter is BEH 420 which 
reads'VVLFRIC ON EXC; this is an oddly struck coin with the reverse 
cross superimposed on the obverse portrait. The coin read in SCBI 
24 as TVFRIE is not entirely clear and may in fact read ? VFSIE for 
Wulfsig who is a known Exeter moneyer. 
OE Wulfri7c PNDB 424. For Wufric 
-Wulric see % 79. 
Noneyers c. 973-1016IWarwick 2212 Worcester 223, York 228, 
Lincoln 231+s Colchester 247p Hertford 248, Northampton 2499 
London 254P Wareham 266] 
Vulf sige 
Cambridge 
VVFSIG kCn 12SCBI 
PVLFSI (Cn 1)SCBI 
, pVLFSIG (Cn 1)SCBI 
VLFSIGE (Cn 1)SCBI 
PVLFSII Cn 1 SCBI 
VLSIGE 
M 
2ýSCBI 
Chester TVILSIE (Cn 2)BEH 
? VLSI (Cn l)SCBI 
PVLSIE (Cn 1)BEH 
Dorchester PVLFSIGE (Cn l)SCBI 
Exeter 4- 
VVLFBIE (Cn 1)Brettell 171, ex Argyll ex Lockett 
Guildford ? TVLFSIG (Cn 1)BEH 
Hereford OPVLSIGE (Cn 2)SCBI 
. 
PVLSIGE (Cn 1,3)SCBI, 
? VLSIGEE (Hr 1) SOBI 
? VLSII (Hr 2)SCBI 
(Hr 1)BEH, (Hr 2)SCBIs, (HCn 2)BEH 
London 'PVLSIGE (Cn 3)BEHI (HCn 2)BM 
Southwark PVLFSI (Cn 1)BEH 
5CBI 9 650 gives the moneyer of a (Cn 1)Lonaon coin as VVLFSIE, but 
this coin is fr6m the same reverse die as SCBI 14 2983. The reading 
is qVLFRIE N LVND2 which may be a blundering of Wulfric or Wulfwine, 
both 'kiari%es 4X London moneyers in the relevant type. BEH gives a PVLFBIE at London for (Hr 2) but the coin is not entirely legible and 
I read PVLSTNs possibly a duplicate of the coin which follows it in 
BEH. I A mule with a (Cri 1) obverse and an Ethelred BEH Type A reverse of 
'PVLSIGE at Yorkwass according to Lyon et al. 245P struck in Scand- inavia, from dies cut in England. Wulfsige is an Ethelred moneyer in this type but there is no other evidence to place him as a York 
IS7 
moneyer of Cnut and it seems likely that the dies were paired 
indiscriminately. 
OE 71 e PNDB 424-5. For Wuf-, Iýul- forms see ý 79. For Vif Sig 
variations iý=e spelling of -ajr,. e see t 98. 
FMoneyers c-973-1016 
v York 228p Derby 239, Cambridge 2459 London 
254, Exeter 263) 
Wulf stion 
1ý 
Bristol VVLSTAN (Cn 3) SCBI 
Canterbury <-- 
fpVLFSTAN (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
VVLSTAN (Cn 2)SCBI 
Exeter t- 
V VLFSTAN (Cn 1)SCBIj (Cn 2)BEH 
VLLSTAN (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
Huntingdon JVLSTAN (Cn 3)BEH, (HCn 2)SCBI 
I 
Leicester VVLFSTAN (Cn 3)BEH, (Hr : 1-2)SCBI 
London 
VVLFSTAN (Cn l)SCBI 
VVLSTAN (Cn 1)SCBIj (Cn 2 National Museum Poznan, published 
BNJ xlvi 1976 95, (HCn 2ýSCBI 
ýVLSTN (Hr 2)BEH 
Southwark PVLFSTAN (So 1)SCBI 
Warminster ? VLSTN (Hr 1)BEH 
York VVLSTAN (Cn 1-2)SCBI 
OE ym'ifstgn PNM 425- For loss of f seeý 79. 
ýoneyers c-973-1016'Stamforcl 238, Derby 239, Colo'hester 247; 
L6ndon 2541 Canterbury 260, Dover 260, Hastings 261, Lewes 262, 
Exeter 263s Winchester 2703 
Wulfwearcl 
Exeter VMVMD (Cn 2)SCBI 
Gloucester JVLFERD (HCn 2)SCBI 
I? VLFPERD (HCn 2)BEH 
-VVLPVMD (1ir 2)SCBI 
TVL? ARD (Hr 2)SCBI 
ýVVMD (HCn 2)SOBI 
-9 
Shrewsbury 9VLFPMD (Cn 3)SCBI 
see also Wulfgerd 
Totnes PVLFfERD (Cn 2)SCBI 
rsý 
At LondonPVLFMD (Cn 1) is more likely to be'a scribal metathesis 
for 
-VVLFRED wl-. 'chis well attested at London. SCBI 16 433 is not 
London but Gloucester as is BEH 730 which is a duplicate of it. 
OE V&lfweard PNDB, 425. For the loss of f seeý79- ForWulferd 
see t 83, for -werd, --ýward § 59. 
wulnETE 
CanteA4y VVLPVI (Cn 3)SCBI 
IPVLFWG (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
VVL71G (Hr 2)SCBI 
? vL'F? j VBI (HCn 2)SCBI 
Huntingaon PVLFPI lir 2ýBEH 
9VLPII 
Nr 
2 BM 
London VVLFPIE (Hr 2)SCBI 
V! L II (Hr 2)BEH 
A coin of Oxf ord in (Cn 1) reads PVLPI but this may be an error 
f or Wulfwine who is a known moneyer there., whilst there is no other 
evidence for a Wulfwig at Oxford. 
OE Wulfwrg PNDB 426. For loss of f see § 79. For variations in 
spelling oi-: Hi'see 98. For VBI7; see Double Names, above Pp. z4-30 
a &oneyers C-973-1016 
1 Canterbury 260] w 
0 
Vulfwine 
Bristol IPVLPPM (Ch 1)SCBI, (Hr 2)BEH9 (HCn 2)SCBI 
*PVLFPME (HCn 1)SCBI 
*PVLVIM (Hr 2)SCBI 
VVLPINE (Hr 2)BEH 
Cambridge DVLDIIE (Hr 2 var. )SCBI 
MFPM (Hr 1-2)SCBI 
? VLFM (Hr 2)BEH 
Canterbur7 PVLPPINE (Hr 2)SCBI 
Colchester 
PLFPM ýCn 2)SCBI 
FVLFPINE ýCn 1-3)SCBI., (Hr 2)BEH, (HCn 2)BM 
f7VLLFPINE (Hr 2)SCBI 
TVL? M (Hr 1)SOBI, (Hr 2)BM 
Cricklaae VVLFPINE (Cn 2)BEH 
Huntingdon VVLFPINE On 3, Hr 1,, ECn 2)SCBI 
PVLPINE (Hr 2)SCBI 
VVLVNE (Hr 2)BEH 
Leicester f VLFfINE (HCn 2)BEH 
? VLVINE (HCn 2)BEH 
Lincoln 4ý- 
PVLFPINE (Cn 2-3)SCBI 
-. 
169 
London 4- 
PVLFPII; E (Cn 1-3, Hr 1)SCBI 
-4 
Naldon pVL W INE (Hr 1)BEH 
I 
Norwich PVLI? IliE (Cn BEH Type B) SCBI 
Oxford 4, 
- 
pVLFpIlfE (Cn BEH Type B)BEH-, (Cn 1-3)SCBI 
PVLPINE (Cn 1)SCBI 
Wallingford pVLPIINE (Hr 2)SCBI 
PVLPNE (Hr 2)SCBI 
uncertain mint PVLFPINL I (HCn 2)SCBI 
Coins of BEH Cn Type B are almost certainly Scandinavian imitations. 
OE Wulfwine P1TDB 427. For loss of.. L see § 79; for doubling of letters 
see 1039 
LKoneyers c. 973-1016 Lincoln 234, Colchester 247, London 2ý4,, 
Oxford 256, Wallingford 
-- 
SCBI Index] 
Wvnr-*m-d 
Canterbury pi= Cn 2)SCBI I 
pi UM Cn 2-3)SCBit (Hr 1)BEH 
pYMD Cn 1)SCBI 
Known only ds a moneyer's namep from this instance and as a Lewes moneyer 
for William II, and Henry I in the form PINRED. In view of the form 
in y this is more likely to be OE Vvnrmn; forms in Cin- for Dover 
moneyers Cynsir-e and Cynstan, q. v. show that this unrounding of y. is 
normal in Kent as well as Wessex. Possible, though less likely, is OE 
WinerM. (cf. the 9th cent. Northumbrian moneyer Winired SCBI Index) 
with YM-in that case an inverted spelling. For -Med see 
§ 16. 
Wvnsim 
Bristol PYNSIGE (Cn J)SCBI 
Huntingdon PYNSIGE (Cn 2)BX 
London PESIG (Cn 1)SOBI 
PINSI(Cn 1)BEH 
PNSIIEE (Hr 2)BEH 
PNSIGE Hr 2)BEH 
PNSIEE 
t 
2)BEH 
PYITII ýCn 1)SCBI 
PYNSI ýCn l)SCBI 
PYITSIE (Cn 1)BEH (Cn 2)SCBI 
PYNSIG (Cn 1-2, Ar 2)SCBI 
pYNSIGE (Cn 2-3)SCBI, (Hr 1)BEH, 
PYNSIGIE (Cn 3)SCBI 
pYNSII (Cn 1)SCBI 
pYNSIIG (Hr 2)BEH. 
pYNSIIGE (Hr 1, HCn l)SCBI 
(Hr 2)SCBI 
Igo 
PYSIGE (Cn 2)SCBI 
PY14SIGE PAMAnA W I)BE"I 
B EH also has t1je forms PVNSIOPVNSI 
*G 
for On 1) at London. These coins 
are probably from the same dies as those read elsewhere as PYNSI, 
PYNSIG, see 
§ 45. The moneyer given by BER as PVNSI at Southwark is 
in fact MANSI ýLý Sudbury, see Mansige. 
OE Wynsige PNDB 429. For Hý1_n-see §47, for Wesip, 
-§46. In Wesig. 
WYft32Fj1Vy_have been lost in the general simplification of medial 
consonant groups that took place in late OE, § 79, or may be due to 
die-cutters' errors. For variations in the form of 
-Zj. &e see 
98. For Wamanea (? ) see Double Names, PP. 24- 30 
LfFloneyers C-973-1016IShrewsbury 222, Exeter 263, London 254, 
Wilton (? ) 
-- 
SCBI Index] 
Wvnst7n 
London PITSTAN (Cn 1)SCBI 
PYITSTAN (Cn 2)SCBI 
Salisbury pINSTAN (Cn 1)BEH, (Cn 2)SCBIq (Hr 1)BEH, (HR 2, HCn 2)SCBI 
A coin given by BEH to Hereford in (Cn 2) which reads gINS, iN ON EREN 
appears as 'not English' in van der Meer'AorrectionB. The obverse 
legend is very blundered. Even if the coin is English the mint 
attribution is very doubtful and almost certainly not Hereford. 
OE Vv-nstan PITDB 429. For W-Saxon unrounding of. Z in the Salisbury 
instances see ý'47- 
ýMoneyers c. 973-1016'Bath 258, Winchester 2701 
REGIONAL ANALYSES 
191 
The following analysis of the moneyers' names by mints, grouped 
together into regions, is constructed on the same principles as 
those outlined in Moneyers c-973-1016, pp. 218-9. The mints 
appear in the same order and the same boundaries are used, with 
the exception that it'seems more natural to include Winchcombe, in 
the Western area than in Southern England as formerly. 
The old Alfredian boundar-j of Watling Street and the Severn 0 
encloseSthe'Westem area. York is treated alone as the only Anglo- 
Saxon mint north of the Humber. The Five Boroughs area is essezýt- 
ially the northern part of the Danelaw and takes in Torksey, -. Caistor 
and Newark as well as the original five. The southern part of the 
Danelaw includes Hercia east of Watling Street and East Anglia. 
London is tmted separately on account of its superabundant output 
and the consequently enormous numbers of moneyers employed in it. 
Lastly., Southern England comprises all the rest of the country, 
south of the Thames and east of Watling Street, the area preserved 
by Alfred from Scandinavian domination. 
These boundaries are not intended to represent political group- 
ings in the eleventh century. They may in some instances be drawn 
arbitrarily but they were found in the c-973-1016 study to be 
generally useful in the exploration of older settlement-patterns 
which may be seen to survive in the concentration or otherwise of 
names of non-OE origin amongst the persons employed as moneyers in 
the mints of late Anglo-Saxon England. These regional groupings 
do not preclude the recognition of any later movements in nomen- 
clature; in fact they provide a basis for comparison. 
Each moneyer's name is represented by a single form which 
corresponds to the head-form used in the Alphabetical Name List. 
Each name is accompanied by a chronological table of the types in 
which it is kno. wn. ' Coins of BEH Cnut type K are included in the 
HCn I column. Although it is not certain that "Cnut K" coins have the same relati-)nship to HCn 1 that "Cnut, I" has to HCn 2, ana 
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it is possible that some may actually belong to Cnut's own reign, 
they are of the same design-type as HCn 1 and belong chronologically 
between Cn 3 and Hr 1. Brief notes on certain problematical 
names or attributions appear in the right-hand margin; for fuller 
details the Alphabetical Name List should be consulted. 
A numerical summary is given for each mint with the figures 
from C-973-1016 for comparison. The figures given here for the 
earlier period include additional material which has come to light 
ti in the fifteen years since the publication of Moneyers c. 973-1016. 
In some cases there may be a further discrepancy between the numbers 
appearing in that monograph and the figures quoted here, result- 
ing from a very small number of moneyers' names having been re- 
moved from one category and pluced in another. This involves 
only a shift in emphasis in areas already expressed as doubtful in 
the earlier study. For instance, I would no longer regard it as 
necessary to suggest a continental etymcn fur any iiame Godman 
because of the occurMnce of forms with the interelemental e. Nor 
would I be quite so definite that biblical or saints' names are 
invariably to be associated with Celtic influence, especially when 
C6ntinental Germanic names are present in the area where they 
occur. The tabular form is perhaps a clumsy instrument for ex- 
pressing the possibilities and probabilities of alternative ety- 
mologies, but it is convenient for indicating general trends. 
WESTERN IaNTS 
CHESTER 
OIcI English Cn HCn 1- 
0--"- 
Xlfnoth 123 
Elf sige 123 
Elf stan 
Zlfwine 
Athelric 
Ceolnoth 2 
F. alhsige 
Godric 
Godwine 2 
Leof a 
Leofing 1 2 
Leofnoth 1 2 
Leofsige 1 2 
Leofwig 1 2 
Leofwine 1 2 
Snel 1 2 
('Wulfnoth) 
Wulfsige 1 2 
Old Norse 
Kolbeinn 
Krokr 2 
Fargrimr 
Forman 
Gunleof 
Sveinn 
Svertingr 1 2 
Thu[ Id 
-HCn 2 
11 
: 1- 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
x 
I 
x 
I 
probably Leicester 
Z. I ... 
x 
1 2 
I 
1 
1 2 
1ý1 
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Old Irish Cn HCn 1 Hr HCn 2 
Gillacrist X 
Racsuthan 
Trotan 12 
OE 17, ON 7, OIr 3 (C-973-1016 OE 15, ON 59 Olr 2) 
WARWICK 
Old Enplish 
Ethelwine 
Goda 12 
Godwine 23 
Leofing 23x 
Leofwig 1212x 
Leofwine x 
Sigeweard x 
Wulfric 
CE a (c. 973-1016 CE 8) 
TAMWORM 
Old Enrliah 
Elfstan 
Leofnoth 
Wine 
OE 3 (c. 973-1016 CE 6, ON 1) 
STAFFORD 
Old Ejnýlýsh 
Alfric I11 2)1 31 2 
OE 1 (c. 973-1016 OE 5 
SHREWSBURY 
Old Enrlish 
Elfheah 
A. If helm 
Brungar 
Eadsige 
Godhere 
Godwine 
1 2 3 
2 3 1,2 
x 
195 
Leofstan 
Leofwine 
Swota 
Wada 
Wulfgeat 
Wulfmmr 
Wulf reed 
Wulfweard 
Old Norse 
Cn 
---- 
HCn 1 Hr HCn 2 
23 
'l 
21x 
12x 
1 2 
'3 
1 2' 
1 
"Wulfgerd" Cn 2 
Grimr 1 
Old Irish 
Crinan 1 
OE 14 t ON 1 OIr 1 
(c. 973-1016 OE 14t ON 1, OIr 1) 
HEREFORD 
Old Enplish 
JEthelwig 1 2 3 1 
Eadric 1 
Eadstan 1 2 3 
Earnwig 2 
Leofgar 1 2 
Leofhere 2 
Leofnoth 3 2 
Ordric 1 2 3 2 
Vulfsige 11 2 3 2 
DE 9 (C-973-1016 DE 10, Celtic 2) 
WO RCESTER 
Alfwine 2 
JElfweald 12 
JEthelwine. 12 
Garulf i 
Goda 
, 2 1 
L 
ci 
Xe 
3 
L 
3 2 
I 9f. 
n HCn Hr HCn 2 
Leofric 21 21 
Leofstan 31 2x 
Vulfnmr 
OZ 8 (b. 973-1016 IDE 9, GG 2. Celtic (OIr ? )l) 
GLOUCESTER 
Old English 
Ethelric 113x1 2x 
Bolla 12 
Godric 123x 2x 
Godwine 12 
Leofrioth 23x 2x 
Leofsige 12 
Sigerdo cl 123 
Wulfnoth 13x 
Vulfweara 2x 
OE 9 (C:. 973-lol6 OE 5) 
WINCHCOMBE 
Old English 
Ethelman 1 
Draca x 
Dropa 12 
OF, 3 (0-973-lol6 OE 2, uncertain, see Goaeleof, 1) 
Summarv 
The pattern of the moneyers' names in this Western area is 
generally similar to the one found for the period C-973-1016. 
On the whole OE names predominate but Chester presents a somewhat 
different picture from the rest in that Scandinavian-introduced 
names form a very significant proportionp almost forty per cent 
of the whole if the Irish names are taken together with the 
Scandinavian as part of the same settlement. 
1 ýl 
At Shrewsbury the Cnut-Harthacnut figures are exactly the 
same as for c. 973-1016. The Hiberno-Scandinavian proportion is smaller, 
(12.5 but the presence remains there. IT% Cootrist/, the rest of 
the area. The main difference from c-973-1016 lies in the 
absence of all non-native names from the other boroughs once 
Chester and Shrewsbury are left aside. tarlier Tamworth had 
Fastolf., probably < ON Fastulfr though a CG etymon is also 
possible. Hereford had two Celtic names; Dilion would arpear to 
be Yielsh and derive from the borough's position close to the 
border but Gyllis is most likely an Irish name in Giolla- and 
therefore of Hiberno-Scanainavian introduction. Worcester had 
two names of CG origin Durand and Leof god and seems to have been 
a staging-post in the career of a moneyer Martin who minted for 
Edgar at Chester in the 970s and possibly earlier, and is last 
known at Shrewsbury 6.997. Even if more than one individual is 
concealed by the signature Martin a family connection is probably 
to be inferred from the very rarity of the name, and its introduction 
via Chester suggests an Irish connect16n. In the period under 
review here, howevers all such exotic names are lacking in these 
mints and only OE names remain. 
'With Chester appearing so untypical of the area as a 'whole the 
question arisess as it must do in the case of Yorks Lincolns London 
and Winchester, whether these larger centres of population and urban 
life can be regarded as representative of the areas in which they 
are set. The nature of the material makes it difficult to 
compare the major mints with their smaller neighbours since the 
absen--e of foreign-origin names in a very small comDlement is 
not significant. Nor is it satisfactory to add together the figures 
from several small mints since except in the case of very rare names 
one cannot tell how often the same name should be individually 
counted. 
ils 
In the case of Chester it seems reasonable to conclude 
that 
there are explanations other than its major town status to account 
for the different character of the moneyers' names there. 
Chester 
is isolated, uniquely except for York,. from the interlocking net- 
work of late Anglo-Saxon mintst none more than thirty miles 
from its 
nearest neighbour. It is the most northerly mint on the western 
side of the country and its position on the Scandinavian trade- 
route to Ireland might well have made it an attractive entry-point 
for settlement. It seems more likelyy however, that Chester was 
affected by the considerable Norse settlement in the Wirral that 
was demonstrated by F. T. Wainwright by plotting the TRE manors in 
Domesday for Cheshire. Almost fifty per cent in the Wirral and 
southwards around Chester were owned by men with Scandinavian names. 
In addition Irish sources, though prnbably untrustworthy in detail, 
testify to a large number of Norsemen from Ireland in this area. 
Wainwright's examination of the placenames of western Cheshire 
led him to the conclusion that this settlement wasýNorse morei, than 
Danish, though Danish elements were certainly present. The much 
smaller linguistic sample offered by the moneyers' names allows 
no such deductions. All the Scandinavian names with the exception 
of the. Anglo-Scandinavian Fargrim are found both in East and West 
Scandinavian sourcesp and if Kolbeinn and Gunnleifr are rather more 
common in western sources we must take into consideration the fuller 
nature of the West Scanainavian sources available to us. The presence 
of Irish namest howevers suggests that the account of colonisation 
by Norsemen from Ireland is correct. 
The clistribution of moneyers' names in this western region C-973- 
1042 presents Chester as a mirror, if not a focus, of a heavy Norse 
colonisation of western Cheshire, fading out moving southwards but 
still perceptible w. hen a sample can be taken at Shrewsbury. Equi- 
distant from Chdster but further east, Stafford, however, 'is plainly 
1ý9 
an English borough; the contrast with its neighbouring mint of 
Derby is marked. For Stafford and the rest of the mints in this 
area the evidence of the moneyers' names agrees strikingly with 
that of place-name studies in the relevant counties that the Alfrýd- 
Guthrum treaty-boundary of Watling Stre, ý-',, was an effective frontier. 
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YORK 
Z. Z'. Z 
oici 'Rnglish 
, 
Elfhere 
Elf stan 
Alfwine 
Ethelwine 
Beorhtnoth 
Godman 
Leofric 
LeofwIne 
Ucede 
Witherwine 
Wulfnoth 
Wulfstan 
Ola Norse 
Arnglinr 
2 
HCn 
3? 
3 
3 
11 
IHCn, 2 
-2- 
x 
2 Idoublestruck, possibly 
; Egel- in Cn 3 I 
2xI 
x 
3 1 2 x 
2 x 1 2 
2 3 
2 1 
Arnketill 
Arnulfr 
Asb J &m 
Asgautr 
Austmathr 
Auth 
4mr 
g 
Authunn 
Bjpm 
Brandr 
Bretakollr 
Dagfinnr 
Farg4mr 
Farthegn 
Fastulfr 
Prithkollr 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 1 2 x 
3 
"1 
2 x 
2 
2 
3 
2-01 
Cn HCn 1 Hr HCn 2 
212xI Grimulfr 
123 
Iiii dulf r 
Hrafn 3 
'Iri 12 
Ketill 12x 
Kolgrfmr 3 
x 
Selakollr 
Snmkollr 
Styrkarr 
Styrkollr 12 :12x 
Sunnulfr 1231 
Svartr 12x 
Svertingr 12 
Sveinn 12x 
Thorgrimr 312x 
Toki 12 
Ulfketill 1 
Ulfgrimr 1 
Old Irish 
Crinan 2 
Crucan 231 
Dafacan 
OE 12p ON 35, OIr 3 (C-973-1016 OE 161 ON 45s OIr 6) 
Summary 
At York only a quarter of all the moneyers' names are Old English; 
this is the same proportion as for C-973-1016. A few of the 
Scandinavian names are found*only in West Norse sources (Arngr/ 
Kolg&gv Snmkollr) and Iri is Suggestive of the mainly Norwegian 
traffic between York and Ireland.. 
- 
A 1319nificant number of the Scand- 
inavian names at-York are not found in Scandinavian Bources at all 
and were therefore presumably coined from Scandinavian name-elements 
. 
20Z 
in England. Particularly naticable is the 
-kollr group, Frithkollr, 
Bretakollr Selakollr, Styrkollr. Of these Bretakol1r, Selakollr 
are formations with a genitive -plural, not simple comDounds, perhaps 
suggesting an original name Kollr with an added epithet 'of the Welsh', 
of the seals' alluding to some episode in the man's life. Alter- 
natively the výhole name may be such a nickname with kollr 'head' 
standing for 'man'. It is impossible to determine"at what point 
such original nicknames, peculiarly anplicable to one individual and 
conferred in later life, became names conferred on 
at birth or baptism. 
There are slightly fewer Irish names in the 1017-42 sample. 
Under Edgar-Ethelrea the Celtic names belonged to the earlier part 
of the Deriod,, mostly in fact to before Ethelred's accession and 
with the exception of the problematical Oban (if indeed this is Celtic) 
there výere no examples knovm in the prolific three last types of 
Ethelred's reign. The Cnut-Harthacnut moneyers' names, however, 
show that this strain in personal nomenclature in York was not, 
as might have appeared, dying out. Crucan and Crinan, begin to mint 
c. 1025, and Dufacan begins his career under Harold. 
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1, 
Old English 
JElfnoth 
Alfric 
, 
Ethelmmr 
Athelnoth 
Beorhtric 
Bruntat 
Cynewig 
Eadric 
Eadwine 
Godric 
Godwine 
Leofnoth 
Leofric 
Leofthegn 
Leofwig 
Leofwine 
Leofing 
Mana 
Osfram 
Osmund 
Snelling 
Wulfgeat 
Wulfheah 
Wulfnoth 
'Wulfric 
Wulfwine 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
THE FIVE BOROUGHS 
-------------------- 
LINCOLIT 
HCn 1 HCn 2 
"N 12x 
x 
3 
3 
.3 
2 
3': 
2 t3, 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1? 
1' 
x 
Ix 
2x 
2? 
21 
2 
2 
ii 
ii 
2x 
2 
2 
zok 
Old Norse 
h 1 
Cn 
2 
HCn 1r 
2 
HCn 2 
r Asfrit 3 1. x 
t 
Asleikr 1 2 3 1 
Asgautr 1. 2 
Authbjorn x 
Authgrimr 2 x 
Drengr 1 2 
GAmketill 1 2 
Harthacnu'a't 3 
Hildulfr 3 
Iusteinn 1 2 
Kolgrimr 2 3 12 x 
Sumerlethi. 1 2 12 x 
Svafi 3 1 x 
Svurtr 3 
Svartbrandr 1 2 3 1 
Svertingr 3 2 x 
Thorgr/imr x 
Thorketill 
Thorsteinn 
Thorulfr In North & BEH but see Smart Corrections 161 
VIthlauss 3 
Ulfbj Vn 1 2 3 2 possibly CG 
Ulfgrimr 
Ulfketill 1 2 
Old Irish 
Crinan 1 2 3 
Matathan 1 2 3 
20s- 
Cn HCn 1 Hr HCn 2 
Continental Germanic 
Lindwine 2- 
1 
Liudramn 
'1 2 
Sunigaut 12 
OB 26, ON 23, Oir 29 CG 3 (C-973-1016 OE 32, ON 259 CG 3) 
STAMFORD 
Old English 
Elfheah 2x 
Elfwig 
Elfwine 2? uncertain reading 
Escman 
Ethelstan 2 
Brunstan 
Brunwine 3 X 
Eadweard 23 
Eadwine 1 2 
Godric 1 23x 12x 
Godwine 1 2 3, x 12x 
Leofdmg 3 
Leofing 2 
Leofric 2 12x 
Leofsige 1 2 
Leofw, eald 2 
Leofwine 1 23 12x 
Osweal-d 1 2 
Osweard 23 
Wulf sige 1? BEH but mint-signature doubtful 
Old Norse 
Arnketill 2 
Branar 
Fargrimr 2x 
Gn HCn 1 Hr HCn 2 
Svartr 
12x 
Svartbranclr 
Thorketill 2 
Thorsteinn 231x 
Thorulfr 2312x 
Vilgrip 2x 
Continental Germanic 
G-odleof 
Morulf 
11 
21 31 
1 
uncertain 
Cawelin or Capelin 112j 
OE 20., ON 99CG 2 (3? ) (e. 973-1016 OE 24, ON 5., CG 3) 
Old Bnp! lish 
, 
Elfwig 
, 
Ethelwig 
Ethelwine 
Sewine 
Wlancthegn 
Wulfnoth 
Wulfstan 
LEICESTER 
1 
1 12 3 
1 12 3 
12 
Ii 2 3 
3 
Wulfviine IIII 
OE 8 (C. 973-1016 OE 7y ON 3) 
01 a En s-zl i sh 
DERBY 
II 
12x 
2\ 
Blact'nbm 
2 Godric 
Osgar 
Wulfheah 31 
Old Norse 
Asb J grm 
Svart*ingr 231 
0 
201 
OE 4 (37),, ON 2 (3? ) (c. 973-1016 OE 6 (4? ), ON 2 (4? 
) ) 
NOTTINGHAM 
Cn HPn 
01 a Enp,, I-ish- 
Blacman 2312x 
r 
Bruning 123 
Osweald 
Wulfnoth x 
01(l Norse 
Arnketill 1 
If 5L, grimr 1121xI 
1 11 
OE 4., ON 2 (C-973-1016 OE 1, ON 1) 
TORKSEY 
Olcl-Norse- 
Thorketill 11 21 
ON 1 (c. 97 3-lol6 ON 1) 
CAISTOR ? 
Ola Englis 
Elf sige 
Old Nors2 
Thu C] 
OE 11 ON 1 (c. 973-1016 OE 1) 
'mint-signature doubtful 
Summary 
The general overall pattern of distribution in the' moneyers' 
names of this area is similar to that of c-973-1016 in that a contrast 
may be seen between the two major mints of Lincoln ana Stamford* 
At Lincoln almost half of the names are of Scandinavian or Hiberno- 
Scandinavian origin. At Stamford the Scandinavian names comprise 
less than a third. 
The manning of the other mints in this area was clearly on a much 
smaller scale but Leicester has eight known moneyers and, somewhat 
y all the names there at this period are English. The. surprisingllý 
small numbers at Derby and Nottingham are unsatifactoly statistically 
andthe discovery of one coin with a new moneyer could upset the 
20S 
balance but on the existing evidence the proportion of Scandinavian 
names is f airly high. If 039 at Derby is in 
fact ON Asgeirr as 
has been suggested,, the Scandinavian names equal the English 
in 
number, At Nottingham there are two Scandinavian to 
four English 
names, a proportion resembling that at Stamford. Torksey appears 
to continue as a one-moneyer mint manned by the Scandinavian-name& 
Thurcetel. 'Whether or not the coins mint-signed CESD are to be 
given to Caistor in Lincolnshire remains doubtful. 
In detail there are some differences between the period under 
review here and the earlier period c-973-1016. At both Lincoln 
and Stamford the proportion of Scandinavian names has noticeably 
increased, whilst at Leicester a not inconsiderable former Scandin- 
avian presence has disappeared entirely. At Lincoln two OIr names 
make an appearence in this area for the first timet though possibly 
the. name Scot on a. doubtful Ethelred Long Cross reverse of Stamford 
may indicate a Hiberno-Scandinavian element there C-997-1003, 
Most of the Scandinavian names are known from both East and 
West Scandinavian sources. A few are f ound only in East Scandinavian 
Arnketills VilErip, Harthacnut (known only in Danish where it is 
solely a royal name), Svaf j Ulfketill. Ulfbjorn is found in Scand- 
inavia only on Danish coins at the end of the eleventh century, and 
it is not certain whether this should be regarded as evidence of 
Danish or Anglo-Scandinavian usage. 
Sumerlethi and Kolgfi on the other hand are not to be found in 
East Scandinavian sources. Kolgr? mr is known only in Iceland and 
Sumerlethi appearg, to have originated in the Western Isles. A 
number of names are not evidenced at all in the Scandinavian home- 
lanas anamay therefore be of Angle-Scanainavian formation: Svartbranclr, 
r 
*4 Vathlauss, anathe 
-grimr compounas Fargrimrs Segrimr, Ulfgr-'Imr. 
At Lincoln and Stamford a small Continental Germanic element, 
2.0ý 
, which is not found elsewhere in this area, is maintained at about 
the same level as was found C-973-1ý16. At Stamford all these 
names are confined to Cnut's reign but at Lincoln Liadrafen< CG 
Liudramn strikes f or Harold. 
Since only Lincolng Stamford and possibly Leicester prbvide 
figures which can be regarded as significant it is not possible to 
draw any conclusions as to boundaries within this area, though 
clearly the more northerly mints provide the denser concentration 
of Scandinavian influence. Where differences in the origins of 
names can be distinguished there are signs of a western Scandinavian 
presence at Lincoln which is lacking at Stamford and elsewhere. There 
is a small continental element amon3st the moneyers of Lincoln and 
Stamford. 
ýz to 
Ola English 
Afic 
Alfric 
Elfweald 
Elf'wine 
Ethelferth 
Eadmund 
Radwacer 
Godwine 
Hringvailf 
Hwatman 
Leofric 
Leofwine 
Manna 
Osmund 
Osweald 
Sigeric 
Old Norse 
SOUTHERN DANELAN 
NORWICH 
Cn HCn 1 Hr HCn 2 
1 11 12 1 '. I- 1111 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
11 
2 
23 
J31 
1 
21 
x i also BEH HCn Type Ha 
1 2 
1 2 
xi 
Asleikr 2 
Gr"lm K 
Thorfrithr 1 
Thor3teinn 
OE 15, ON 4 (c. 973-1016 OE 18, ON 3.. CG 3) 
THEWORD 
Old_English 
zlf%%, ig 132 
Elfweala 3 
Elf'wine 1.1 2- 32x 
, 
Ethelmmr I 
Cn HCn 1 Hr F-On 2 
Beorhtnoth 
Brunstan 2 312 x 
Ceolwig 2 
Deorwine 
Eadric 2 2 x 
Eadwig 
Eadwine 2 
Ealared 
Godman 
Godwine x 
Leofing 12 
Leofric 12 
Leofwine 1 
Manna I 
Sprunt 
Stanmmr 
Tidred 2 x 
Vineman 2 3 
Wulfmmr 1 
ola Norse 
Asulf r 
Segrimr x 
Sumarlithi 
Thorfrithr 12 
Valgestr 1 
OE 23.9 ON 5 (C-973-1016 OE 29p ON 5., CG 2) 
HUNTINGDON 
Old English 
Ada 2 3 
Elfgar 3 
Elfnoth 
ZI, 
Cn IiCn 1 lir HCn 2 
Zlfwine x 
, 
Ethelweard 1 
Eadnoth 12 
Godman 2 
Goc1ric 
Leofvdne 2 
Stammr 
Vulfstan 3x 
WulfA-ig 2 
Vulfwine 312x 
'Wynsige 2 
Old Norse 
Farthegn 
Continental Germanic 
Goaleof 2 
OE 14, ON 1,, CG 1 (0-973-1016 OE lot 01 1) 
CAMBRIDGE 
Old Englis 
Acla 2 
Alfwig 2 
Cniht 
Eaawacer 
Eadwine ý2 
Goasunu 
Godwine 
Leofsige 2 
Osgeat 
Vulfmr 
Wulfsige 12 
Wulfwine 
I 
3 1 2 x 
3 
1 
3 I 
I 
I 
x 
1 
I 
2 
2.12 
9-13 
Old Norse Cn HCn 1 Hr HCn 2 
or Grimr 2 
Steingrimr 12 
Fl 
Styrkarr 2 
uncertain 
Ornst 12 
OE 12, ON 3, uncertain 1 (d. 973-1016 OE 17, ON 19 CG lp uncertain 1) 
BEDFORD 
Old English 
Ethelgeat 
Ethelmanvi 2 
Godric 
Godwine 
Leofsige 
Leofthegn 
Leofwine 12 
Swota 
Continental Germanic 
2 
12 
2x 
Hangoa 1 
.121 
OE Bs CG 1 (0-973-lol6 OE 129 ON 2,, CG 1) 
SUMURY 
Old Englis 
Brunman I 
Sperling 1 
Mansige, 12 
Branting 11 
OE 4 (C-973-101ý OE 10) 
2-14 
IPSWICH 
Old Enplis Cn HCn 1 
Ethelbeorht 1 2 
Branting 1 
Eadric 1 2 
Leofing 1 2 
Leofric 1 2 
Leofsige 
Leofstan 
Oda 
Old Norse 
Fastulfr i 
Vithfari 
Contineniai Germanic 
r HCn 2 
72 
:1 2 x 
x 
x 
I 
Folcard 
Gotsalin 
12 
OE 81 ON 21 CG 2 (0-973-1016 OE l5jON 19 CG 1) 
COLCHESTER 
Old English 
Alfwine 1 2 
Brurman 
Eaawine 
6o dri c 1 2312 
Leofwine 3 
Vulfidne 11 2312x 
OF. 6 (C-973-: Lol6 OE 17,, ON 1) 
HERTFORD 
Old English 
Deorsige 1 2312 
Godman 2 
Leofing 23 
Leofric 3 
7- 1 *35 , 
Cn 
Leofw,: ine 2 
Vulf ric 
OF. 6 (c. 973-lol6 OE 13) 
I Cn ' 11 r HCn 
MALDON 
, 
Ejfvdne 
Ethelwine 
Ceolnoth 
Godhere 
Godman 
Goawine 
Leofthegn 
Leofwine 
Tulfwine 
OE 9 (c. 973-101( 
2 
1 
:1 2 
2 
H 2 
oE 6. ON 1) 
NORTHAMPTON 
2 
I 
or possibly Malmesbury 
I or possibly Malmesbury 
, 
&lfwine 32 
Cynsige 2 
Eadwine 1 
Godric 22x 
Leofnoth 12 
Leofvieala 1 
Leofwine 12312 
OF, 7 (c. 973-lol6 OE 15P ON 3s CG 2) 
Summarv 
In this area the pattern again is similar in general outline to 
that of 0.973-1016 though there are differences in detail. Scandin- 
avian names are present but in much smaller proportions than at 
Lincoln and Stamford and are generally less frequent than in the 
other mints of the more northerly Danelaw area* discussed aboves 
with the exception of Leicester where no Scandinavian names were found 
at this period. 
, 
21 ý 
In the two major and two smaller mints which show the greatest 
proportion of Scandinavian names, Norwich, Thetford, Cambridge 
and Ip3wichq there has actually been an increase in the proportion 
since the earlier period c. 973-1016. On the other hand Huntingdon 
shows a slight decline and Bedford, Colchester, Maldon and most 
significantly and surprisingly Northampton have lost all traces of 
the former Scandinavian presence amongst their moneyers. At Colchester 
and Maldon this presence depends solely on the moneyer Toca, (ON T6kO 
who seems to have moved to the coastal borough c. 997 and to have 
ended his career there before 1003- At Bedford Grim had ceased 
striking before Ethelred's accession and Gunni does not appear after 
c-1003. Turning to Northampton two moneyers Cytel and Thurfarth 
strike only f or Edgar and Edward the Martyr% and Thurcetel is known 
for the Crux type c.. 991-997. It must always 'be kept in mind that 
these are small mints and their figures are very susceptible to 
the chances of survival but it certainly appears that in those mints 
in this areawhere the Scandinavian presence is lacking 0.1017 to 
1042 it has already disappeared before 1003- 
It would be. simplistic to invoke too glibly the massacre of St. 
Brice's Day 1002 when Ethelred ordered "all the Danish men in England" 
to be killed, but this is exactly the area where the eff ect of such 
""I 
an event might be most felt. In such towns as YorkýChester and 
Lincoln, even in Stamford and Norwich, the Scandinavians 'would have 
been strong enough to band together f or self-protection, -whilst 
in the south of England there would have been few Danes anyway. 
In the southern Danelaw where it appears they had settled., but in 
smaller numbers,, they would have been more vulnerable. 
None of the Scandinavian names in this area can be specifically 
designated Fast or West Scandinavian but a few are probably Anglo- 
CYTEL (975- . B)B)A; 3DWERD (973-51sold Sotheby 23-5.1966, 
-BNJ xxxvi 1967 P-56. ý6. 
- 
zil 
Scandinavian formations: %g/imr, Valgestr, and Sumarlithi was 
probably originally from the Western Isles. 
Continental Germanic names are present at Huntingdon, Bedford 
and Ipsvýrich. In addition, at Cambridge Ornst, Ornost etc.. though 
it frequently has the form of the OE appellative., may be a Continent- 
al name anglicised. Similarly Eadwacer at Norwich and Cambridge 
may well have arisen through Continental Germanic influence. 
. 
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Old English 
Alfgar 
, 
Elfgeat 
Elfheah 
Elfnoth 
Elf rv d 
Elfric 
Alfstan 
Elfweald 
AlNeard 
. 
Elftig 
Elfwine 
Ithelric 
, 
Ethelweard 
Ethelwig 
, 
Ethelwine 
Beorhtferth 
Beorhtmmr 
Beorhtnoth 
Beorhtrmd 
Beorhtweald 
Beorhtwine 
Brun 
Brungar 
Bruning 
Brunman 
Cynwig 
Cynweald 
Deoring 
Deorman 
LONIX 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
. 
HCn- 1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
HCn 2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
x. 
x 
ILRIC, possibly = Alfric 
x 
x 
zig 
De or sti se 
Duding 
Danstan 
Eadgar 
Eadnund 
Eadnoth 
Ea dre d 
Eadric 
Eadweald 
Eadweard 
Ea clwi g 
Eadwine 
Badwulf 
Ealdgar 
Ealdrm d 
Frethy#l; '3iYhU*iil 
Goda 
Godhere 
Goaing 
Godman 
Godric 
Godric Calic 
Godsige 
Godwine 
Godwine Stewer 
Goldsige 
Leofgar 
Leofnmr 
Leofred 
Leofzvd Brun 
Leofric 
Cn HCn 1 Fir HCn 2 
x 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
12 
1 2 
1 2 
1.2 3 
2; 
.2 
]. 2! 3 
i 12.: 3 
1 2 x 
2 x. 
2, x 
: 
1 2 
I 
x 
iHc n 1/Hr 2 mule 
x 
ý1ýxj 
x 
X 
x 
22.0 
("I Cn 
tf -ý 
HGri 
Leofsige 11 22 
Leofstan 12 3x 12x 
Leofweald 12 3 
Leofweara 2 3 
Leofwig 12 3 2 
Leofwine 1i2 3 
Lyfing., Leofing! i 2 3 12X 
OSV6Ulf 
Sigenoth 12 
Sigermcl 2 
Sigeweard 
Stithwulf 2 
Sweiman 
Sweting 
Theodrad 2 
Widia 
Wulfgar 112 Y, 1 
Wulfmmr 2 
Vulfnoth 12 1? Hr 1 ? VLHN 
Wulfxvd 12 3 x 
'Wulfric 12 3 1 
Wulfsige 3 
Wulfstan x 
Wulf'weard 1? ýPVUERD Wulfzvd ? 
WulNdne 12 3 1 
Wynsige 12 3 121 
Vynsige Wamane a 
Wynstan 12 
Old Norse 
Morati 
. 
Corf 2x 
Farmann 
Iric z 
. 
221 
9p HCn 1 
Toca 12 
Thorsteinn 
12x 
Continental Germanic 
Colman 11 
Godleof 11 21 
11 
OE 88, ON 5v CG 2 (c. 973-1016 OE 939 ON 7, CG 3) 
Summary 
The London names are overwhelmingly Old English. The Scandinavian 
element is very small and most of the names which may be designated 
as Scandinavian are uncertain or atypical. Thorsteinn,., fosnd ir, the 
forms EORSTENj IORSTN, i. e. not anglicised to 
-Stan as at Lincoln 
and Stamford, is certainly Scandinavian. Toca, in Old English is 
probably derived from ON Tbki,, but its distribution as a moneyer's 
name at this period (found at York but also Londont Southwark, Crick- 
lade, and at Winchester under Ethelred) is curiously southern-based 
for a Scandinavian name and suggests some degree of assimilatior into 
English. Borstir is known from only one coin but is likely to be 
of Scandinavian origin; Corf is found in several types and like 
Borstig seems to be of the original byname formation; possibly 
connected with Scandinavian kurfr, korverý it is not known as a name 
in Scandinavia and may be native. The coin-form jareman may 'represent 
the Scandinavian name Farmann but the Continental Germanic name 
Far(a)man. is at least as likely as an'etymon. In addition, the 
form DORED is found on a Quatrefoil (Cn 1) reverse in the imitative 
series; if this is copying a true Quatrefoil coin now lost, it reflects 
the Scandinavian name Thorrithr at London. 
Three names are possibly of Continental Germanic origin; Fareman 
discussea aboves ýLoALeof which is probably an anglicisation of a name 
j and. Ll. in -Jý=b olman which is in southern Miglish sources more usually 
continental- than the Old Irish Colman 1ýdove 
V-1M. - MUMM 
. 
2z2- 
.1 
London thus,, at the stratum from which moneyers were recruited, 
seems surprisingly uncosmopolitan. There is plenty of evidence 
for foreign merchants in London from the German empire and northern 
France# and from Scandinavia 
i but presumably there was very little 
permanent settlement of a kind. which might result in moneyers bear- 
ing Oontinental Germanic or Scandinavian names. A twelfth-'century 
custumal which incorporates older matter states that Danes and 
Norwegians were free to dwell in the city for a whole year, sug- 
gesting that a longer sojourn was not usual or to be encouraged. 
Nor has the accession of the Danish king Cnut brought any increase 
in the proportion of Scandinavian moneyers over the similarly meagre 
handful who minted at London f or Ethelred. 
Sawyer TRHS 1965; Stenton ASE P. 533. 
2Z3 
SOUTHERN ENGLAND 
BUCKINGHAM 
01 d Engli Cn HCn I Hr HCn 2 
Beorhtwine 
Leofx-lc 12 
Leofwine 2 
OE 3 (c. 973-1016 OE 3) 
AYLESBURY 
Old English 
Zlfweard 1 
, 
Ethelwine 1 
Eadric 
Eadweard 
CE 4 (c. 973-1016 OE 2) 
OXFORD 
Old English 
, 
Elfwine 1 2 3.2 x 
Blfweald 1 2 3 
Ithelmmr 2 
Ithelric 1 2 3xtX; 
Ithelwig x112 IC 
Ithelwine x 2x 
Beorhtwine K 
Eadwig 1 2 3x 
Xadwine 3 
Godman 1 
Godwine 2 3x2xi 
Jv Lafdensio* x 
Leofing 1 2 32 
Leofwine 2 
SBwine 
2-Z(IC 
Cn Cn 1 Hr HCn 2 
Sibwine I 
Wul fre r1 
Wulfwig 1 
WulN-Ine 
r12 
3 
Continental Germani c 
Colman 11 122 
OB 18., CG 1 (c. 973-iol6 OE l4p CG 1) 
- 
CRICKLADE 
Old English, 
, 
Elfwine 1? 23 21 
Ethelwine 12312 
Godman 
Godwine 2 
Leofing 3 
Sicluwine 
Wulfwine 2 
Old Norse 
T6ki 
OB 7v ON 1 (c. 973-1016 OE 8l ON 1., Cr. 1) 
MALMESBURY 
Old Englis 
also Hr 1/2 mule 
.a 
xI 
ELPINE in Cn 1= Ethelwine? 
Beorhtnoth 2 
Meorhtstan 1 
Godman 2 possibly Maldon 
Hunna 23x12x 
Leofthegn 
-I-I possibly Malclon 
OE 5 (C. 973-1016 OE 5) 
BRISTOL 
Old &glish 
Alfweard 2 
, 
Elfwine 
_le_ 
2-7--a 
Cn HCn 1 Hr HGn 2 
,E thel st an 
Ethelwine 1 
Goftan 
Leofwine 312 
Smwine 12 
Wulfnoth 2 
Wulfstan 3 
WulNine 2 
Wynsige 
OB 11 (not known as a mint 0.973-1016) 
AUMIDGE 
I 
Old English 
Ithe[ 2 
Go aa ?2 
Golda x 
Goldoyta x 
H=ewine 
Leof ric 
Leof'wine 3 
OE 7 (a. 973-1016 OE 1) 
WAMINGFORD 
Old Englis 
I xi 
x 
fragment BER 
doubtful coin in BM, BMT x= p. 64 
Elfric 2? X ILRIG. (Hr 2) 
AINine 23 
Athelric ? 2? RLRIC 
Ithelwig 32x 
Ithelwine 32x 
Brunwine ?x BRIIVM 
Burhvgine X2 
Madweard 1232 
7-2-4 
Cn HCn 1 Hr HCn 2 
11111 
Badwine 
Godwine 
Leofing 2 
Leofv; ine 3 
Mana 2 
Wulfwine 2 
Continental Germanic* 
Colman 1112111 
OE 149 GG 1 (c. 973-1016 OE 16) 
2 
01 d P2&li sh 
BATH 
Alfric 123 
, 
Elfweald 12 
Zlfwig 
Elfwine 12 
10 
Ethelmr I1131x11121x 
2 
, 
Ethelstan 123 
Ethelwine 3x 
Bruning 2? 
Eadstan 1? 
Leofsige 2 
% del x 'l 
Old English 12 (C-973-1 016 OE 16) 
GUILDFORD 
Old-English 
Elfweald 3 
Blacman 3 
Smeawine 
Wulf sige 
OE 4 (C-973-1016 02 5) 
2 
unusual mint-signature BEDEA 
CIO: BAIA 
2-. 21 
SOUTMYARK 
on HCn I Hr Rrn 9 
0 
01 cl t6jaL3h 
Elfgar 2 
Elfric x 
, 
Elf sige 
Elfweard 
, 
Elfvdne 2 
zthelric 
Ethelwig 
Ethelwine 
Beorhtmmr 
Eadnoth 2 
Eadweard 
Eadwine 2 
Godwine 2 
Hunman 
Leofing 2 
Leofric x; I 
Sigeweard 
Vulfric 
Wulfsige 
Wulfstan 
Old Norse 
Swegen 
WX 
OE 20,, ON 2 (c. 973-1016 OE 139 ON ? 1) 
x 1, EL? IC (Cn 1) 
x 
ROCHESTER 
Old English 
Elfheah 123x 
jElfweala 1 
Eadnoth I 
Goawine 12 
. 
-3 x 
2-2-13 
n HCn Cn 2 
2 Leof ric FF- 
3 Wulfric 
OE 6 (c. 973-1016 OE 13) 
CaNTERBURY 
Old English 
JElfrmd .23x12x 
Alfric 3 
Alfwine 
Beorhtrted 3 
Eadweald 1 
Eadwine 2 
Godman 2 
Godric 1212 
Godsunu x? possibly Cambridge 
Godwine 23 
Leofing' 
Leofnoth 1231 
12 
Leofstan 12 also Hr 1/2 mule 
!x 
Leofwig 3 
Leofwine 12 31 x11x 
Winedng 12 31 x1 
'Wulfs tan 12 
vulfwig 232 
Vulfwig Ubi x 
Vulfwine 12 
Wynrmd 23 
_Old 
Norse 
Ketill, 1 
12 
x 
_Cnntinental 
Germanic 
Gyldwine 2x probably the same moneyer appears 
as CAMPINE 
CE 21, ON It CG 1 (C-973-1016 OE 20) 
I ZC) 
DOVER 
Old-English Cn HCn 1 
Alfstan 3 
Beorhtmwr 
Boga 3x 1 
Cynsige 2 3 
Cynstan 3x 1 
Eadsice 12 3Zx 
Eadwine 3 
Godman 
Leofrie 3 
Leofifine 12 3K 
Manning 1 
vu g', ', se 
Swartate 2 
OEIIoNýc. 973-1016 OE 16) 
LYI-IPIJE 
Old English 
HCn 2 
x 
Godric 
1 
13 
Leofwine 
Continental Germanic ? 
lounus 
OE 21 CG? 1 (c. 973-1016 OB 9) 
ROHNEY 
Old English 
Eadmwr 2 
Eardnoth 1 
Godzan 3 
Godric? 2 
G odwine 212 
Wulfnoth 1231x12 
OE 6 (c. 973-1016 OF, 5) 
reading uncertain, Goawine? 
2-30 
HASTINGS 
Old Englis Cn HCn 1 Hr HCn 
Alfreed 23x12x 
Elfweard 12312x 
Athelsige 12 
Brid 3x12 
Cynwine 
Eadsiige 2 
Eadwine 
Leof ing 2 
Leofwine x 
Wulfnoth 3 
OE 10 (c. 973-1016 OE 6) 
LEWES 
R  
Old Englis 
JElfweard 
A"If wine 
Eadweard 
Eadwine 
Ealdred 
Godman 
Godwig 
Leofa 
Leofisige 
Leofwine 
21 
21 
1 
2 
Ix 
1 2 x 
1 2 x 
Cnntinental-Germanic 
Caldewine Ix 
Collini ?2 
123 
2 
Cn HCn 1 Hr HCn 2 
uncertain j--A, 
-N 
Northman IC II 
DE 11, CG 3? uncertain 1 (C-973-1016 CE 15, ON 1, CG 2) 
SMITING 
Old English 
Frethi, Frithu- 31x2 
wine 
Widia 
1 12 
3 
OE 2 
CISSBURY 
Old Englis 
Leofwine i 
OE 1 (c. 973-1016 OE 2) 
'GOTHABURIII 
Old English 
JElfweard x 
Leofmmr 12x 
Wulfmmr 
Old Norse 
Carla 
CE 3v ON 1 (C-973-1016 OE 2) 
EXETER 
Old English 
JEfic 
Elfstan 
Elfwine 
Dodda 
Eadnmr 
Eadsige 
Eadsige Nare 
3 
2 
23 
2 
1 
1 
2 
x 
I 
232. 
Eadvine 2 3 
Ealdabeard 2 
Goda 12 
Godwine 2 
Runman 31 
Hunwine 
Leofwine 2 
Mana 2 
Smwine 12 
Wine 1 
Wulfnoth x2 
Vulfric 
Wulfsige 1 
Wulfstan 23 
Wulfweard 2 
Old Norse 
Carla 
s1culi 23 
Thorgautr 
Continental Germanic 
Godbryt 2. 
Haerra x 
Isegod 
Manleof 2x 
Thegnwine 31x 
OE22ýON 39 CG 5 (C-973-1016 OE 30t ON 3p CG 4) 
LYDFORD 
Old English 
Elfric 
Alfwine 2x 
213 
Cn HCn 1H ICn 
Bruna 
Godric 
Hunwine 12 
Swine 12 
_Old 
Norse 
Viking 3 
OE 59 ON 1 (c. 973-1016 OE 7) 
TOTNES 
Old Englisý 
Elfwine 2 
Leofgar i 
Wulfweard 2 
Old Norse 
Fa=ann 
Thorgautr 
IIII 
OE 3p ON 2*(C. 973-1016 DE-11) 
BARNSTAPLE 
Old English 
Alfgar 123 
Ata 
1  
Beorht(? )sige 
OE 3 (C-973-1016 OE 6) 
2 
BYRHSIE 
WATCHET 
Old English 
Goacild 1123x12x 
Runwine 
OE 2 (c. 973-1016 OE 2) 
ib 
9-*14- 
Old English 
JElfweard 
JElfsige 
Athelvine 
Dunbeard 
Goda 
Godwine 
: 1- 
1 
LAITGPORT 
Cn HCn 1 Er 
3 
3 
x 
OE 6 (c. 973-1016 not known as a mint) 
Old Englis TAUNTON 
filfsige 
Beorht(? )stan 
Boga 
Eadric 12 
Leofwine 13 
OE 5 (c. 973-1016 CE 2) 
HCn 2 
2 
Ic 
x 
x 
BYRRSTAN 
also a coin reading EDPNC rom in BEH pay = this moneyer 
Old 
. 
English CREVIMIUM 
Beorhtric 
Beorhtwig 23 
Winas/us 123 
OE 3 (c. 973-1016 OE 1) 
BRIDPORT 
fild Pnglj-ý; h 
JElfweald 2 
JEtheinmr 3 
Godric 1 
Ewmtman x 
OR 4 (c. 973-1016 OR 3) 
en HOn 1 Ilr lICn 2 
ILCHESTER 
-Old 
English 
Elfnoth 2 
Alf sige 
Alfwine 1 2 
Kirwine Mus 2 
JEthelmaer 1 
Athelwig 1 2 3 
Ethelwine 
Caefel 
God, 
Godric 
Godwine 
Leofwine 27 
Oswig 
Vulfhelm 
CE 14 (c. 973-1016 OE 10) 
x 
x 1 
1 Ix 
Imint-signature uncertain 
CADBURY 
Old EngliBh 
Alfhelm 
Winas 
DE 2 (a. 973-1016 OE 4) 
BRUTON 
Old Englis 
Elfhelm 123 
Alfwine I 
Godric x 
OE 3 (c. 973-1016 CE 1) 
z 
-3 9 
2-3(. 
DORCHESTER 
Old English Cn HCn 1 Hr Cn I? 
Athelric xI 
Godwine 2x 
Hwmtman 2x 
Swet 23 
Wulfsige 
CE 5 (c. 973-1016 OE 2) 
I 
WAREHAM 
Old English 
Alfgar 3 
Oda 
Sid=an 
CE 3 (c. 973-1016 CE 6) 
WILTON 
Old English 
Alfrmd 
Alfstan 12 
Alfwine 
Athelmmr 1 
Goldstan 
Leof ing 
CE 6 (c. 973-1016 OE 11) 
Old English 
I 
WARMINSTER 
Beorhtric 
WulfEitan 
IiIII 
Continental Germanic 
Winegod 
OE 2p CG 1 (C-973-1016 OE 2) 
XI 
ALM: possibly = Rlfmmr 
2-31 
SHAFTES BURY 
Old English Cn HCn 1 Hr HCn 2 
Elfwine 
Ft. tllelric 1 2 3x 1x 
Ethelwine 1 
Bolla 1 2 
Goda 1 2 3 
Leofstan 2? 
Lufa 
Smwine 
Vuldnoth 
'Wulfric 2 
OE 10 (c. 973-1016 OE 11) 
SALISBURY 
Old Enp--lish 
Alfnoth 1 2 
Alfreed 1 3 
Alfwine 1 2 
Eadsige 3? 
Godwine 1 2 3 
Golds4in 
Goldus 1 2 
Leofstan 2 
Leofweald 1 
Smman 
Vineman 
Wynstan 1 2 
OE 12 (c. 973-1016 OE 5) 
.I 
x 
IK 
mint-signature uncertain 
MILBORNE PORT 
error for Shrewsbury? 
Old English 
Godwine 2 
Swetric 
13 
2-318 
DE 2 (C. 973-1016 OE 1) 
SOUTHAITTON 
Old Enrlish Cn nI Er HCn 2 
Alfsige 
JElfweard 
Leofwine l?, possibly Northampton 
Continental Germanic 
Sigeboda iI 
Old English 3, CG 1 (C-973-1016 DE 9, cG 1) 
CHICHESTER 
Old Enp,, lish 
v 
Alfric 3 
Ethelhelm 1 2 3 
Beorhtnoth 1 
Goda 
Godric 
Leofric 1 2 
Leofwig 2? 
Leofwine 1 2 
'Wulfnoth 1 
OE: 9 (c. 973- 1016 CE 13) 
Old English 
Alfheah 2 
Alfhelm 1 
JElfrmd 
Alfric 
Alfaige 1 2 3 
Alfetan 1 2 
11 1 
2 
2 
WINCHESTER 
1? 
2? 
possibly = Leofwine 
possibly AGIMC 
coin in BEE but missing 
Nlfweald 
z 
-A 
Cn HCn 1 Er HCn 2 
JElfweard 
JElfwine 
x12x 
Athelric 12x :L 
Athelstan 23x12x 
Athelstan Loc 3 
Athelwig 2x 
Athelwine 
Beorhtnoth I 
Brunstan 1 
Burhweald 2 
Cynna 1 
Eadweard 2 
Eadwine 2 
Goda 23 
Godman x 
Godric 
Godwine 123x2x 
Godwine Coe/ 3x1x 
Ceoca 
Godwine Cas 3 
Godwine Widia 31x 
Leodmmr 2312x 
Leofing, 2x 
Leofric 2? erhaps Worcester 
Leofsunu 1 
Leofstan I 
Leofvrea3A 12 
Leofwinb. 12 
Oda 12 
Ordbeorht 
Seeweard 2x 
-Smwine x 
8eolca 1 
. 
240 
Cn HCn 1 Hr HCn 2 
! ýJoegar 
Smeawine ?zIx 
ýTl kwýlf. CL- - 
Spraculf 
Widia 
Wihtsioe 
Wine 
Wulfnoth 
Wulfric 
Continental Germanic 
2 
2 
2 3 
1 
11 1 
SNAYINE 
Sigeboda 12 
Iseward x 
uncertain 
Sparhafoc 1 12 
OE 4 8, CG 2. (C. 973-1016 OE 43P ON 1, CG 5) 
Summary 
This is the area where Scandinavian names are fewest, and 
historically settlement was negligible. Howevert Scandinavian 
names do occur here, if not in any great numbers. To some extent 
they may be due to an increasing popularity of Scandinavian names and 
a consequent borrowing outside the Danelaw, rather than actual 
settlementp and this one might expect to happen-mainly with the 
commoner names* 
The Scandinavian names in the south are not by any means 
equally distributed, but appear mainly in two groups, one in the 
south-eastern peninsula and the other. in the extreme south-west. 
'With the exception of Toca at Cricklade, which probably derives f rom 
ON Tlki. the central area is devoid of Scandinavian names, In the 
241 
western group, to the Cyte and Thurgod (ON Ketill, Thorgautr) 
v 
and the slightly less certain Carla (ON Karli) who struck at 
Exeter for Athelred we have to add Skula< ON Ski5li. Thurgod 
appears again at Totnes along with Farman which may. be a Scand- 
inavian name, Carla appears again at 'Gothaburh' which is known 
to have been in the vicinity of Exeter, 
I 
and the enigmatic Wicinc 
is found at Lydford; whatever the precise etymology of this name 
it is hard to believe it owesnothing to Scandinavian influence. 
In the east we find Toca again at Southwark along with the 
indubitably Scandinavian Swegen. In. Ethelred's reign a Scand- 
2 inavian presence in Southwark iB dubious though both Toca and 
Sweýge belong to the beginning of Cnut's reign. A Scandinavian 
settlement in Southwark at least by the middle of the eleventh 
century has been inferred by Professor Brooke 3 from the dedication 
of a church there to St. Olaf; possibly this represents an extension 
of a London settlement westwards and southwards outside the City 
itself. 
At Canterbury Scandinavian influence appearing for the first time 
in the Harthaenut and Harold moneyers name C-vtel is reinforced by 
Swertaf e< ON Svarth2f thi at Dover. At Lewes a Northman strikes %W 
for Harthacnut; etymologies other than Scandinavian are possible, 
but one recalls Onlaf at Lewes at the end of Athelred's reig7j. 
As for the earlier period, Continental names are fairly frequent 
in this area. They occur at Oxford and Wallingford (Colman), 
'A' 
ith 
Lympne (lounus)t4no fewer than five names at Exeter and three at 
both Lewes and Winchestert Southampton (Sigeboda) and Canterbury 
(Gyldewine). The concentration of this category of names tends 
to be towards the south coast and shows a continuing royal approv- 
al of i=igrants from the continent. 
2-1ý -2 
For the die-linking and other evidence that places this mint 
in the west country see Dolley in IILJ xxviii 1956 pp. 270-7. 
2 ýoneyers 
c. 973-1016)p. 259 
C. N. L. Brooke, London 800-1216. the shaping-of a city, P-141-2. 
Z43 
General Summary 
Perhaps the most obvious conclusion to be drawn from this 
study is that there is very little difference to be noted generally 
between the patterns 0.973-1016 and the continuing period up to 
1042. This is in some ways only to be expected since the earlier 
pattern itself was mainly the result of a yet earlier settlement, 
but it is wotth noting that at the level of society from which 
the moneyers were recruited the establishment on the English 
throne. of a Danish dynasty has left very little mark. This is 
in contrast with changes amongst the landowning classes 
1. 
and 
must surely reflect the fact that expertise in striking coins 
lay with the English and could not easily be supplied from the 
resources of the largely coinless Danes, whose own infant coinage 
was dependent on English prototypes and rrobably for many years. 
to come on English craftsmen-. 
Only in detail is there any diff erer ce in the balance of 
English and Scandinavian names. At Lincoln and Stamford the 
proportion of Scandinavian names has increased slightly, and 
similarly. in, the southern Danelaw with Norwich, Thetford, Cam- 
bridge and Ipswich. On the other hand at certain mints where 
there had earlier been Scandinavi4n-named moneyers such names 
have disappeared; in these cases the post-1016 pattern is a 
continuation of the situation at the end of Ethelred's reign 
and may be the result of anti-Scandinavian action in the early 
years following the millenium. In the extreme south-west and 
south-east there appears to be a slight increase in Scandinavian 
names, but they appear only in areas where they were already 
present before 1016. 
York still has the heaviest concentration of Scandinavian 
names, followed by Lincoln, Cheater and Stamford. Moving 
U4 
southwards into the Danelaw south of the Trent the proportion of 
Scandinavian names begins to decline significantly and in fact 
the formal boundary seems to be unimportant since "Danelaw" mints 
such as Hertfordt Northampton, Maldon and Colchester lack Scand- 
inavian names just as do the "English" mints both to the south and 
the west. 
The point was considered whether*some of the larger boroughs 
had a localised effect that made them unrepresentative of the 
areas in which they are situated. Chester had a hither pro- 
portion of. Hiberno-Scandinavian names than could be discovered in 
the rest of the north-west, but other evidence suggests that it is 
not the presence of a thriving city at Chester which has had this 
effect but the relatively higher density of settlement by Norse 
and Irish in the Wirral. The Scandinavian presence in London, 
and to some extent in Southwark, though small is nevertheless larger 
than might be expected from purely geographical reasons, but the 
peculiar historical role of London must certainly be taken into 
consideration. Exeter appears on the showing of its coins to 
have been a decidedly cosmopolitan centre and the towns and ports 
of the south-east may similarly have attracted foreigners, both 
-Scandinavian and continental, but in a way that is quite separate 
from the earlier colonisation of the north. 
Only in a very few individual cases is it possible to dis- 
tinguish the origin of Scandinavian names in their homelands from 
the names appearing on the Lnglo-Saxon coinage of this period, 
and no significant distribution-pattern can be plotted. 
Continental namesq though not numerous, are widespread, lack- 
ing only in the north-western area and York. I have noted 
elsewhere 
2 the radical difference in this respect between the 
manning of the York mint in the time of the Norse kings and 
7-4S' 
at the end of the tenth century, and there has been no new influx 
of Continental names in the period under review here. Elsewhere 
they are not confined to coastal towns, though the pattern of 
boroughs on navigable rivers may have its part to play. 
iý, ny Celtic names which appear are in heavily Scandinavianised 
areas and are most probably to be associated with Scandinavian 
settlement via Ireland. 
In my introduction to volume 28, the cumulative index, to 
the SYlloge of Coins of the British Isles, I have silmnarised the 
developments in the'names', found on the Anglo-Saxon coinage, and 
those which appear-dn the pence of Cnut and his sons are typical 
of the trends discernable in the last phase of the pre-conquest 
period. In Old English a certain poverty of invention was 
setting in. In the bi-elemental compounds the number of pro- 
ductive cle-rne-ntswas decreasing and certain stereotyped compounds 
were in the process of. swallowing up the old Germanic practice 
of free variation. The old suffixes had largely fallen into 
disusev so that we come upon a name like Ucede with almost the 
sense of something archaic. The originally patronymic suffix 
-ing, 
however, is the exception and seems to have taken on a new strength, 
possibly under the influence of Scandinavian names in 
-IMEM and 
now with a descriptive rather than a patronymic value. 
In contrast with the Old English names there is evidence that 
new name-forming amongst the Scandinavians continued to be vigor- 
ous, since many names not found in the Scandinavian homelands 
appear in northern England which are either formed from Scand- 
inavian elements known in other names or are original bynames 
drawn from Scandinavian vocabulary. In some non-Scandinavian 
areas also, original byname or nickname type names occur, and 
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